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Part III. Strategic Sites and Buildings

Catalogue of strategic locations and buildings

Bridges: Over the Danube

Nordwestbahn Bridge: Karl Seitz Hof, Jedlseerstr. Karl Marx Hof & Engels Platz
Floridsdorfer Bridge: Engels Platz
Nordbahn Bridge and Steg: Otto Haas-Hof Pasettistr., Winarskyhof, Paul Speiser-Hof
Reichs Bridge: Lasalle Hof, Heizmann Hof, Goethehof
Stadlauer Ostbahn Bridge: Wehlistrasse 305 and 309
Planned but unbuilt bridge east of Messe Gelände: Engerthstrasse 230

5 bridges that cross the Danube
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Over the Danube Canal
Nussdorfer Bridge: Karl-Marx-Hof
Heiligenstädter Bridge: Karl-Marx-Hof
Döblinger Steg: none
Gürtel Bridge: Prof. Jodl-Hof, Brigittenauer Lände 138-142 (bridge not built yet)
Friedens Bridge: none
Augarten Bridge: none
Salztor Bridge: none
Marien Bridge: none
Schweden Bridge: none
Aspern Bridge: none
Franzens Bridge: none
Viadukt Bridge: Franz Mair-Hof, Schüttelstr. 9
Rotunden Bridge: none
Stadion Bridge: Hanuschhof, L. Koessler-Platz, Schlachthausgasse 2-6
Ostbahn Brücke: none
5 bridges with projects over the Danube Canal
Over the Vienna River
Kielmannsegg Bridge, Weidlingau: Josef Rautmann-Hof
Philadelphia Bridge: Simonyhof
Gürtel: Leuthnerhof, planned but unbuilt building in triangle of Gürtel, Linke Wienzeile,
Stadtbahn bridge, now Stadtwildnis
(Wientalstrasse did not exist as yet)
2 bridges with projects over the Vienna River
12 Bridges in all

Railroads:

Westbahn: Josef Rautmann-Hof in Weidlingau Note: at the Nikolai Berg where the valley
narrows there is none, but Wientalstrasse, did not exist yet
Penzinger Freight Yards: Schimonhof, Weinzierlg. 1-7, Onno Klopp-Gasse 16, and other smaller
ones
Vorortelinie: Drechslergasse 24-32, three along Cervantesg., Meiselstr. 73, Haus im alten Ort at
Enenkelstr. 35, Wiedenhoferhof, Türkenritthof, Holyhof, Lindenhof, Währinger Str. 188-190,
Obkircherg. 16, Karl Marx-Hof
Franz Josefs Bahn: Nordbergstr. 14-16, Karl Marx-Hof
Nordwestbahn Freight Yards: Marinellig. 1
Nordwestbahn: Bahnhof Jedlersdorf, Mautner Markhof-Gasse 10 (now Gebauer G.-Immen G.),
Werndlg. 11-19 and 14-18, Scheydg. 3-15
Nordbahn: Franz Mair-Hof, Marinellig. 1, Otto Haas-Hof, Winarskyhof, Paul Speiser-Hof and
Franklinstr. 20, Werndlg. 11-19 and 14-18, Siedlung Leopoldau
Praterstern Freight Yards: Lassallehof, Heizmannhof
Ostbahn: [Arsenal], Anton Schrammel-Hof at Kopalg. 55-61, Wehlistr. 305, Wehlistr. 309
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Aspangbahn: Ungerhof on Obere Bahngasse (Verbindungsbahn), Wildganshof, complex of six
around Herder Platz
Verbindungsbahn: Hetzendorfer Str. 157-161, Gemeindesiedlung Lockerwiese
Südbahn: Südtiroler Hof, Julius Ofner-Hof, Julius Popp-Hof, Herweghof, Reismannhof,
Fuchsenfeldhof
Stadtbahn: Karl Marx-Hof, Prof. Jodl-Hof, Ditteshof, Glatzg. 6, Gallhof, Hernalser Gürtel 26,
Bernardg.38, Leuthnerhof, planned but unbuilt building at intersection of Gürtel and Linke
Wienzeile, Sigmund Freud-Hof
13 Railroads

Military Installations:
Rossauer Kaserne: Rossauer Lände 21
Wilhelms Kaserne: Wachauerhof, Elderschhof
Albrechts Kaserne: Elderschhof, Engerthstr. 320 (Sturhof)
Kaiser-EbersdorferKaserne: 2. Landwehrstr.3, 2. Landwehrstr. 5
Rennweg Kaserne: Wildganshof, Marianne Hainischhof, Rabenhof
Train Kaserne (Heckenast-Burian-Kaserne): Am Tivoli, Aichholzg. 52
Radtezky Kaserne; Schmelz
Military School Breitensee (Kommando-Gebäude General Körner): Franz Kurz-Hof
Vega-Payer-Weyprecht Kaserne: Breitenseer Str. 108-112 planned but unbuilt project east of the
base
Biedermann-Huth-Raschke Kaserne: Breitenseer Str. 108-112
Starhemberg Kaserne: Quarinhof
Marokkaner Polizei Kaserne: Neulingg. 39 and one planned for Zaunerg.-Veithg. (built after
WWII)
Polizei Kommission X. District: Zürcher Hof
Karls Kaserne: Steigenteschg. 6-12, Siedlung Freihof, Kagran
Stiftskaserne: Planned but not built
14 Military Bases

Reservoirs:

Galitzin Str.: Siedlungsanlage "Heim"
II. Hochquellenwasserleitung: Breitenseerstr 108-112
Wientalleitung: Breitenseerstr. 108-112
I. Hochquellenwasserleitung: Siedlungsanlage "Rosenhügel", Defreggerstr. 1a
Wasser Behälter Am Wasserturm: George Washington-Hof, Van der Nüll-Gasse 83-85, Triester
Str. 75-77, Triester Str. 85, Heimbauhilfe “Am Wasserturm”
Wasser Behälter Quellenstr.: Quellenstr. 24a
Wasser Behälter Hütteldorferstr.: Johann Hartmann-Hof at Edouard Süss-Gasse 28 (Meiselstr.
15-17), Chrobakg. 3-5 (Wurmserstr. 40)
Wasser Hebewerke Salmannsdorf u. Neustift am Walde: Neustift am Walde 69-71

8 Reservoirs
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Major Intersections:
I. District - no municipal apartment buildings
II. Am Tabor: Marinellig. 1:
Goethehof (at the time part of II. District)
III. Ludwig Koessler Platz: Hanuschhof and Schlachthausg. 2-6
Landstrasser Hauptstr.-Rennweg: Wildganshof
Landstrasser Hauptstr.-Landstrasser Gürtel: Wildganshof
IV. Südtiroler Platz-underpass to Favoritenstr.-Laxenburgerstr.: Südtiroler Hof
V. Margaretengürtel-Eichen Str.: Matteottihof,
Herweghof, Julius Popp-Hof, Metzleinstaler Hof
Margareten Str.-Margareten Gürtel: Franz Domes-Hof
VI. Linke Wienzeile-Margaretengürtel-Gaudenzdorfergürtel: Leuthnerhof, planned but unbuilt
building that became the Stadtwildnis
VII. Lerchenfelderstr-Lerchenfelder Gürtel: Bernardg. 38
VIII. none
IX. Hernalser Gürtel-Alser Str.-Ottakringer Str.: Hernalser Gürtel 26
Heiligenstädter Str.-Nussdorferstr.: Gallhof Triester Str. 75-77
X. Spinnerin Am Kreuz: George Washington Hof, Rax Strasse-Neilreichg.: Jean Jaures-Hof
Favoriten Str.-Inzersdorfer Str.: Staudiglg. 9 Kudlichg.-Laaer Berg Str.: Laaer Berg Str. 22-24
Laaer Berg Str.-Bitterlich Str.: Laaer Str. 166
XI. Simmeringer Hauptstr.-Neugebäude Str.: Gemeindesiedlung Weissenböckstr. II. Teil
Simmeringer Hauptstr.-Kaiser Ebersdorfer Str.: Fickeystr. 8 Simmeringer Hauptstr.Thürnlhofer Str.: Zentralfriedhof III. Tor
XII. Eichen Str.-Längenfeldg.: Fuchsenfeldhof, Reismannhof Steinbauerg.-Längenfeldg: Bebelhof
Gaudenzdorder Gürtel-Herther Gasse: Leopoldine Glöckel-Hof, Reumannhof Hohenberg
Str.-Schwenk Gasse: Am Tivoli, Aichholzg. 52
Schedifkaplatz: Simonyhof
Rosenhügel: Siedlungsanlage "Rosenhügel" Arndtstr.- Gaudenzdorfer Gürtel: Haydnhof
XIII. Wolkersbergenstr.-Hermesstr.: Biraghig. 38-42
XIV. Versorgungsheim Str.-Biraghig.-Wandvogel Str.: Gemeindesiedlung Lockerwiese
Goldschlagstr.-Linzer Str.: Blatthof
Penzinger Str.-Weinzierlg.-Cumberland Str.: Schimonhof, Weinzierlg. 1-7
Ameisg.-Karlingerg.: Schimonhof and others; Weidlingauer Hauptstr.-Mühlbergstr.:
HadersdorfWeidlingau Hauptstr. 97
Penzingerstr.-Hadikg.-Schloss Allee: Phillipsg. 8
XV. Auf der Schmelz: Wohnhausanlage Schmelz, Heimhof; Hütteldorferstr.-Urban Loritz Platz:
Hütteldorfer Str. 3-5
Meidlinger Hauptstr.-Linke Wienzeile: Skarethof
XVI. Ottakringer Str.-Thalia Str.: Haus im alten Ort Nietzsche Platz: Sandleiten
Maroltingerg.-Thalia Str.: Austerlitzhof Maroltingerg.-Flötzersteig (Joachimstaler Platz):
Severhof
XVII. Hernalser Hauptstr.-Julius Meinl Gasse:Türkenritthof
Richthausen Str.-Lidl Gasse: Wattgasse 98
Dornbacher Str.-Als Zeile: Dornbacher Str. 84a
XVIII. Gersthofer Str.-Hasenauer Str. (Türkenschanz Platz): Gersthofer Str. 75-77
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Gersthoferstr.-Kreuzg.: Lindenhof Kröttenbachstr.-Felix Dahn Str.: Siedlungsanlage
"Glanzing"
Währingerstr.-Gentzg.-Gersthofer Str.: Währingerstr. 188-190
XIX. Phillopovichg.-Billroth Str.-Heiligenstädter Str.: Klosehof, Pestalozzihof, Billrothstr. 9
Hardtg.-Döblinger Gürtel: Prof. Jodl-Hof
Liechtenwerder Platz: Ditteshof
Bahnhof Heiligenstadt: Karl Marx-Hof
Neustift am Walde-Rathstr.: Neustift am Walde 69-71
XX. Adalbert Stifter Str.-Brigittenauer Lände: Brigittenauer Lände 138-142
Vorgarten Str.-Strom Str.: Winarskyhof
Friedrich Engels Platz: Engelsplatz
Durchlauf Str.-Ley Str.: Otto Haas-Hof
XXI. Floridsdorfer Markt: Schlingerhof
Prager Str.-Kolonie Str.: Prager Str. 56-58, Appelhof
Donaufelder Str.-Bessemer Str.-Fulton Str.: Donaufelder Str. 44
Brunner Str.-Siemens Str.: Ederg. 4-10 and four others
Kinzerplatz: Bielerhof
Wagramer Str.-Schüttaustr.: Goethehof (then II.)
XXII. Donaustadt Str.-Erzherzog Karl Str.: Erzherzog Karl-Str. 65-79
Aspern, Heldenplatz: Langobardenstr. 207
65 Intersections

Part IV: Conclusion

Introduction
While I would not like to saddle the military historian Gordon A. Craig with the content of this
book still it would not be complete without saying that encouragement to pursue this line of thought
came from him. I showed him some photographs of municipal apartment blocks, known as
Gemeindebauten, built by the Social Democrats in Vienna between the wars and he spontaneously
labeled the architecture "provocative."
Hans and Rudolph Hautmann had recently compiled a comprehensive book on the apartment
projects of Red Vienna, but I wanted to visit the sites myself, being less enthusiastic than they were
about the architecture and more suspicious of socialist motives. I had earlier noticed the fortress-like
characteristics of many buildings and began to wonder about locations as well as designs and building
materials. I visited the 375 sites over the next few years taking pictures from different angles.
I spent a few months paging through the surviving documents from the City Building Office or
Stadtbauamt. They give no indication that anyone in city government intended to build fortresses or
indeed had any idea that many of the buildings included characteristics that might be suited for use in
an armed conflict. 1 Many documents are missing, but the conclusion is inescapable that there is no
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I am indebted to Brigitte Riegele, now head of Magistrats Abteilung 8, for permission to use the depot
in the Kandlgasse rather than have the documents brought to the reading room in City Hall. Notes taken
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written evidence to suggest that anyone had military motives connected with the projects. In other
words, it is all but impossible to prove from existing written sources that the socialist government was
building a sort of urban Maginot Line. Gaps in the documents—the numbers are consecutive--can be
explained because staff members could borrow them. When they did not return, admonitions followed,
but some remained in private hands or were lost forever. It is certainly possible that documents were
destroyed.
A major objective of this study is to expand the definition of the politics connected with the
building program. Until now politics has been defined narrowly in relation to the program alone,
namely how leaders overcame problems in housing, with financing for example, arising from social
motives of a local sort confined to Vienna rather than broadly in terms of the confrontation between
Left and Right in Austria involving armed force that eventually led to civil war. This study aims to keep in
mind the political and military tensions that grew at the same time the housing program unfolded. The
war of 1934 was more than a brief and unpleasant episode with little relation to the building program or
the role the projects happened to play. It was more than the “February Days,” as the war is often called
euphemistically. Violence in civil society was never far from consideration during the entire period
between 1919 and 1934. Both sides were heavily armed from the start, both sides knew it, and the
housing projects, heavily populated by socialists, did nothing to alleviate the tensions. On the contrary,
the ubiquitous buildings exacerbated the tendency, adding concealed weapons to outwardly
threatening bunkers all over the city until the socialists decided that they could rebel successfully in
response to fascist provocations by the government to impose their will on the rest of Austria from
Vienna. Politics of a more rudimentary sort regarding a monopoly over coercive force within the state
influenced the housing program throughout the First Republic.

Preface and Narrative
Preface

Anton Weber gave a speech in 1932 at the Social Democratic Party headquarters (the
Arbeiterheim) in Ottakring confronting accusations of opponents to the housing program he ran. They
ask why the projects are built of reinforced concrete, he said. They claim that the new buildings are
really bomb proof bunkers. (laughter). He continued, “They say we build the large apartment
complexes on the main highways, on the railroads, and at the bridges as bridgeheads in case of a civil
war, and if an apartment building is equipped with a studio it is not meant to accommodate an artist but
rather intended as an observation tower and a machinegun nest. (more boisterous laughter). Finally,
they also discovered that I have become a strategic collaborator with General Körner, (lively laughter).
You see what stupidities the opponents use to fight our housing program.” 2

there can be found online under Documents of Baudirektion Wien 1919-1941, Notes of Michael J. Zeps,
S.J.
2
“Sie sagen, wir bauen die großen Wohnhausanlagen an den Hauptverkehrsstrassen, an den Bahnen
und an den Brücken als Brückenköpfe für den Fall eines Bürgerkrieges, und wenn ein Wohnhausbau
einen Aufbau mit einem Atelier hat, so ist dieses nicht zur Unterbringung eines Künstlers bestimmt,
sondern als Beobachtungsturm und als Maschinengewehrstand. (Neuerliche stürmische Heiterkeit.)
Endlich haben sie auch herausgefunden, daß ich mir als strategischen Mitarbeiter den General Körner
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Housing projects were indeed used as fortresses when a revolt took place in 1934, and when
General Theodor Körner was generally recognized as head of the Social Democratic paramilitary
Schutzbund. Instead of being simple, inexpensive, efficient and politically neutral attempts to alleviate
the housing shortage after WW I, they were massive, elaborate, expensive projects with conspicuous
military features, placed at the most strategic locations, designed to impress the city and the country
with the power of the Social Democratic Party and to intimidate opponents with provocative
architecture. The housing program grew at the same time the paramilitary Schutzbund was founded
and grew into a party militia. The two programs evolved further in the mid-1920's with the riots of 1927
as a turning point. Thereafter the Schutzbund became a party army with a military structure while the
city expanded the housing program from 23,000 to 64,000 apartments. They reached the goal in 1934
at the same time the Schutzbund went into revolt. The attempt to establish a "fortress Vienna" with the
projects as bases failed when the rebellion was defeated, the Party outlawed, and the housing program
terminated. Weber's mockery turned to irony when the predictions of the opposition found their
fulfillment less than two years later. Further irony came when the Arbeiterheim in Ottakring where
Weber delivered the speech suffered the most damage of all the buildings involved in the civil war.

Narrative
The Housing Program and the Schutzbund

The projects were not discovered by accident to be suitable both for housing and as bases for
the rebels, but designed, located and built with the goal of controlling Vienna militarily as well as
politically. The euphemism "February Days" conceals a full-scale revolt designed to capture the
government of Austria, not just to defend the Republic from a fascist coup against democracy and the
Constitution of 1920. No one could calculate the results if it succeeded, but the multiplicity of municipal
housing projects seemed adequate ahead of time to support a large number of Schutzbund fighters in
the effort. The two went together, with preparations evident as early as 1923. It seems appropriate to
narrate briefly the story of connections between the military arm of the Social Democratic Party and the
housing program, for the accusations of the opposition referred to by Anton Weber were indeed a
prediction of developments in February 1934.

The End of WW I and the Start of the First Republic

The Treaty of St. Germain ending World War I for Austria was antecedent to the Constitution of
1920 not only in time but in order of importance, for it established the broad outlines necessary to
create the Constitution of an independent state. In other words, it was imposed on Austria as a
condition for statehood. Resistance was immediate but ineffectual when the new state of
Czechoslovakia demanded that Austria confirm the provisions as a condition for providing sugar and coal
to a starving and cold country. All the same, Austria had to be considered a revisionist country along
with Hungary and Germany in the years between the wars.
One remnant of the war was an immense stock of weapons that the Allies failed to confiscate in
a half-hearted attempt to disarm the country. For want of a better place, many were stored in the
auserkoren habe. (Lebhafte Heiterkeit.) Sie sehen, mit welchen Dummheiten die Gegner unsere
Wohnbautätigkeit bekämpfen.” Arbeiter-Zeitung, 12 April, 1932.
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immense Arsenal in Vienna nominally under joint supervision by all parties but in fact controlled by the
Social Democrats. All parties tacitly agreed in the Arsenal Pact of 1922 that they should not be turned
over to the Allies. Formally in violation of the peace treaty, the enormous cache quickly became
shrouded in secrecy that continued throughout the First Republic when some were confiscated by the
government while others were moved around by the Social Democrats to avoid detection as its
paramilitary group flourished. The Allies became a minor irritant when political differences among the
parties made the arms an internal problem of the first magnitude that was never solved. Indeed,
secrecy was more of a problem within the Social Democratic Party itself than among the parties because
no one among the socialists including the highest military leaders had an accurate idea of the numbers
and types of weapons that were in the hands of their followers. The army knew at least what weapons
were stored in the dozen military bases that dotted the city.
Political differences in the country cannot be analyzed in this study, but at the beginning of the
Republic with the example of the Russian Revolution looming large they ran the gamut of revolutionary
Marxism to reactionary fascism involving violence everywhere across the spectrum. Thousands of
weapons under the strict control of no one exacerbated the situation immensely. A monarchist
restoration even seemed possible when a desultory attempt was made in the early days, but the threat
was rather more a rhetorical device than a realistic assessment when used later by republicans.
A major problem especially in Vienna was housing. All parties agreed that the country needed a
large program to improve it. Overcrowded and squalid tenements were common everywhere in the
developing world with different approaches to the problem in different places, but in Austria the war
exacerbated an intolerable situation alleviated but a little by rent control. At first, returning veterans
were given subventions to construct settlements with their own labor, but the city government of
Vienna soon decided on its own program funded by a special building tax, the famous Wohnbausteuer
emblazoned in red on many projects even today, to raise money, mostly from luxuries and businesses.
City leaders led by Anton Weber turned away from settlements to concentrate on multifamily blocks
that took advantage of existing infrastructure like roads, gas, water and sewers requiring little capital
investment although some city owned settlements still went up on the edges of town. They settled on a
crash program of 23,000 apartments in 1923 which they reached on schedule by 1927 under the
efficient direction of the City Building Office or Stadtbauamt. Meanwhile the federal government
created a housing fund of its own, making a contribution to housing in Vienna in the additional form of
contributions to the city budget that could be used for housing as well as administration. Major
decisions by the city involved architects, building materials and architectural style. The program was far
too large for city architects so they eventually employed scores of private architects. They never
deviated from reinforced concrete and masonry but soon allowed or directed architects to change the
facades from simple and unadorned like the Haus im Alten Ort in the XVI. and Tannbruckgasse in the XII.
Districts to more elaborate and articulated exteriors that gave an entirely different impression when
approached from the outside. They patronized city-owned companies for materials in keeping with
socialist ideals until private firms proved they could do so more cost effectively.
Political parties took advantage of the chaos at the end of the war to form their own militias.
The Social Democrats formed a loose group called Ordner to represent them in confrontations with the
police while other parties across Austria created similar paramilitary groups from the ranks of returning
veterans. Anton Weber was an early leader of the Ordner but soon withdrew to concentrate on housing
maintaining his reputation as standing far to the left. In 1923 the Social Democrats replaced the Ordner
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with a new paramilitary group called the Schutzbund under the same leaders like Julius Deutsch but with
a centrally controlled structure. It appeared at practically the same time the housing program began
and the two grew together. The Schutzbund was meant to defend the democratic Constitution of 1920
from right wing opponents, but the nature of the threat and conditions for the use of violence were
undefined. Internal differences appeared almost immediately between Julius Deutsch and Theodor
Körner, a retired general, representing aggressive elements willing to use the weapons at hand versus
those who wanted to rely on the ballot box for change, with a difference between generations to
complicate matters. The two men remained dedicated socialists but never resolved their differences,
although an uneasy truce prevailed for almost a decade.

Suspending Building Lines and Incorporating Military Features

A major turning point in the building program came with the Fuchsenfeldhof in the XII. District
designed in 1922 by the architectural firm of Schmid and Aichinger followed quickly by the Reissmanhof
Am Fuchsenfeld in the same neighborhood from 1924 done by the same firm. Gone were jealously
guarded building lines that guaranteed a Stadtbild, or cityscape, of buildings carefully respecting the
zoning boundaries established earlier. The Stadtbauamt had granted exceptions for a fee restricting the
variances for air space above sidewalks. The Fuchsenfeldhof, though, started a cascade of variances that
continued for the duration of the program. In effect the city ignored its own building lines, dramatically
affecting not only the “picture” of the city dear to many Viennese but the whole "feel" of the city.
Obtrusive housing blocks everywhere in town began to draw attention to themselves with articulated
facades, now protruding onto thoroughfares, now set back from them, with attendant changes in the
way an observer might feel about them. Admittedly, the inherited building lines led to boring streets
with long stretches of buildings constructed up to the sidewalk, and the variances could have
contributed to a more interesting cityscape had they not included conspicuous features reminiscent of
concrete gun emplacements from World War I.
To begin with, the Fuchsenfeldhof with many that followed was a Strassenhof, built around a
courtyard with no access to the street except through tunnel-like entrances. Residents reached
apartments from doors and stairwells that opened only onto an enclosed courtyard or Hof. The entire
building could easily be sealed off by blocking access to the street through the few passages often
flanked on both sides by observation and control windows.
Windows were another matter handled in various ways to provide security. They were placed
high enough to prevent easy access from the street, and basement windows if they existed were
covered by steel grates. Corridors were not placed behind windows along the outer walls which might
have allowed rapid communication within the building if the wall was breached. The most salient
feature, though, were the ventilation windows in the toilet cubicles. These small square apertures
appeared from the outside to be usable as firing ports. When the opposition objected, the Stadtbauamt
deliberated about keeping them, deciding in the end to continue even though they were expensive and
ventilation could be achieved more simply, as it was in the late 1930’s. Toilet cubicle windows were
perhaps the most provocative characteristic of the program; they made numerous buildings look like
fortresses, prompting observers to imagine innumerable riflemen taking aim down the streets and
across the open spaces surrounding them.
Locations chosen by the city were one of the most closely watched aspects of the program. The
city owned a vast amount of land that could have been used without buying more, but low prices after
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the war enticed them to enter the market when private development all but ceased for various reasons.
Market prices for land, however, varied immensely because laws on eminent domain were weak during
the 1920’s, with prices paid ranging from a few schillings to 65 schillings per square meter depending on
how much the city wanted the location. Unfortunately, prices and locations are matters closely related
to this study that cannot be covered adequately in this study. Public transportation and infrastructure
like water and sewers played a role, of course. Even as it was clear that the city did not have to acquire
more land at all, the locations it chose to buy oftentimes were at militarily strategic points in the city.
Some plots of ground were in fact enormously expensive but would be crucial in a civil war if reinforced
concrete buildings stood there. The possibility of a civil war became a topic of conversation among
socialists at the foundation of the Schutzbund although the party had an interest generally in
downplaying the question.
Opposition sprang up in the City Council almost immediately when the bourgeois parties,
Christian Socials and Pan-Germans, began to notice the military features. Weber defended the program
vigorously in his role as spokesman for the Social Democrats. He was aware from the start that the
opposition accused the city of building stout apartment complexes at key intersections, railroads and
bridges. Leopold Kunshak of the Christian Socials soon began calling them “Kasernen” or military
installations housing soldiers. He noted that the policy regarding rentals was fair on paper but ended up
favoring socialist sympathizers so that residents almost exclusively voted Social Democratic. Leadership
in the projects gravitated to party members with party offices unabashedly housed within the walls.
Weapons had long been a matter of utmost concern to both sides. They were not held by the
army, subject as it was to the provisions of the Treaty of St. Germain, but located rather in the massive
Arsenal, no longer a military installation. The “Arsenal Pact” of 1922 provided for shared responsibility
among the parties, but by 1927 the Arsenal was controlled in fact by the socialists. Money ran out as
gunsmiths were refurbishing the rusting rifles around the clock at the time, but an appeal for more fell
on deaf ears within the party. The government suddenly descended on the site in May 1927 to
confiscate thousands of rifles when Alfred Marek, considered a traitor ever after by the socialists,
betrayed their whereabouts in the welter of structures within the walls. Many were removed to the
Schloss Neugebäude, a neutral site near the Crematorium in the XI. District, where the parties could
supervise them together in a strange and awkward arrangement. Others were scattered among the
army bases in the city. Another raid in 1930 ended that situation, but the Schutzbund was by no means
disarmed; weapons caches found their way into the housing projects aided by the secrecy that kept
details not only from the Allies but from high ranking military leaders in the Schutzbund like Theodor
Körner, much to his annoyance. Arms and housing projects became united more effectively as a result
than if the weapons had remained in the Arsenal.
It is clear therefore that the massive housing program and the Schutzbund appeared
simultaneously, with the association of the two growing closer as the decade progressed.

The Riots of 1927 and the Aftermath
After the Fuchsenfeldhof introduced a model form for the housing program, the riots of 1927
were another major turning point during the First Republic. The city reached its initial goal of 23,000
apartments in that year, but otherwise the riots and the housing program appear unrelated. The
direction of the Schutzbund changed after the riots, however, while the housing program continued at
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full speed with major changes. In the process the usefulness of the projects as fortresses became
strategic rather than tactical. Anton Weber was able at the same time to consolidate the two divisions
of the housing program into his own department of the City Council. He then controlled all aspects,
from acquiring land through the process of design and construction to rules for life in finished
apartments. The bureaucrats in the Stadtbauamt then found themselves dominated by a single
politician until the end of the program. The city set a new goal of 64,000 apartments with construction
concentrated in massive structures like the Karl-Marx-Hof and Engelsplatz, each almost three times the
size of the Fuchsenfeldhof and located more strategically. Weber then restricted the expensive
flourishes that antagonized opponents, with exceptions subject to his personal approval.
The riots in July that followed the acquittals in the Schattendorf affair were spontaneous
expressions of revolutionary passion among the people of Vienna surprising not only the national
government but the Social Democrats as well. When demonstrators set fire to the Palace of Justice the
Federal Police responded with extreme violence, gunning down scores of rioters. There was no
municipal police force that might have practiced more forbearance. The city tried to change that in the
coming months without real success, so at the time the Schutzbund was the only organization that
might have interposed itself between the police and the demonstrators. That had been the objective of
the Ordner in the early days of the Republic and might have served to prevent the slaughter, but the
Schutzbund was not ready to act on its own much less to exploit the situation for further revolutionary
activity. It was prepared for little more than the eventuality of a right-wing coup attempt against the
Republic but. The Linz Program of the year before turned away from a revolution similar to that in
Russia; in other words, the party discarded revolutionary Marxism to defend the Republic hoping they
could win power at the ballot box. It was no wonder, then, that the Schutzbund got involved in
humanitarian efforts to help the wounded rather than respond to the police with violence.
The results were not long in coming. Party officials led by Otto Bauer approved a plan framed by
Julius Deutsch and Alexander Eifler to reorganize the Schutzbund along military lines with ranks and
echelons. The transformation was accompanied by marches, demonstrations and weekend exercises in
the Wienerwald where war games took place with thousands of participants organized into contending
“armies.” Körner mocked the efforts as child’s play; as an experienced officer in WW I he never deviated
from the opinion that the Schutzbund could not defeat an intact executive.
A comparison between the Schutzbund and the regular armed forces of the Austrian
government reveals both similarities and differences. The Schutzbund had around 17,000 men, while
the Army had roughly 4500 spread thinly among a dozen bases in Vienna. The Army made up in training
what it lacked in numbers, as Körner pointed out from time to time. Small arms, that is rifles and
machine guns, were roughly equivalent between the two groups, but the military also had a small
number of field guns in Vienna under the Treaty of St Germain, perhaps as few as dozen and a half
deployed with some hesitation in 1934 when the first attacks on the housing projects failed. Historians
of the building program have exaggerated their importance in the outcome of the struggle. The Federal
Police for their part acquired a few armored cars with machine guns that they used in 1934 in addition
to small arms. The urban setting gave an advantage to the side that took the initiative because mobility
counted greatly. The Schutzbund indeed seized the initiative in 1934 when a general strike was called,
but it hesitated, abandoning the streets to the executive and falling back to defend the housing projects.
The buildings were involved from the start as places to mobilize or to protect troops if attacked but
became counterproductive when they enticed the fighters to remain inside until ordered to attack. The
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delay was a disaster. In the final analysis, however, an argument can be made that both sides had
reason to think they could win a struggle for Vienna if civil war broke out.
Politics within the conservative camp made unclear the role of the right wing paramilitary
Heimwehr. The Schutzbund feared a coup by the Heimwehr above all, but for a long time the troops in
that organization could not automatically be considered available for use against the Schutzbund. If the
group did not attempt a coup in Vienna by itself, as Walter Pfrimer did in Styria, the most likely scenario
included some form of cooperation with the government in the event of a conflict. Strong sympathy for
Nazism complicated matters in the Heimwehr, but at the moment Hitler remained on the sidelines
fearing intervention by Mussolini.
The Schutzbund and the housing program remained closely associated all the while. Between
1927 and 1930 the Schutzbund accelerated efforts to fill the housing projects with men and war
materiel. Locations were top secret, but spies gave the government enough information to conduct
raids. These were unsuccessful for the most part, but some uncovered enough arms to encourage the
government, goaded by rumors of guns hidden in walls. In the end, the Schutzbund succeeded well
enough that none of its fighters lacked a weapon in 1934. Searches for weapons then ceased abruptly
when government attention turned to illegal Nazi gatherings and distribution of flyers.

Crisis of the Schutzbund—Körner vs. Deutsch and Eifler
Körner and Deutsch remained at loggerheads after 1927. Alexander Eifler drew up a sketchy
plan of military operations for Deutsch that was wholly, indeed ridiculously, inadequate, but it was all
they seemed to have. It waffled unrealistically between offensive and defensive operations with details
dominated by a defensive mentality. Körner could not conceal his disdain, with his scorn extending to
the housing projects considered as fortresses. When desperate party leaders asked him to lead the
Schutzbund his conditions proved too much for them and he remained a cynical observer on the
sidelines during the uprising. Körner’s high profile made him widely considered to be the military
leader anyway, notably by Weber in the speech quoted above, so he was arrested along with many
others when the rebellion was crushed.
The Nazi threat began to eclipse the confrontation between Social Democrats and bourgeois
parties just as it reached a climax in the Fall of 1933. For the time being Hitler stayed aloof with a wary
eye on Mussolini, but his followers began to agitate ferociously within Austria. A mass rally in March
1933 celebrated his takeover in Germany and subsequent electoral victory.

Final Turning Point—Closing of Parliament

The political events surrounding the uprising of February 1934 have been covered adequately
elsewhere. The role of the housing projects can be portrayed better with attention to the geography of
the activities.
Almost a year intervened between the closing of Parliament by Dollfuss and the uprising. The
housing program had all but finished the 64,000 apartments with around 3500 still under construction.
A rally in the district of Favoriten expressed Social Democratic anger at the authoritarian direction of the
government as it prepared a new constitution and it became evident within the party that aging leaders
like Otto Bauer were losing control over younger members who were threatening to take matters into
their own hands. The federal government then began to arrest party leaders including Alexander Eifler.
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With the loss of his lieutenant Julius Deutsch was left almost alone to direct the uprising when a raid in
Linz provoked a full-scale rebellion in Vienna. After a general strike paralyzed the city and the firing
started, the party hesitated to order the Schutzbund into the streets for a crucial twelve hours. The
government used the pause to devastating effect by sealing off the Inner City with barbed wire, made
easier by the absence of projects inside the Ring. It then ignored the electric and gas utilities occupied
by the Schutzbund as well as the smaller apartment houses in the built-up districts just outside the Ring
to concentrate on the large projects along the Gürtel and beyond. Thereafter the Schutzbund was on
the defensive, forced to attack prepared positions if they left the projects and forfeiting the initiative to
the government. The Executive, consisting of the Army, the Police and the Heimwehr then
systematically isolated one project after another and attacked. For a short time the issue hung in the
balance when an initial assault on the Karl-Marx-Hof was repulsed, but soon the tide turned as fifteen
major developments fell one by one. Körner’s fears were realized, namely that the people lacked
revolutionary elan, even standing around curiously to watch artillery fire at the Goethehof from across
the Danube. Photos show elderly women conversing with soldiers. Deutsch noted with dismay that a
strategic position at the Water Tower occupied by the Schutzbund fell without a shot when a
government unit attacked. Despite the heroic resistance of some Schutzbund fighters holed up in the
Goethehof for a week, the end was not in doubt. The projects proved inadequate both as staging areas
and as fortresses when leaders like Deutsch failed completely. He made his way from the command
post in an outlying project toward one closer to the center of town but found it surrounded. Then he
fled to Czechoslovakia. Körner and Weber were arrested but defended themselves vigorously in the
trials that followed until the government declared an amnesty, facing a worse threat from the Nazis who
attempted a coup and murdered Dollfuss in the meantime. The development of the Schutzbund and
the housing program together came to an end at the same time, not surprisingly then, when the Social
Democratic Party was outlawed and the housing program terminated.

Topics
The Housing Problem

A need to provide better housing after World War I was obvious to everyone. The miserable
conditions of prewar times had continued during the war when no new housing was built, alleviated
afterwards only slightly by a decline in population. War veterans then joined cooperative building
projects enthusiastically to provide labor for erecting settlements of various kinds on the edges of the
city. But home ownership encouraged bourgeois attitudes that disturbed the Social Democrats who
unabashedly preferred public housing built and owned by the city. A few more settlements, Municipal
Settlements (Gemeindesiedlungen), were built by the city in response to continued sentiment in favor of
single-family rowhouses, but that portion of the program wound down by 1926. A program
concentrated in multistory blocks large and small could provide many more apartments more quickly
and justify Social Democratic claims to best represent the working people of Vienna.
The 64,000 apartments put up in Vienna between 1919 and 1934 were so well received that the
city revived the program after World War II until it owned more than 200,000 apartments. But it never
fully answered the demand, partly due to the large numbers in need of housing, partly because
remarkably low rents led to long lists of applicants. Nor did it succeed in creating an unambiguous
symbol of benevolence, for the administration practiced favoritism toward applicants with socialist
sympathies even as apologists pointed to clear criteria having nothing to do with political affiliation.
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Likewise, allocation of public space in the buildings often served partisan political purposes as district
headquarters and the like.
At the same time, the Treaty of St. Germain imposed severe limits on Austrian armaments that
proved unenforceable when resentful Austrians on both sides agreed to evade the restrictions as much
as possible. The Allies lost interest in accounting for thousands of weapons left over from the war, and
the parties agreed together in 1922 to supervise storage in the massive Arsenal. Housing and weapons
were two problems that existed from the earliest days of the Republic. It was an open question whether
they might become linked. A big part of this study is to bring the two together and show how they were
used in 1934.

Catalogue Used in This Study

Differing catalogues appear in various places. Hans and Rudolph Hautmann have produced a
valuable work on the buildings. Their book Die Gemeindebauten des Roten Wiens has many excellent
features, but their method of listing the buildings is less useful. Another catalogue was distributed
internally by the city early in 1934 as the program was winding down, but it is less accessible. 3 I will use
the catalogue found in numerous documents and reprinted in the brochure accompanying the
exhibition “Zwischenkriegszeit - Wiener Kommunalpolitik 1918-1938" held in May and June 1980.

Scope of the Study and a Few Examples

The following pages will deal with certain aspects of the municipal housing projects with respect
to military operations, mostly location, design and construction. Sites are perhaps most important
based on proximity to bridges, railroads, federal military installations, reservoirs and major road
intersections. Design follows, for many characteristics enhance their capability of dominating the
surroundings. Lastly, construction using reinforced concrete and fired brick made the buildings
impenetrable to all but the heaviest weapons of the government.
Examples abound. Critics in the City Council or Gemeinderat were shouted down before they
could cite systematically which projects covered which areas and how they related to possible armed
confrontation. They knew well that the buildings reached as far afield as Scheydgasse in Strebersdorf on
the northern edge of the city, to Neustift am Walde and Dornbach tucked under the Wienerwald, to
Hauptstrasse in Weidlingau within a few hundred yards of the western boundary and to Aspern on the
east only recently incorporated into Vienna. These buildings were small and scattered, but larger, more
prominent examples were spread over the entire city raising questions at the time, as they still do. The
pattern of placing massive apartment structures next to army installations, for example, formed a
checkerboard effect in several places. Three buildings in the Second District along Engerthstrasse
bracketed a pair of bases, the Wilhelms Kaserne and the Albrechts Kaserne, where army weapons were
stored. Likewise, a large structure of 630 apartments in Breitensee constructed on garden plots sat
between two army bases and two large reservoirs, one a vital terminus of the High Aqueduct with high
quality drinking water. The Karl-Marx-Hof featured on the covers of three recent books has drawn the
most attention to become a symbol of the entire program. 4 Other examples stimulate curiosity about
3

B.D. 4178/33 also found in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss.
Helmut Weihsmann, Das Rote Wien, Peter Autengruber and Ursula Schwarz, Lexikon der Wiener
Gemeindebauten, and the coffee-table book Karl-Marx-Hof: Versailles der Arbeiter.
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political motives, like an isolated block on XXI. Josef-Baumanngasse amid truck gardens next to an
earlier settlement that exhibited bourgeois sentiments, both designed by the same city architect. Or a
building of only 12 apartments on XIII. Lynkeusgasse incongruously placed in the middle of the
Hermeswiese settlement with its wayward home owners. At any rate, the buildings in question from
the mighty Karl-Marx-Hof to the tiny building on Lynkeusgasse are built to stand for many decades,
perhaps centuries. All but one of the 379 blocks and settlements remain today nearly unchanged in
their outward appearance.

The City Building Office or Stadtbauamt
The paradox of minute regulation on the one hand and astonishing informality regarding
commissions and specifications for designs attests to the personal qualities of government in Red
Vienna. After the retirement and death of Franz Siegel, Anton Weber dominated the program until the
end of the Republic. His dominating personality made his influence as chairman of Administrative
Committee IV in the Gemeinderat strong enough that he had no need to defend decisions to get policies
implemented. His control of the committee was as total as Social Democratic control of the City Council;
no other member of the committee appears in the documents. Fear of the bourgeois opponents and
their press made VG IV a rubber stamp for Weber who ably defended the housing program in debates.
Viennese democratic politics ensured public scrutiny of policies that was duly recorded in the minutes,
but overwhelming strength enabled the Social Democrats to ignore counsel or criticism from outside
their ranks.
Democracy did not extend to the bureaucracy of civil servants like those in the Stadtbauamt. A
political appointee stood at the head, Magistrats-Direktor Karl Hartl, but below him officials like Franz
Musil the Stadtbaudirektor were basically just city employees known as Beamter with engineers often
leading the various Departments (Magistrats Abteilungen) that implemented policy. The technical
services were sympathetic to socialist objectives while avoiding politics but found themselves subject to
many day to day pressures from costs, budgets, designs, alterations to plans and the like that forced
them to mediate as best they could between the goals of politicians and the realities of the construction
industry. In socialist Vienna this meant hiring as many workers as possible, which made the housing
program very labor-intensive.
The bureaucrats were not without some resources of their own, for socialism was far from
complete in Vienna. The city owned key parts of the construction industry like Teerag-Asdag for street
construction and held stock in other companies, but oftentimes officials felt forced to patronize private
firms that could provide materials at lower cost than municipal companies. Not surprisingly, some of
the city-owned firms became less cost effective over time. The market economy in construction had
enough life to resist demands from politicians that the Stadtbauamt favor city-owned companies, so
Franz Musil was tempted to make appropriations go further by patronizing firms without regard for
political affiliation. He received admonitions from higher up but succeeded in chipping away at the
monopoly all the same although some confusion generated embarrassing lawsuits on occasion. 5 Musil
finally got a chance to release pent-up frustration when the socialists were expelled from the Rathaus in
In a letter to Mayor Schmitz after the uprising, Franz Musil cites three still unresolved suits against the
city, the Vogel, Maly and Strauch cases, calling them very painful cases (sehr peinliche Prozesse). Musil
to Schmitz, September 8, 1934, BD 3989/34.
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1934—Beamter survived by and large--by presenting a list of city-owned companies that should be sold
or shut. 6 Politics was one thing, but economics, efficiency, professional integrity and personal
responsibly were another. He retained some socialist sympathies along with his bureaucratic instincts,
however, by continuing to block some private builders when the new government redirected money to
infrastructure. The purge in 1934 extended little deeper than the politicians and a few others who had
noteable deficiencies anyway; it did not include the Stadtbaudirektor despite years of complicity in the
program hated by the opposition. Musil’s survival in office is a testimony to the good judgment of
Mayor Richard Schmitz regarding blame for socialist policies leading to the civil war, the motives behind
the housing program, implementation of the program and the undoubted benefits to Vienna from the
efforts of the professionals over the previous fifteen years. It was also a testimonial to the forbearance
and lack of vindictiveness in the new administration based on a desire to accomplish something without
rebuilding the entire administration. The new city fathers needed competent and experienced and
dedicated civil servants in a complex branch of government despite their loyalty to the previous
administration. The common enterprise of building housing for workers and their families, the
availability of resources from the federal government, and the outstanding results of the effort
combined to subdue criticism and preserve the jobs of most officials in the Stadtbauamt. A casualty,
however, was the political appointee Magistrats-Direktor Karl Hartl who lost his job.

City Monopoly on Building

The Social Democratic government of Vienna de facto had a monopoly over new construction
throughout the First Republic for private investors lacked almost any incentive to build housing.
Obstacles set by bureaucratic officials as well as poor prospects for a return on their investment led
landlords to restrict their efforts to renovating existing structures. The City Building Office or
Stadtbauamt controlled approvals for the rare applications.
The Stadtbauamt was a collection of numbered Administrative Departments or Magistrats
Abteilungen (MA) that initiated nearly all building between 1919 and 1934. 7 It also supervised water
distribution and sewer networks, maintained streets, parks, public baths, and updated plans year by
year to deal with floods. In the process it neglected construction of new roads, which became the focus
of the next administration.
The agency submitted plans to the City Council or Gemeinderat which approved and sent them
back to the Stadtbauamt. In the meantime, complex relationships between public and private sectors
came into play about buying land and acquiring building materials. Hiring private architects came up as
well when the program soon became too big for city architects.

Cf. BD 3989/34. Musil to Schmitz, September 8, 1934. Regarding Hartsteinwerk Loja Musil wrote, "es
ist ein Beispiel dafür, wie in den abgelaufenen Verwaltungsperiode aus dem Wunsche heraus, überall
die private Initiative konkurrenzieren, übergrosse Gemeindemittel festgelegt wurden." An old fox
Heinrich Goldemund, Stadtbaudirektor until the socialists arrived, helped form a sand and gravel
company that became a strong competitor to city-owned Vereinigten Baustoffwerke AG by delivering
sand and gravel at 30% less.
7
A number of private villas were an exception.
6
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A large inventory of public property in and around the city remained as a legacy from the years
of Christian Social control under Karl Lueger. The city owned 5,670 hectares by 1922 and 2.5 million
square meters by 1924. 8 Much of it was not suitable for immediate development because of location,
topographical features, lack of infrastructure or because it was part of a green belt reserved for
recreational and environmental purposes. In concentrating on buildings and political developments, a
discussion must be deferred about the relative costs of developing infrastructure for housing on the
large tracts of city land farther from the center of town compared with buying property on the open
market in areas served by utilities. The city did not possess the right of eminent domain except in rare
cases during much of the period so it was forced to negotiate with property owners when the housing
program began to run out of suitable city-owned land or when the property was attractive for political
purposes, as will be shown. Oftentimes there were several owners of a single piece of property. The city
paid between 5 and 65.5 Schillings per square meter when lost tax revenues and waived fees were
included with the vast differences indicating more than anything how much the city wanted a certain
piece of property. The highest price the author found was paid for a large swath where the
Gaudenzersdorfer Gürtel and the Linke Wienzeile meet at the Stadtbahn bridge over the Vienna River,
now called the Stadtwildnis. 9 Despite resistance in some places, the city was able to buy land with
relative ease, either vacant lots between existing structures (Baulücken) or larger tracts farther from the
center of town, largely because the owners could not develop the land themselves. If they refused to
sell, they continued to pay property taxes (Bodenwertabgaben) on essentially useless land. Except for a
few cases, the question of prices paid by the city is too complex to address here, but many contracts can
be found. It is enough to say that its monopoly on building combined with rent control gave the city a
distinct advantage in the marketplace. Anton Weber, who will appear often in the following pages, had
the most influence on parcels and prices.
Regarding building materials, the city owned or held stock in dozens of companies. The result
was a kind of vertical integration that reflected socialist principles until private firms proved that they
could provide the same materials at lower cost. A struggle then ensued between politicians committed
to principles and bureaucrats anxious to stretch their budgets. A cooperative effort between the city and
private businesses for the purpose of building settlements began in 1921 with good results. It was called
GESIBA (Gemeinnützige Siedlungs- und Baustoffanstalt) or Cooperative Settlement and Building
Materials Corporation. It remained in existence throughout the period despite being vastly
overshadowed by the city-owned housing effort.
8

Check Felix Czeike, Geschichte der Stadt Wien, 1981, p.??
Cf. BD 2691/29 and surrounding documents. See below p. 96. This last presents an interesting case
whose effects remain today. At an exceptionally strategic location, it commanded an astonishing price.
The city bought it from Kommerzialrat Bernhard Kessler promising to use it as a park and children’s
playground, but immediately announced plans to build a large apartment block. Rudolf Perco designed
a massive complex for the site before 1928. Cf. Ausstellungs Catalog Zwischenkriegszeit-Wiener
Kommunalpolitik 1918-1938 (Wien Kuktur 1980) p.45. The city quickly backtracked in embarrassment,
presumably when confronted by an angry Kessler. A few derelict buildings that could have been a
warming house and concession stand, perhaps attached to the skating rink mentioned in the memo,
were still standing on the desolate and overgrown expanse as late as 1989. BD 1713/30. This large piece
of land, considerably improved and called the Stadtwildnis today, remains an inviting green space
despite many lanes of traffic rushing around it.
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With respect to architects, the city decided on an accelerated program that exceeded the
capacity of the architectural department of the Stadtbauamt (MA 22 to design all the structures. It was
forced to hire many private architects until the total number of architects reached nearly 190. The
politics of choosing architects will be the subject of some concern in the course of this study.

Principal People Involved

A few words are in order about the top officials involved in the building program as well as the
leaders of the paramilitary Republican Defense League or Republikanischer Schutzbund.
The number of men responsible for acquiring property, locating and designing the buildings was
small and dominated by Social Democrats regardless of the democratic structure of the Gemeinderat.
Christian Social and Pan-German politicians were excluded from deliberations while Social Democratic
party discipline guaranteed passage of decisions recommended by party leaders. The elitist and
undemocratic method of decision making within socialist ranks was not confined to housing, as Helmut
Gruber has pointed out in Red Vienna, so it was no surprise that implementing the housing program was
even less democratic than the general process of decision making in the City Council. Indeed, the
narrow circle made the process opaque for the most part.
At the center were two or three politicians along with a few technical personnel among city
officials known as Beamter. The most prominent in the Gemeinderat were Franz Siegel, Director of
Administrative Group V - Technical Services (Gemeinderats Ausschuss V or GRA V), and Anton Weber,
head of Administrative Group IV, Housing or Wohnungswesen (GRA IV). Until Siegel’s resignation shortly
before his death in October 1927 he was ultimately responsible for housing construction. Weber had a
combination of responsibilities regarding construction and administration of finished structures, with
emphasis on the latter. Franz Musil, a bureaucrat who became City Building Director or
Stadtbaudirektor in 1926, quickly recognized that political leaders in the administration, the
Amtsführende Stadträte, intended to make changes. There was little real need for reform despite weak
claims that Paul Speiser, the head of GRA V following Siegel’s death, was overworked. 10 All the same,
within two months, both housing construction and administration were combined in GRA IV led by
Anton Weber who then controlled all aspects of the program from land acquisition to administering
finished buildings.
Josef Bittner, the head of Magistrats Abteilung (MA) 22 – Architecture in the Stadtbauamt, was
also close to the center. 11 A big part of Bittner's job was meeting with architects to explain the
guidelines of the design program and offer suggestions, which made him a key figure in translating ideas

Musil includes this reason as an apparent reason for the changes in his letter to Hartl of Nov. 10,
1927. BD 4309/27.
11
Bittner was active throughout the period in coordinating the wishes of the city with the ideas of the
private architects. In an earlier letter advocating his promotion, the Stadtbaudirektor at the time Max
Fiebiger wrote, "Es sind ihm ferner alle jene Arbeiten übertragen, welche mit den an Privatarchitekten
vergebenen Entwürfen für städt. Wohnhausbauten im zusammenhange stehen. Bittner hat sich bei den
Beurteilung dieser Entwürfe als hervorragender Fachmann und künstlerisch hoch begabter Architekt
erwiesen, der auch bei den oft sehr schwierigen Verhandlungen mit den Privatarchitekten grosse
Umsicht und Geschicklichkeit gezeigt hat." Letter Fiebiger to Stadtsenat, July 29, 1924. BD 1575/24. Also
cf. Musil to Magistrats Direktion BD 2360/28 using practically the same words.
10
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into drawings. 126 Bittner in his activity report for 1928 said his two biggest jobs were drawing up plans
and counseling 160 architects, an especially important and difficult task if the architect was new. Musil
and Bittner both survived the revolt of 1934 to work less than wholeheartedly for the city during the
authoritarian years until the Nazis gave them a momentary burst of enthusiasm with plans to revive
their cherished housing program. Bittner was then fired by the Nazis after an anonymous complaint
despite laudatory letters from co-workers. 13
By far the most intriguing character is Anton Weber. When Siegel died the Gemeinderat
changed the structure of the housing program to concentrate power in his hands. There were no
obvious inefficiencies to correct nor had staff members complained about the composition of
departments or distribution of responsibilities. Indeed, the system was working so well that the goal of
building 26,000 apartments in five years had been reached a year ahead of schedule. 14 It was a political
decision that the personnel in the Stadtbauamt followed with little discernable grumbling. Weber then
ran GRA IV with an iron hand; approvals for property acquisition and housing construction after 1927
bear his signature or initials adding to his authority over administration of completed structures. 156
A few people retired or were promoted, normal under such circumstances, a few department
heads moved around, people started working for different bosses, but the program still went forward at
a furious pace. Besides, it was not part of the Austrian bureaucratic ethos to question decisions made by
politicians. Hard-working civil servants in the Stadtbauamt (SBA) were focused on their jobs as members
of the respected class of officials known as the Beamtentum. Musil became merely a technocrat in the
process.
Henceforth Anton Weber made final decisions on a host of matters. The choice of sites, the
amount paid for property, details about the type of building, the architects and the timetable for
completion all fell into his hands. Contracts to design even church buildings like monasteries, were given

The lack of written records on what transpired in these meetings makes the process of design hard to
trace. He counts 79 private architects or firms that received building commissions (Bauaufträge) from
the city in 1928 but none of these agreements can be found in the Stadtbauamt archives. Activity report
Architektur signed by Josef Bittner, Jan. 2, 1929. BD 4289/28.
13
Cf. BD 1256/38.
14
Musil's futile attempt to orchestrate changes can be found in BD 4309/27, 4310/27, 4540/27 and
4568/27. Predicting that the influence of the Stadtbaudirektor would lessen when Siegel’s various jobs
were parcelled out to three different politicians, he asked that the Stadtbaudirektor receive a
consultative seat on the City Senate and the right to present motions in technical matters. Musil to
Magistrats-Direktor Karl Hartl, Nov. 10, 1927, BD 4309/27. There is no record that he received either.
He said openly that the power struggle among the politicians called for central leadership. At least it
would be cheaper, he added. Musil to MD Hartl, Nov. 18, 1927. BD 4310/27. Weber certainly
represented a total consolidation of power over the building program.
15
When Alexnder Friedl, for example, suggested in May 1931 that the SBA inform GRA IV directly about
proposed buildings Weber said he would inform them orally himself (BD 1457/31). This kept the
amount of paper in circulation to a minimum. He could be harsh as, for example, when he demanded
that Musil enforce a policy he was establishing on lending documents. Letter Weber to Musil, Feb. 16,
1931 BD-1931 A1 - 77 Ohne Zahl.
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out by city officials. 16 Simply put, except for financing every aspect of public housing both technical and
social was controlled by Weber after 1927. Even before the official concentration of power in his hands
at the start of Karl Seitz’s second term as mayor he was known as the one who approved plans before
construction started.
Before he got involved in housing Weber was a prominent Social Democratic organizer. He led a
select group of party militants called Ordner at the start of the Republic in 1921. Perhaps 10% of the
organized workers qualified for the group assigned the task of representing the workers in dealings with
the government as a sort of referee to keep hotheads from inciting confrontations with the police. 17
Weber reportedly ordered 20,000 armbands for members. 18 The Ordner were the forerunners of the
Schutzbund, but by the time that group was founded Weber was gone and is nowhere to be found in the
records of the early Schutzbund. Still, his qualifications as a Social Democratic politician with experience
in organizing paramilitary activities were well known. It is clear, therefore, that he was fully aware of
political/military developments when the Schutzbund came into being even though he was no longer
involved in paramilitary activities. Details of the transition from cadre organizer to political leader of the
housing program are relatively sketchy at the moment, but certainly he was not closely tied to the inner
workings of the Schutzbund after 1924. All the same, Weber had a reputation of standing far to the left
and was detested by the opposition. 19 Arrested and put on trial in 1934, he defiantly rejected
accusations of involvement in the rebellion but kept a low profile thereafter, even refusing an invitation
from the Russians to take public office after 1945.
Hugo Breitner, head of GRA II-Finance was the mastermind behind the local Vienna construction
tax called the Wohnbausteuer after 1923. It was he who approved major expenditures and most likely
had enough questions about the high costs of certain plots of land and unusual features of the buildings
to get an idea about the intent behind the pattern of Gemeindebauten as fortresses. The federal
government was also involved in the program contributing large sums that were quietly ignored by city
government.
At the top, Mayor Karl Seitz was undoubtedly the most important personage when he
succeeded Jacob Reumann late in 1923. His name appears on all memorial plaques in Gemeindebauten
but only occasionally in documents at crucial moments in the program.
Relations between Weber and Franz Musil were frequent. In the club-like climate of Vienna city
government they were thrown together on several levels, traveling to Berlin, for example, to an

Cf. Letter of complaint 1 Feb. 1933 from a bishop identified as the Metropolitan, likely Cardinal Piffl,
about lack of competition in giving out contracts for churches, monasteries and welfare sites. He
meant public competitions. Stadtarchiv, Nachlass Perco, Karton A1-1 Biographisches Material.
17
Ilona Duczynska, Der demokratische Bolschewik: Zur Theorie und Praxis der Gewalt (München, List,
1975) p. 70-74.
18
Ibid., 70-71,
19
The words are Musil's, written unfortunately without naming Weber and from the not disinterested
viewpoint of a technocrat trying to ingratiate himself in 1936. CF. material connected with Marokkaner
Bundespolizei Gebäude at Weghuber Park.
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exhibition in 1931. 20 But the tone of one directive from Weber to Musil hints that their relation was
more businesslike than friendly. It is hard to imagine the refined Musil associating otherwise with the
rough Weber outside of work.
The leaders of the Schutzbund were for the most part Theodor Körner, Julius Deutsch and
Alexander Eifler. A few others like Rudolph Löw and Karl Heinz were trusted subordinates. Löw had
clashed with Weber in 1921 and resigned immediately when the Party reviewed the Ordner and favored
Weber. 21 This event laid to rest any doubt about Weber’s acquaintance with the Schutzbund when it
emerged as the successor to the Ordner. Relations between Weber and the Schutzbund are otherwise
uncertain.
Theodor Körner was from a recently ennobled upper-class professional military family who was
promoted to general upon retiring, having served as a colonel in WW I. He then joined the Social
Democratic Party which recognized his competence in military matters at the time the Schutzbund was
being organized. His political ambivalence was always a puzzle, however, leading Ilona Duczynska to call
him a “democratic Bolshevik.” He quickly alienated Julius Deutsch when he recognized the ambiguity of
promoting violence in defense of democracy. Their differences were on display already in 1924 with the
first copies of the new periodical Der Schutzbund whose first issue in June featured Deutsch while the
fifth in October contained Körner’s reply. Deutsch was aggressive in saying that the Schutzbund was
replacing the loosely organized Ordner with a tighter paramilitary structure. 22 Körner instead counseled
peaceful methods three times in his rejoinder. He then stepped aside but represented an alternative for
leadership during the rest of the 1920’s. 23 When desperate party leaders finally turned to him in 1930
he replied with interest, toured the city and reviewed Schutzbund units for a short time but set too
many conditions to get the job. A long letter followed detailing his objections to the strategy of
Deutsch, Eifler and Heinz. He remained a committed Social Democrat but was so little involved in the
rebellion that he became one of the star witnesses for the defense in the trials that followed. During the
processes he dismissed the idea of the Gemeindebauten as fortresses but would have been deficient as
a professional had he not noticed a connection between the paramilitary group with a defensive
attitude to the Republic and places to defend. 24
Julius Deutsch and Alexander Eifler worked closely in commanding the Schutzbund after
Körner's brief association. Deutsch was Secretary of the Army in the early Republic and one of the inner
political circle, but evidence of contacts with the Stadtbauamt is lacking. Nor does it seem that there
was other communication between the Schutzbund and the Stadtbauamt unless evidence is missing.
Cf. BD 1567/31. Weber even occasionally chaired meetings of the Stadtbauamt as, for example, on
April 20, 1931 when he summoned Musil and other SBA officials to discuss economy measures. Cf. BD
1293/31.
21
Duczynska, p. 71.
22
Der Schutzbund, June 1924, “straffer gegliedete.” The Schutzbund was a lineal descendent of the
ordner. Cf. VGA Altes Archiv vor 1934 Schutzbund Innere Organisation Mappe 29 Envelope 3. On p. 1 of
the Training Manual Ordner is crossed out 3 times and Schutzbündler inserted.
23
This has been explored by Ilona Duczynska in Der demokratische Bolshewik (München, List Verlag,
1975).
24
Cf. transcript of his letter to Bauer as well as his commentary on Julius Deutsch’s article “Alexander
Eifler: Ein Soldat der Freiheit.” He also dismisses “plans,” by which he may mean the Eifler Plan. VGA.
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Alexander Eifler, a retired major from WW I, was hardly more than an amateur strategist who did his
best to present an outline for Schutzbund military operations but in the end made defensive positions
the center of a plan to save the democratic constitution by using violence to oppose a projected coup by
the Heimwehr against the federal government. The scenario was too narrow for the realities of Dollfuss’
campaign against parliament, however. Eifler never shows up in documents of the Stadtbauamt and
most likely had no direct part in designing buildings. Likewise, no evidence of close links between
Weber, Deutsch and Eifler has surfaced except for including Weber’s name on lists to be contacted in an
emergency. Weber was certainly aware of military preparations after 1927 but was not involved in the
planning.
Christian Social opponents could do little but register complaints in the City Council with echoes
in the press. Leopold Kunschak, head of the Christian Social trade unions, and Friedrich Funder of the
Reichspost were foremost among these. Both men, though, made no objections in their recorded
remarks to specific physical features they considered military, preferring instead the more general term
“Kasernen” or military bases. Kunschak and Weber tangled regularly on the floor of the Gemeinderat
over the course of years with special animosity toward each other as the Pan-Germans joined their
voices with the Christian Socials.

Architects and Contracts
The program became far too large for the architects on the staff of the Stadtbauamt when Karl
Seitz in 1923 announced a five-year goal to erect 25,000 apartments with 10,000 planned for 1925 alone
of which 9500 were to be in blocks. The urgent need meant that private architects enjoyed relative
freedom to design as they pleased as long as they followed the official guidelines regarding dimensions,
plumbing, ventilation and the like conforming to the “type” explored well by Eva Blau. 25 Josef Bittner
soon began to complain about the unenviable task of riding herd over the unruly bunch. 26 An
astonishing lack of formality in choosing architects followed that has been passed over lightly, even
facetiously, by commentators resigned to a lack of documentation regarding the process. 27 The
25

Cf. BD 73/1924. Eva Blau, The Architecture of Red Vienna, (Cambridge MIT, 1998).
Cf. BD 1575/24 and 4289/28. The task did not get easier over the years, it seems.
27
Grete Lihotzky, being squeezed out of the program for advocating settlements over apartment blocks,
repeated an opinion that the contracts might even be passed out in alphabetical order. Curiously, she
seemed to ignore possible political motives in attributing to other architects the opinion about the
random quality of choices, implying remarkable resignation on the part of all involved. Eva Blau repeats
the remark without question and she faults the architectural profession. Cf. Blau, 351-352. On one
hand she grants that the politics of the program largely determined decision making but on the other
hand she and others suggest that the politicians deferred to the architects on matters of design because
they felt incompetent in such matters. Evidence for such deference appears to be lacking. Lihotzky
mused powerlessly about the mysterious nature of decision making in City Hall. She favored
settlements, collaborating with Adolph Loos on just one block, a curious hodgepodge named the Otto
Haas-Hof on XX. Pasetti Strasse which was part of the Winarskyhof at the time. No influence of the
Schutzbund or military considerations can be found in documents. Regarding political sympathies,
Leopold Bauer, a critic on the right, got a contract after 1926 only for a settlement on the edge of town
as well as one block as part of a team. Ursula Prokop is aware of the problem but suspends judgment.
Ursula Prokop, Rudolf Perco, Wien, Boelau, 2001, p.114.
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judgment is mistaken, for the casual quality takes on weight in assessing the politics of choosing
architects based on the designs that emerged, for there were few checks outside the Stadtbauamt and
MA 22 on assigning a project to a particular architect. Informality gave the building authorities
(Bauherren, as Grete Lihotzky called them) a club to wield outside the published guidelines. Private
architects were wise to imitate examples of projects by firms known to be city favorites like Hubert
Gessner, Robert Oerley or Schmid and Aichinger, if they wanted to be considered for a larger contract or
another contract at all, for many at first received small commissions to fill vacant lots. One can conclude
that private architects had to follow certain models to ingratiate themselves with the Stadtbauamt if
they wanted another contract. A pattern of informal competition among private architects for another
contract will become evident in the following pages. It is hard to imagine that at least some of the
architects had no notion of features they were including as militarily useful. Franz Kaym and Alphons
Hetmanek, for example, could hardly have been ignorant judging from the machine gun portals they
designed into the building on Simmeringer Hauptstrasse at Weissenböckstrasse. 28
The city then dispensed work liberally until 185 architects of every political persuasion became
involved. The large number blunted but did not end charges of favoritism. On a few occasions contracts
were assigned based on limited competitions among certain chosen firms rather than being open to all.
On the other hand, employees in MA 22 were not necessarily designated to design the largest or
militarily most significant buildings, with several going to private architects chosen by political bosses in
the City Council, again with little consultation.
Typically, an architect got a small job and then received a larger one depending on an
assessment of his performance. Rudolph Perco is a good example. No hint of military intent exists in his
papers, but the XIX. Prof. Jodl-Hof on the heights above the Stadtbahn (City Railroad) at the Gürtel done
with Rudolph Frass and Karl Dorfmeister in 1925 has conspicuous military features, innocuously called
expressionistic by art historians, while the kinesthetic “feel” of the building is that of a fortress. It was
followed by the XVII. Holyhof on Heigerleinstrasse designed by Perco alone with marked military
features. Then he proposed a massive building for the large and strategic tract on the
Gumpendorfergürtel. When it was blocked, he received a contract for the mammoth complex at
Friedrich Engels Platz located at the western end of the Floridsdorf Bridge. No contract with Perco has
been found in the files of the Stadtbauamt. 29 The question is important and calls for an answer. 30
Furthermore, the fact that so many architects from different political camps were involved made utter

The firm of Kaym and Hetmanek was formed in 1927 when both architects received licenses from the
city. They had worked together since 1922 when they collaborated on the Elisabethallee Settlement.
Kaym owed the city a double debt of gratitude; he got a license despite the fact that he had not gone
through the course of studies or taken the exams to become a civil architect (Zivilarchitekt). The first
was not unusual for those who had worked in architectural firms for several years, especially older
architects, but the second was more unusual, and Kaym was a relatively young man of 36. Letter Musil
to Mayor Seitz, June 2, 1927. BD 2218/27. Kaym and Hetmanek remained partners until 1935.
29
Eric Schlöss, the son of Heinrich Schlöss, an engineer who coordinated the program for the city,
agreed in an interview that the process appears to have been a remarkably informal. He could provide
an example of a contract from his father's papers.
30
Perhaps contracts can be found in the jealously guarded archive of the Magistratsdirektion dealing
with personnel questions.
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confidentiality the more necessary if there was any discussion about the purpose of a design or the
location involved. Motives could easily have remained buried in silence by municipal patrons.

The Program Begins
When the program began the city had a few unfinished buildings left over from before the war.
One such is the only building on the complete list that no longer stands. 31 The total number of buildings
and settlements that followed was around 380 depending on ways of counting. 32 To this day they
witness to the scope of the program and commitment to durable construction techniques.
The question of finances demanded an immediate solution. At first the city tried raising money
through bonds, but by January 1923 the Social Democrats decided that a capitalist approach was neither
appropriate nor necessary. Thereafter the Gemeinderat relied on a special tax, the famous Apartment
Construction Tax or Wohnbausteuer emblazoned in large red letters on the sides of many
Gemeindebauten. Minority Christian Socials and German Nationals opposed the financing but not the
program itself based on any stated principle. 33 A progressive tax on rental property and luxuries that fell
on landlords and businesses like restaurants, the Wohnbausteuer financed construction on a pay-asyou-go basis with the Federal Government contributing large sums from an apartment and settlement
fund called the Bundeswohnbauförderung. This gave it a financial club when political tensions increased
between the city and the federal government and the Depression provided a good excuse to cut back. 34
The program worked, not only because the city government was dominated by socialists who could tax
property owners and the well-off but also because low rents allowed residents to spend their incomes
on consumer goods in stores where money circulated rather than accumulated. Though the population
of Vienna dropped from over two million to one million seven hundred thousand, the businesses of the
city survived well enough to maintain a stream of revenue. Adjustments were made if some property
owners were incapable of paying, as in the case of monasteries or religious institutions with meager
incomes, so the tax was by no means confiscatory. The economic base of the housing market remained
strong enough to keep landlords interested in upscale apartments since spartan public housing offered
few amenities and the city was not interested doing anything for the well-off. Opposition was
predictable for political reasons, but Breitner’s building tax was hardly devastating to a middle class
incapable of investing in municipal bonds anyway.
The city chose traditional European methods of construction. At an early date specifications for
multistory blocks appeared that called for reinforced concrete foundations, pillars and floor slabs with

Wehlistrasse 160-162, the first entry in the Karl Mang catalogue.
This number appears in a catalogue found in “Der soziale Wohnungsbau der Stadt Wien” published in
the second edition of the series “der Aufbau”, 1960. The list from 1 January 1933 BD 4178/33 puts the
number at 383.
33
Leopold Kunschak of the Christian Socialsin claimed that the city contributed only one-third of the cost
for the Gemeindebauten. He called it a lie to claim on the buildings that they were built with the funds
from the Wohnbausteuer. Stenographischer Bericht 27 May 1927 p. 2369.
34
E.g., BD 1920/32 and Sten. Prot. Gemeinde Wien, 11 November 1927, p. 6950. The speaker
G.R.Pfeiffer gave various figures saying that the Bund took in 213 million Schillings per year of which 111
million or 52% were passed on to the city of Vienna for various purposes.
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solid brick walls making the buildings exceptionally strong and heavy.23 Labor intensive construction
provided many jobs for locals Concrete was used extensively in unnecessary places like balcony railings
until reservations arose based on weight and cost in addition to the fortress-like qualities. Other
common features like protruding concrete bays were justified on practical or esthetic grounds for light
and appeal but undoubtedly looked threatening. Unimaginative planners did not foresee changes in
perceived needs among consumers which made changes to the buildings later on prohibitive because
extensive use of heavy materials resisted efforts to enlarge apartments, install elevators, put in central
heating or provide more electricity should the means become available. The point was made by the
Brookings Institution already in 1934 when it observed that the buildings were emergency housing built
to last 200 years. 35 The Stadtbauamt ignored the possibility of changes in housing standards and built
for durability in the traditional European way. From the start elements of design and construction could
have been used for military purposes without arousing undue suspicion..

Variances from Building Lines

Notable features of military importance were contained in variances from the approved building
lines (Baulinien). The city quickly began to grant itself variances well beyond the accepted practice of
permitting upper floors to extend beyond the building lines into the airspace above sidewalks. Examples
abounded in cramped medieval Vienna when cantilevered upper floors were common and arched
bridges covered entire streets with residential space, but variances had become less frequent during the
nineteenth century. By contrast, the long streets of Biedermeier buildings built to the zoning limit at the
sidewalk and not beyond were completely ignored if not abolished in postwar Vienna as city officials
granted themselves variances. The city still granted some permits to build above sidewalks if they
enhanced the beauty or utility of the building even though they made claims on air space in the public
domain. Developers paid fees according to a schedule. Fees for variances were minimal by 1919 due to
inflation although the cost of adding special features was considerable for builders. An application for a
variance at XII. Albrechtsbergg.17, for example, stayed within the building lines on the ground floor, but
a bay on the second floor extended over the sidewalk leading Max Fiebiger, the Stadtbaudirektor, to
press indignantly for raising the rates. The point became moot thereafter when private building all but
ceased. 36

Lighter and cheaper materials like hollow building tile were available and used in single story
settlement housing.
35
Charles O. Hardy, The Housing Program of the City of Vienna, (Brookings Institution, 1934), 108.
“With the funds available the housing shortage could have been relieved more quickly…than by the
erection of structures which if permitted will stand for two centuries.”
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The permit was recorded in BD 1331/21 which is missing from the files. See BD 2885/21 for Fiebiger’s
objection.
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XII. Albrechtsberggasse 17
The socialists were anything but strict with themselves regarding variances; legal authority to
set the outlines of buildings was vague, but no political group could challenge the party. 37 No objections
came from the federal government either despite its predilection for settlements over blocks and its
authority to approve blocks in general, so financial assistance in implementing the program was
forthcoming. 38 The city’s evolving attitude toward variances can be seen in the Bebelhof and Lorenshof
along Lӓngenfeldgasse two blocks from the example on Albrechtsberggasse that upset Fiebiger.
Designers simply ignored the building lines at the Reumannhof on the Gürtel which became a model for
subsequent Gemeindebauten.
Incursions onto sidewalks were next. The city first allowed short projections of less than a meter
at ground level to frame entrances to courtyards, the Metzleinsthalerhof on the Gürtel being an
example, or to give visual interest to the side of the Fuchsenfeldhof facing Längenfeldgasse. Then
Cf. BD 3694/32 for discussion of the problem from the city's point of view.
Cf. BD 430/22. Franz Siegel, the head of Gemeinderats Ausschuss (GRA) V at the time, counted on
(“mit Sicherheit rechnet”) federal support for a project.
37
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architects began to include trapezoidal or triangular bay windows as on X. Pernerstoferhof and XX.
Szidinahof (1925) as well as masonry balconies extending over sidewalks that provided a view down the
street in both directions. Arcades or towers that covered entire sidewalks followed, as on the
Reismannhof (1924), the Herweghof and Julius Popp-Hof along the Gürtel and the Eberthof (1925).
Finally, massive structures like the Matteottihof, the Winarskyhof, Gersthoferstrasse 75-77 and the
Rabenhof covered entire streets.
Marinelligasse 1 (1926) is a small but notable example of a variance difficult to understand
without a military explanation. The building extends three to four feet beyond adjacent structures onto
the sidewalk along Taborstrasse, allowing a view from balconies on every floor down the arterial toward
the embankment of the Nordbahn railway two blocks away. Cost overruns aroused concern in the
Stadtbauamt, for the amount of added space and light scarcely appeared to justify the added expense. 39
The transition to extensive variances took place between 1922 and 1925 as the Schutzbund was
being organized. Undoubtedly, the variances enhanced the defensibility of the buildings by dominating
the streets and other topographical features surrounding them. The results had a dramatic impact on
the outward appearance of the city, but the records contain no discussion within the Stadtbauamt about
policy or reasons for altering the building lines. These decisions of a "städtebaulich" character to change
the outward appearance of the city, were evidently made by a few officials in an informal way with a
minimum of discussion. Committee V of the Gemeinderat had political control of the Stadtbauamt at
the time, so decisions about variances can be considered political. 40
Another feature was setbacks. The entire facade of the Matteotihof, for example, is set back
from the Gürtel, arching over Fendigasse to present a defense in depth at the bend in the Margarethen
Spitz where it meets the raised embankment of the Südbahn railway. The only practical approach to the
Gürtel north of the Südbahn is along Eichenstrasse directly facing the set back façade of the
Matteottihof.

The building is the only specific example of cost overruns I could find in the documents. On the other
hand, general cost overruns were debated in the City Council (Gemeinderat).
40
Redistribution of departments among Gemeinderat committees occurred in 1927.
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Matteottihof on the left spanning Fendigasse from Eichenstrasse.
A view down the arterial shows how thoroughly the approach to the Gürtel is covered. The
Matteottihof is flanked by the earlier Metzleinstalerhof, the Julius Popp-Hof from 1925 and the
Herweghof, begun like the Matteottihof in 1926. XVIII. Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 provides the same kind
of coverage for the area around Türkenschanz Park. More modest setbacks at the XX. Janecekhof on
Wehlistrasse are another example where the corners of the building are cut off allowing narrow vertical
windows to face in two directions covered on either side by the bulk of the building.

XX. Janecekhof along Wehlistrasse
Other examples of setbacks are: XIV. Blathof, XIV. Rottstrasse 1, Leuthnerhof on the Linke
Wienzeile and XII. Frölichhof on Malfattigasse.
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Projections and setbacks enhanced the usefulness of another ubiquitous feature, the small
square windows ventilating the toilet cubicles that remained a feature of the buildings until the end of
the program. 41 To an observer they look suitable for rifle or machine gun positions.
The buildings soon became closed off from the street entirely, making them more fortress-like.
Stairwells and doors to apartments no longer opened on the street but were placed around interior
courtyards accessible only by passages through the buildings. These tunnels sometimes contained
control booths and observation windows set on either side. Examples are numerous, as in XX.
Janecekhof and Otto Haas-Hof. The Fire Department had concerns about getting equipment into the
courtyards, objecting in particular to the Leuthnerhof on the Linke Wienzeile at the Margarethengürtel
when it tried to get a consulting role in designing apartment blocks. True, fireproof materials were used
in construction, but apartment furnishings could burn easily; buildings could burn out if not burn up. 42
Franz Musil, the Stadtbaudirektor at the time, issued instructions to heed suggestions from the Fire
Department and make interior courts more accessible, but at the same time he brusquely rejected
membership on the building commission. 43 The height of the passage into the Leuthnerhof was raised
by about one-third but the width remained the same.
A host of examples arising from variances therefore shows that the Gemeindebauten contain
features useful for military purposes. Many go beyond being monumental or decorative to being
military, not in the sense that any structure, like the monastery of Monte Cassino or the factories of
Stalingrad, might be used for defense regardless of their condition, but in the sense that the planners
were aware during the design phase that they were including features of potential usefulness in the
event of an armed conflict. They can be compared to the Wehrkirchen or fortress churches of the early
Middle Ages that combined the functions of church and place of refuge during unsettled times. 44 In
Vienna, reinforced concrete and brick covered with stucco along with castle-like outward appearances
combine with details of design and placement to form a pattern of military intent that goes beyond
symbolic expression of power to become a political threat, whether or not written evidence can be
found.

Rent
The best part of the program for people who got an apartment was the rent. Held at or close to
one Schilling per square meter for apartments from 35 to 55 square meters, rent was affordable for
workers at all levels. 45 A laborer started at around 250 Schillings a month, but few of them got
By 1938 ventilation of toilets had become part of regular room windows rather than separate
apertures. Cf. BD 172/38
42
The infernos of WW II in cities like London and Hamburg testify to this phenomenon.
43
Cf. BD 2675/27. The Fire Department could do little but continue its regular training for getting
equipment into the courtyards although the tunnels once again became alarmingly low, narrow and long
as in the II. Sturhof.
44
Various designations for the housing projects have been used in English literature. The word
"tenement" seems inappropriate to Americans since it often connotes crowded, undesirable housing in
poor areas. The fresh, modern qualities of Viennese public housing and the long list of applicants testify
to anything but miserable quarters. Even the term "housing project" conjures up negative images, but it
seems preferable to tenement.
45
The average size between 1919 and 1932 was 44.10 m2. BD 117/32.
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apartments, instead remaining lodgers or so-called “bed-goers” (Bettgeher) with no privileges other
than sleeping with the family. For lucky families it was not unusual to spend only 5% of their monthly
income on housing. They often got an apartment consisting of a single room and a kitchen
(Zimmer/Küche Wohnung) where the room doubled as a bed- and living room. A large window provided
light and fresh air. A small toilet cubicle with a ventilation window was part of every apartment as well.
Often a tiny vestibule was included. The accommodations were minimal by modern standards, without
hot water, bathtub or central heating, but these were considered amenities by people desperate for the
basics, and officials were not about to raise expectations. Simply put, had apartments been larger and
better equipped, fewer people could have found housing. Officials as early as 1924 therefore decided to
keep the numbers up rather than enlarge the apartments. 46 Residents were almost all socialists.
Qualifications controlled by Anton Weber were fair on paper, but a great deal of hypocrisy accompanied
the fact that people with socialist sympathies got preference. Leopold Kunschak voiced a common
perception in the Gemeinderat when he singled out Anton Weber for special scorn complaining, “Not
even 1% of the inhabitants in your buildings have Christian sympathies.” 47 At the rents charged by the
city, it was no wonder there was always a shortage of public housing. Unemployment was rampant
indeed, but national programs of unemployment insurance provided some relief. Social problems were
minor with crime practically nonexistent. The program flourished as a result, with high demand, little
competition from the private sector and a stream of revenue from a workable scheme for taxing the
well off along with substantial subsidies from the federal government.
The city reached its objective of 25,000 apartments by 1928 whereupon it extended the
program for another five years with a goal of 64,000 apartments. It reached that number in early 1934
shortly before the program came to an end. In short, the housing program of the City of Vienna during
the First Republic was an ambitious and highly successful answer to the problem of providing modest
but suitable housing for a large population of people in need.

The Parties Collide
The Schutzbund and the Gemeindebauten

The likelihood of an armed confrontation was never far from the minds of both socialists and
their adversaries. 48 The Social Democrats were committed in theory at least to the class struggle,
impressed by the success of Bolsheviks in Russia. The Christian Socials and the Pan-Germans feared the
worst from the start of the housing program with the simultaneous rise of the Republikanischer
Schutzbund, and tensions grew worse with the years. When the huge complex at Friedrich Engels Platz
was dedicated in 1932, the Arbeiter-Zeitung filled the front page of one section with photographs only
half of which showed the project with the other half containing photos of maneuvers by the

Maximum size was to be 50 m2. BD. 380/24.
"Es sind nicht einmal 1% der Bewohner Ihrer Häuser christlicher Gesinnung." He continued for some
time criticizing Weber for turning a blind eye to the fact. StenProt 27 May 1927 p. 2408.
48
Sten. Prot. Gemeinde Wien, Nov. 11, 1927 p. 6055 in the recriminations following the riots of July and
justifying the rise of the Heimwehr G.R.Pfeiffer, a German National, accused the socialists saying, “You
made some mistakes from the start thinking you could make Vienna independent of the rest of Austria,
that you could erect an unconquerable fort (sic) and that you could dominate the rest of Austria from
here.”
46
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Heimwehr. 49 Large headlines read “Disarmament? The Largest.” 50 The implication was clear. The
uniforms, helmets and machineguns of the Heimwehr faced the masonry and mortar of Red Vienna. It
was guns against forts, offensive against defensive, right wing military units against socialist strongholds.
It was not the first, for many brochures had appeared to accompany ceremonies opening other major
projects. Engels Platz was simply the largest single complex to date to serve and protect the people. 51
Even children who grew up in the projects presumed that they would be defended if shooting started. 52

The Social Democrats led by Julius Deutsch formed the Schutzbund in February 1923 at
practically the same time Mayor Karl Seitz announced the housing program. The Schutzbund made its
goal to protect the constitution from a right wing coup by monarchists or fascists, but its existence as an
armed force immediately put it into competition with the regular army and the federal police in Vienna
Arbeiter-Zeitung March 6, 1932.
“Entwaffnung? Der grösste”
51
AZ March 6, 1932, p. 5. Engelsplatz was larger than the Karl Marx-Hof by 143 apartments. The
Floridsdorf Bridge anchored one of Eifler’s defensive arcs. See The Eifler Plan below.
52
Frederike Mikulasch, secretary of Jesuit Province of Austria, grew up in the projects and noted the
above. Her father was wounded and her brother arrested at the Högerhof in the fighting of 1934.
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as well as other paramilitary groups, for right-wing groups had only a small presence in Vienna at the
time. From the founding of the Schutzbund, therefore, the specter of civil war hung over Vienna noted
by Theodor Körner as early as 1924 when he commented that some were talking about the possibility. 53
The Schutzbund was plagued by poor leaders from the start, however. Julius Deutsch had been
the Secretary of State for the armed forces in the early Republic until replaced by Carl Vaugoin of the
Christian Socials when that party took power. He was more politician than general who found it hard to
acknowledge the professional expertise of Körner, but his political connections enabled him to remain in
charge of the Schutzbund until he fled during the uprising. Deutsch could never identify a clear direction
for the Schutzbund. He waffled, for example, as the civil war approached when he counseled fighters to
spare important businesses. 54 His closest associate was Alexander Eifler who had reached only the rank
of major when he retired from the army, stayed close to Deutsch and was eventually entrusted with
devising a plan for military confrontation with the Right.
Theodor Körner joined the Social Democratic Party after the war, attracted by its democratic
and socialist principles. He was an obvious choice to lead the combat elements of the Schutzbund
despite being from a recently ennobled family and scarcely proletarian. 55 In the central committee of
the Schutzbund he demanded control of “technical aspects” including personnel and weapons, but
Deutsch and other politicians froze him out of deliberations by withholding information. He said that
they would fall silent when he joined the group. He left the committee in late 1925 when it became
clear that he did not enjoy their confidence but stayed in contact with members of the inner circle
including Deutsch until he left the Schutzbund entirely in 1930. 56 Körner knew that the Schutzbund was
set up to protect the Republic rather than overthrow it. 57 He was convinced that an armed rebellion
Cf. VGA Lade 21 Mappe 55. Der Schutzbund Jg. 1. Article by Körner, “Schutz der Republik”.
No destruction of important businesses. VGA 1934 Mappe 119 – 6 VGA, Julius Deutsch, Diverse
Unterlagen.
55
The government banned titles of nobility after WW I. Until then his title was Edler von Siegringen.
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In a minor case of nepotism Körner evidently got his nephew Theodor a job in the Stadtbauamt soon
after assuming brief control of the Schutzbund. The son of his brother Richard who had been killed in
action, his namesake had been a lieutenant with a job that kept him away from the front. Under the
circumstances, it was the least Uncle Theodor could do. He was a conscientious young man, but all the
same after he joined the Stadtbauamt a few low-key directives went out admonishing staffers not to
promise jobs or even indicate to outsiders that there might be a need in a particular department. No
direct evidence links the two, though. Theodor Körner's name appears occasionally in subsequent years
as he advanced in the section responsible for electrical installations in the projects, and when he took
the lead in a minor question regarding labor relations. The question must be asked whether his
appointment was an attempt to create a liaison between the Schutzbund and the Stadtbauamt, but
information about the connection, if any, is lacking. Indeed, the obvious connections between uncle and
nephew make the likelihood remote. Theodor Körner remained in civil service for many years until his
uncle made a dramatic comeback as President after WW II. Cf. BD 1847/24, 1883/24, 3429/24 and
1069/26.
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VGA Lade 21 Mappe 55. Envelope “Körner Theodor Gedenktage. Prof. Karl Stadler from Linz said at a
commemoration of Körner’s death, “… sein Konflikt mit dem Pateivorstand ging aus seiner Ablehnung
des paramilitärischen—und daher unrevolutionären—Charakters der sozialdemokratischen
Wehrformation, des Schutzbundes, hervor.“ Evidently he was too revolutionary for the leadership.
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against an intact executive would not succeed, an opinion that made the Schutzbund little more than a
political response to other paramilitary groups without military purpose of its own unless there was
reason to question the loyalty of the army and federal police to the Constitution. Körner criticized
repeatedly the confused goals and lack of initiative in planning for conflict. He called the militarization of
the Schutzbund after 1927 a game (Spielerei) mocking the demonstrations and marches conducted by
Deutsch. Nonetheless he remained on the edges of socialist military efforts, joining discussions after
1927 about the nascent municipal police force of Vienna called the Gemeindewache (City Watch) and
getting into a heated exchange with the defense minister Carl Vaugoin about 150 missing
machineguns. 58
Körner never addressed the housing program directly. The military features were obvious to
many, but Körner chose to ignore them. He did not single them out as a technical aspect of planning for
armed conflict even when he returned in more desperate times. He used the term Workers Homes
(Arbeiterheime) rather than Gemeindebauten to disparage the leadership of Deutsch and Eifler, but the
term was probably a euphemism for the projects. There were party headquarters called Arbeiterheime
in various districts like Favoriten and notably in Ottaking where the Arbeiterheim featured prominently
in the civil war, but they were not part of the housing program. When he left the organization in 1930 it
was apparent to Körner that Schutzbund tactics were increasingly static and defensive despite Eifler’s
protestations to the contrary. 59 A week before the uprising in 1934, Bauer, Deutsch and Fritz Adler,
another prominent Social Democrat, in desperation asked Körner to take command. He agreed to check
on the state of the Schutzbund in the districts, conducted a tour and found that the members were
planning to stay in the projects (Arbeiterheime) waiting for orders when a general strike was called. He
refused the offer, convinced correctly that the first 24 hours would settle the issue. 60
While Social Democratic leadership and the Schutzbund stewed, the Gemeindebauten followed
a definite course as the first superblocks rose at the same time the Schutzbund was being organized. The
imposing Fuchsenfeldhof stood already in 1925 to tempt the defensive minded, the adjoining complex
Am Fuchsenfeld, later named the Reismannhof, was under construction, and the Karl-Marx- Hof was in
the planning stage. One can point as well to the Matteotihof, the Herweghof and the Popphof going up
along the Gürtel. Schlachthausgasse 2-6, Bebelhof, the Rabenhof complex and Marinelligasse 1
demonstrated as well that a throwback to 19th century models like the Metzleinsthalerhof on the Gürtel
or a monument like the nearby Reumannhof were being superseded by structures with overtly
threatening military features. Three of the massive buildings, including the Karl-Marx-Hof, became so

VGA Partei Archiv vor 1934 Mappe 122-3 Arsenal (Waffenaffӓre).
VGA Lade 21 Mappe 55. The 15 page letter of resignation is dated 26 September 1930.
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Lade 21 Mappe 55, Körners commentary on Deutsch article „Alexander Eifler-ein Soldat der Freiheit“,
p. 11. Earlier he had made a survey of the Schutzbund in the bourgeois IX. District and found appalling
discrepancies between Social Democratic numbers on paper and men actually available for service. Cf.
Eric Kollmann, Theodor Körner, (München 1973), 211.
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heavy they began to sink 61 leading to noisy complaints in the Gemeinderat and in the conservative
Reichspost. 62
Democracy offered an alternative to violence the whole time with the possibility of achieving
goals through parliamentary means. Karl Renner, called the Father of the Republic, was not a
revolutionary, nor was Hans Kelsen, who wrote the democratic Constitution of 1920. Körner consistently
recommended peaceful methods starting as early as 1924 in the new publication Der Schutzbund. Two
years later the Linz Program waffled on the role of violence creating confusion, but at least after the
abortive Communist coup in 1919 Social Democratic leaders could no longer identify the Republic
exclusively with the proletariat nor use the model of the Russian Revolution without misgivings.

Political Opposition
The year 1927 was a watershed year that pointed out the ambivalence among socialists toward
the use of violence by their armed formations. The City Council, Social Democratic though it was,
formed its own auxiliary police force called the Gemeindewache (City Watch) in response to the scores
killed and hundreds wounded by the Federal Police when rioting workers burned the Palace of Justice.
The Schutzbund failed to intervene during the riots, choosing instead to care for the wounded rather
than to shoot back, which led city leaders to look elsewhere for additional armed support. The
Gemeindewache was armed and intended to stand between the workers and the federal police, but it
was different from the Schutzbund in being an organ of city government rather than a party militia.
Socialist leaders then decided to reorganize the Schutzbund along military lines. The two otherwise
shared the same goals of preserving the Constitution and keeping order in the city, but the
complications of adding another armed formation to the mix of armed groups in Vienna only
exacerbated the divisions in the Gemeinderat as the parties argued about budgets, numbers, and
headquarters. With the necessary votes in hand, the Social Democrats could ignore objections from the
Christian Socials and Pan-Germans. Leopold Kunschak and the Christian Socials contended openly that
the socialists were preparing for civil war, 63 echoed by G.R. Pfeiffer of the Pan Germans. 64 The
Gemeindewache was small and officially independent, but eventually it complemented the Schutzbund
as an elite cadre that could provide military leaders for the larger organization with differences worked
Another was Schlachthausgasse 2-6 at the Stadium Bridge. The third at Hagenmüllergasse 21-23 unlike
the others is in no particularly strategic location. When the settling started, the Stadtbauamt directed
architects to stop including heavy poured concrete balconies and balustrades. Henceforth balconies
were to be concrete slabs with lighter iron railings. Still, variances from the building lines continued to
allow large and heavy structures to extend over sidewalks and streets.
62
Cf. material after BD 258/30 relative to BD 53/30. Sandy ground kept a large complex from being built
on the site of the present Währinger Park in the XIX. District. An artist's conception signed by Josef
Bittner shows the upper floors of the building spanning Philippovichgasse between Gymnasiumstrasse
and the important intersection of Billrothstrasse and Döblinger Hauptstrasse just west of the Gürtel. In
case of a military emergency this position could have sealed off the northern part of the Gürtel from the
west along Felix Mottl-Strasse. Admittedly, there is no evidence of an attempt to redesign the building
to cut down on the weight implying that the Stadtbauamt decided not to save a militarily useful building
that covered the length of important streets. One option could have been to eliminate the apartments
spanning the street. A fuller discussion appears in Chapter 5.
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Leopold Kunschak, StenProt. 29 July 1927, pp. 4518 ff. especially 4533-35.
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Sten. Prot., Nov. 11, 1927, p. 6055.
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by political leaders without much trouble. Theodor Schubauer, for example, Commandant of the
Gemeindewache, briefly became the military leader of the Schutzbund in 1934. 65 The Gemeindebauten
played no noticeable role in the riots of 1927 or in debates over the Gemeindewache but were never far
from the discussion about rising tensions.
From the foundation of the Schutzbund in 1923 to 1927 the Gemeindebauten had the look of
strongholds, but after the riots they began to look more like fortresses. Containing almost exclusively
socialist residents they became labeled as military bases (Kasernen) by the opposition in speeches on
the floor or in catcalls dutifully recorded by the stenographer. The appellation "Kaserne" appears
frequently in the minutes of the Gemeinderat, not without some ambiguity, however. Vociferous
accusations that the projects were military bases blended into earlier uses of the word since it had been
used often to mean something like "rabbit warren" when words like "Mietskasernen" or "Zinskasernen"
described the crowded tenements of prewar capitalist days. The words "Festung" (fortress) or "Burg"
(citadel) appear seldom in the speeches, and then in conjunction with other ideas as in the charge that
the projects were "Wanzenburgen" (bug infested forts). 663 Socialists themselves felt secure enough to
use the words "Burg" and "Festung" on occasion in flights of metaphorical rhetoric as, for example, at
the dedication of the Karl-Marx-Hof when school chief Otto Glöckel referred to the projects as "castles
of the people" and the Karl-Marx-Hof as a "fortress of rent protection", with clear symbolic intent. 67 The
lack of direct and unambiguous accusations that the projects were a preparation for civil war, unlike
discussions about forming the Gemeindewache, suggests that opponents joined the Social Democrats in
thinking of the projects more as symbols of power than as actual military installations despite calling
them Kasernen. 68 Christian Social and German Nationals alike complained bitterly, but having registered
general objections made no issue of specific physical features as a military observer might point out.
They complained about the high degree of socialist occupancy and about financial details, but
conducted no campaign against the architecture, even calling them “apartment palaces” (Wohnpaläste)
on occasion in contrast to Kasernen. They likewise cannot be found to oppose placement of buildings
unless some planned feature posed a threat to one of their institutions nearby. 69 Criticism of the
designs was muted at best even in the bourgeois press, limited mostly the height of the buildings, size of

Duczynska, 179. Schubauer failed utterly during the revolt. To the chagrin of Julius Deutsch his unit
occupied the Water Tower but surrendered to government troops without firing a shot. Julius Deutsch,
Ein weiter Weg, (Wien, 1960), 210-211.
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E.G. StenProt. 27 May 1927, p. 2340.
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Arbeiter-Zeitung, October 12, 1930 quoted in H. and R. Hautmann, Die Gemeindebauten des roten
Wiens, (Wien, 1980),7-8. Also “Burgen des Volkes” in Das Kleine Blatt, 12 October, 1930, p. 8.
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On the organization of the Gemeindewache and its situation cf. Verein f.d. Geschichte der
Arbeiterbewegung, (henceforth VGA) Folder 124, Polizei, Gendarmerie, Gmeindewache. While Kunschak
was saying the Gemeindewache was a preparation for civil war Körner was saying in party circles that
Mayor Seitz had the right to form a local police force but the action undercut the Schutzbund. He was
commenting on a pamphlet by Julius Deutsch--Borschure “Alexander Eifler—ein Soldat der Freiheit”
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courtyards and size of the apartments, all of which were modified continuously until the end of the
program.
An air of unreality pervades the record of debates in the Gemeinderat. The socialists knew they
did not need to justify their actions because they had the votes to carry any motion, but the debates
were serious business for the bourgeois parties with only the power of words on their side. The answers
given by Social Democrats during debates became almost patronizing, arising rather from a sense of
parliamentary form and commitment to parliamentary procedure. They responded calmly for the most
part to vehement and sometimes outrageous attacks, providing figures furnished by the bureaucrats
and reiterating comparisons with past housing horrors along with a litany of benefits accruing to the
people. The socialists thereby occupied the moral high ground to avoid the public appearance of
compromise; the strength of principles and programs tested in the public eye were decisive. They knew
for one thing that the bourgeois parties were in basic agreement with the goal of housing the people.
After a time, a pattern of acceptance appeared in the Gemeinderat so that it was easy to anticipate no
objections to most aspects of the designs. No instance can be found as yet of a building being modified
because of objections raised by delegates who had looked at the drawings. Predictions of future disaster
abound, but so do proposals to improve the program with which they agreed in essence. The socialists
were open and frank in making drawings available to all in the City Council, putting them on display in
the hallways of the Rathaus as well to show they had nothing to hide. Designs continued to be available
for inspection in city offices but eventually few people bothered. When the blocks were finished, they
could blame opponents for not looking carefully at the plans. At the same time, it was relatively easy to
conceal features in the drawings. The color code on the drawings of Marinelligasse 1, for example, has
black for reinforced concrete but only a hint that it extends to the balconies overlooking the arterial
below. 70 Though the question of locations was not an issue on the floor at the time, the pattern of
placing the buildings relative to their design was easy to justify if the question arose. The socialists
eventually did incorporate some suggestions of the opposition, as various Christian Socials noted later in
the program, but no reconciliation occurred nor was the opposition given credit by the Social
Democrats. At the least conservative resentment is evident throughout the records of debates in the
Gemeinderat.

The Image of the City or “Stadtbild”

Political wrangling in the Gemeinderat distracted from an important consideration with a long
history, namely the “Stadtbild,” or “image of the city,” a basically esthetic concept. The Stadtbild was a
conscious, all-encompassing general impression of the city as a unit, a Gesamtkunstwerk or total work of
art whose integrity should be respected when making changes of any sort, a whole that encompassed
smaller units starting with individual structures and expanding into districts. Streets framed blocks of
buildings that were distinctive in themselves which contributed to the picture as a whole, often shown
on early hand-drawn maps in remarkable detail that were in essence aerial views of the city. The
distinctive style of the interwar housing program had an immense impact on the appearance of Vienna
that continues to the present. Broad concern today among Viennese about the Stadtbild supports the
theory of Otto Wagner about the relations between individual buildings and the feelings they arouse.
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They become sculptures to ornament neighborhoods and districts, subject to judgments by anyone
viewing them, with claims on the eye in proportion to the differences perceived between them and their
surroundings. They invite special regard and are thereby susceptible to a range of judgments depending
on the attitude of the viewer. Eva Blau makes the Stadbild central to her analysis of the architecture of
Red Vienna but need not have gone out of her way to emphasize that the style is easy to distinguish.
Everywhere one can identify the unmistakable, even obtrusive architecture of the interwar period.
Every district except the Inner City contains numerous examples that require no particular expertise to
recognize. Politicians and planners broke with traditional building criteria to emphasize the
revolutionary power of Social Democracy without recording an exchange of opinion on the issue much
less any resistance or acrimony that might have arisen. Public discussion was all but precluded. Officials
quietly transformed the Stadtbild of Vienna in a casual and offhanded manner. 71 Josef Bittner, the
bureaucrat in charge of MA 22-Architecture had immense influence as a result not recognized then or
even now. Indeed, the city had some reason to turn away from the Stadtbild at the moment since
architectural standards were in flux and the use of ornament was in steep decline, but at the same time
they resisted efforts by architects like Adolph Loos, Josef Frank and Josef Hoffmann to simplify designs
even further in the interests of function over form. 72 Instead, the outward appearance of housing
blocks projected power and aggression. Commentaries in the Arbeiter-Zeitung when the buildings were
dedicated often used words like "powerful" to describe the structures amid a wave of triumphalism
about improvements in living conditions for the working class sweeping aside objections that they might
be provocative or threatening. The Stadtbild held significance among many students of Otto Wagner
who were involved in the program, but misgivings were muted for the most part. Some contemporaries
of Wagner spoke out and suffered for it, but architects eager for contracts stayed silent.
Without doubt, officials responsible for the housing program were intensely aware of the
Stadtbild despite the absence of discussion in the records of the Stadtbauamt. The structures they
designed changed the appearance of city dramatically. Total silence on both counts, the impact on the
Stadtbild or military intent, then generate questions, moreso because political opponents were calling
them Kasernen. Patterns of location, design and materials that were used emerge, closely related to a
picture of the city that was distinctly military in its impression. Strategic sites in the city and their
In contrast, Hans Hollein’s design for the new Haas Haus across from St. Stephen’s Cathedral finished
in 1990 generated intense debate.
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Anticipating the Bauhaus, Adolph Loos, a friend of the acerbic critic Karl Kraus, designed three early
settlements but only part of one block along with Grete Lihotzky, another critic, and contributed nothing
after 1924. The Otto-Haas-Hof in XX. District was part of the Winarsky Hof at the time, a messy mélange
of different styles, until it was given a separate identity. The renowned Josef Hoffmann designed only
two blocks. The Klose-Hof at XIX. Phillippovichg. 1 from 1924 was a stark building whose recessed
balconies might not have pleased his patrons because he did not design another until 1931 when the
city began to simplify designs in the interest of economy. His other building at X. Laxenburgerstr. 94 was
begun in August 1931 more than three months after the meeting of building officials on April 20 at
which Anton Weber informed them about economy measures. BD 1293/31. The design process was
well underway by the time of the meeting. Though as unadorned as his earlier block, the latter one has
protruding balconies. Picture 1215. Josef Frank who got a small commission of 54 apts. in 1924; he
viciously attacked the forms of the Stadtbauamt in Der Aufbau, #7, 1926, but all the same got a larger
contract of 254 apartments with Oskar Wlach in 1931 when simplicity was more in vogue.
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military potential unite buildings in scores of cases across the city to form a single impression, casually
referred to by historians as purely accidental or impossible to avoid in a big city with a large program.
Reticence becomes wonderment at how such an impact on the outward appearance of the city could be
safely ignored, as though the Stadtbild no longer mattered. Social questions alone dominate the
discussion. The Stadtbild will be covered again in connection with the importance of a “kinesthetic”
response to the Gemeindebauten inspired by Wagner.
To sum up, perceptive city planners ignored the effect of the buildings on the Stadtbild of the
city even after the opposition repeatedly voiced their concerns. 73 The similarities with fortresses were
obvious for all to see. Social Democrats knew what they were doing and chose to change the image of
the city to conform to Marxist ideas, including revolution. Detailed drawings were done for all the
buildings so the planners in MA 22 knew exactly what they would look like and how they would relate to
their immediate surroundings and the city as a whole. 74 The observations that follow were possible
from the time the buildings were designed and are largely possible even now because the infrastructure
of bridges, rail lines, military bases, water resources and major intersections has changed little since the
time.

Historiography
Austrian historians have addressed the question of military intent on many occasions. Almost
without exception they simply reject the thesis out of hand, brushing it off with varying degrees of
scorn, but they do so without investigating the charges. An exception was Josef Schneider whose
pamphlet Der Fall der Roten Festung (The Fall of the Red Fortress) appeared shortly after the civil war.
Historians have mostly agreed that there was probably no serious intent by the socialists to prepare
defensive works for the eventuality of a civil war. Gerhard Kapner sums up the discussion, writing,
"That these massive structures were indeed fortresses created by the socialists to protect their
worker denizens in case of civil war was a popular charge among Christian Social critics of the municipal
housing program. The fragility of these brick-and-mortar buildings, demonstrated by the destruction
inflicted on them even by the World War I artillery of Dollfuss in 1934, should have put these allegations
to rest, but they linger on even in the work of otherwise sound historians." 75
Rainer Bauböck takes a stronger stand when he says, “The events of 1934 testify clearly that one
need no longer contradict the historical lie that Social Democracy prepared itself seriously for armed
resistance,” the proof being the weakness of the buildings against artillery and the rapid defeat of the
Schutzbund. 76
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Jörg Mauthe claims that the fortress-like characteristics of the buildings were intended as symbols of
socialist strength because they were not built strongly enough to function as actual fortresses. This was
shown by their failure against the artillery of the Army in 1934. 77
The example of the Karl-Marx-Hof is sufficient evidence for Peter Haiko and Mara Reissberger
without investigating further. They claim that a gap in the series of enclosed courtyards at the center of
the kilometer-long building interfered with internal communications to compromise its effectiveness as
a fortress so that it could not have been intended for the way it was used in 1934. 78 They ignore the
underground connections prepared and used to evacuate the entire giant through the sewers. In citing
the most notorious example, they feel they can ignore dozens of other buildings used as fortresses
which were designed as integrated units.
Like Mauthe, Helfried Kodré and Rainer Bauböck treat the buildings as metaphors. They contend
that their outward appearance was meant to symbolize the power of Red Vienna and nothing more. 79 In
doing so, they ignore the considerable expense of structural features they say were meant to make only
a political statement or designed for esthetic effect. 80
Helmut Gruber, on the other hand, seems to know something contemporaries did not when he
writes, "The visual force of these enclaves throughout the city contributed to a sense of political power
among the workers, encouraged by the socialist leaders, that was more apparent than real." 81 He seems
to admit that the party ascribed political power to them extending to physical force and that the armed
men who took up positions at the windows share the blame to a lesser degree.
It is unclear whether Heimito von Doderer was referring to the projects when he wrote in The
Demons, set in 1927, “But every metaphor that life shatters implies a loss of human freedom. For
freedom can exist only so long as fictions and metaphors are stronger than crude reality, and thus
uphold our dignity. In fact, every shattered metaphor is nothing but the flag of human freedom trodden
into the dust--in this case red and white.” 82 The projects as metaphors-become-fortresses qualify as
examples.

Artillerie des Bundesheeres bewies den rein symbolischen Charakter solcher Anleihen bei
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Hans Hautmann ridicules the notion that there was any deliberate military intent in placing the
projects where they are. 83 He says, "In any given large city in the world with a thick network of
communications and traffic it would be more than difficult to find a single place in built up areas that
was not in more or less close proximity to highways, bridges, major streets, railroads, post offices, police
stations and the like." ignoring the dramatic impact on the Stadtbild made by individual projects. 84
Hautmann ties military intent to three conditions that he claims did not exist. They were: 1) the
existence of an offensive plan of action, 2) the possession of artillery, and 3) the active involvement of
the masses. 85
Regarding the first, it is a matter of opinion whether the plan of action for Vienna devised by
Alexander Eifler was in fact a plan for offensive action. Its 13 pages contain only vague directives for
closing with the enemy, controlling access to every part of the city, occupying military installations and
unifying areas under socialist control. All the same, it recognizes that control of municipal housing
projects, however numerous and strong, cannot be equated with controlling the city. It therefore calls
for an offensive and lays out a sketchy pattern—-it could be described as almost desultory--for taking
control of the districts one by one.
Second, the socialists indeed had no artillery. But the government had only 16 small caliber field
pieces allowed under the Treaty of St. Germain in the city at the time of the uprising. They were brought
into action when socialist fighting units began to rely on the strength of the apartment walls, that is
after they neglected to take the offensive and initial government attacks on the projects were thrown
back with significant casualties. 86 Confusion and inactivity kept the Schutzbund confined to the projects
until it was too late. Furthermore, examples from the past like Paris showed that artillery was not
suitable for fighting in narrow streets and that structures built of reinforced concrete were strong
enough to withstand artillery when occupants defended them vigorously. 87 Forts in WW I survived
tremendous barrages. Buildings with fewer military characteristics in Stalingrad, Beirut and Syria later on
became impassable obstacles when political will to stop an enemy came into play. In the case of Vienna,
photographs from the time show damage that can be considered almost insignificant in comparison
with other conflicts. The buildings had some holes punched into them but little more damage is evident
from the outside. Historians mention that it took weeks to repair the damage, as though that were a
Hans Hautmann, Die Gemeindebauten des Roten Wiens, (Wien, 1980), pp. 150-154. He dismisses
Josef Schneider's accusations of 1934 as "a complete phantasy" (ein totales Hirngespinst), p. 152.
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long time. 88 It will be seen that the evidence of the buildings themselves, without reference to the
results of the revolt or the deficiencies of socialist military tactics, admits an interpretation of military
usefulness and intention without regard for artillery.
Finally, regarding the masses, few cities in the world were as highly organized by a single party
as Vienna, and no subsection of the city surpassed the housing projects for socialist support. A surprise
to Schutzbund leaders in 1934 was that the masses were unpredictable despite the high degree of
organization. Leaders based their actions on expectations that the masses would follow them; it would
have been folly to start a revolt otherwise. Their decisions cannot be measured against the results,
except to say they were mistaken. They misjudged the political engagement of the people, who were
not single minded but rather a collection of individuals whose decisions counted in the actual crisis. In
other words, the outcome was not predictable when the Social Democrats called a general strike and
occupied the major utilities. The masses were content to rely on the strength of their strongholds.
Hautmann's observation is accurate after the fact, but the degree of organization beforehand made it
likely that the people would follow their leaders into revolt. Theodor Körner was a lonely voice when he
decried the lack of engagement among the masses or the absence of revolutionary elan similar to that
of 1927.
Hautmann passes over an important condition pointed out by Körner, namely the matter of
political will among socialist leaders and fighters. Everything depended on an offensive spirit among
cadre leaders and party soldiers to implement Eifler’s plan. The paralysis of leaders like Julius Deutsch
and consequent hesitation of Schutzbund units in the first hours of the revolt had devastating effects.
To answer Hautmann, therefore, an offensive plan of sorts was in existence and the leaders thought
they could count on the support of the masses. The only thing lacking was artillery, which was not the
deciding factor in the crucial early phase of the revolt when the Schutzbund failed to leave the
Gemeindebauten and take to the streets. 89
At this point the trail of evidence disappears. A total lack of documents other than the Eifler
Plan leads to suspension of judgment among historians. Politicians like Bauer, Renner, Seitz, Breitner
and Weber receive absolution because there is nothing to work with. Even Kurt Peball with detailed
sources in military archives is aware of the political problem and feels compelled to suspend judgment.
Rhetoric from Bauer about the role of violence in defense of republican ideals can be dismissed as
propaganda rather than military policy. 90 Vague hints that military matters were discussed at this or that
meeting of party leaders are next to worthless. 91 Party leaders might have generated opposition on the
Photos of damage to Karl-Marx-Hof. Cf. VGA Folder 12-33-1.
Artillery was used at several locations when initial assaults were repulsed with heavy losses. Cf.
Article from Der Wiener Tag of 18.2.34 found in VGA folder labelled 14.2.1934, “Die Notwendigkeit der
eingestezten Artillerie,” an explanation by Staatssekretär Schönburg-Hartenstein.
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This is also the suggestion of H. Gruber, 41.
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After the revolt collapsed prosecutors questioned those involved about a meeting held at party
headquarters on the Rechte Wienzeile on Jan. 24, 1934 purportedly about Schutzbund tactics in case of
a general strike. The principals were Otto Bauer and Alexander Eifler, but beyond this sketchy
information little survives about what transpired. Questioned closely about the Bauer-Eifler meeting,
Weber and Seitz both denied knowing anything. AVA Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten Feb. 1934, Zl. Pr. IV 2602/1934 Karton I, 2.
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right and incited the radical fringe among the workers on the left to project winning a civil war, but
responsibility cannot be assigned more exactly.
The accompanying danger is that events lose a causal connection with one another to become
disconnected, accidental occurrences. Lack of planning beyond the Eifler Plan accounts for everything
from failing to distribute arms to using the projects as fortresses. To historians, the rebellion then
becomes a makeshift response to the latest in a series of provocations by an authoritarian regime that
had the advantage of being the party of action in a disheartened and bankrupt country caught in the
Depression. The buildings happened to be there, happened to be located at strategic sites, and
happened to resemble bunkers strong enough to resist assault. The revolt of 1934 in this view shares
more with the spontaneous riots of 1927 than with a calculated effort at a coup d'etat approved and
directed by Social Democratic leadership, against Körner’s advice. The uprising, then, might have been
the result of sentiment among younger members that forced socialist leaders to make a half-hearted
commitment to a revolt despite their reluctance or cowardice. 92
A common interpretation holds that the uprising was an act of desperation. It was a response to
the gradual erosion of socialist rights and power represented by raids on weapons caches in public
housing projects and by the suspension of parliament in 1933. It was a doomed attempt by young
workers beyond control of the old guard to defend their freedom against fascism. They had plenty of
firearms, but more importantly, they were using force to preserve the constitutional and social gains of
the First Republic without realistic projections of what form a new government would take. Initiatives
from the Right to destroy their achievements met resistance that turned out to be no match for fascist
efficiency and firepower. 93 The Schutzbund was fulfilling the original mission it set itself; indeed, the
socialists were proactive rather than defenders of the Republic, perhaps reluctantly calling a general
strike but thereafter poised to advance on government forces from the security of strongholds
everywhere in the city.
Thus, historians dismiss with an airy wave of the hand any intention of using the projects for
military purposes, together with their actual use, as an insignificant part of a misguided initiative.
Confirmation lies in the sad results, as though incompetence in execution proved a lack of resources.
The subsequent advantage of appearing to be the victims of an antidemocratic regime labelled AustroFascist or clerical-fascist, without defenders in a post-Hitler world, rather than proactive rebels with a
definite though poorly executed agenda has been seized by sympathizers and presented to a receptive
audience eager to avoid any connection with fascism. According to this view, the Social Democrats were
peace-loving civilians committed to democracy, internal reform and progress despite some rhetorical

The common thesis that the heroic fighters of February 1934 were let down by their leaders is
represented most recently by Helmut Gruber. Also, Rudolf Neck, Vom Justizpalast zum Heldenplatz,
(Wien, 1975), 156 says simply, "Die Helden des Februar hätten eine bessere Führung verdient." (The
heroes of February deserved better leadership.) The gap between young and old in the party finds
expression in the party meeting about the failure of the Schutzbund. “The party apparatus in general is
much older than the party rank and file. And while they talk a good game they are no longer the young
people who were equal to the demands of the time of the struggle (Kampfzeiten) at the time.” Cf. VGA
1927 Envelope 4. Files are quite out of order and the date has little connection with the contents.
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This view ignores broad support for the Nazis that became evident quickly after the rebellion and the
flip flop among many workers from socialist to fascist.
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excesses. The poor quality of the Eifler Plan serves this interpretation nearly as well as the absence of a
paper trail regarding the housing projects.
The military aspects of the revolt have been investigated by a few historians. Kurt Peball,
longtime director of the National Archives, puts aside questions about the projects by equating proof
with documentation. In a “cool and sober assessment” he ends a short discussion with a skeptical
shrug. 94 Felix Czeike curtly dismisses the question whether the projects were intended as defensive
positions. He writes simply that the current state of history is not ready to follow the argument. 95 At
the same time, he grants that features useful for defense were largely present. He writes, “There is
another set of questions whether the large public housing projects of Vienna, which were put up
between 1923 and 1932, played a role in the planning or prevention (Abwehr) of civil war. Based on the
sources presently available for research there can be no discussion of the problem whether large
apartment blocks were placed at certain strategically important points in the city. But it was likely that
the style of building, interior adaptations like secret connections with underground magazines, passages
for evacuation to the sewer network and firing ports—as well as inhabitants organized by the Social
Democrats—were well suited for protracted defense.” 61 He echoes others about available land,
locations and the like but ultimately is loath to advance beyond the written word.
One dissenting voice in the efforts to downplay the provocative aspect of the program appeared
already during WW II. Franz Kaym, despite Pan-German sympathies, designed buildings for the city
clearly suitable for defense, as shown in the second part of the settlement on Weissenböckstrasse and
in the large complex on Herder Platz where considerable fighting took place. On the death of fellow
architect Rudolf Perco he wrote, “Some of these gigantic buildings can be compared to fortresses
(Zwingburgen),” adding, “The largest of these party bases (Parteikasernen), with 2,400 apartments,
went to (Rudolf) Perco.” 96 Kaym testified as well to the devious nature of the rhetoric surrounding
recruitment of architects when he wrote that the city concealed its intentions with elegant
phraseology.97
The contention that the Gemeindebauten were symbols and not actual fortresses rests largely
on the results of the civil war when they were so used. Calling them symbols or metaphors implies
severe criticism of socialist military planners in confusing symbols with actual power. But symbols, far
from being exercises in esthetics or cultural attractions alone, can have effects far beyond literature or
art. The view ignores the idea of Karl von Clausewitz a century earlier that war as systematic violence is
an integral part of a political process with a unique dynamic depending on the wisdom and
Kurt Peball, 12.
“Obwohl die Geschichtsschreibung…dieser Argumentation nicht zu folgen bereit ist…” Felix Czeike,
Geschichte der Stadt Wien (Fritz Molden, Wien), 281.
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Franz Kaym, testimonial to Rudolf Perco in Stadt u. Landesarchiv, Nachlass Perco Karton 1-1
Biographisches Material, p. 19. The official Schlöss Catalogue puts the number at 1458. BD 4178/33
p.27.
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Franz Kaym, ibid. He includes a judgment of Rudolf Perco. “He (Perco) experienced a brief, illusory
period of prosperity (Scheinblüte) as an architect engaged in building when Social Democratic Vienna
implemented its housing program and was forced to engage architects of every shade (in jeder
Schattierung). Certainly, the pressure was not acknowledged but was concealed through lovely,
propagandistic ways of speaking (Redensarten).”
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determination of the commander who motivates his soldiers. 98 Hitherto no interpretation of the
Gemeindebauten has taken seriously the root concept of politics as the exertion of coercive force, that
is violence of some form, usually reserved as a monopoly of the state. Planners and militia were under
the illusion that symbols and physical power were identical. The question of weak political will among
irregular fighters diverts attention from the relationship between human agents and their chosen
instruments of coercion. Anything can be used as a weapon when the will is present. Karl Kraus pointed
out relentlessly the confusion of symbolic and real power in his biting literary magazine Die Fackel when
he excoriated contemporary culture. Metaphors of power indeed became the reality of force in Vienna
while architectural historians concede at most that elements like projections or setbacks were
throwbacks to the romantic past or expressionistic architecture of the present. The politics of the
Gemeindebauten handled by most historians has been limited to considering social goals set by Social
Democrats against bourgeois opposition rather than considering politics as the imposition of rule using
force as the ultimate determinant. They limit the discussion of violence to brief animadversions
dismissed as ridiculous.
Most interpreters of the Gemeindebauten are art historians whose judgments rest on esthetic
criteria or exclusive regard for social goals, equating the politics of the program with efforts to
implement praiseworthy concern for the workers. None of them present documentary evidence of their
own that the socialists intended them only as symbols and metaphors; the fate they suffered suffices as
proof. Apologists impose the idea of symbolism on the past as though contemporary opponents on
both sides should have dismissed the projects as propagandistic posturing by the Social Democrats. The
buildings looked powerful, in fact were not, and therefore their physical features, locations and the like
were intended purely as metaphors. They admit that the buildings have a military cast but in the
absence of evidence to prove they were intended as actual fortresses they must have been intended
merely as symbolic fortresses in line with the rhetoric of power that accompanied them. Perhaps
contemporaries could be faulted for lack of prescience about their capabilities as fortresses and
consequent attractiveness to heavily armed inhabitants. Since they happened to be at strategic
locations because there were so many, they furnished obvious opportunities for Schutzbund units based
in them. These historians require evidence different from the buildings themselves to prove they were
intended as actual fortresses, but the same historians should be aware of their effects other than as
monuments, namely the impact that specific characteristics have on the perception of observers. The
fact that the Gemeindebauten came to exist in an atmosphere of political confrontation and provoked
the opposition to determined resistance has for them no reference to the style of architecture except as
the glorification of Social Democracy and its commitment to the workers. On the contrary, the nature of
the architecture was as provocative as the high-handed methods employed by the socialists to
implement the program. As units they are monuments and symbols of power, but in a kinesthetic
sense, attentive to how the features might be used, the monuments get broken into a multitude of
smaller units that could be utilized by armed men. Otto Wagner might well have noticed.
Finally, the experience of World War I cannot be ignored; reinforced concrete contributed
greatly to the strength of wartime forts. Symbols of power built of concrete could be expected to have
greater impact on a generation emerging from the defensive success of World War I than on an earlier
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generation trained to engage in offensive tactics above all. 99 The response among units of the right
wing Heimatschutz was exercise in storm trooper tactics developed during the war, directed at an
anticipated confrontation between the defensive and the offensive when the advantage might well lie
with the defensive. The Heimwehr adopted aggressive tactics emphasizing training and motivation. One
result was the foolish élan of the men who rushed the Karl-Marx-Hof and were repulsed in the first
attack of February 1934 while the police and army hesitated for a time.
The blocks, if they were not designed from the start for use by paramilitary forces in an
emergency, ended up seducing the socialists into thinking that even relatively untrained irregular troops
firing from numerous locations in buildings made of reinforced concrete at hundreds of sites around the
city would prove too much for the government. The housing projects then made the strategic situation
of the socialists unyielding when new threats and new opportunities arose. Training in aggressive tactics
by the Heimwehr put the combination of defensive policies and deficient training at a distinct
disadvantage. Piecemeal raids on arms caches chipped away at socialist strength in the meantime with
more to come over time while socialist leaders fretted about what to do.
In this way the argument about the symbolic nature of the blocks can be turned on its head.
Instead of being a manifestation of socialist strength, intimidating the bourgeois parties into keeping the
Republic alive, the projects can be seen as impressing the workers with the possibility of success using a
party army to defend the Republic or to promote the class struggle depending on ideological
orientation. In either case their intention involved violence, either to oppose fascism and preserve
democracy, or to establish a dictatorship of the proletariat as in Russia, depending on the degree of
Marxist orthodoxy.

Otto Wagner and the Kinesthetic Interpretation of Buildings
Otto Wagner taught many of the architects involved in the housing program. He insisted that
buildings can be regarded in quite contrasting ways, from a static point of view at a distance
encompassing the whole, which lends itself to perceiving it as a monumental unit, or as made up of
individual elements that offer a multiplicity of features that seem to change constantly as the observer
moves toward, alongside and into it from different distances and varying angles. Movement over time is
vital to this interpretation. Motion and lived experience feature prominently, like the difference
between a photograph and a motion picture. The result is a “kinesthetic” impression, a dynamic
sequence of visual and sensory modifications, alterations and conscious adaptations in an ultimately
unified arrangement of points and counterpoints. 100 The perception of a building becomes variegated
when the façade and subordinate elements reveal themselves as articulated and differentiated. In other
words, the shapes of buildings viewed from different angles and perspectives, from farther away and up
close, actively approaching them from a distance and moving into interior courtyards, can generate
different feelings. Feelings are a large part of experiencing architecture. The monumental qualities of
both large and small Gemeindebauten inspire admiration and respect, even awe, as tributes to the work
of the Social Democrats, but they should be complemented by investigating in kinesthetic terms the
The French army, for example, demanded “l’attaque à outrance.”
Eve Blau in The Architecture of Red Vienna (MIT, 1999) 238-248, attributes Wagner’s view to a
combination of the essentially optical aesthetics of Adolf Hildebrand and the broader ideas of August
Schmarsow which involve the whole body.
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features that could be used to tactical advantage in a confrontation between residents and armed
adversaries approaching from exposed places and along open streets. 101 In someone imagining—the
word is used designedly referring to a personal reaction, not as contributing to a conspiracy theory—
that is, projecting the possibility of weapons being present among the architectural elements, unease,
anxiety and a sense of vulnerability arise that are generated knowing that many buildings could be
shielding armed men intent on repelling an attack by similarly armed people. The availability of
weapons exacerbated the situation exponentially. In short, they look like military installations that
afford favorable views of bridges, streets, intersections and the like with open spaces around them
usable as glacis or open fields of fire exposing attackers as they approach the walls. Conversely, the
same features can create confidence in occupants knowing they enjoy relative safety with an advantage
against assailants. 102 Anyone could approach the buildings then as they can now and feel the same way
Otto Wagner might have felt, with the same kinesthetic reaction to features visible, even palpable, to an
observer. In the absence of documents to support either side I will argue that the buildings themselves,
Objekte in German, are sufficient to prove intent. 103 Simply put, metaphors of power generated fear in
the opposition, which in turn produced resolve to meet force with force. 104
While the projects were rising, older party politicians like Otto Bauer were hesitating to commit
the Schutzbund to violence, however. The projects became an architectural expression of the
discrepancy between word and action described as the “politics of the radical phrase” implying that the
Social Democrats were bluffing. It is a serious point of divergence in interpretation to say that Social
Democratic leaders were bluffing in the Linz Program when they threatened violence and that beetling
buildings were merely a symbolic deterrent to a right wing coup, when the experience of World War I
established the superiority of prepared defensive positions in an armed conflict. While leaders dithered
about democracy or violence, the City of Vienna was doing its part to implement the Linz Program with
defensive architecture. Weapons accumulated in cellars and secret rooms along with improvements in
clandestine communications among the Gemeindebauten making them more appealing, indeed
seductive, as a network of fortresses. Buildings that looked and “felt” like fortresses were then used as
such.
One could also make an ad hominem argument somewhere; an inclination toward ignoring
history among Austrians after WW II and portraying Vienna as an isle of the blessed (Insel der Seligen)
does nothing to support their contentions regarding the Gemeindebauten.

Examples of monuments would be the Metzleinsthalerhof on the Gürtel and especially the
Reumannhof with its grand central tract, overly tall for an apartment building before elevators were
included, as seen from Haydnpark across the Gürtel. Franz Kaym was likely referring to the Reumannhof
when he wrote that the city was interested in elections rather than the Stadtbild when it built buildings
up to 8 stories high (7 Stockwerke) without elevators. Testimonial to Rudolf Perco, p. 19.
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Kurt Peball is well aware of the features. Pp.11-12
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Leslie Topp asserts the legitimacy of regarding objects without reference to documents. Cf. Review of
her contribution to a conference in Austrian Studies Newsmagazine Vol. 29 #1, Spring 2017
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Michael Howard in The Causes of Wars, (Cambridge, 1983), draws inspiration from Thucydides who
found the origins of the Peloponnesian War in the power of Athens and the fear it generated among
Sparta and its neighbors. Fear then becomes the focus of his study.
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The Schutzbund and the building program started together and grew simultaneously. The two
came at the same time in 1923-24 as the military arm of the Social Democratic Party came into being
and the architectural possibilities of a massive, complementary housing program filled with socialist
sympathizers became a possibility. The coincidence grew over the years culminating with Engels Platz at
the Floridsdorf Bridge in 1933, the largest single project. The Schutzbund, true to its origins as an
organization to defend the Republic, could defend it from the myriad of stoutly built Gemeindebauten if
necessary. Otto Naderer, skirts the question somewhat in Der Bewaffnete Aufstand, concentrating on
the organization and development of the Schutzbund and its weaponry prior to the uprising. He avoids
extensive discussion of the housing projects except to say they became depots for weapons, without
referring to their defensive capabilities or usage during the rebellion.
Several smaller apartment blocks with little significance as monuments or anything grandiose
about them deserve some mention. Containing fewer than 100 apartments each, they can be found in
especially strategic locations and often contain unmistakable military features. They can also be
regarded as attempts to gerrymander the area by renting to socialists or to intimidate nearby
settlements that were exhibiting bourgeois inclinations. Weissenböckstrasse II. Teil, Svobodahof,
Marinelligasse 1, two structures at Wehlistr. 305 and 309 and Josef Baumann-Gasse 65-67 are a few
examples.
A word on the Karl-Marx-Hof seems appropriate here. It has attracted an exorbitant amount of
attention from historians and the general public, has come to represent the entire revolt for many and
distracts from considering the overall pattern of the uprising. This immense building of 1325 apartments
runs for an uninterrupted kilometer alongside the raised embankment of the Franz Josefs Railroad on
the east and along Heiligenstädterstrasse to the west. The large square mentioned by Haiko and
Reissberger called Heiligenstӓdter Platz stands at the center. It is open on the side facing
Heiligenstädterstrasse to the west. A gap between the northern and southern halves of the building
would have impeded communication between the two halves somewhat if hostile forces approached
from the formidable escarpment of Hohe Warte to the west. But this weakness was less than it seemed,
for opponents could presume underground connections between the wings and indeed, the socialists
made such good connections with sewers that they could secretly evacuate the whole building in 1934
when it was about to fall. The neighboring Svobodahof acted as a demilune that enfiladed the western
side along the thoroughfare. 105 An attempt to take the building had to be made from the other side, the
stronger side facing the railroad, to avoid enfilading fire from the Svobodahof. Indeed, unsuccessful
frontal assaults came first from the east rather than from Hohe Warte. Artillery fire came from the
eastern side as well. All the same, the partially enclosed courtyard undoubtedly complicated internal
communications within the complex, made no easier by the large arches that frame the building on the
east. Smaller courtyards on either side of Heiligenstädter Platz were adequately protected by entries
sealed with strong metal gates. A lot of fighting took place at the site, but as just one of 375 projects,
the Karl-Marx-Hof should not become the focus of consideration to the exclusion of all others.

Arguments Against a Conspiracy Theory
Without written evidence the charge that the program contained military intent from its
inception can be rejected as a paranoid conspiracy theory. Indeed, there are perhaps too many
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discrepancies to give it credence. For example: 1) a number of blocks built at times when tensions were
reaching their peak had few military features; 2) there were too many people involved and too many
suspicious opponents to keep intentions hidden over a long period of time; 3) some of the most
fortress-like buildings came from the early period when tensions, though increasing, were far from
approaching armed conflict; 4) some militarily useful elements were scaled back as time went on and
one strategically located complex was cancelled because the subsoil demanded an overly expensive
foundation; 5) financial pressures more than anything else demanded simpler styles in the 1930's when
the Depression took hold; 6) the opposition did not raise specific objections to the buildings for tactical
military reasons; 7) projects at strategic locations were poorly mobilized when fighting began.
In general, a conspiracy thesis would concentrate on the political aspects of the program with
politicians like Anton Weber, Julius Deutsch and Hugo Breitner at the center while an argument to the
contrary would emphasize the role of the City Building Office with bureaucrats like Stadtbaudirektor
Franz Musil and Josef Bittner at the center as well as the array of architects and technical personnel
whose esteemed professional integrity appeared to be only slightly tainted by socialist sympathies. The
role of MA 22 with its longtime chairman Josef Bittner, is ambiguous and could be cited both for and
against a conspiracy thesis. It seems worth presenting the argument on both sides, though the absence
of supporting documents makes the buildings themselves the most significant evidence. Anton Weber,
who had a reputation of standing far to the left, was the closest liaison between the Stadtbauamt and
the Gemeinderat, requesting better telephone connections in 1925 for example, but was not involved in
day to day operations. 106 At this perilous edge of historical method it should be said that if the housing
program was intended for military purposes it had to be a secret buried in the hearts of a few people
and revealed to architects only indirectly. The slightest hint would have drawn a strong reaction and
hastened the growth of armed reaction. Was it possible to involve hundreds of city officials and
architects without the intent becoming known? The answer at first appears to be a resounding no. Was
it possible to avoid using descriptive words drawn from military terminology when discussing proposed
buildings or the finished product? Certainly yes.

The Evidence

The biggest problem for many historians is the lack of documentary evidence to indicate the
intentions of officials. It can be said that documents might have been destroyed or might yet appear to
make more sense of the decision to rebel. But on the presumption that it served the interests of Social
Democrats arrested at the time as well as sympathetic family members, archivists and historians later on
to destroy or conceal documents, we can assume that more documents have existed than the few
available to us. Use of the buildings as fortresses during the revolt and the suspicion attached to them
before and after together with imprisonment of participants and the vigor of the executive in
questioning them became a strong incentive to destroy whatever documentary evidence might have
existed. Few personal papers of socialist politicians or high-ranking bureaucrats survived to be used as
incriminating evidence. Unquestionably the authoritarian regime and the Nazis that followed would
have preserved any documents of potential use against the Social Democrats.
On the supposition that documents of interest were destroyed, to say nothing of conversations
and decisions that were never recorded, the continued existence of the buildings assumes greater
Cf. BD 85/1925. Franz Musil was new as Stadtbaudirektor and passed on the request asking about
costs.
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importance. The buildings themselves and everything connected with their physical makeup take on
more significance, for it is easier to destroy documents than buildings. The exercise becomes a kind of
modern urban archeology that relies on architectural elements to establish the purpose of a building.
One can imagine, for example, what an archeologist of the future might think of the Matteottihof
knowing something about the political, social and military conditions of the interwar period.
Comparison with housing projects in other countries is appropriate to point out how the unique style of
the Viennese projects deviated from common international designs at a time when architectural ideas
travelled rapidly from one country to another. Features of the Viennese projects not shared elsewhere
become more interesting for being responses to conditions peculiar to Vienna.
Regarding documentation, then, the absence can be explained in a number of ways: 1) it was
impossible to acknowledge military intent without generating a violent response; 2) the Social
Democrats had enough power in the Gemeinderat to do what they wanted without consulting the
opposition; 3) the inner circle of men connected with decisions was small and tightly knit; 4) control
over design was informal, mostly noncompetitive and based on personal relations, apparently without
contracts preserved in the available archives. In other words, any connection with military ends had to
be implicit and well concealed so that no paper trail existed.
It should be noted that only written documentary testimony is lacking. Evidence on paper need
not use words. Drawings and plans exist spread across the city in the different districts. The architect’s
job was to put on paper as close an approximation of the finished building as possible. An argument that
the outward appearance of a building was accidental is absurd. The architects were not surprised at how
their buildings looked. It might have been up to others to determine how they fit into the Stadtbild, but
they assuredly knew that some of their buildings had the look of fortresses. The evidence of the designs
on paper appeared in real life.
A transformation of public attitudes on both sides took place gradually as tensions got worse.
The socialists began to consider the buildings defensible fortresses and the bourgeois parties began to
think of them as arms depots that could be used as bunkers in an emergency, like the Arsenal earlier.
Kurt Peball writes that the Executive had enough informants to know there were arms stored in the
projects although the low rate of successful raids argues against knowing where they were. Other
evidence is more implied than stated, as in the way the Arbeiter-Zeitung reported the opening of
Engelsplatz. Since available documents and critiques contain no discussion of the buildings either as
symbols of power to intimidate the bourgeois parties or as arsenals designed for military purposes, the
buildings become open to different interpretations, at least by making both theories equally plausible.
This study rests on the idea that the buildings themselves provide enough evidence to formulate a case
for military intent independent of written documents.

Military and Paramilitary Presence in Vienna
An analogy is in order between examples of military presence in Vienna before WW I and during
the First Republic. There were precedents for placing military bases in residential areas. The Imperial
government after 1848 deliberately built three notable installations to deter the populace from further
revolt, to provide defensible fortresses in an emergency and to create bases for offensive initiatives.
Two of them, the Rossauer Kaserne and the Franz-Josef-Kaserne, were placed along the Danube Canal
on either side of the inner city.
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The red brick Rossauer Kaserne with its crerenelated architecture looks more like Disneyland
than an army base. Designed in the heyday of Romanticism, it contained modern military features
restricted mostly to fortified entries, towers, and a few setbacks that could enfilade the walls in the
event of an attack. The Franz-Joseph-Kaserne on the other side of the Inner City near the present
Urania was a barracks that had few fortress-like features. It became superfluous within a few decades
under more relaxed political conditions and was torn down to extend the Ring to the Danube Canal. The
land was sold to the city along with other parcels like the large Krimsky Kaserne in the III. District when
more bases moved out of town. The government allayed lingering suspicions by building two bases, the
Wilhelms- and Albrechts Kasernen, close to each other between the Canal and the main channel of the
Danube. They looked more like residences than forts and contained fewer men than many apartment
buildings to make them less intimidating. All the same, ten lean bases all over town with their heavily
armed regulars and high morale would undoubtedly become formidable bastions in the event of a civil
war even though garrisons averaged only 400 after WW I. 107
During the First Republic, by analogy, the city of Vienna built the Lassallehof and the adjoining
Heizmannhof at the Reichs Bridge on the Danube proper whose site corresponds roughly to the strategic
place of the Franz-Joseph-Kaserne. The Goethe-Hof across the river at the same bridge further secured
the most important river crossing in the city. Far upstream at the Floridsdorf Bridge, also on the Danube
proper, the immense complex at Friedrich Engels Platz occupies a location analogous to the Rossauer
Kaserne with comparably monumental features. In all cases the structures were built of masonry
impervious to bullets. Relations between army bases and the multitudinous Gemeindebauten form a
topic to be discussed at length in the course of this study.
The army bases were joined by the fortified Marokkaner police headquarters in the Third
District along with two smaller police barracks located off the Ring in the Third and Ninth Districts.
Police stations in each of the twenty-two districts as well as around 200 observation posts
(Wachzimmer) scattered through the city created a formidable array of armed places for the Executive,
as it was called. The federal government progressively reinforced the Marokkaner Barracks as the
threat of urban revolt arose again, deploying three armored cars with four machineguns apiece in April
1928. 108
The immense Arsenal from Imperial times in the Eleventh District remained a special case
throughout the interwar period. It was much larger than any of the Army bases and designed to be
defensible when it was built. Loosely controlled by the Social Democrats after WW I, it was the
repository of many weapons held in defiance of the Allies, formalized by the Arsenal Pact of 1922 among
the parties, which made it vital to all of them so that no party could use it exclusively. A raid to
They were: II. Albrechts and Wilhelms, III. Rennweger, VI. Stiftsk., IX Rossauerk. X. Franz Ferdinands
(Trost)k. XI Friedrichsk. XII. Meidlinger Traink. XIV. Breitenseer Kavaleriek. and XVI. Radetzkyk. A base in
Kaiserebersdorf was built at this time to replace the Landwehr Kaserne in the V. District.
The Stiftskaserne containing the war archives held around 130 men (Peball, 48).
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21 April 1928, Deutsch? To Seitz. We hear three armored cars have arrived at the Marokkanergasse
Police Kaserne with four machineguns in each car. VGA Mappe 125 Polizei, Gendarmerie,
Gemeindewache. Peball (p. 6) puts the date at 1933 citing Herbert Gieler (Diss. Wien, 1964), suggesting
perhaps incorrectly that the reports in 1928 were just rumors. One appeared at the Karl Marx-Hof
during the February Days in 1934.
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confiscate some of the weapons in February 1927, five months before the riots, generated a huge outcry
when the government confiscated 665 machineguns and 21,465 rifles. The controversy died down
quickly, though, possibly because the total number hidden in the Arsenal might have been as high as
600,000, and many remained undetected in the plethora of buildings. 109 The confiscated weapons
were moved to the Schloss Neugebaüde in Kaiser Ebersdorf, under the uneasy supervision of the major
parties, while the Social Democrats continued to control the Arsenal.
One vexing question for the Social Democrats was the reliability of weapons left over from WW
I. Rust had set in after years stored in the Arsenal and the weapons needed refurbishing. 110 Deutsch
stopped work for lack of money creating another problem for Körner who was involved with the
technical aspects of Schutzbund operations. 111
Despite being a center of attention, the Arsenal held a peculiar position in the political picture of
Vienna making it less relevant to this study.
The armed forces that occupied the opposing structures were very different, but neither side
considered itself at a disadvantage.
The Austrian Army was reduced to 30,000 in 1919 under the Treaty of St. Germain. At full
strength it was a number probably inadequate to maintain order within the country in case of an
uprising, but the number was closer to 25,000 in 1934. 112 Kurt Peball puts the number of troops
engaged in Vienna at around 4250 full-time soldiers equipped with weapons including rifles, light and
some heavy machineguns together with 16 field artillery pieces between 75 and 100 millimeters and 15
mortars. 113 Only the Army in Austria had weapons heavier than machineguns. Other military equipment
included armored cars, helmets and grenades. 114
The total strength of the police force amounted to perhaps 3000 men divided among 28
departments. 115 Armament consisted of rifles, pistols, a few armored cars with machine guns and police
Naderer, Der Bewaffnete Aufstand, 240, 237. Anton Hopfgartner, Kurt Schuschnigg, (Graz, 1989),
105, cites a German source (Akten zur Deutschen Auswärtigen Politik, Ser. C/II/2, #254) saying that the
stores were larger than the government had supposed.
110
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from the prying eyes of the Allies. Rust! (sic) Is the biggest enemy. So 6 men worked hard and late to
conserve the weapons, but on orders from Deutsch the work was stopped. They started again but need
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VGA Partei Archiv vor 1934 Mappe 122-3 Arsenal, Letter of Arsenal workers to Deutsch.
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tools like truncheons. Despite training separately, the police were prepared to work with the Army in
1934.
On the socialist side, the Schutzbund grew slowly from 1923 when Julius Deutsch and Theodor
Körner were identified as likely men to lead it. During the riots of 1927 Schutzbund members led by
Julius Deutsch at the time cared for and evacuated the wounded but refrained from firing on the police
which generated strong criticism within the party for betraying a lack of focus for the paramilitary
organization.
Thereafter the party began to reorganize the Schutzbund along military lines with ranks and
adequately armed units divided into 5 geographical areas with commanders for each of the 22 districts.
Peball puts the number of Schutzbündler in Vienna at around 17,550 in 1934. 116 Otto Naderer might be
exaggerating when he claims that the Schutzbund controlled more weapons than the entire Austrian
Army, with 700 machineguns to 400 for the Army and at least 40,000 rifles to 34,500 with. thousands of
hand grenades available as well. The Schutzbund had no artillery, however. Good relations with the
Czechs together with the support of sympathetic railroad unions offered hope for additional arms and
ammunition from that direction. Altogether, the paramilitary groups in Austria were considerably
better armed than government forces. 117
Memories of earlier revolutionary times prompted some in the Social Democratic camp to hope
for defections from the Executive in the event of civil war, recalling the spirit of left-wing soldiers at the
end of WW I and the soldiers’ unions in the early days of the Republic. Their attempts to place
sympathetic officers among Army cadres met with little success, however, and even ordinary soldiers
with Social Democratic sympathies were excluded from increasingly elite formations. The likelihood of
defections was growing remote by 1934. All the same, unrealistic hopes for recruiting among the rank
and file can be found in the Eifler Plan for Schutzbund operations 118
Training was rudimentary. Members had jobs that allowed time for exercises only on weekends,
leaving deficiencies in their ability to handle weapons or maneuver in groups. Certainly, military training
could never be as thorough as in the military or the police but years of organization had given the party
a structure that could have transformed the loose discipline of a militia into something tighter given
time, but time was running short as the 1930’s dawned. Misgivings about the capabilities of the
Schutzbund evident from early on were growing day by day. Körner was conspicuous for his refusal to
believe that the Schutzbund could successfully challenge the Army, but repeated admonitions that

P. 42. State Secretary Emil Fey in the cabinet meeting of October 18, 1933 with Dollfuss presiding
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began as early as 1924 fell increasingly on deaf ears after 1927. 119 With experience as an officer in WWI,
he saw that paramilitary training could not match the professionalism of the army, calling the
demonstrations and marches child’s play (Spielerei). All the same, as the civil war approached he toyed
with the idea of taking control of the Schutzbund when the other leaders turned to him in desperation
with misgivings about Julius Deutsch. In the privacy of party meetings critics called the Schutzbund a
failure meant mostly for show. 120 Schutzbund leaders made efforts to improve training in 1932 when
they conducted large war games in Purkersdorf west of Vienna. The Arbeiter-Zeitung reported that a
total of 10,000 men divided into two “armies” “fought” each other in the woods south of the Vienna
River Valley while another 3000 men were on hand as observers. 121
The role of the Gemeindebauten grew after the raid on the Arsenal and the forcible suppression
of the rioters which drove the Social Democrats to rely on defensible locations. Morale seemed high in
the projects where the militiamen lived, but it had never been tested for a mix of collective and private
motives attributable to living with women, children and other family members. Historians have created
a picture of a largely unarmed populace at the mercy of the government. The argument ignores the
sticky ethical matter of initiating the fighting from among women and children who then became
hostages of a sort if not actual participants in the violence. It is a problem for all guerilla movements. 122
The quick end of the fighting quickly led to the interpretation that the socialists were overwhelmed by
the government and that the rebels were aggrieved victims whose families were put in jeopardy by the
government. The view emerged soon afterwards in Deutsch’s pamphlet “Alexander Eifler-Soldat der
Freiheit” (“Alexander Eifler-Soldier of Freedom) that Körner said glorified the revolt. The interpretation
makes it especially difficult to make judgments about socialist intentions before the revolt or the
decision to fight amid women and children. The men made some accommodations by providing access
to sewers that could be used to evacuate vulnerable residents in an emergency.
Soon after the riots the Schutzbund began to distribute weapons clandestinely among the
Gemeindebauten, under the supervision of reliable men (Vertrauensmӓnner). How many, what kinds
and where they were hidden was the source of uncertainty and friction reaching from the highest ranks
of the Schutzbund to politicians within the party, including Körner who was supposedly responsible for
the “technical aspects” of Schutzund operations, a euphemism for weapons.
The apartment blocks then became objects of great interest because the government had
enough informants to know approximately where stores of weapons were hidden. For the same reason,
they became the most important places to defend during a revolt. When the rebels occupied the

Eric Kollmann, Theodor Körner, (München, 1973), makes the point over and over but does not
address comparative numbers. Körner was not privy to the numbers Peball cites, which might account
for gaps in Kollmann’s assessment of Körner’s grasp of the situation.
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electricity and gas works in the early hours of the insurrection, the government ignored them, preferring
to leave even vital installations in socialist hands rather than damage them. Instead, the regime turned
on the Gemeindedauten, in effect daring the rebels to interrupt the supply of electricity and gas. They
occupied water works like the Wasserturm as well. In effect the government was calling their bluff and
taking a chance that infrastructure would not suffer excessive damage.
Meanwhile, the right wing paramilitary Heimwehr grew slowly with its strength outside of
Vienna. It held maneuvers in rural areas, for example conducting an armed exercise in Innsbruck in June
1932 with machineguns mounted on motorcycles or carried by animals. 123 Peball suggests the
Heimwehr in Vienna could count around 2500 troops with each District in Vienna supporting a company
by 1934. 124
They conducted high profile demonstrations, becoming reliable auxiliaries in 1934 and
feared by the left, perhaps out of proportion to their numbers, as a consequence of the abortive Pfrimer
putsch attempt in Styria in 1931.
The Nazis with their Austrian Legion were not strong enough to alter the picture although huge
rallies demonstrated their appeal, and they preferred to remain on the sidelines for the time being. The
rural gendarmerie stayed out of Viennese politics for the most part.
For our purposes the cumulative effects of the above can be described as a kind of rough parity
among armed groups in Vienna. The federal government had some 4000 troops along with the police
and eventually the Heimwehr; it had better organization and training, adequate though not
overwhelming infantry weapons, and a few pieces of field artillery. The socialists had considerably larger
numbers of rather poorly trained men adequately armed with rifles, machineguns, grenades and
ammunition along with prospects for help from Czechoslovakia. 125 No one seemed to lack a weapon in
1934. The Gemeindebauten increasingly emerged after 1927 as military bases to corroborate earlier
accusations by conservatives that they were “Kasernen.” The Army and Police had comparable bases
established a long time earlier. Thus, the outcome of a conflict between left and right was not a
foregone conclusion. A ban on public demonstrations that followed riots between socialists and
emergent Nazis added to the uncertainties surrounding available manpower and weapons. In this
situation the structures supporting both sides were the clearest indication of their relative strength.
With their numbers. sizes and placement they became the outward manifestation of a rough parity
among the armed formations in Vienna.

The Eifler Plan
The revolt was not spontaneous or unplanned, nor did the Republikanischer Schutzbund neglect
the relation between small arms fire and defensive positions. Their blueprint for action was known as
the Eifler Plan after its author Major Alexander Eifler, chief of staff to Julius Deutsch. If the housing
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projects were not deliberately designed for military purposes, they at least became a focus of military
attention when Eifler drew up the plan. 126
The Eifler Plan, also called the Action Plan for Vienna, was one of two documents drawn up by
Alexander Eifler, a retired officer from WW I. Another, the Action Plan for Styria, anticipated a coup
attempt by the Heimwehr similar to the Pfrimer Putsch of 1931, expecting naively that the Army and
rural Gendarmerie would stand aside. Even the plan for Vienna foresaw a putsch by the Heimwehr, but
in contrast with the Action Plan for Styria it assumed that the Army and Police would sympathize with
the coup attempt unless the Schutzbund rose to defend the Republic.
The Eifler Plan had a more detailed companion document that outlined tactics. Army and police
officers were to be neutralized. Soldiers and policemen were expected to join the workers. Army bases
were to be surprised at night or at least sealed off and besieged. Territorial and area leaders (Kreis- und
Gebietsführer) were to assess the strength of opponents, set operational goals, secure communications,
occupy transportation networks, commandeer vehicles, secure water and electrical systems, and control
bridges, major intersections and weapons depots. A major weakness was the extensive delegation of
responsibility to subordinates, which implied little central control.
The plan itself stressed defense despite paying lip service to the offensive. It laid out two
concentric arcs: a smaller one anchored at the Gürtel Bridge on the north that followed the Gürtel
around to Schlachthausgasse at the Stadium Bridge to the south and a larger arc anchored on the
Danube River itself rather than the Danube Canal describing a grand semicircle from the Northwest
Railroad Bridge (now the North Bridge)lying between the Karl-Marx-Hof and the project at Engelsplatz,
following the Suburban Line (Vorortelinie) from the north over the Wienerberg to the Stadlauer Bridge
on the south. The plan included many strategic streets in between designated by name. 127 No individual
Gemeindebauten appear, although each sector was to have a strongpoint (Stützpunkt) that presumably
lay in a housing project. As it appeared, therefore, a major objective was to defend the perimeter of
Vienna against attacks from outside the city. The two defensive arcs made the most of natural and manmade obstacles, following the railroad cuts and embankments and making use of high ground studded
with apartment blocks. It included lines of retreat from the outer to the inner arc with headquarters in
the Hofburg. Outright hubris appears in the suggestion that the socialists would encounter little
resistance in taking control of the Inner City to make the Hofburg the center of both arcs.
The next several pages of the plan dealt with defense in more detail. The word appears
repeatedly in directives on streets, barricades and firing positions from bays within buildings. Again, the
Gemeindebauten received no mention, but enough confidence appears in the defensive capabilities of
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the buildings that barricades at street level were to be manned only lightly. 128 Firing positions in the
buildings correspond closely with projecting features of the Gemeindebauten since in older buildings
few bays extended over the streets. When the shooting started, the Gemeindebauten played
approximately the role they assumed by implication in the plan. Units assembled in them, arms
appeared, and most of the gunfire eventually came from inside the blocks. Very little came from behind
barricades or from units moving out to close with the enemy. projects evidently had to act as "oil
spots," similar to the small bases used by the French general Lyautey in Morocco, whose presence
pacified surrounding areas with a minimum of force. Indeed, the defensive capabilities of the projects
might have spared socialist planners the trouble of developing detailed offensive intentions. They
spared the Schutzbund the huge task of training storm troopers in the tactics of fire and maneuver.
Time for military training was restricted anyway to weekends because the men had jobs, prompting
Körner to accuse the Schutzbund of merely playing soldier.
Then the plan turned to the offensive. Not surprisingly it declares, “only the offensive can bring
us complete success.” “Activity, the offensive and attack must dominate everything else at this moment,
cost what it will.” 129 The few pages that follow contain common-sense directives for the attack. The
plan then turned away from Vienna to deal with the rest of Austria.
It was in a plan of attack, not of defense, that the Eifler Plan was weakest. Paradoxically, after
much discussion of defending Vienna it insisted on the offensive in a couple of pages at the end. Eifler
wrote, “Not defense but attack is the watchword.” 130 But plans to capture army installations within the
city were sketchy at best. They drew little attention, perhaps due to their small garrisons, as though
capturing them would require minimal effort. It listed the ten bases with the simple directive that at the
start of hostilities they should be stormed or cut off and besieged, without further elaboration. 131 In an
unrealistic, indeed astonishing directive, sewer cleaning personnel were assigned responsibility for
attacking the bases from underground, like a subterranean Trojan horse. Everyone knew the history of
urban unrest in Vienna as well as the military precautions taken to prevent a repetition of 1848, but
detailed plans for neutralizing the installations were lacking entirely; they were named individually, but
casually delegated to district commanders without coordination. At any rate, regular army bases did not
appear to intimidate the Schutzbund or to threaten a counterattack. 132 The large Marokkaner police
headquarters drew more attention. Eifler added District police stations to the list almost as an
afterthought and included the tiny outposts or Wachstuben on the edges of town
The Gemeindebauten do not appear by name in the plan. Curiously, the plan certainly includes
projects when adjacent streets and intersections appear by name as objectives. The Karl-Marx-Hof, for
example, appears as Heiligenstӓdter Strasse, and Schlachthausgasse 6 with the much larger Hanuschhof
next door are designated together as Schlachthaus Gasse. It remains to be established at what levels of
responsibility the decision was made to use the Gemeindebauten as the principal focus of military
activity.
“In die Grӓben hinter den Barrikaden möglichst wenig Schützen geben.” Duczynska, 353.
“…nur der Angriff kann uns den vollen Erfolg bringen.” “Aktivitӓt, Angriff und Attacke müssen in
diesem Moment, koste es was es wolle, alles andere beherrschen.” Duczynska, 357.
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Julius Deutsch had his own set of scattered instructions dealing with the tactics of street
fighting, though it is unclear whether he wrote them himself. It differs from the Eifler Plan in being
detailed regarding tactics but vague regarding strategy other than occupying utilities and sealing off
streets. He emphasizes, for example, positions at the corners of buildings and in the protruding bay
windows (Erkern)of many Gemeindebauten with their commanding fields of fire. 133
The most important question is whether this thirteen-page exercise can be taken seriously at all.
Körner was extremely critical. He had proven his loyalty by tangling with the government from time to
time over weapons but lacked enough standing to have any real say in planning. His suggestions about
guerilla operations, for example, were simply ignored. 134 The battle for Vienna should be fought by large
numbers of small groups, he said anticipating Mao, in battles for streets, railroads and military bases,
but instead it became a contest for utilities and housing projects. It never became even a fight for army
and police barracks since District commanders from the start had the option of sealing off rather than
assaulting them, sacrificing the initiative for static sieges and leaving government units perilously behind
socialist lines. Indeed, the Schutzbund did not prevent sorties from bases behind their lines during the
revolt; as happened at Spinnerin am Kreuz, the government quickly found that it had mobility and
firepower despite small numbers and a hostile environment. Democratically minded politicians had to
suspend their principles and delegate control of the military effort to a man from the old Austrian
establishment outside their class. The new convert was sincere but was not accepted, playing the role
of Cassandra in a Troy about to fall. Unlike Deutsch, if Körner had gained the control over men and
materiel he saw as necessary for success, he would have escaped the control of political leaders.
Warnings directed to political leaders only reduced faith in the military solution they felt forced to
embrace. Arguments about capturing the government to preserve democracy, repeating those of 1925,
VGA Mappe 119 – 6 Julius Deutsch Diverse Unterlagen. Notes. Handwritten original and carbon of
typed version about Arsenal weapons. Investigations into conditions of the weapons, agreement not to
move them from the Arsenal, agreement not to confiscate weapons without approval of Minister as e.g.
happened in Krems when 4 rifles and 7 machineguns were taken away. Draft of an agreement not
dated. Part of a set of instructions deals with street fights as part of domestic disturbances. The author
writes. A.) Einmarsch with diagram and goal to intimidate including armored car with machinegun,
provision for artillery and logistics park (Wagenpark). Few horses if possible. Take high points quickly
and watch for firing from any places. Occupy corner windows and bay windows from which several
streets can be covered (“Erkern, von wo aus mehrere Strassen gleichzeitig bestrichen werden können.”)
Occupy Elek, Wass. & Gaswerke. Close cooperation with local armed groups that can take over quickly.
No destruction of important businesses. Three orders and then you can shoot. B.) Angriff. Use
machineguns if possible to minimize losses. Flame throwers for effect but must know how to use them.
Occupy approaches to houses from which fire is coming as well as three houses surrounding and
rooftops. Storm the house in groups. Smash in doors and windows, even with grenades, search rooms
for weapons. Shoot obvious opponents, arrest suspects. Main weapons to use in the houses are
grenades and pistols. House searches, what to search for, sudden searches when people feel secure.
Leave all drawers and cases open in apts. Defense of a bldg., with numerous automatic weapons if
possible. Searchlights and flares are good. Block streets with enough space between barbed wire and
other obstacles (spanishe Reiter). No traffic between houses. Patrols, Posts, some directions. At the
end no negotiations, no warning shots. (Kein Verhandeln, keine Schreckschüsse. A list of things for the
military to do in the event of an uprising. The first part is missing but this forms the core of the issue.
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served as much to paralyze the leadership as they were prophetic about the futility of a defensive
attitude. A defensive political strategy in favor of democracy might well have survived a period of
military centralization, but Social Democratic leaders were reluctant to turn away from political
decentralization to the unity and subordination needed for a military task. They were committed to
democracy and to defense of the Republic, both at odds with aggressive military centralization. During
the trials after the revolt, Körner scoffed saying that a scenario like the plan envisioned could hardly
have been anticipated; he knew that tactics under battle conditions demanded rapid response and
improvisation. 135
Eifler’s plan was not without merit, however. It made the confrontation a contest between the
defense and the offense at a time when the offense was in deep disrepute. At no time since the
eighteenth century had the defense enjoyed a comparable advantage in war. Machinegun and rifle fire
directed from behind works had been devastating in the recent war and the Maginot Line in France was
giving form to wide confidence in fortifications. The socialists had hundreds of redoubts in Vienna large
and small, any or all of which might house fighting units. In short, it was an open question whether the
government could attack the projects without suffering excessive casualties. It might expect a Pyrrhic
victory at best. But a strong defensive starting point was worthless without an effective plan to
neutralize, attack and defeat the army and police within the city. The Eifler Plan failed utterly in this
regard.
In the end, socialist military efforts followed the Eifler Plan for the most part except for
abandoning efforts to control streets and areas outside the projects. 136 The role assigned to the
buildings shows they were considered strong enough to hold out against a coup, while the deterrent
they represented made it less necessary to expose lightly armed men in the streets to the combined
firepower of police, army and Heimwehr
Later commentators, notably Ilona Duczynska, dismiss the plan out of hand. 137 Otto Naderer
distinguishes somewhat when he accept the emphasis on offensive action at face value, relying on Army
analyses written after the conflict, but he admits that they show some inclination to magnify the
threat. 138 This implies the larger question about whether the socialists were at all interested in military

Körner’s response to Deutsch’s article “Alexander Eifler: Ein Soldat der Feiheit” p. 14 found in VGA
Lade 21 Mappe 55. Sacharchiv Personenmappen. During the trials he tried to defend Eifler and others
saying, “Ausserdem hatte ich alles technische der Anschuldigungen als militärishch dilettantenhaft
abzutun, wie Aufmarschpläne, Gemeindehӓuser als Festungen, Kampf mit der Staatsgewalt, Sprengung
von Kasernen etc. was auch der Wahrheit entsprach.” He also says he never heard of an Eifler Plan
because in such a situation you can’t make a plan, he said. A person does not know what the state
forces (police, army, Heimwehr) will do. And there were no connections other than by foot. It is
notable that Körner dismissed the Gemeindebauten as fortresses in the same breath that he scorned
the Schutzbund military projections.
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activity beyond a mere show of force.139 Naderer notwithstanding, historians are correct to dismiss the
Eifler plan as next to worthless. No verdict on the preparedness of the Schutzbund can be too harsh if
this exercise in wishful thinking represents the whole or even a substantial part of socialist military
thought with no detailed command structure, no discussion of weapons and logistics, no plans for
mobilization and only a sketchy plan of attack that ignores key strengths of the opposition. It was a
piece of work that could have been dreamt up on a Sunday afternoon in the Stadtpark.

Other Questions
Assuming that no other plan existed, and recognizing that the socialists started the revolt, other
questions arise. At what point in time did they abandon the aggressive action represented by occupying
the utilities in the early hours of the general strike to rely on the housing projects?28 Who made the
decision to pause? Was a defensive attitude present from the beginning and evident to Körner? Did the
reliance on static defenses that appeared almost immediately involve disappointment over attempts to
form a Viennese police force as a counterweight to the federal police? Or did the socialists fall back on
their bases when military leaders like Julius Deutsch were dragged reluctantly into the revolt and failed
to coordinate offensive efforts across the whole city? Eifler was in jail before the revolt broke out; how
was his leadership missed? Some commentators say simply that the workers deserved better leaders.
Otto Naderer gives some credibility to the Action Plan for Vienna from a military standpoint but
repeatedly faults a 12-hour pause in operations inserted into the plan between 1933 and 1934, possibly
to negotiate with the government, though it is not stated in so many words, which enabled the
government to control the Inner City and organize a counterattack. 140 Numerous sources reported that
cadres awaited orders that did not arrive. All of these factors contributed to the cumulative effect of
paralysis. A possibility remains that hotheads in the Vienna Schutzbund simply got carried away by the
snowball that started rolling in Linz, but leaders had enough warning as early as the emergency meeting
in Fall, 1933.
Particular confusion surrounds the question of arms. What was the attitude toward use of
weapons? How large were the stores? Where were they hidden? Under whose control, and under what
conditions were they to be distributed? No single leader or even a small group was in overall control,
knew where the weapons lay and which subordinates had access to them. Decentralization of weapons
Despite the debacle of February 1934 and the ineptitude of socialist military leaders, Alexander
Eifler kept his standing as an underground military expert until the end of the authoritarian regime. The
Schuschnigg government approached the socialists in the desperate days of late February 1938 about
the possibility of joint armed resistance to a German invasion. With Julius Deutsch in exile Eifler was
their representative. Cf. L. Jedlicka, Ein Heer im Schatten der Parteien, (Graz, 1955), 179. Eifler and
Richard Schmitz, mayor of Vienna during the Schuschnigg regime, reconciled when they were
imprisoned together in Dachau, but Eifler died early in 1945 before liberation.
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caches gave power and implicit authority to local, even neighborhood party leaders, some of whom
were inclined to drag the party into a conflict. Secrecy about locations led to rumors among the
bourgeois parties, never proven, that they were hidden in walls of the Gemeindebauten. Körner warned
that in a heightened state of readiness weapons tend to go off by themselves. 141 Secrecy in fact became
an immense liability. People spoke of the arms, and some were confiscated, 142 but rumors surrounded
weapons for the most part. To a man, the commanders of the Schutzbund insisted at their trials that
they had no knowledge of sites where weapons were stored. It was a matter for lower level “trustees”
(Vertrauensmӓnner) at the scene and consistence lends an air of believability to their claims. 143
Körner again put himself at the disposal of the Schutzbund, but it was too late. 144 Bauer's call to
the workers "to defend with all weapons at their disposal their freedom to associate, organize and
struggle," for example, meant little if the leadership, including Bauer himself, refused to oppose
searches and confiscations with force. 145 The massive housing projects take on more significance in this
light, for mute and immovable as they were, they came to represent the potential of the Social
Democratic Party to defend the Constitution successfully. The combination of arms, thousands of
fighters, and hundreds of fortified buildings gave more content to the rhetoric of violence in the Linz
Program than possession of arms alone while fitting a defensive policy toward the Constitution, for the
deterrent value of housing blocks magnified the importance of the Schutzbund housed in them. In the
absence of a realistic offensive plan, the Gemeindebauten became the most reliable element in the
revolt, in the end similar to the army bases of the government, adding that it was close to impossible to
reduce one by one the 375 projects should the Schutzbund fight from all of them. 146

Social Democrats and Christian Socials vs. Nazis?

When the revolt failed and the Schutzbund disbanded, at least four options were possible to the
veterans of WW I and young idealists among the Social Democrats. For one, the class struggle motivated
some to flee to the Soviet Union or to join the republicans in the Spanish civil war as did Julius Deutsch
who became an officer in the Republican army. A second choice was repugnant to most Viennese but
not to others in Austria: Social Democratic leaders recognized the Nazi challenge but failed to use the
opportunity to form an identifiable, patriotic Austrian coalition with the Christian Socials to oppose a
See above, Körner’s response to Deutsch’s article on Eifler p. 10. “wie die Gewehre von selbst
losgehen.”
142
Most searches were notoriously unsuccessful.
143
Anton Hopfgartner, Kurt Schuschnigg (Graz, 1989) 105, cites a German source (Akten zur Deutschen
Auswӓrtigen Politik, Ser. C/II/2 #254) saying that the stores were larger than the government had
supposed. Naderer claims that the Army knew full well the extent of weaponry in the hands of the
socialists which begs the question why many raids were unsuccessful.
144
Cf. Körner’s later commentary on Julius Deutsch’s article Alexander Eifler-ein Soldat der Freiheit”
“Aber ich stelle eindeutig fest, dass ganze Schutzbundpolitik dilettantenhaft und nicht marxistisch war
und diese Politik mit absoluter Sicherheit zum Selbstord der Schutzbundorganisation geführt hat.” P. 18.
VGA Lade 21 Mappe 55.
145
"...ihre eigene Bewegungs-, Organisations-, und Kampfesfreiheit mit allen ihren Kampfesmitteln zu
verteidigen." Protokoll des Parteitags 1931, p. 2 quoted by Everhard Holtmann, "Sozialdemokratische
Defensivpolitik," in Jedlicka and Neck, Vom Justizpalast zum Heldenplatz, (Wien 1975), 114.
146
A related question would be to ask if the socialist military thinkers considered the 800 older buildings
the city owned. They could be ignored easily, though, since they had flat facades with few features
similar to the Gemeindebauten.
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common enemy. Some in Tirol, for example, proposed an alliance between Social Democrats and
Christian Socials to oppose Italian Fascists and Nazis. 147 Most chose a third option: workers remained at
home in 1934 and joined the Nazis, oblivious to the contradiction with the flip-flop from left to right. A
combination of German nationalism and antisemitism reconciled them to the incongruity evident
already in 1932 with massive rallies orchestrated by the German dictator. A fourth option, chosen by
few, was to join the authoritarian government of Dollfuss and Schuschnigg that saw clearly the looming
threat and encouraged an Austrian identity seen by most as outdated and reactionary. The government
prosecuted socialists after the revolt half-heartedly, concentrating rather on breaking up illegal Nazi
gatherings, confiscating flyers and the like. 148 It responded to rumors of weapons depots with some
perfunctory searches, found few, and gave up the effort. Amnesty gave more opportunity to defeated
socialists under the Schuschnigg regime, but by 1936 the die was already cast in favor of Hitler.

Artillery vs. Buildings

It is important to consider the effectiveness of artillery against the housing projects. Cultural
rather than military historians contend with regularity that the buildings failed to stand up against
artillery. It is mistaken. These historians ignore later examples of units armed with small caliber
weapons holding out in demolished buildings. Subsequent duels between artillery and reinforced
concrete buildings occupied by military units, even irregular militia, as often as not went to the buildings
and their defenders. The dominant interpretation stresses the decisiveness of deploying artillery in
1934, stressing the allegedly devastating results of fire directed against the Gemeindebauten. As they
see it, once the guns were wheeled up, the quick surrender or evacuation of fighters indicated or even
proved (“bewies”), that the structures failed to protect the units. Point blank fire from field guns
ranging from 7.5 to 10 cm., 3 to 4 inches--the Austrian Army had no larger guns under the Treaty of St.
Germain--proved so overwhelming that units gave up within a matter of hours. 149 The interpretation is
couched in terms of ridicule unusual among historians, Helmut Gruber echoing Gerhard Kapner and Jörg
Mauthe in this regard. 150
On the other hand, a certain ambivalence appears in comments among some Austrian
historians. They dismiss the guns as relics of World War I, implying that significant advances had been
made between 1918 and 1934 and that the artillery of the Bundesheer was obsolete. 151 Even if valid, the
point does nothing to strengthen their argument about the power of the artillery against projects.
Obsolete or not, shortly after the revolt the Austrian government asked the Italians to return 1000 guns
captured in the waning days of World War I. When Mussolini, anxious about Hitler’s designs on Austria
VGA Partei Archiv vor 1934. Envelope 6 contains a proposal for an alliance (Bundnis) between SD and
CS at an early date.
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Dozens of incidents are recorded in files of the Bundeskanzleramt f. Inneres 1934 Karton 5182 in the
Staats Archiv during the remaining days of 1934.
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Hautmann, 171.
150
Gruber, 210 and Kapner, 149, citing Jörg Mauthe.
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On the contrary, the design of artillery reached unparalleled development in WW I. Only one or two
guns built since--the German gun built for the siege of Sevastopol in WW II comes to mind--were as big
as the twenty-inch railway guns of the French, and none ever again fired at targets from 75 miles away
as did the German "Paris gun.” New designs were on the boards, though. In 1935 as part of
rearmament the Austrian government conducted studies with the Swedish firm Bofors for a new 15 cm.
piece. Cf. L. Jeklicka, Ein Heer im Schatten der Parteien, (Graz, 1955), 131.
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for the moment, agreed to the proposal, he had to overcome resistance from his Chief of Staff and
returned 150 pieces. 152
The guns of the army were certainly not designed for use against buildings. They were field
artillery pieces of moderate caliber designed to deliver explosive shells of various kinds at low velocity
against exposed soldiers advancing into no man’s land or lying in trenches. They were not designed for
use against concrete and masonry defenses or hardened targets like pillboxes. Reinforced concrete
floor slabs of the Gemeindbauten made lower floors all but invulnerable to shells even from 10 cm. guns
arriving on a higher trajectory or from the few mortars the army had. Without doubt they were not
built entirely of reinforced concrete like pillboxes, but the foundations, pillars, floors and, for a time,
balconies and parapets were concrete reinforced with iron rods. Floor slabs were 8-10 inches thick. In
early settlements like XIV. Flötzersteig the walls were of hollow building tile, but the blocks and
superblocks had walls of brick or hardened firebrick (Klinkerziegel) one foot thick covered with stucco
that could withstand bullets of any caliber. 153 Indeed, the Gemeindebauten became pockmarked by
bullets showing that the walls protected the defenders well from small arms fire, but brick walls
together with reinforced concrete were untested in urban warfare and certainly no match for artillery
firing at point blank range. The commentators, then, ignore the strength of reinforced concrete features
to concentrate on the inability of bricks to stop shells. Photographs taken after the uprising show that
the Gemeindebauten suffered surprisingly little damage in comparison with other masonry structures
like Monte Cassino, or at Stalingrad and in Syria, where destruction created inconspicuous positions
increasing the capabilities of ruined structures to defend territory. Instead, the few holes of moderate
size in the walls of buildings like the Karl-Marx-Hof, the Schlingerhof and the Goethehof, repaired within
weeks, seem to show what artillery could do rather than what it actually did. In no instance did artillery
destroy an entire building or even cause one floor to collapse upon another. Walls were not blown in to
expose significant portions of interiors or to lay bare the concrete skeleton. The novelty of events easily
led contemporaries to exaggerate the extent of damage, echoed since without much thought.
Peball accounts for every round; guns and mortars fired a total of 613 shells including 30 duds or
5% of the number, but he dismisses the duds as poor shells rather than an indication of deliberate
forbearance by Army officers. 154 If, perhaps, army leaders knew the shells were duds, the decision to
use them as cannon balls in effect made them terror weapons to impress the rebels that they could not
win rather than intended to inflict casualties. 155 If so, then the guns, not the buildings, were symbolic.
Jedlicka, 133, 140. It was likely that the Germans intervened to prevent further deliveries.
Hollow building tiles were used in cooperative settlements early in the program. Flötzersteig from
1921, like others, received a large block at the entrance later on to make it a fortified location, as even
Hans Hautmann suggests. The settlement, “wird von einem monumentalen Genossenschaftshaus
überragt.” (“is dominated by a monumental communal building,”) Hautmann, 372. The warning to
middle class home owners in the cooperative is similar to the block at Josef Baumann Gasse 65-67 from
1929 next to the Josef Baumann Settlement from 1923. Firebrick walls of Weissenböckstr. II. Teil were
31 cm. thick (12.2 inches) in stark contrast to the rowhouses next door in the first half of the settlement
from 1923.
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Peball, 37-38. The number is surprisingly low.
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Peball does not mention Körner’s disdain for the army’s competence when he observed that a
fireworks specialist (Feuerwerker) moved from gun to gun as people stood around and watched.
Response to Deutsch article on Eifler p. 7.
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The time needed to assess the results of artillery against buildings was too short, for the socialists
surrendered or escaped before they tested whether they could hold out against superior firepower. The
buildings did not fail in 1934; artillery became the psychological coup de grace inflicting minor damage
that could be repaired easily. A reasonable assessment is that no judgment can be made about their
effectiveness as fortresses based on the extent of actual damage.

A Question of Will

Cultural historians can be forgiven for ignoring the question of will among Schutzbündler. The
fate of the buildings became one part of the weakness afflicting every aspect of socialist military effort
including organization, strategic thought, leadership, arms and defensive arrangements. The effort was
so desperate and pathetic, they claim, that the violence used by the government was a cruel imposition
of fascism by force. The Schutzbund is absolved of blame in brief, fatalistic discussions of the
“unpleasant episode,” with heroic rebels remembered afterwards in the names of housing projects and
streets. In fact, the fall of the Gemeindebauten was not due to their structural weakness but to the
motivation of the rebels. Most of the rebels decided to abandon the struggle for reasons having less to
do with the strength of the buildings than with their willingness to continue the fight. Attackers and
defenders knew from WW I that machineguns placed in masonry works were effective in defending
terrain against attackers approaching without cover, and the Schutzbund had sufficient numbers of
machineguns. Above all, their decisions involved poor communications, lack of confidence in the
structure of command and in their leaders personally. Clausewitz insisted correctly that the
determination of the commander is the most important element in warfare. Precisely that resolve was
lacking when Julius Deutsch and Otto Bauer fled. The Army used the few pieces of artillery it had in the
denouement when fighters were surrounded and isolated by troops almost as lightly armed as they
were leading to defeat in detail. This amplifies a negative judgment about the fighting qualities of the
rebels as a whole. The Stadtbauamt had provided an array of fortresses such that Julius Deutsch needed
only to allude to the many features suitable for defense. The Schutzbund employed them when
directed or more often spontaneously when threatened.
More important is the question of how seriously the socialists considered defending the housing
blocks if they tended to neglect the military enterprise in general. The logic that led to the Eifler Plan
was easy to follow, but the political purpose involved is more difficult to isolate. This is in fact an
argument for saying that socialist military leaders did not assist in designing the Gemeindebauten for
military purposes. No serious plan for using them was ever developed despite the superb locations and
strength of construction. Theodor Körner has left no indication in his critique of the Eifler Plan that the
defensive stance of the Schutzbund was tied to the housing projects, but there is no great separation
between a defensive mentality and identifying objects to defend. Nor is it far from identifying those
objects to choosing the strongest. The socialists never made the transition from defending the Republic
as an institution to actively overthrowing the government by force as the appropriate means. Defense
involving aggression was a paradox many found disconcerting. The confused reaction to the events of
July 15, 1927 among the leaders, starting with the Gemeindewache and advancing to development of
the Schutzbund as a party army without professional leadership, left the Social Democrats with a set of
goals impossible to reconcile with one another.
The Stadtbauamt played a big role, political and military in this complex interplay between
Social Democrats and the City of Vienna. It was called upon to place at least one building in a location to
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gerrymander the district, no doubt at the bidding of politicians in the Gemeinderat like Anton Weber.
The Gemeindebauten were filled with socialists as everyone knew, Likewise, socialist military leaders did
not find a system of strategically located buildings by accident, as architectural historians seem to
contend. The idea is outrageous that Schutzbund fighters accidentally discovered strategically located
housing projects. Certainly, historians cannot point to any testimony in this regard. Vital locations were
well known to civilian and military leaders alike, as were the Gemeindebauten at the sites. The biggest
question at this point arises about the simultaneity of fortress-like construction and the militarization of
the Schutzbund. The city was providing buildings to defend at strategic locations at the same time the
Schutzbund was becoming a party army. Since both were happening at the same time it is inconceivable
that neither branch of the socialists, the city government or the national party, knew what the other was
doing. The evidence is circumstantial, for nothing was recorded either in the way of communication
between the Schutzbund and the Stadtbauamt or in recorded reasons for designing the buildings as they
appeared. The two happened together, but hardly separately. Other evidence is likewise circumstantial,
appearing in the prices the city paid for notably strategic locations. The Gemeindebauten therefore
expressed in concrete, brick and stucco the attitudes of the political masters of Vienna, self-assured,
committed to social service, defiant, and willing to use violence. The city was indeed providing bases
from which the party could project power, even armed force. Political affiliations of inhabitants and
internal organization of the projects matched exactly the power relations in the City Council as well as
the position of Otto Bauer and the Social Democratic Party on violence when they became actual
fortresses rather than symbols or metaphors in the emergency long anticipated by the Social Democrats.
An exercise such as this necessarily includes a visual element. It borders on an esthetic judgment
similar to those of the art historians, for unlike the fortress churches of the early Middle Ages the two
uses for these structures clash so that today the eye must be educated to see the military usefulness of
structures built to house families. Otto Wagner then becomes vital to the argument with his kinesthetic
approach to architecture. It becomes more problematic when the side responsible for the projects had
representatives who vigorously denied military intent. But when fortress-like elements were pointed
out by the opposition who called them Kasernen the Stadtbauamt and politicians like Weber persisted in
keeping them. The buildings themselves become the best evidence. If elements like the small ventilation
windows were not militarily useful or intended to provide protection to defenders, their continued use
became a deliberate provocation. Keeping some smaller, tactically useful elements maintained a bridge
between the triumphal projection of power and militarily useful features. When the Depression hit,
monumental elements began to fall away for reasons of economy, but the small windows remained.
Eliminating both could have saved money and lessened tensions. 156
This question involves rather subjective considerations that balance esthetic sensibilities with cost
effectiveness. The Stadtbauamt dispensed with the small windows after 1934, as for example in a
project designed by Karl Ehn, architect of the Karl-Marx-Hof, in 1937 at Reznicekgasse 18-22. While
toilets needed ventilation, the cost of building masonry structures around tiny windows that provided
little light had to be balanced against the alternative of making the cubicles larger and more expensive if
the Stadtbauamt changed the basic dimensions of apartments. The Johann Hartmann-Hof at XV.
Meiselstr. 15-17 is a good example of the result, which anticipated the simple projects of recovery after
WW II. The socialists took pride in the beauty of their housing projects, including sculpture in the social
realist style later in the program and some decorative elements, sidestepping the accusation that they
were coarse levelers uninterested in the finer things of life. Still, they eliminated most decoration. An
156
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To say many Gemeindebauten have military characteristics does not say all, and to say that a
building has militarily useful features does not necessarily say that it stood in an especially sensitive or
strategic location. Indeed, the fact that some buildings in militarily unimportant places have prominent
fortress-like features provides an argument against military intent among the planners. 157 These
considerations modify the argument to a certain degree, but a pattern can be detected all the same.
The Social Democrats were democrats, but also revolutionaries who espoused Marxist doctrine to
different degrees. On this supposition, it would be remarkable had the housing projects been attempts
to implement only political and social doctrine without military considerations when the workers found
themselves armed and facing a hostile bourgeois block that included armed paramilitary formations,
especially after 1927 when the federal police became bitter opponents. The humanitarian side of Social
Democracy is clear. This argument is intended to counter the historians who emphasize humanitarian
qualities but ignore the revolutionary and violent side.

Other Questions

In the interests of restricting the scope of this work I will not address questions like the costs of
acquiring private land, the use of projects to gerrymander bourgeois districts, social experiments in the
projects involving communal facilities like kitchens and laundries, the social engineering of
concentrating masses in apartment blocks rather spreading people out in single family garden
settlements, and the myth-building function of naming complexes after Social Democratic heroes,
There exists, too, the question why the city chose expensive construction methods when cheaper ones
would have enabled it to build more apartments with the same amount of money. 158 Finally, perceptive
city planners ignored the effect of the buildings on the Stadtbild of the city even after the opposition
repeatedly voiced their concerns. The similarities with fortresses were obvious for all to see. Detailed
drawings were done for the buildings at a scale of 1:200 so the planners in MA 22 knew exactly what
they would look like and how they would relate to the Stadtbild. Furthermore, the observations that
follow are largely possible even today because the infrastructure of Vienna regarding these questions
has changed little since then. 159 This book is an attempt to let the buildings speak for themselves. It is
especially intended to counter the notion that with 375 different blocks and settlements it was
inevitable and accidental that some found themselves in strategic locations. Considerations will include
bridges over three rivers, railroads, government military bases, reservoirs and water supplies, and major
road intersections, the largest category that must be abridged. The categories involve all the districts of
Vienna to varying degrees except the First.
association of sculptors in 1925 pleaded with the Stadtbauamt to include sculpture in the program,
saying they needed work, but they got an evasive reply. Cf. BD 2705/25.
157
III. Dietrichg. 34, with its four projecting rooms oddly staggered at the corner of Droryg. and
Dietrichg. is such an example and there are others. Photo 11-11
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It is hard to determine how many more apartments would have been built had the city built in a
simpler style as it did after WW II. The city did move in the direction of economy by cutting back on the
sculpted ornamentation of late imperial times.
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One can judge for oneself, then, whether Hans Hautmann was correct when he wrote, “In any case
the accusation about the strategic position of the Gemeindebauten was a total phantasy.” "Ein totales
Hirngespinst war auf jeden Fall der Vorwurf der strategischen Lage der Gemeindebauten." Hautmann,
152.
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Bridges

Bridges spanned three rivers in Vienna, the Danube, the Danube Canal and the Vienna River. 160

A. The Danube River

The Danube was a river so large and treacherous that it had an immense undeveloped flood
plain on the left bank or east side to handle overflows when they occurred. Elaborate contingency plans
updated every year distributed tasks among city departments in the event of an emergency. The
extraordinary width of the flood plain, considerably wider than the main course itself, forced developers
to concentrate their attention on the western side of the river. The Danube Canal, on the other hand,
was a narrow leftover from the time before concentrated efforts finally tamed the river. It still continues
to give the city a distinctive character, separating the fancy First District from the working class Second.
The Danube and the Danube Canal diverge at the north end of Vienna and rejoin each other at the
Praterspitz far to the southeast. Several bridges along both watercourses received apartment complexes
placed in such a way that militants could control traffic across the river.

The Northern Bridges: Nordwestbahn and Floridsdorf
Farthest upstream at the time lay the Nordwestbahn railroad bridge. It was torn down in 1964
to make way for the North Bridge autobahn. The area contained a tangle of rail lines: freight yards along
the bank of the Danube, rail spurs, a large complex of yards around the Heiligenstadt Railroad Terminal,
and railroad bridges connecting Heiligenstadt in the XIX. District with Brigittenau in the XX. District which
made the entire area a rail hub. The Nordwestbahn railroad bridge was the only connection to the far
side of the Danube for a long distance to the south on the northern reaches of the city. The Karl MarxHof in Heiligenstadt crowding the Heiligenstadt Terminal and freight yard acted as a cork in the bottle
from the north where the railroad squeezed between the Danube and the towering Leopoldsberg. The
project was a full kilometer long, a giant wall sealing off the area from the west and isolating the big
bridge. By extension it dominated the connecting lines over the Danube Canal to the Nordwestbahn
bridge on the Danube. Its extraordinary size and length gave it a primacy among the housing projects it
has never relinquished. More on the Karl-Marx-Hof later. The land, known as the Hagenwiese, had
belonged to the state railroad, but ambitious development plans for the Franz Josefs Bahn fell through
when Austria shrank after the war, and the city acquired the land from the federal government before
1924. All the same, the railroad development plans left enough residual interest that the city asked the
government to consult the railroad before it started building on the site. 161 The strategic nature of the
location was obvious and undeniable. When finished, the Karl-Marx-Hof dominated all rail traffic at the
north end of Vienna as well as the Nordwestbahn railroad bridge over the Danube a short distance to
the east. Contact with the east was important enough for the city to add a pedestrian walkway on the
outside at its own expense. 162
160

A fine book on the history of bridges in Vienna is Alfred Pauser, Brücken in Wien: Ein Führer durch
die Baugeschichte (Wien, New York, Springer) 2005.
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Cf. BD 1442/24.
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The walkway was rebuilt after WW II and reopened in April 1951 with official pomp and a Russian
officer in attendance.
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As if the Karl-Marx-Hof was not enough, the Nordwestbahn also passed close to Engelsplatz in
the XX. District. That massive project occupied much of the space between the railroad and the
Floridsdorf bridge making an approach to the Nordwestbahn bridge vulnerable to a sortie from
Engelsplatz between the Danube Canal and the Danube River.
The Nordwestbahn bridge carried no cars or trucks. That function fell to the Floridsdorf Bridge a
kilometer southeast in XX. Brigittenau. The Floridsdorf Bridge was late in getting a housing complex
placed nearby, but when it opened in 1932 Engelsplatz was the largest single project of all. 163 At 1467
apartments the mammoth collection of buildings enclosed immense courtyards and reached the hearttaxing height of seven stories without elevators. It was situated so close to the Floridsdorf bridge that
all traffic on the bridge had to pass by. Engelsplatz relied on sheer bulk to dominate approaches in both
directions across the bridge; earlier military features had been cut back significantly by 1930. The small
ventilation windows that characterize the exteriors of most other buildings are missing on the outside
since toilet facilities face the inner courts. Balconies had become simple concrete slabs by 1930 with
open iron railings after the Stadtbauamt eliminated reinforced concrete or brick balcony enclosures to
lighten the buildings. 164 Together the two projects thoroughly controlled the Danube bridges on the
north, the Karl-Marx-Hof strategically by blocking approaches to both crossings, and Engelsplatz
tactically with its proximity to the Nordwestbahn on the west and the Floridsdorf Bridge to the east.
Though neither immediately abuts either of the bridges, they formed the heaviest concentration of
municipal apartments anywhere in the city with 2792 units. The Karl Seitz Hof added 1173 apartments
to the mix lying a short block north of the railroad bridge on Floridsdorf side bringing the total to 3965.
It saw much fighting in 1934. But the socialists to the west could feel less threatened from across the
Danube in any case because Floridsdorf contained a heavy concentration of workers to furnish potential
recruits for organized Schutzbund units in the projects themselves.

Sandleiten was a bit larger but built in stages.
It did so after dangerous cracks due to settling appeared in the massive walls and pillars of the Karl
Marx-Hof as well as Schlachthausgasse 2-6 and Hagenmüllergasse 21-23. The Bebelhof on XII.
Längenfeldgasse is an example of a building with balconies whose floors are 10 inches thick and
surrounded by poured concrete walls.
163

164
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Nordbahn Railroad Bridge
Two blocks downstream from the Floridsdorf Bridge on the main channel of the Danube lay the
Nordbahn railroad bridge. As it approached the river from the west the rail line swung past the Otto
Haas-Hof from 1924, a hodgepodge of 273 apartments partially designed by Adolf Loos with his
colleague Grete Lihotzky both unhappy with the switch from settlements to blocks. The Otto Haas-Hof
was part of the Winarskyhof until 1950 when it was named separately for a resistance fighter from WW
II. It was an appropriate decision because the odd structure shares little with the Winarskyhof. It was
designed in different styles by several architects in addition to Loos and Lihotzky whose designs along
Durchlaufstrasse and Winarsky Strasse are in keeping with their penchant for simplicity.

Not surprisingly the pair got no more contracts from the Stadtbauamt, for the facades of their part of
the mixture are flat and unarticulated when the Stadtbauamt was making balconies and bays more the
rule than the exception. The pastiche that completes the building has balconies that extend around
three sides except for the top two stories at the corner of Ley and Winarsky Str. That have none. This
jarring feature makes no sense architecturally but adds something of military interest since balconies at
that spot would interfere with the line of sight from upper ventilation windows down to Ley Strasse as it
emerges from the interior courts of the Winarskyhof.77 The Otto Haas-Hof is especially notable for its
proximity to a vital curve in the Nordbahn. The location provides a strikingly clear view down the
railroad tracks in both directions, enfilading them effectively from its upper floors.

Otto Haas-Hof on Durchlaufstrasse
Otto Haas-Hof from Ley Strasse
In the left picture the Nordbahn embankment lies to the right. In the right picture the missing balconies
are in the center while the Loos/Lihotzky portion lies in the background.
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The adjoining Winarskyhof, likewise built in 1924, was a very large enclosed complex containing
nearly twice as many apartments as the Otto Haas-Hof located at the same curve in the Nordbahn
swinging from Vorgarten Strasse to Pasetti Strasse with Ley Strasse between them. The Winarskyhof
spans Ley Strasse in four places with apartments stacked in three floors above the street. At the same
time it effectively covers two underpasses beneath the Nordbahn embankment at Pasetti Str. and Ley
Strasse respectively.

Winarskyhof from Strom Strasse

Winarskyhof from Nordbahn spanning Ley
Strasse underpass

This remarkable building has a powerful kinesthetic impact in relation to Ley Strasse and the Nordbahn
railroad embankment with its three underpasses. An observer can note that an approach to the
embankment from the north is entirely controlled by the Winarskyhof. In addition, the Gerlhof appeared
in 1930 directly north of the Winarskyhof across Strom Strasse at the intersection with Ley Strasse.
Extending to Vorgarten Strasse, its 402 apartments protected the flank of the Winarskyhof with
triangular bays facing in both directions along Strom Strasse while one side lies along Vorgarten Strasse
and faces a third underpass of the Nordbahn. While the Winarskyhof at Durchlaufstrasse does not
immediately abut Vorgarten Str., a city school occupies the site giving control of the intersection to the
socialists in an emergency. A feel for the imposing presence of the Winarskyhof and its companions can
be gained from the middle of the three underground passages that cross the Nordbahn tracks. It faces
the façade of the Winarskyhof directly. The curve in the Nordbahn leading to the bridge over the
Danube, then, is dominated by the projects, with better possibilities for offensive action than in many
other places because of their proximity to the railroad.
Crossing the bridge on its way to Floridsdorf, the railroad then traversed the extensive flood
plain as did bridges farther north, swinging to the left and cutting across a corner of Bruckhaufen before
reaching the train station at Floridsdorf. The area was relatively undeveloped because it lay on the flood
plain and crossed an oxbow lake of the Old Danube used for bathing and recreational purposes. Upon
reaching higher ground the railroad met a powerful complex of 765 apartments spread around several
streets amounting to about four square blocks, called the Floridsdorf Athletic Club (FAC) after the
previous owners. Now called the Paul Speiser-Hof and Franklinstrasse 20, it was built in 1929 at the
height of the movement to create a fortress-like look among the projects and became the scene of
severe fighting during the uprising.
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Some of the most obvious military features in the entire system are represented in the Paul
Speiser-Hof on the side facing the railroad tracks. Any doubt that military features are typical of
Gemeindebauten should be put to rest by this example combining many features found throughout the
city. They include a tower, an arched roadway framing the main entrance set back from the street,
staggered rows of triangular bays and curved pillbox-like attic rooms above projecting stairwells whose
bunker-like entrances protrude several feet beyond the building line onto the sidewalk along
Bodenstedtgasse and Wedekindgasse. The complex flanks the Nordbahn embankment for two long
blocks leading from the bridge to the railroad station. 165 It takes little effort to point out military
elements to anyone mindful of military applications as it generates an awesome response of discomfort
for its defensive possibilities. Responsibility for the overall impact on the Stadtbild can be assigned to
Anton Weber, for with at least four architects involved in the planning the unity of the complex must be
attributed to Weber and the Stadtbauamt along with the impression it makes in relation to its
surroundings. Probably no other building in the program other than the overwhelming Karl-Marx-Hof
threatened adversaries as much as the Paul Speiser-Hof.
The Winarsky/Otto Haas-Hof and the FAC complex together provided two fortresses anchoring
the approaches to the Nordbahn Bridge on both sides of the Danube. To stress the importance of the
Winarsky Hof, the government quickly occupied it in 1934 while the FAC joined the Karl-Marx-Hof and
the Goethehof as centers of resistance.

The Reichs Brücke
The main bridge for automobile and truck traffic across the Danube at the time was the Reichs
Brücke. It also carried a large water main to the XXII. District. The Lassallehof in the II. District was one
of the first Gemeindebauten to present a bridge with features usable for military purposes. At this early
stage in the program the Stadtbauamt held a jury competition and awarded the contract to Hubert
Gessner who led a group of four architects. 166 It was a moderately sized building of 294 apartments on
the south side of Lasalle Strasse begun in 1924 that anchored a group of buildings in the neighborhood
including the Heizmannhof across Lasalle Strasse with 213 apartments started at the same time
designed solely by Gessner. The Praterstern freight yards on Radingerstrasse lay nearby. In addition,
several smaller buildings filled gaps between older buildings along nearby Ybbsstrasse, Harkortstr. and
Radingerstr. With these two projects Gessner proved himself well enough to get the contract for the
immense Karl Seitz-Hof, and he remained one of the architects closest to the Stadtbauamt.
A prominent tower on the Lassalle Hof extends onto the sidewalk several feet past the building
lines, while rooms and balconies project still farther to provide a view up and down Lasalle Strasse
between the Praterstern and the Reichs Brücke. The Heizmannhof across the street complemented the
strength of the Lassallehof with triangular projecting bays common among the Gemeindebauten from
The present station is a later widening of the Nordbahn track close to Am Spitz designed to handle
commuter traffic on the Schnellbahn which did not exist yet in 1924. The Floridsdorf Station in those
days was rather inconveniently placed just where the two branches of the Nordbahn split, now called
the Nordbahn Anlage used for freight.
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Letter from MA 14 to Fiebiger Oct. 6, 1924 BD without number, 1924. In giving the contract to
Gessner’s group the Stadtbauamt passed over its own Karl Krist who had in fact won the competition. It
dispensed with most competitions subsequently.
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an early date. Together the two provide a field of fire toward and away from the bridge, effectively
controlling access to the Reichs Bridge from the Second District. 167 The side of the Heizmannhof away
from Lassallestrasse on Ofnergasse has nothing of interest, but that side was unimportant from a
strategic point of view.

Lassallehof with Reichs Brücke on the left in the background.

Heizmannhof along Lassalle Str.
167

Photographs suggest the proximity to the Reichs Brücke.
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Entrance to the Heizmannhof along Vorgarten Strasse. A control booth is visible on the left.
The Reichs Bridge met the Goethehof facing Schüttaustrasse on the far side of the Danube just
beyond the flood plain. A large complex of 727 apartments surrounding several courtyards begun in
1928 about the same time as the FAC to the north, the Goethehof provided no direct access to
apartments from surrounding streets like many of the projects, called Strassenhöfe or street courts. All
stairwells and apartment entrances lie in the courtyards accessible only via large, easily defended
tunnel-like passages through the building from the front and sides, often containing guard rooms on
both sides. This characteristic made the outside of the building a defensible wall. Windows stacked
several stories high, without direct access to the interior, provided places to station gunmen. In keeping
with a kinesthetic interpretation, small cellar windows as well as prominent attic windows along the
outside generate a feeling of vulnerability in someone approaching the building at the thought that they
could contain machineguns or rifles while being too small at ground level to allow anyone inside.
Balconies set back into the façade do the same thing. A low tower at the corner closest to the Reichs
Brücke with vertical windows is at odds architecturally with the rest of the building. A multitude of small
windows, some protected by stout balconies, face the bridge. The tower is forbidding but is easily
overlooked because of its modest height. The facade facing the Danube along Schüttaustrasse is
unarticulated by bays but contains the usual small toilet windows. Most of all, the size and location of
the Goethehof made it a stubborn center of resistance in 1934. It finally fell on February 18, when
artillery started firing from Mexico Platz across the Danube, too far away for answering fire but well
within the range of field guns. Some guns, perhaps in forbearance, fired shells without explosive
charges. A plaque commemorating the fallen in 1934 is set in the wall near the front entrance.
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Interior court of Goethehof facing the main entrance
The Reichs Bridge was the most important bridge across the Danube even in those days—the
Floridsdorf Bridge was relatively remote—and the Lassallehof/Heizmannhof together with the
Goethehof made it the most heavily defended of the bridges across the Danube. The Nordbahn Bridge
was defended spectacularly by the FAC, but the bridge carried only railroad traffic.
A discussion of the type of building represented by the Goethehof and others must include the
omnipresent feature of defensible outside walls, cellar windows and passages through buildings, often
facing similar cellar windows in courtyards, that lend themselves to charges that the Stadtbauamt
intended from the start to make the projects impenetrable from surrounding streets. Simply put, the
intent was to make it extremely difficult to gain entrance to the apartments from the outside. The
features appeared early in the program, at the same time the Schutzbund was founded, and persisted
throughout the phases of architectural variations discussed by Helmut Weihsmann. 168 Even without oral
or written testimony by Weber or the Stadtbauamt they gave substance to charges that the Social
Democrats were building military bases, especially in conjunction with the foundation and growth of the
party army.
The last major bridge across the Danube downriver was the Stadlauer Ostbahn railroad bridge at
the farthest tip of the II. District. 169 The Eifler plan made it the anchor of the larger of his two defensive
arcs meant to protect Vienna from invasion. The wrought iron structure from 1870 was replaced with a
steel bridge at the end of 1933, attesting to its importance. It was in the planning stage therefore when
Eva Blau’s analysis of the Vienna type is deficient in this regard.
A bridge appears on one map as planned for the Danube below the Reichs Brücke connecting the
Messe Gelände with the far side of the river although there were no nearby rail lines on the left bank.
This project apparently did not get very far for it appears nowhere else in the documents. The large
apartment project at Engerthstr. 230, now the Sturhof, started in 1931 would have been ideally situated
to cover this bridgehead although the project had enough military importance of its own across Stur
Gasse from the Albrechts Kaserne. A more important location in the area, though, was Eldersch Platz a
triangular piece of land lying between the Albrechts Kaserne and the Wilhelms Kaserne. The
Elderschhof at Ausstellungsstr. 73-75 with 124 apartments from 1931 appeared to drive a blunt wedge
between the two army bases. These will be considered later in connection with military bases.
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two Gemeindebauten were built nearby. 170 On the Prater side of the river an Ostbahn spur joined tracks
along the river to make the remote area important for more than just the bridge.
The city negotiated for land with the Army through the Finance Ministry at the bridge as early as
1917 but failed. It made a more concerted effort in 1924, this time for land on both sides of the river
from the Prater Kai to Hirschstetten, dealing this time directly with the federal railroad administration.
It had a precedent in getting the Hagenwiese for the Karl-Marx-Hof but failed a second time at Stadlau.
Undaunted, the Stadtbauamt with Anton Weber directing political operations in the Gemeinderat
resolved to build even without a bridgehead on the far side. 171 It took until 1928 but the city was finally
able to get land on Wehlistrasse to erect two modest buildings of 76 and 58 apartments within a short
distance of the bridge.
The buildings are similar though designed by different architects and follow the usual pattern of
the Strassenhof with stairwells inside the courtyards. Together they cover the right bank of the Danube
at the bridge though some low older buildings lie between them and the Handels Kai. The importance of
the site is clear though the buildings are not overtly threatening. Balconies facing Wehlistrasse are the
simple concrete slabs and iron railings ordered after the sinking problems with the Karl Marx-Hof. No
other city apartment building is to be found for more than a kilometer from this far flung location to
emphasize the deliberation involved in placing them near the bridge. The end of a streetcar line
lessened the isolation for residents across the street in the low-lying residential area around Heustadt
Wasser. Potential uses for the modest structures in an emergency are obvious. With perhaps 125
apartments containing organized Social Democratic sympathizers, presumably armed, the remote bridge
was vulnerable to attack by a few men.

IABSE congress report = Rapport du congrès AIPC = IVBH Kongressbericht Band (Jahr): 2 (1936) F.
Glaser “Noteworthy Steel Structures in Austria” p.1285-6. Translation of “Bemerkenswerte Stahlbauten
in Oesterreich”
171
Carbon of a 33 page report by the Department Chairman of MA 45 May 27, 1924. BD 1942/24. The
term “bridgehead” is used in the document showing the importance of relations between the land and the
bridge.
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Wehlistr. 309 with Stadtlau bridge

Wehlistr. 305 with Danube levee behind

Wehlistrasse 309 from the elevated Stadlau station
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Stadlau Bridge, passenger platform, levee and Handels Kai tracks

The Danube Canal

Returning to consider the northern end of Vienna as the Danube Canal diverges from the main
branch of the river, the bridges over the canal were another story entirely. Only a few had municipal
apartment buildings in the neighborhood, mostly because the land was heavily built up by 1920. One
railroad bridge, hardly more than a spur connecting the Franz Josefs Bahn with the Brigittenau freight
yards of the Nordwestbahn was covered by the Karl Marx-Hof as was the Heiligenstädter Bridge a
kilometer downstream at the other end of the sprawling Karl Marx-Hof. Neither the Nussdorfer Bridge
nor the Gürtel Bridge in between had been built in 1924.
The area where both bridges would rise was covered from the heights above the Döblinger
Gürtel by the craggy Prof. Jodl-Hof from 1925. Its 271 apartments dominated a knot of roads, rail lines
and Stadtbahn tracks at the northern end of the Gürtel. The term expressionist architecture given to it
by art historians does not suggest the feeling of vulnerablility when viewing the articulated façade,
especially the small attic windows pointed in different directions at an important spot overlooking the
Stadtbahn tracks, presently the U6.
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Prof. Jodl-Hof above the Döblinger Gürtel

Prof. Jodl-Hof above the Stadtbahn (U6)
Still more threatening was the equally large Ditteshof on Heiligenstädter Str. a short distance
away, built three years after the Prof. Jodl-Hof at the same time as the Karl-Marx-Hof, the Goethehof
and the FAC. It lies just south of the Stadtbahn bridge and is tall enough to reach above the tracks of the
Franz Josefs Bahn. The combination made the Ditteshof even more strategically placed than the Prof.
Jodl-Hof although the two together could control the Stadtbahn/Franz Josefs-Bahn at a location where
the Karl-Marx-Hof was too far away to exert its dominance.

Dittes-Hof along Heiligenstädter Strasse
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Side of the Dittes-Hof above two sets of railroad tracks
In Brigittenau across the Danube Canal in the XX. District a projected bridge faced a modest and
unaccented building of 61 apartments at Brigittenauer Lände 138-142 done in 1931.
Seven small bridges cross the canal between the future Gürtel Bridge and the Viadukt railroad
bridge were in built up areas and none of them received Gemeindebauten in the immediate vicinity. 172
The closest complex to any of the bridges is the Sigmund Freud-Hof northwest of the Friedens Bridge
between the Danube Canal and the Franz Josefs Bahnhof. Rossauer Lände 21 along the Canal is halfway
between the Friedens and the Augarten bridges. It makes up for the distance from the bridges with
heavy masonry balconies that project from the facade and provide a view up and down Rossauer Lände
along the canal.8
The balconies were included after the Stadtbauamt issued a directive that required Anton Weber’s
personal approval for all such masonry balconies in the future. 173

The seven were from north to south: Friedens Bridge, Augarten Bridge, Salztor Bridge, Marien Bridge,
Schweden Bridge, Aspern Bridge and Franzens Bridge.
173
For the directive on balconies cf. BD 3463/28. Rossauer Lӓnde 21 was begun in August 1929.
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Rossauerlände 21
A projecting room of Rossauerlände 21 around the corner at Rögergasse along Pramergasse on the
second floor was a common characteristic of Gemeindebauten. Oftentimes it provides a view along two
streets simultaneously. 174

The Salztor, Marien, Ferdinands (Schweden), Aspern and Franzens Bridges over the Danube
Canal lay in already built up areas. The Viadukt Bridge, a railroad bridge connecting Praterstern and
Landstrasse, adjoined a strip of land on the left bank that became the Franz Mair-Hof, a long building of
Weber was referring to such features in his speech mocking objections to the program cited in the
Preface to Ch. 1. “…wenn ein Wohnhausbau einen Aufbau mit einem Atelier hat, so ist dieses nicht zur
Unterbringung eines Künstlers bestimmt, sondern als Beobachtungsturm und als
Maschinengewehrstand.”
174
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227 apartments with two large bays and multiple small windows started in 1931 after some buildings on
the bank of the canal were cleared away. 175
Two buildings on the right bank farther downstream are located halfway between the Viadukt
and the Rotonden Bridges, one a small building of 24 apartments that filled a vacant lot, the other a
more imposing structure of 148 apartments on Custozzagasse with ranks of projecting rooms and small
cellar windows facing three streets that included Weissgerber Lände along the Danube Canal. 176
Both might have been useful auxiliary outposts but only in conjunction with the Franz Mair-Hof a block
upstream and across the Canal.
The Schlachthaus Bridge, later named the Stadion Bridge, is more interesting. Though not
precisely the terminus of the Landestrasser Gürtel it functioned as the anchor of the inner defensive line
in the Eifler Plan roughly outlined by the Gürtel. The Hanuschhof was a large building of 434 apartments
started in 1923, designed by Robert Oerley one of the private architects preferred by the Stadtbaumt,
covering a full block on the right bank of the Canal. With a large open courtyard facing the canal it
provided many angles to face approaching persons and became the scene of considerable fighting in
1934.
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Buildings appear on the map of 1924 along Schüttel Str. on the left bank.
Pictures 0903-0906 for both buildings.
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Court of the Hanuschhof facing the Danube Canal.
In contrast Schlachthausgasse 2-6 stands squarely facing the Stadion Brücke with an array of
balconies, projecting rooms, bays and small windows. If any building in the system can be called a
fortress this one fits the description. It dominates the bridge head on, moreso than the larger
Hanuschhof next door. With only 137 apartments it was still so heavy that it began to sink, monitored
for a time afterwards by an expert on soil conditions and foundations from the Technische Hochschule.
Together the Hanuschhof and Schlachthausgasse 2-6 controlled access to the Stadion Bridge from the
northeast. 177
Pictures 0403-0404. For data on sinking problems and measures taken to alleviate them cf. BD
2603/28. One large complex on Philippovichgasse was not built because the poor subsoil required an
expensive alternative foundation. Cf. material after BD 258/30. A memo from MA 23b to SBD shows
that some buildings were having problems with their foundations as early as 1925. But with the
exception of one building on Wehlistrasse which needed pilings, the sites were all right, claimed MA
23b, and "normal methods" could be used. The memo does not mention which buildings were having
problems or the nature of the problems, but the Building Office clearly had some warning of trouble
177
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Schlachthausgasse 2-6, Hanuschhof
visible on right

Schlachthausgasse 2-6 facing the Stadion Bridge.
Hanuschhof to the right

The last major bridge across the Danube Canal was the Ostbahn railroad bridge, the same
railway that crossed the Danube River at Stadlau mentioned above. It threaded its way between the gas
works and the electric power plant as it crossed the Canal and traversed the width of the long island of
the II. District formed by the Danube and the Danube Canal. 178 It had no municipal apartment buildings
on either bank but needed none to remain under socialist control because the utilities were firmly under
socialist control. Following the call for a general strike in 1934 the utilities were the first installations to
be occupied by the rebels and became the scene of some fighting though the government preferred to
concentrate on the Gemeindebauten lest the city infrastructure be damaged.

The Vienna River

The Vienna River by the interwar period was hardly more than a paved sewer collecting
wastewater from industries as it passed through town to the Danube Canal. It carried water by the
sufferance of bureaucrats who could have reserved it for storm water drainage alone. The nonpotable
water of the Wientalwasserleitung (Vienna River Aqueduct), as it was called, was diverted to a reservoir
in Breitensee that stored it for parks, gardens and other non-human uses.

well before Schlachthausgasse 2-6 and the Karl Marx-Hof began to sink. Failure to inquire into the exact
nature and extent of the problems between 1925 and 1928 was considered a serious dereliction of duty
by members of the SBA. Two engineers were singled out for special blame, Gustav Adolph Fuchs and
Otto Hula but both were cleared in September 1928. BD 3793/28. In the end the city was able to
conceal the serious sinking problems of even Schlachthausgasse and Hagenmüllergasse leaving the Karl
Marx-Hof the only example to be exploited by the Reichspost. Cf. Memo from MA 23b to SBD Sept. 7,
1925, #4155 in BD-1925 A1-40 Ohne Zahl. A lady got hit on the arm by stucco falling from
Schlachthausgasse 2-6 in 1932. BD A1-83 Ohne Zahl, 1932 Report of October 6, 1932 by Ing. Frank
regarding incident of August 9, 1932.
178
The present Freudenauer Hafenbrücke was not built until 1957.
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The valley of the river contained the Westbahn where it eventually passed through the
mountains of the Vienna Woods on its way westward toward Linz. Roads also flanked the river, but
arterials remained to be developed beyond the Gürtel where the Linke Wienzeile ended. 179
From west to east, only three of many bridges over the Vienna River, 25 in Penzing alone, had
municipal apartment buildings in the vicinity. The most important of these was the Kielmannsegg Bridge
in Weidlingau close to the western border of the city as it is today. During the First Republic the border
was somewhat to the east in Hütteldorf leaving the site and its apartment building outside the city. This
short bridge carried Hadersdorf-Weidlingauer Hauptstrasse over the Vienna River. The railroad and
highway diverged on the north side of the river at Weidlingau where the highway crossed the river. They
then followed opposite sides of the river westward through the Vienna Woods. The dramatic gorge
forms a tight bottleneck where river, road and railway squeeze through the forested mountains. 180
There is perhaps no more crucial location for controlling the western approach to Vienna. The
socialists constructed an apartment house here at Hadersdorf-Weidlingau Hauptstrasse 97 in 1930, later
called the Josef Rautmann-Hof, as an unscheduled addition to the five-year program of 1928-32. 181
Though built before the end of the program, this structure was not listed in the catalogue of 1934, even
in the category of municipal projects outside of Vienna. It is an unobtrusive building of only 22
apartments without external nuances and devoid of outward military features, and it cannot at all be
likened to a stronghold, but the location greatly magnified its importance. For one thing, it was a useful
outpost to convey information, similar in that respect to the many police substations of the federal
government that dotted the city. Residents could inform others by telephone about movement from
the west. It could easily have contained explosives to destroy the bridge if the local leader were ordered
to do so. The building's small size, distant location and status as an afterthought in the program of 1927
are similar to other buildings not included in the program of 1927 including those on Scheydgasse in XXI.
Strebersdorf, one on Zweite Landwehrstrasse in XI. Kaiserebersdorf, and the second part of the
Weissenböckstrasse Settlement in XI. Simmering. 182 This pattern included three more, at Dornbacher
Strasse 84a in Hernals, at Neustift am Walde 69-71, built in 1928 and 1930 facing the Vienna Woods to
the northwest, and Aspern Heldenplatz from 1932, a small block among settlements on the edge of
town in the XXII. District. All could have been used as observation posts.

In a change of direction away from housing after 1934, the federal government developed roads like
the Wiental Strasse into the arterials of today. The Social Democrats preferred to maintain roads rather
than build new ones. Maps from 1929 included in BD 2500/29 and BD 2691/29 show the Linke
Wienzeile ending at the Gürtel.
180
The railroad skims the forest, like the train that "a quarry pares" in a poem by Emily Dickenson.
181
The list of buildings planned for 1928-32 was approved by the Gemeinderat on July 1, 1927. BD
2231/27. The Rautmann-Hof is not included here nor is Scheydgasse, Kaiserebersdorf (II Part) or the
completion of the settlement on Weissenböckstrasse. The Josef-Rautmann-Hof is likewise not listed in
the Schlöss Verzeichnis of 1934, BD 4178/33.
182
Cf. BD 2231/27
179
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Highway bridge, Vienna River and Westbahn in Hadersdorf-Weidlingau. A train is visible in the
background.

Josef-Rautmann-Hof, left with red letters, Hadersdorf-Weidlingau
Closer to the center of town, Phillipsgasse 8 with 182 apartments lies near the Schloss Bridge in
front of Schönbrunn Palace, but its salient features are directed along Penzinger Strasse and up Töpfel
Gasse toward the Westbahn rather than down toward the bridge and Schönbrunn. Two prominent
windows that face the entrance to the courtyard generate discomfort in an observer. 183
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Pictures 0504, 0506, 0507, 1510, 1511 also Bezirk 14 #189
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Phillipsgasse 8, entrance to the courtyard
Somewhat farther downstream lies the Skarethof midway between the Lobkowitz (now
Kennedy) Bridge and the Stieger Bridge. Its angular, step-like outline along the Linke Wienzeile of today
wastes a good deal of space along the street but provides a view up the Vienna River toward a busy
junction with Meidlinger Hauptstrasse. 184 The cellar windows, covered with grates, would be especially
useful in defending the area.

184

Picture 1731 and especially 1732. Done in 1930-31, the balconies are of the later, lighter variety.
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Skarethof
The last span over the Vienna River in fact covers a distance of several blocks where the river
disappears from view underground. It was vaulted over at the complex intersection of the Gürtel and
the Linke Wienzeile where a branch of the Stadtbahn ended at the Margaretengürtel, now the trace of
U4. Another branch, now U6, approaches the site from the north elevated above the
Gumpendorfergürtel crossing the Vienna River on a high trestle. This is undoubtedly one of the most
important nodal points in the entire city. The corner also contains a firehouse and a trade school.
A reason for placing this issue among Gemeindebauten related to bridges is that the entire
Vienna River was covered in bridge-like fashion at the spot, but even so the location should be treated
early to provide perspective later on in this study regarding railroads and important intersections.
Directly next door to the fire department stands the Leuthnerhof with 172 apartments started in
1931. It stretches between the Linke Wienzeile and Mollard Gasse and represents the only housing
project in the VI. district. 185 The building is most important for its location, especially since the Linke
Wienzeile at the time met a bottleneck just beyond the Stadtbahn bridge to the west where buildings
crowded close to the Vienna River. 186

Leuthnerhof to the right, Gumpendorfer Gürtel, Stadtwildnis, and Stadtbahn trestle (present U6) in the
background
The city tried unsuccessfully to build another building on the south bank of the Vienna River
where the Margaretengürtel and a section of the Gaudenzdorfer Gürtel, still part of Dunklergasse at the
Pictures 1318-1320.
Cf. map connected with BD 2500/29 which shows Linke Wienzeile blocked by a built up area from the
Vienna River just beyond the Stadtbahn Bridge. The Freytag and Berndt traffic map of the time shows
the Linke Wienzeile as passable though severely narrowed at the same point. The Linke Wienzeile meets
Diefenbachgasse which forms the chord of an arc in the winding Vienna River.
185
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time, meet and enclose an area of 7500 m2. It agreed to pay the princely sum of 350,000 Schillings for
the land itself, but the owner drove a hard bargain and forced the city to pick up capital gains taxes and
fees amounting to an additional 142,000 Schillings which raised the cost from 46.5 to 65.5 Schillings/m2.
This made it one of the most expensive pieces of real estate bought by the city for the housing program.
The owner, Kommerzialrat Bernhard Kessler, attached another condition which doomed the
arrangement within days. He agreed to sell only if the land would become a formal garden
(Gartenanlage) and a children’s playground (Kinderspielplatz). He apparently had a document signed by
Theodor Jaeger of the Stadtbauamt agreeing to the condition. In all probability the different branches
of government were out of contact with each other at this point, for Anton Weber had already decided
to build housing on the site even before the deal was concluded. Rudolf Perco had designed a massive
complex for the site. 187 Weber’s committee decided on June 11, three days before the sale was to be
concluded on June 14, to build on the spot. 188 But Kessler objected with a vigor that can only be
imagined, and the city quickly rescinded the order. 189 The affair was over in a couple of weeks, hushed
Cf. Ausstellungs Catalog Zwischenkriegszeit-Wiener Kommunalpolitik 1918-1938 (Wien Kuktur,
1980) p.45.
188
GRA IV Z. 250.
189
Cf. BD 2499/29, a carbon of BD 2691/29 based on Gemeinderat PrZ 1918. The cost of 65.5 Schillings
per square meter is based on the purchase price of S350,000 for 7517 m2 or S46.5/m2 plus fees of
S39,006.94 and capital gains taxes of S103,590.31 (Übertragungsgebühr and Wertzuwachsabgabe)
picked up by the city. There were other instances when the city paid comparable sums, but they were
either for small pieces of property, as when it bought 579 square meters at S65.6/m2 from the
Flötzersteig cooperative to finish Schinaweisgasse (GR Protokolle, August 2, 1927), or to finish large
projects like the Rabenhof. In the last case the city paid the astronomical sum of S79.6/m2 cash for
2,638 m2, picking up fees and capital gains taxes for a total cost of S138 /m2. Arranged with Dr.
Kuehnel, a notorious speculator, the deal loosed a storm of protest from Christian Socials in the
Gemeinderat (GR Protokolle, September 23, 1927). In July the city had paid S46.6 /m2 for a small piece
of 622 m2 for the Rabenhof complex (GR Protokolle, July 8, 1927).
When the city bought a new but unused factory on Alxingergasse in the X. District for the new city police
force, the Gemeindewache, it paid S64.9/m2, but usable buildings on the site made the purchase a
bargain (GR Protokolle November 8, 1927). At the same time, the city was buying land near Schmelz for
S12.7/m2 (BD 2483/29) and paid as little as S2.75/m2 cash, S3.3/m2 total, for land in Ottakring (GR
Protokolle, November 29, 1927).
The Kessler site was a wasteland as late as 1989 with a few accompanying the proposal. derelict
recreational buildings at one corner. It was occupied by homeless people who found shelter under a
little bridge next to a large weeping willow tree. Pictures 2825-2827. BD 1713/30. Considerably
improved and called the Stadtwildnis today, it is an inviting green space despite many lanes of traffic
rushing around it.
The matter of playing space for children from the Leuthnerhof living so close to the Gürtel was
another issue. It would have been difficult to make the Kessler land a playground, being surrounded by
the heavily traveled Margareten and Gaudenzdorfer Gürteln. Children would have had to cross and
recross the Gürtel. Eventually the city closed a street behind the fire station and consolidated two
triangular pieces of land into a small playground much used today tucked safely behind the Leuthnerhof,
away from the traffic that roars past the Stadtwildnis on every side.
The volume of traffic was certainly less in 1929, and the land was probably suitable for a large
project. As traffic increased, the site became more isolated and less suitable for housing. This was
especially true after the Linke Wienzeile became the major arterial linking the Ring and the Wiental
187
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up by Weber who initialed three documents listed as not to be included in the official publication known
as the Amtsblatt. The episode escaped the notice of the opposition alert to such events, but the city was
left with an exceedingly pricey piece of useless land. A building on the site together with the
Leuthnerhof across the Gürtel would have given the socialists and the Schutzbund military control at the
point where the Fifth, Sixth, Twelfth and Fifteenth districts met. The Trade School next door to the
Leuthnerhof could have been used as well in the event of an armed confrontation with the government.
Building the Leuthnerhof was a certainty accompanying the purchase not evident from the map
(E.Z.1319, K.P. 1032/12), Weber got the news about buying the Kessler property on June 8, the same
date that Theodor Jaeger of the Stadtbauamt was informing Weber’s committee about plans to erect
the Leuthnerhof, so two projects were planned simultaneously for the curve in the Gürtel where two
branches of the Stadtbahn and the Vienna River met. 190 Roads, railroads and river joined here at a spot
more crucial than the junction of the three in Hadersdorf-Weidlingau. The importance of the site is
clear from one look at the map.

Map of possible acquisitions for Gemeindebauten. E.Z. 1319 K.P. 1032/12 became the Leuthnerhof.
The Kessler property sold to the city, E.Z. 217 K.P. 156, eventually became the Stadtwildnis.

Strasse. One detailed map appended to BD 2691/29 shows the Linke Wienzeile blocked just west of the
Gürtel by buildings adjacent to the Vienna River. Rudolf Perco, the architect of Friedrich Engels Platz,
designed a large project for the site that was never built. Cf. Helmut Weihsmann, Das Rote Wien, p.
176.
190
Threads of this complex set of events can be found in documents included with BD 2500/29 including
the three documents initialed by Weber.
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Railroads
Several railroads have been mentioned already in connection with bridges making it possible to
condense this discussion. All the same, some considerations should be addressed.
Gemeindebauten stood along many railroad lines away from tracks approaching or traversing
bridges. Junctions and stations of various sizes are of interest. Gemeindebauten posed a threat to the
uninterrupted flow of traffic past them and gave the Social Democrats an advantage in controlling life
within the city, especially given the political sympathies of railroad workers. Once again, their location
and design give them the feel of fortresses, as Otto Wagner might have pointed out. There are several
examples to go with the Winarsky Hof and the FAC mentioned earlier.
Vienna was served by seven major rail lines. They were in clockwise fashion the Westbahn,
Franz Josefs Bahn, Nordwestbahn, Nordbahn, Ostbahn, Aspangbahn and Südbahn. Each line entered
the city from a different direction terminating at its own passenger station and freight yards in heavily
populated areas near the center of town. 191 In addition, there were two less important suburban
circumferentials one called the Vorortelinie or Suburban Line between the Westbahn and the Franz
Josefs Bahn to the north, the other the Verbindungsbahn or Connecting Line between the Westbahn
and the Ostbahn to the south. Another Connecting Line brushed the Ring close to the I. District to
connect the Südbahn and Aspangbahn with the Nordbahn. A line along the right bank of the Danube
completed the picture except for spurs of various sorts. The Stadtbahn, which became the U4 and U6,
was an urban rail system similar to a streetcar line after it was electrified.
A discernable pattern exists between rail lines and Gemeindebauten. It was common to have a
municipal housing project in the area where the rail line entered the city and to have one or more near
the terminal or freight yards. This was true of the Westbahn, Franz Josefs Bahn and Nordwestbahn, as
well as the Ostbahn for all practical purposes. The Nordbahn, Aspangbahn and Südbahn had no
outposts near the edge of the city but heavy concentrations of public housing near the stations and
freight yards along the Gürtel. 192 One reason the Aspangbahn and Südbahn were not flanked by projects
at the edge of the city was that they crossed the watershed of the Liesing Creek not yet served by a
sewer system. Unwilling to direct resources away from housing, the city decided against developing the
infrastructure necessary for extensive building south of the Wienerberg. 193 The proximity of the socialistcontrolled Arsenal loomed large as well in the case of the Ostbahn, Aspangbahn and Südbahn.

Proposals from time to time to establish a union station failed to win support because of the high
population density near the center of the city and the need for a large tract of land.
192
This was true not just for the Gürtel at the time but for a proposed extension as well. The
Wildganshof lies between the Aspangbahnhof and a grand extension of the Gürtel projected to curve
toward the Danube Canal following what is now Hofmannsthalgasse. Cf. Freytag and Berndt,
Verkehrsplan von Wien, 1924.
193
This happened after World War II. The mayor of Hetzendorf offered land for housing but it was not
built on until 1953.
191
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The Westbahn

The Westbahn, as described earlier, squeezes between the Wienerwald and the Wiental as it
enters the city in Weidlingau. At this vital spot the city built the Josef Rautmann-Hof which, despite its
small size and lack of military characteristics, could have been used with a minimum of effort by the
Schutzbund to control rail access to the city from the west. This example has been considered in
connection with the bridge over the Vienna River in Weidlingau. Within the city the Westbahn widens
into the Penzinger freight yards where a cluster of Gemeindebauten is strung loosely along Cumberland
Strasse parallel to the freightyards rather than directed toward the Vienna River a short distance to the
south. The group with a total of 846 apartments presents a formidable socialist presence as the
Westbahn enters the city from the west. Increasing the importance of the site was the terminus of the
Verbindungsbahn or Connecting Line sweeping up from the south in a grand arc through the XIII. District
and turning east to join the Westbahn just west of the Penzinger freight yards. With no yards of its own,
the Verbindungsbahn funneled traffic into the freight yards of the Westbahn. 194
Chief among the seven along Cumberland Strasse are the Schimonhof, Weinzierlg. 1-7 and Onno
Klopp-Gasse 16. 195 The Schimonhof with 356 apartments, started in 1927, is the most imposing with the
entrance to the courtyard facing two bunker-like cellar windows. Onno Klopp-Gasse 16 with its 101
apartments started two years later has a clear view of the freight yards across Cumberland Str. including
as well a number of militarily useful features along the highway.

Entrance to the courtyard of the Schimonhof.

One branch of the Verbindungsbahn joined the Westbahn headed in a westerly direction but there
were no freight yards in the area.
195
Pictures 0501 and 1435 for rear entrance to Schimonhof, 1436, 1501 for Weinzierlg. 1-7 and 1502,
1503, 1505 for Onno Klopp-Gasse 16. These large buildings contain 356, 128 and 101 apartments
respectively.
194
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Onno Klopp-Gasse 16.

The Suburban Line or Vorortelinie

The Vorortelinie, originally part of the Stadtbahn system, swung from Hütteldorf to the west in
an arc north and east as it passed through a large amount of land projected for development on the
slopes heading up to the Wienerwald between the Penzinger freight yards and Heiligenstadt. It was
within easy reach of water, sewers and the infrastructure needed for development so it is not surprising
that hundreds of apartments were placed at locations within a short distance of the rail line as it
burrows through hills and crosses valleys on the way through the outlying districts. The tracks lie in a
cut for much of the way and totally underground for some stretches, while they are elevated for shorter
distances elsewhere.
Sixteen Gemeindebauten appear in the XIV. District where the line veers north from the
Westbahn toward Hütteldorfer Strasse. Two of them, with 247 and 140 apartments respectively anchor
the collection. Both were designed by Rudolf Sowa, the first in 1925 at Cervantesgasse 8-14 along with
Anton Drexler and the second in 1929 by himself.

Cervantesgasse 8-14 with bays, setbacks, attic windows, cellar windows. Architects Sowa and Drexler.
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All the other fourteen in the district were done by different architects. The largest with 53
apartments located above the Suburban Line at Sebastian Kelch-Gasse 1-3 was designed in a simple
style by Josef Frank, noted for his opposition to the architectonic features of many other
Gemeindebauten. He had worked with Adolph Loos and Grete Lihotzky on the Winarskyhof and like
them got few commissions thereafter. 196 His building complements that of Rudolf Sowa across the
street on Drechslergasse located where Goldschlagstrasse crosses the sunken railway cut that provided
a view down the curve of the line arcing up from the Westbahn. 197 Though the location is important,
both buildings contains few military features. All the others have several, especially the first at
Cervantesgasse 8-14, surrounded by others as though each architect was trying to imitate the larger
project. The spaces were all small and mostly sandwiched between existing buildings. One effort at the
corner of Cervantesgasse 16 and Sebastian Kelch-Gasse after its recent renovation is a grotesque
imitation, a caricature even, of the Karl-Marx-Hof. 198

Cervantesgasse 16. Similar to Rossauerlände 21 started two months before the injunction against heavy
masonry balconies.
Except for the buildings by Frank and Sowa perched above the Suburban Line, the small projects
in this neighborhood of the XIV. District have little relation to the railroad but form a perceptibly diverse
microcosm of the uniquely Viennese style of public housing between the wars. Densely packed not only
in space but in time within two years of each other, the fourteen buildings present an image of
architects trying to get another contract. The buildings appear as though the Stadtbauamt was testing
them in a sort of competition. Only one succeeded well; Heinrich Ried designed the brash
Gründorfgasse 4 and got a contract for the much larger Gerlhof mentioned in connection with the
Winarskyhof.

One notable exception was the Leopoldine-Glöckel-Hof from 1932 when the Depression was
encouraging economy, but it included the usual small ventilation windows.
197
The address of this project is on Drechslergasse in the catalogue although the main entrance is on
Goldschlagstrasse.
198
The architect was Karl Holey known for his Christian Social sympathies; it was his only contract.
196
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Gründorfgasse 4 by Heinrich Ried, started in 1928 before the decree on masonry balconies.
Small though these examples were, size in itself did not determine the defensive capability of a building.
The Arbeiterheim in neighboring Ottakring, built early in the century with only 40 apartments and no
noticeable defensive characteristics held out tenaciously during the uprising. 199
The Suburban Line emerges from the cuts and tunnels to pass near Gemeindebauten at three
other notable places.
One of the earliest blocks in the system stands near the Ottakring station. The project sprang up
in 1922 when the Stadtbauamt was making the transition from settlements built by war veterans for
their own use to the urban blocks that came to dominate the system. With the charming name House in
the Old Place (Haus im alten Ort) it antedated the fortress-like Fuchsenfeldhof by two years, but it edged
close to the elevated railroad at one corner making it potentially useful to the Schutzbund in an
emergency. The railroad is elevated and exposed at the site rather than lying in a cut or tunnel.

One of at least ten in the city, it was built in 1907
and did not extend beyond the Baulinien, rather filling a gap between buildings like many later buildings
collectively called “Baulücken Füllungen.”, one of the major categories of Gemeindebauten.
199
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XVI. Haus im alten Ort. Railroad in background, station to the right
Even better located is the station at Hernalser Hauptstrasse, the most heavily travelled arterial
in the area. The Holyhof there was Rudolph Perco’s first solo project. 200 Named later for a fighter who
died at a nearby project, the building presents an unabashedly bunker-like façade extending toward the
railroad station with three massive balconies and high windows set above a large concrete porch rising
in four layers from street level. Narrow slit windows set back at the corners on both sides add depth to
the brash front. Balconies along the side facing the railroad are not matched by any on the other side of
the building. It was started a month after Weber’s injunction against masonry balconies, presumably
with his required approval.

Holyhof from the Hernals railroad station platform
A short block away lies the Türkenritthof along Hernalser Hauptstrasse where Leopold Holy fell.
Projecting bay windows rise along Hernalser Hauptstrasse but stop short of the cornice to allow stout
balconies to have unimpeded views along Hernalser Hauptstrasse. Together with small attic windows
Perco collaborated earlier with Rudolf Frass and Karl Dorfmeister on the Prof. Jodl-Hof and
Wienerbergstrasse 16-20. He would design Engelsplatz by himself.

200
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and cellar windows lining the street, the Türkenritthof is a formidable complement to the Holyhof not
far away. The bays are repeated on the side facing Beringgasse but rise above the roof line and allow
attic windows to face the street at 45 degree angles. It was known that machinegun emplacements in
the recent war were often placed facing no man’s land at 45 degrees to the expected line of attack.

Türkenritthof along Hernalser Hauptstrasse.
A third site farther along in the XVIII. District was the Gersthof station where Gersthofer Strasse
met Währingerstrasse and Gentz Gasse. At Kreuzgasse a short distance south of the station a bridge
crosses the Suburban Line. The Lindenhof from 1924-25 with 320 apartments stands next to the bridge
with the Pfannenstielhof of 178 apartments across the street. The buildings, both designed by Karl Ehn
and Erich Leischner of the Stadtbauamt, share several military features with other buildings from the
early years of aggressive architecture.
The Lindenhof with its two protruding rounded towers along Kreuzgasse and low but massive
concrete building oddly separated from the rest along Paulinengasse also introduces in modest and
tentative way the protruding balconies that became a distinctive feature of Ehn’s Karl-Marx-Hof. By this
time he had appropriated the idiom of elements with potential use in tactical military situations and
would use them more explicitly on the Svobodahof adjacent to the Karl-Marx-Hof. Anton Weber was
already getting major credit for the projects on the memorial tablets.
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Lindenhof along Kreuzgasse with rounded towers and balconies.

Memorial plaque on the Lindenhof. Franz Siegel died the next year.
Three other Gemeindebauten lie in the area. The large rather open Pfannenstielhof across
Kreuzgasse from the Lindenhof and the even larger Wӓhringerstrasse 188-190 are there along with the
smaller Toeplerhof which included a large corner tower, but none of the buildings are any closer than
two short blocks from the railroad station and the busy Gersthof Strasse. The Pfannenstielhof was the
last of Leischner’s three Gemeindebauten despite its early date.
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Toeplerhof Währinger Strasse 169-171 from 1927.
In all three of the places along the Suburban Line, that is Ottakring, Hernals and Gersthof, the
Gemeindebauten were built in areas where the railroad was not underground or set in deep cuts. The
sites were chosen where the railroad was elevated and exposed despite the availability of other land
where the rail line was not within sight.
A final judgment about the relation of Gemeindebauten to the Vorortelinie from a military
viewpoint is that the line was relatively insignificant in the overall strategic layout of the city but
nonetheless was covered at its most crucial points by housing projects with prominent military
features. 201 Rudolph Perco and Karl Ehn, were tabbed in the next couple of years for the projects at
Engelsplatz and the Karl Marx-Hof. Perco proved himself with the Holyhof and the Prof. Jodl Hof. The
Stadtbauamt did not have far to look for Karl Ehn since he had been working for the city since 1909. In
lieu of more explicit criteria for granting commissions, the implication is that the city judged Perco and
Ehn, as well as Ried, worthy of larger projects by their performance on smaller ones. The exact
A final building of 50 apartments at Richthausenstrasse 3 between the Holyhof and the Lindenhof
was pointed like an arrow at the Vorortelinie across the small Clemens Krauss Park. Its setback corner
contains two columns of small ventilation windows facing the railroad embankment similar to the
Janecekhof in the XXI. District along the Danube Kai. Picture 2102a.
201
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reasoning process is obscure, leaving the observer to interpolate by comparing buildings and suggesting
that the militarily useful features of the earlier buildings were part of the reason the architects were
chosen for bigger projects. 202 In the end, Anton Weber was responsible for major decisions, in acquiring
and designating parcels to be developed and in getting the legislation through the City Council. The
Stadtbaudirektor was now Franz Musil, new to the post in 1925, and incapable of resisting the blustery
Weber. Notable at the Lindenhof is the appearance of the Stadtbaudirektor Franz Siegel on the plaque
giving credit to city officials along with the usual Mayor Karl Seitz, the head of finance Hugo Breitner,
and Anton Weber. Siegel died and thereafter the Stadtbau Direktor disappeared from memorial plaques
leaving Anton Weber in most cases to get credit for the technical parts of the projects. 203
The Suburban Line then passed quietly through Döbling as it made its way behind the Karl MarxHof to join other railroads at more vital locations. The upscale residential area of the XVIII. And XIX.
Districts had little strategic importance to the city, it seems.

The Stadtbahn

The Stadtbahn became entangled with other railroads in the area of Heiligenstadt and the Karl
Marx-Hof and can be handled briefly. It was a local line intended to carry passengers rather than freight
within the city as the first attempt at rapid transit in Vienna which eventually became integrated into
the U-Bahn system as U6 and U4. It was electrified in 1925 along with the streetcars to eliminate smoke
from steam engines.
The Stadtbahn left its terminal in Heiligenstadt for a trip around the Gürtel passing on one side
of the Ditteshof. A large project of 279 apartments that occupies a square block, the Ditteshof presents
two faces, toward the Stadtbahn and toward Heiligenstädterstrasse. It has been mentioned already in
connection with a projected bridge in the area. 204 Slit windows in bays projecting over the streets,
massive balconies, small cellar windows, multiple ventilation windows on both sides and attic windows
overlooking the railroad threaten railroad and arterial at the same time. It leaves a feeling of
vulnerability hard to miss, inviting an interpretation in political/military terms that is missing in the
historiography. In a kinesthetic sense it becomes a quasi-living organism with complex relations to its
physical surroundings, the affiliations of the inhabitants and the confrontational politics of interwar
Vienna. The Ditteshof has a companion mentioned earlier in the Pro. Jodl Hof looming high across the
tracks on the Döblinger Gürtel with jagged corners whose kinesthetic implications have been evaded by

Only one project was open to general competition in the program of 1928, the building on the
Gaudenzdorfer Gürtel that became the Haydnhof. Four others were opened for limited competition. Cf.
BD 4289/28. Between his work on the Lindenhof and the Karl Marx-Hof Ehn did one of the most
militaristic buildings of all, the XII. Bebelhof, whose massive tower encloses the sidewalk along
Längenfelgasse. The construction of balcony railings is noticeable in pictures from 1989 when the stucco
was peeling off. Pictures of Holyhof-2032, 2033; Lindenhof-2008, 2009 and Bebelhof-0510, 2833, 3117,
3118.
203
With the politician Weber getting the projects through the City Council it was no wonder that many
bureaucrats in the Stadtbauamt survived political changes even into the Nazi years.
204
The bridge appears as an extension of the Gürtel in Freytag and Berndt's Verkehrsplan of 1924
although it was not built until the 1960's. Information from Das Grosse Groner-Wien-Lexikon.
202
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historians with the label “expressionistic.” 205 A considerable number of other apartment blocks with
similar military features line the Stadtbahn around the Gürtel. Some striking examples are the Sigmund
Freud-Hof, Glatzgasse 6, Hernalser Gürtel 26, and the Leuthnerhof at the Vienna River/Stadtwildnis.

The Franz Josefs Bahn

The Franz Josefs Bahn runs inside the city for only a short distance between the high
promontory of Leopoldsberg and the Franz Josefs Bahnhof. This federal railroad barely brushed the
Stadtbahn at its terminal behind the Karl-Marx-Hof in Heiligenstadt. It requires little attention in this
study.
More interesting than the Franz Josefs Bahn itself is its junction with two other railways at
Gunoldstrasse just south of the Karl-Marx-Hof. All three occupy separate embankments that create
three separate overpasses. From ground level, in other words, Gunoldstrasse passes under three
railroads as it approaches the intersection with Heiligenstӓdter Strasse west of the Karl Marx-Hof. The
railroads otherwise block road traffic from the south. The strategic importance of the location is
undeniable and will be covered later in connection with streets and intersections.
Discussion of Gemeindebauten relative to railroads at this point becomes part of considering the
Karl Marx-Hof and its neighbor the Svobodahof. The Karl Marx-Hof has received attention already but
not the Svobodahof. Likewise designed by Karl Ehn at the same time he was working on the Karl MarxHof, the Svobodahof with 62 apartments acts as a kind of demilune for the Karl-Marx-Hof. It was
separated spatially and contained features that complemented the Karl Marx-Hof relative to the three
rail embankments and the intersection of Gunoldstrasse with Heiligenstädter Strasse and it bears
comparison with the creations of Sebastien Vauban, the French expert on fortifications who used
detached demilunes to support the main bastions of a fortress. It complements the larger building
because it does not extend either to Gunoldstrasse, sharing a wall with an older building along that
street, or to the intersection. However, a corner of the Svobodahof with small apertures has an
unimpeded view under all three overpasses in a position that could be used to interdict movement from
the south along Gunoldstrasse in toward the Karl Marx-Hof and Heiligenstӓdter Strasse. On the side
facing Heiligenstädter Strasse the Svobodahof extends beyond the façade of the Karl Marx-Hof with
balconies and small windows that enfilade the front of the giant next door making an approach to the
larger building from the north, that is from the Hohe Warte, vulnerable to an attack from the right at a
90 degree angle.

Dittes-Hof pictures 0819, 0820, 1637. Prof. Jodl-Hof pictures 0821, 0822, 0823, 1635, 1636. The Prof.
Jodl-Hof commands the Gürtel Bridge as well. The bridge appears as a projected extension of the Gürtel
in Freytag and Berndt's Verkehrsplan of 1924 although it was not built until the 1960's. Information
from Das Grosse Groner-Wien-Lexikon.
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XIX. Svobodahof with Karl-Marx-Hof to the right

Svobodahof on the right from under the three
railroads

Svobodahof enfilading the front of the Karl MarxHof

The Karl Marx-Hof deserves separate attention for several reasons. Not least, it has become the
symbol of Red Vienna. The building was important for the elevated tracks next to it and the bridges
peeling off in various directions, but since it ran for a full kilometer parallel to the Franz Josefs Bahn on
one side and Heiligenstädter Strasse on the other it dominated the rail line and the highway to a greater
degree than any other municipal structure. The Josef Rautmann Hof at Hadersdorf-Weidlingau was
strategically located at the narrows of the Vienna River but was tiny. The gargantuan Karl Marx-Hof was
a different story entirely; it totally dominated rail and highway traffic from the north along the Danube
acting like a gigantic cork in a bottle containing Vienna. 206 The square lines, small windows, concrete
Picture 3102. The Stadtbaudirektor recognized the bottleneck and ordered construction suspended
in August 1928 until a new use plan could be developed. The Building Office could stop construction
simply by not releasing the building lines. Cf. BD 3282/28. Musil to Fiedler and Jaeger, MA 54, 56, XIX.
August 4, 1928.
206
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encased stairwells and overhanging balconies were unmistakably similar to military architecture from
the recent past. It was, however, exposed to the Hohe Warte across Heiligenstädter Strasse and
vulnerable from the north. Planning started well before the riots of July 1927 and construction began
the same month. It was not dedicated until September 1930 although the first apartments were
occupied already in 1928. 207 Other buildings like the Holyhof of Perco and Rossauer Lände 21 of Karl
Schmalhofer in the next two years drew inspiration from its elongated, overhanging balconies and
beetling facade. The uncanny similarity of Karl Holey’s modest building in the XIV. District mentioned
above deserves mention as well.
The conservative Reichspost announced with outraged glee that the foundations of the Karl
Marx-Hof were cracking. Indeed, they were. The building, along with two others, was so heavy that the
subsoil could not support the weight. The problems were severe enough to require constant attention,
even to the extent of keeping the ranking expert at the Hochschule on a retainer to monitor conditions.
The settling problem along with others led to accusations of malpractice against Otto Hula and G.A.
Fuchs of the Stadtbauamt, but the two were cleared of wrongdoing in September 1928. 208 Anton
Weber’s decree restricting balconies to simple slabs with iron railings had come in August. 209

XIX. Karl Marx-Hof facing Heiligenstadt railway station.

Cf. BD 4178/33. Zusammenstellung der fertiggestellten Wohnhausanlagen. Stichtag: 1. Jänner 1933.
Cf. BD. 3793/28.
209
BD 3463/28. Musil report to MA 22 on his meeting with Weber.
207
208
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Concrete encased stairwells

Karl Marx-Hof with Svobodahof in the background

The Nordwestbahn

The Nordwestbahn has been discussed in connection with the railroad bridge and pedestrian
walkway over the Danube. Along its length within the city the line followed the pattern of having a
housing project at a strategic location on the edge of town and a project at the terminal/freight yard
area closer to the center of the city. In this case there was also a building halfway between the two
across from the railroad station in Jedlesee in the XXI. District. The gigantic Karl Seitz-Hof lay a short
block from the railroad and the bridge over the Danube, as mentioned earlier.
At the edge of the city along the Nordwestbahn a small complex of low interconnected buildings
on Scheydgasse in Strebersdorf within a few hundred yards of the northern boundary of the city was
added without fanfare to the program in 1928. It does not appear in the list projected for 1928-32 nor is
there an explanation for adding it. 210 The set of small, detached buildings lay between Prager Strasse
and the Strebersdorf railroad station, stretching nearly the entire distance between the two. It is
arranged in a checkerboard pattern so that several small cellar windows cover Scheydgasse in both
directions. 211 A tower next to the tracks dominates both the open stretches along Scheydgasse and the
rail line for some distance down toward the Danube floodplain. 212 It shares a similarity with projects at
the Stadlau bridge, the Hadersdorf-Weidlingau narrows and Aspern Heldenplatz as being close to the
border of the city, remote and isolated from other Gemeindebauten. The strategic location between
the railroad and Prager Strasse is clearly evident.

Cf. BD 2231/27.
Pictures 2127, 2422 looking in both directions
212
Pictures 3125-3126
210
211
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Scheydgasse complex in Strebersdorf at far northern border of the city.

Scheydgasse complex in the foreground with the Nordwestbahn to the left and Prager Strasse to the
right. Google Earth
The only other location of importance in the area lay a short distance away where Prager Strasse
crosses over the Nordwestbahn. Here, perhaps, the proximity of railroad shops controlled by socialist
workers made up for the lack of a housing project.
After crossing the Danube on the Nordwestbahn bridge the line swung south to the terminal
and freight yards at Tabor Strasse in the II. District. Passenger numbers declined until the station closed
and the Nordbahn terminal absorbed the remainder at nearby Praterstern while the freight yards
became the only thing left of the Nordwestbahn rail system. The large array of sidings demanded some
attention for their location near the important intersection Am Tabor in the heart of the II. District.
Across Tabor Strasse facing the old Nordwestbahn Station lies a modest apartment house at
Marinelligasse 1 with unusual military features. It is located at the apex of an equilateral triangle formed
by Tabor Strasse, Nordbahn Strasse and Marinelligasse. Its blunt facade faces the traffic node Am Tabor
with a large number of windows and heavy masonry balconies above grated cellar windows. The side
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along Tabor Strasse facing the freight yards extends beyond the building lines onto the sidewalk so that
a stack of balconies provides a view down Tabor Strasse toward the Nordbahn embankment two blocks
away. The side along Marinelligasse likewise has balconies that face the Nordbahn embankment two
blocks away in the other direction to account for two sides of the triangle. The provocative variances
make this building stand out for its fortress-like characteristics. 213 The architect, Leopold Schulz,
designed only one other municipal apartment building; details of his life are otherwise sketchy. 214 Cost
overruns for the building are recorded in the archives in unusual handwritten form. 215

Pictures 0101-0108, 2415-2419, 3034.
The building at XVI. Brüsslgasse 45-47, was a relatively small project of just over 50 apartments like
Marinelligasse 1. He died at Mauthausen in 1945.
215
Other documents on cost overruns for Gemeindebauten cannot be found in the files. The note
referring to this case refers to a document of the Magistrats-Direktion (MD) missing from the files whose
number appears twice in the index. The MD file deals with a disciplinary matter, so access was denied
as irrelevant to this research topic, but it would be useful to know whether there was graft involved or
whether the building itself was more expensive than expected.
Cost overruns for Marinelligasse 1, a rarity not seen elsewhere in the records, came up in July
1927, evidently raised again in the Gemeinderat the following January. Cf. SBD 2290/27 referring to
MD/K/360/1927 which includes KA 2204. The second reference in the MD index is under the number
MD 2204/2/1927 handled in January 1928 by the Gemeinderat. K and KA refer to the Kontrollamt. It is
unclear why the building cost more than anticipated, how much more or how the matter was resolved
because the report of the department responsible for construction is missing. The matter reached the
top, to be sure. The note from the Stadtbaudirektor reads:
"2290/1927 Oct. 20 - Städ. Wohnhausbau II. Marinelligasse, Nachtragskostenanschläge An die
Magistrats-Ateilung 23b.
Die Magistrats-Direktion hat den seit 20 July l.J. ausstehenden Bericht, B-D 2290/1927, K.A.
2204, M.D.\K 360/1927, betreffend Nachtragskostenanschläge beim Wohnhausbau II, Marinelligasse
urgiert. Dieser Bericht ist zuverlässig bis Nov., 10 l.J. der Stadtbauamts Direktion vorzulegen. Der
Stadtbaudirektor Musil"
213
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Marinelligasse 1, view along Marninelligasse toward the Nordbahn embankment in the distance.

Along Tabor Strasse from the Direction of the
Nordbahn

Corner on Tabor Strasse facing Am Tabor

The Nordbahn

The Nordbahn approaches Vienna more from the east than the north across a vast plain
intended for flood control. The arched remains of extensive elevated stretches parallel to the present
right of way remind us that the Danube flooded regularly at the time the railroad was first built. Liberal
Czechoslovakia with its socialist sympathies lay a few miles beyond Gänserndorf nearby making the
railroad vital to the Social Democrats as it represented a supply line for weapons or a line of retreat in
the event of a civil war. It was relatively secure, even the junction of the Nordbahn and Ostbahn in
Süssenbrunn close to the city limits with no municipal blocks or settlements in the area. One late
settlement in Leopoldau with 425 houses near the tracks hardly seems intended for a military purpose.
The building materials used for settlement houses were oftentimes hollow tile rather than the more
expensive fired brick of the apartment blocks making settlements less useful for defense. 216
The superblocks in Floridsdorf were another matter. Werndlgasse 11-19 and 14-18 were placed
at the entrance to the Nordbahn shops where the tracks curve toward the northwest to connect with
the Nordwestbahn. It was designed by Schmid and Aichinger who did the notorious Fuchsenfeldhof
covered below and started in 1931 to fit a pattern of bigger, simpler projects started late in the
Kriegerheimstetten in Hirschstetten to the south of Leopoldau used large numbers of bricks, but
Flötzersteig, also started in 1921, used hollow building tile.
216
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program. The complex rises high enough over various railroad embankments to command the tracks for
some distance though it otherwise possesses few military characteristics. 217 Convenience rather than
military necessity in heavily socialist Floridsdorf might have governed construction as old jute and
rubber factories were torn down to make room for railroad and transit workers.
The large Schlingerhof embracing the Floridsdorf Market added 478 apartments to the 749
found on Werndlgasse for a total of 1227 apartments in the immediate area. It became one of the main
centers of fighting during the civil war.

XX. Schlingerhof
The Paul Speiser-Hof close to the Floridsdorf Station has been covered already in connection
with the Nordbahn bridge over the Danube, but it bears repeating that Weber and the Stadtbauamt
coordinated several architects to collaborate on perhaps the most obvious example of fortress-like
architecture. The Winarskyhof, Otto Haas-Hof and Gerlhof in Brigittenau on the west side of the bridge
have been covered as well. The Winarskyhof in particular aroused the suspicions of the government
that led to a raid on April 16, 1933 almost a year before the fighting started. It found next to nothing,
but a second on February 18, 1934 after most of the fighting had ended uncovered two machine guns
and 48 carbines. 218
Finally, the Nordbahnhof terminal at Praterstern had no municipal apartments in the immediate
vicinity; the Lasallehof and the Heizmannhof next to the coal depot near the sprawling freight yards on
the approach to the Reichs Bridge served the purpose of establishing a strong socialist presence in the
area.

Verbindungsbahn

Between Praterstern and the Südbahnhof stretched a connecting line called at the time the
Wiener Verbindungsbahn. It passed through the station on Landstrasse now called Wien Mitte which
has become more important in recent years as a nodal point for long distance buses and local subways
as well as heavy Schnellbahn commuter traffic along with a modest amount of railroad traffic. The
217
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Picture 0432 for Werndlgasse, 0433, 0434, 2712, 2713.
Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten 1934, Karton 5, 2606/261/34. AVA.
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elevated portion of the line where it crossed the Danube Canal passed below the Franz Mair-Hof, and
the sunken portion toward the Südbahnhof was crowded by the Ungerhof on Obere Bahngasse.
The Franz Mair-Hof started in 1931 is an imposing structure of 227 apartments arranged around
stacks of small ventilation windows toward the center of the building. The clusters of toilet cubicles at
the center of the building accompany banks of projecting rooms flanked by balconies arranged on both
sides of the exterior. The building faces the Danube Canal rather than the Verbindungsbahn but still
dominates the railroad viaduct over the canal. The attic windows command the Danube Canal as well as
the opposite bank.

Franz Mair-Hof with Danube Canal in the foreground
The Ungerhof, started even later in the program, has projecting rooms with small side windows
overlooking the tracks although the balconies, like those of the Franz Mair-Hof, are the simpler slabs of
the years after the Karl Marx-Hof began to settle.

Ungerhof (1932). Side windows cover Obere Bahngasse above the Verbindungsbahn.
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The Ostbahn

The Ostbahn approaches Vienna from the east and the northeast along two lines that join at
Erzherzog Karl Strasse in the XXII. District of Donaustadt. It was a district of agriculture and Schreber
gardens at the time largely undeveloped and more suitable for large garden settlements than apartment
blocks. The closest project lies a few long blocks from the point where the two branches meet at
Erzherzog Karl Strasse, the exact location being more important with respect to the intersection of
Erzherzog Karl Strasse and Donaustadt Strasse than to the railroad, although access to the railroad
overpass and elevated station was unhindered along Erzherzog Karl Strasse. The costs of lengthening
water and sewer lines might have influenced the choice of location since the city did not get around to
extending water mains in this area until 1931. 219 The building itself, a large triangular structure of 214
apartments started in 1928 lacks obvious military features except for the usual distribution of small
windows. 220

Erzherzog Karl Strasse
One motive for placing it there, as with a multitude of others, might have been to counter the
proprietary tendencies of people who lived in the single-family houses of settlements in the area.
An especially crass example of political gerrymandering with military implications appeared at
XXI. Josef Baumann Gasse 65-67 that abuts the early Siedlung Baumanngasse. The task went to the
same Karl Krist of MA 22 who designed the settlement six years earlier. The building even today lies
incongruously in open agricultural fields far from the usual conveniences of urban life like streetcars.
Motives for placing a project here cannot be documented but easily surmised. 221
Meeting of Gemeinderat 13 March, 1931. Post 3, Pr.Z. 481 approved without negotiations for a
450/400 mm. 1.w. Hauptversorgungsrohrstranges der Hochquellenleitung im Zuge der Erzherzog Karl
Strasse, Vernholzgasse und Langobardenstrasse im XXI Bez. Other streets are included as well, among
them Marbodg. Steinbrecherg. and Magdeburgstr.
220
Pictures 2408, 2409, 2410.
221
The block was built in 1929, the settlement in 1923. The city ended a lease early, paying a certain
Aegidius Loidolt S1400 or S17.5/m2 for land “to enlarge the settlement,” deceptively concealing that it
was in fact an apartment block containing nearly the same number of apartments as adjoining
219
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Josef Baumann-Gasse 65-67 (1929) next to Siedlung Baumanngasse (1923) to the left

Josef Baumann-Gasse 65-67 with settlement in the distance to the left. The 51 apartments are about
the same number as the 58 in the settlement.
Returning to the Ostbahn, the junction of the northern and eastern branches was significant,
but the spot where the Ostbahn crossed the Danube on the Stadlauer Ostbahn Bridge was yet more
strategic. The government conducted an air raid drill in 1934 that imagined enemy bombers hitting the
adjacent railyards of Stadlau. 222 For all practical purposes the Ostbahn entered the city here after
settlement houses. It deprived some residents of backyards by crowding close to the houses despite
standing next to large fields. Loidolt used the opportunity to get a permit to build on land he owned
nearby in addition to a hefty compensation for cancelling the lease. Weber approved part of it
personally. BD 626/29.
222

BD 1934 – A1-92 Ohne Zahl, order of August 29, 1934.
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traversing a few snaky oxbow lakes left over from the old Danube. 223 The site with its 134 apartments
has been covered in connection with bridges, but it is useful to repeat that the location is the farthest
south of any railroad spanning the Danube in the Vienna area. A spur connects the Ostbahn with rail
lines along the right bank of the Danube to integrate the system with other lines in the II. District. The
blocks in this distant corner of the city were started in 1928, about the same time as the buildings in
Weidlingau, Strebersdorf and Donaustadt to emphasize Weber’s interest in securing the railroads at
vulnerable points on the edge of the city.
After heading southwest for a short distance across the narrow end of the II. District, the
Ostbahn crossed the Danube Canal at the gas works and electrical power plant discussed earlier. An
elevated siding branches off toward the stockyards just west of the gas works. This intersection with
underpasses was covered by the Anton Schrammel-Hof, a stout block of 257 apartments built in 1925
whose military features were oriented eastward toward the railroad. 224

XI. Anton Schrammel-Hof, Kopalgasse. Ostbahn to the right.
Some distance to the southwest the railroad crosses Simmeringer Hauptstrasse elevated above
its intersection with Kaiser-Ebersdorfer Strasse. Here, at Fickeystr. 8 the city built another block of 254
apartments, but less than half of the apartments were finished by February 1934. About half a mile
farther into town the Ostbahn passed over the Aspangbahn, curved to the northwest and was joined by
a southern branch of the same railroad for the final stretch into the Ostbahnhof and freight yards. All
branches joined together for a very short distance where the railroad passed over Gudrunstrasse at the
entrance to the yards. Remarkably given the concentration of rail traffic at the bottleneck, there was no
apartment structure in the immediate vicinity although two buildings were a short distance away just
west of the reservoir on Quellenstrasse. The Arsenal lay there anyway to reassure the socialists. During
the revolt, the three projects on Quellenstrasse were in Schutzbund hands reliably enough that Julius
Deutsch sought refuge there without success when the George Washington-Hof was about to fall to
government forces.
223

Picture 1022.
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Pictures 0612, 0613, 0614.
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The most notable feature of the Ostbahn terminal and yards was their proximity to the Arsenal.
This massive array of 72 buildings built between 1849 and 1856 in a deliberately defensible style against
the possibility of another urban uprising like that of 1848. It was controlled by the socialists after World
War I and housed many of the weapons that had been salvaged from the war although the exact
locations of caches within the labyrinth was a closely guarded secret. The Arsenal represented the
greatest concentration of socialist military power in the city. This understandably made it the target of
government suspicion which conducted periodic searches starting in 1926. Outrage at confiscations
when locations were betrayed led to negotiations leading to the transfer of some weapons from the
Arsenal to the Schloss Neugebäude on the southern outskirts of the city across Simmeringer
Hauptstrasse from the Zentralfreidhof. Being far larger in area than the entire Ostbahn terminal and
freight yards, the Arsenal more than adequately protected that quarter of the city in the event of an
armed struggle.

Remaining portion of the Arsenal with Ostbahn to the left, and Landstrasser Gürtel to the right from
Google Earth.

The Aspangbahn

As it curved toward the Gürtel the Ostbahn crossed over the Aspangbahn, a smaller railroad that
approached the city along a single line from the undeveloped southeast. A large complex of buildings
grouped around Herder Platz adjoining the railroad, some of them like the Widholzhof with significant
military characteristics, protected the railroad as it approached the more heavily populated parts of the
city. The military features of the Widholzhof, however, are directed toward road intersections rather
than the railroad.
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Widholzhof on Herder Platz
It was not until the line approached the terminal that a large complex seemed to be directed
toward the railroad itself. This was the Wildganshof whose 829 apartments make it one of the largest in
the system. The huge structure towers over the railroad embankment at the intersection of Landstrasse
and Rennweg as well as the Rennweg Infantry Barracks beyond. Its location took into account the
projected extension of the Gürtel that would have run parallel to what is now Hofmannsthalgasse a
block to the south. This would have left the Wildganshof occupying most of an exceptionally strategic
slice of pie formed by the Rennweg, Landstrasse, the Aspangbahn and the curving Gürtel had the Gürtel
been extended as planned. 225 With the Arsenal immediately to the west, the Wildganshof has the
distinction of being between two military bases at the confluence of two vital highways where a railroad
meets both. It was no wonder that the Schutzbund chose to defend it tenaciously in 1934.

225

Cf. G. Freytag & Berndt's Verkehrsplan von Wien, 1924.
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Wildganshof at junction of Aspangbahn, Landstrasse Hauptstrasse and Rennweg.

The Südbahn

The terminal of the Südbahn was so close to the Ostbahn station that they were combined after
the bombing of WW II. It was the terminus of a line that came into Vienna from Graz and Klagenfurth
over the Semmering Pass. As it entered the city at Liesing it crossed the Liesing Creek which drained the
south side of the Wienerberg. As mentioned earlier, the already polluted Liesing Creek was in danger of
becoming an open sewer until a water treatment system was constructed, so it could not be developed
much south of a line stretching from Hetzendorf through the Wienerberg to the Laaerberg on the
east. 226 This situation brought the city face to face with the limitations imposed by its infrastructure: no
sewers, no housing. Until the city ran out of land served by water mains and sewers the socialist
government quietly took for granted the municipal improvements of the Lueger years even as it
attacked the Christian Socials for ignoring the plight of the masses huddled in substandard housing. The
first large apartment blocks along the Südbahn, therefore, did not appear until the railroad had worked
its way between Hetzendorf and the Wienerberg to Schedifkaplatz and the Philadelphia Bridge a short
distance from the Matzleinsdorf freight yards and the Gürtel.
A question arises. Could the city have placed a modest block similar to the Josef Rautmann-Hof
in Weidlingau or Scheydgasse in Strebersdorf near the edge of town along the Südbahn? The answer
seems to be yes with Liesing as a likely spot. This supposition detracts a bit from the argument that
military considerations played a significant role in locating municipal housing. On the other hand, even
though no one at the time was worried about polluting the Danube because of the immense volume of

A garden settlement was established as early as 1921 on Hoffingergasse in Altmannsdorf, but when
the district president (Bezirksvorsteher) offered land to the city to build public housing. The city
declined the offer without mentioning that Altmannsdorf was in the Liesing watershed. Housing was
eventually added there in the 1950's.
226
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water, the greater concern about pouring sewage into the tiny Liesing Creek was perhaps sufficient to
override security concerns originating outside of the Stadtbauamt. 227
Once the Südbahn got near the Gürtel the city made up for whatever was lacking in security
farther south. From the Philadelphia Bridge where the first housing projects appeared, the Südbahn
encountered more and larger blocks, first at Am Fuchsenfeld where the Fuchsenfeldhof and the
Reismann-Hof stand. The Fuchsenfeldhof, designed by the favored firm of Schmid and Aichinger, was
one of the first projects financed by the housing tax. It is a frowning giant of 480 apartments with a
tower and arcade covering the sidewalk along Karl Löwe-Gasse. Small windows face the length of the
street. The building also protrudes a few feet onto the sidewalk along busy Längenfeldgasse in one of
the first, relatively modest, suspensions of the city's building lines. Both features were dispensations
that became common in subsequent buildings designed by Schmid and Aichinger, altering the Stadtbild
in a way that cannot be ignored. Other architects imitated that firm without hesitation or opposition
from the Stadtbauamt.

Fuchsenfeldhof
There appear in the records no forthright discussions about the purposes or procedures for
suspending the building lines or their impact on the Stadtbild. Nor is there discussion among the
historians of the program. Building lines might mean nothing in designing individual elements of the
apartment buildings like overhanging balconies or bays, but they meant everything in kinesthetic terms
to people observing and interacting with them. The military implications of physical features enter the
picture, unspoken but present, to become documents in their own right.

The Stadtbauamt was forced to turn down another suggestion to build in the Liesing watershed. The
Bezirksvertretung of the XII. District suggested in August 1928 that the city use land it owned on
Rothenburggasse south of Khlesl Platz for public housing. The answer came that it could not be done
because it was impossible to build a sewer. Public housing went up on the site eventually in 1953-54.
Cf. SBD 3101/28 for letter of August 28 and reply.
227
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The building lines along with the Stadtbild suffered a similar indignity from the Reismann-Hof
across Längenfeldgasse from the Fuchsenfeldhof also designed by Schmid and Aichinger. This complex
of 604 apartments appears to be directing a series of gun ports toward the Südbahn underpass and
embankment at the entrance to the Matzleinsdorf freightyards. 228 From the direction of the Südbahn,
the side along Längenfeldgasse appears to be three sets of small windows staggered backwards
symmetrically. The third is placed in a tower and arcade spanning the sidewalk which has windows only
on the side facing the railroad. The space added to the complex by the tower is minimal; it has a
pleasing esthetic quality, for it repeats the motif of small windows seen in the portions of the building to
the south, but the fortress-like effect is unmistakable. The drawings at a scale of 1:200 must have made
the effect as clear to the designers as it was obvious to observers, particularly at such a short remove
from World War I. The Reismann-Hof was a dramatic change from the grandiose and monumental style
of the early 1920’s to the threatening and militaristic style of later years.

XII. Reismannhmof Am Fuchsenfeld 1-3 by Schmid and Aichinger

This was the scene of considerable fighting during the uprising of 1934. Pictures 0516-0518, 1533,
1535, 1536, 1607, 1605, especially 2834.
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The Südbahn reaches the Gürtel at a point where the Matteottihof stands, presenting one of the
most obvious examples of militaristic construction in the entire city. 229

V. Matteottihof 1926 by Schmid and Aichinger, spanning Fendi Gasse and flanking the entrance on the
left
This building will be discussed later in connection with intersections. Other giants like the Julius PoppHof, the Herweghhof, the Julius Ofner-Hof and the Südtiroler Hof flank the Südbahn along its route to
the Südbahnhof parallel to the Margareten and Wiedner Gürtel. The station itself was close enough to
the Arsenal to be influenced as well by that gargantuan complex.

The Verbindungsbahn

The Verbindungsbahn connecting the Südbahn with the Westbahn left the Südbahn near the
Hoffingergasse settlement. It had one municipal block along its length at Hetzendorferstrasse 157-161
as well as the large settlement of Lockerwiese farther to the west. The location of the block on
Hetzendorferstrasse is significant for three reasons: the arterial reaches its highest elevation at this
point; it brushed the railroad; a bridge crossed the deep railroad cut. 230 It was a building of just 49

229

Pictures 0304, 0303a, 0307, 0308, 1116, 1516, 1517, 1519, 1520, 1613, 2829.

Before the war the streetcar line ended at this spot. Cf. Lenobel IX-3. By 1924 the streetcar line had
been extended considerably farther along Hetzendorferstr. and a carbarn lay at the foot of the hill
where Bergheiden Gasse crossed the Verbindungsbahn.
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apartments designed in 1927 by the Stadtbauamt itself rather than by a private architect. 231 The bridge
at the foot of Kern Strasse was narrow and not suitable for heavy traffic but it was the only bridge in the
area since the modern bridge carrying Atzgersdorfer Strasse across the cut lay in the future. It was
probably evident that Atzgersdorfer Strasse would soon become more important than Kern Strasse, for
despite the bridge, Kern Strasse was only two blocks long and ended on Defreggerstr. at the foot of the
Rosenhügel settlement while Atzgersdorferstr. passed more conveniently alongside the large
settlement. Only the location of Hetzendorferstr. 157-161 appears to be significant, for it has no
military characteristics to speak of other than the cellar windows and two blunted corners along
Hetzendorferstr. A single Baroque scroll graces the roof line. The unnamed architect of MA 22
continued the Baroque theme with a few oval windows in the attic.

Hetzendorferstrasse 157-161, an unscheduled addition of 192 apts
The Verbindungsbahn also touched the large municipal settlement of Lockerwiese at the spot
where the line curved northward to meet the Westbahn. Karl Schartelmüller of the Stadtbauamt
designed the 643 row houses found here. The two-story houses undergo a metamorphosis similar to
several other settlements where Anton Langer-Gasse, Biraghigasse and Versorgungsheimstr. meet at the
railroad underpass. 232 Here the settlement becomes more like a block, impeding access to the interior,
rising to four stories and containing a series of small windows pointed in various directions. A store on
the corner accounts for some added height, but the effect is to increase the amount of masonry in the
immediate vicinity of the railroad. Farther along Waldvogelstrasse the corner house remained two
stories where the settlement again approaches the railroad. In the middle of the settlement another
large section bridges Faistauergasse, again similar to other municipal settlements that had large,
It shows up neither in the catalogue of 1934 nor in the Mang catalogue of 1976 but is included by the
Hautmanns (#173, p. 348.) It is unusual in having no attribution appearing on the outside, unlike later
projects in the neighborhood.
232
When the Schnellbahn was organized, the planners confirmed the importannce of the location by
placing the Speising station here.
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incongruous communal buildings in the center giving the impression, kinesthetic to be sure, of an
attempt to dominate the settlement from a central location. The starting date of 1928 matches Weber’s
expanded control over the program and the increasing size of the projects.

Corner of City Settlement Lockerwiese at the Verbindungsbahn

The Donauuferbahn

A minor railroad along the right bank of the Danube that served commercial interests along the
waterfront from Heiligenstadt to Praterspitz was the Donauuferbahn. The streets parallel to the rail
line, Donauuferbahn Strasse (now called Handels Kai), Wehli Strasse and Engerth Strasse contained
several municipal apartment blocks. From north to south they were the Beerhof, Janecekhof and Robert
Blum-Hof clustered near Allerheiligen Platz. The Janecekhof, a towering structure of 841 apartments
covering an entire square block, is especially significant with its windows in setback corners that provide
a view down all four streets surrounding the building. The entrances to the six courtyards are narrow,
low, and fitted with projecting windows on either side for a better view in both directions meant to
observe and control foot traffic into and out of the courtyards. 233

Observation windows were a common feature, mentioned in regard to the Heizmannhof along
Lasallestrasse in II. District. The narrow entrances were a firefighter's nightmare.
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Janecekhof with setback corners

Janecekhof entrance to courtyard

XX. Beerhof Wehlistr. 72-86 with bay windows, started in 1925
Farther downstream along the river lay Wehlistrasse 160-162, built on an old-fashioned model
in 1922. It has been torn down since making it the only one of 378 projects that has not survived to the
present. A photograph of its facade shows no military characteristics whatsoever. 234 The building at
Handelskai 210 is a small, strong corner building with setback balconies and several cellar windows
slightly above sidewalk level. The building at Josef Christ-Gasse (now Kafkagasse) and Wehlistrasse
likewise has grated cellar windows but few other military characteristics. Buildings along Engerth
Strasse in the Second District like the Wachauer Hof are directed more toward the military bases in the
Cf. Hautmann p. 266. It was still standing when R. Hautmann took pictures in the late 1970's but was
gone by 1982 when this researcher visited the site. Hautmann comments that the building is almost
unrecognizable as a city housing project and suggests that perhaps an older member of the Stadtbauamt
designed it.
234
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area than the railroad that lies in the vicinity, and the two buildings at Wehlistrasse 305 and 309 have
been discussed already with reference to the Stadlauer Ostbahn Bridge where the Ostbahn meets the
river and the Donauuferbahn.

121

Military Installations
It should come as no surprise by this time that Gemeindebauten became military installations
themselves. The socialists were following the preoccupaton of the national government going back to
1848. Simply put, the government used army bases placed in cities to prevent revolution by intimidating
the civilian population. The socialists could be expected to do no less.
A surprising number of military bases in Vienna remained during the interwar period. There had
been several more between 1848 and 1900 but better security, growth of the city and changes within
the military led to a set of negotiations that closed some bases and transferred the property to the city
for development while the military built bases elsewhere better suited to their needs. Nine bases,
mostly within what is now the Gürtel, were closed in a protracted set of agreements called simply the
Kasernentransaktion or Military Base Transaction. The Franz-Josefs-Kaserne was closed to extend the
Ring to the Danube Canal, but at the same time the government erected the Wilhelms- and AlbrechtsKasernen across the Danube Canal in the II. District, meaning that some fear of a local uprising still
lurked in government circles. The architecture of the replacement barracks was anything but
threatening, though, with Renaissance domes and ornamental pediments.
Besides these two, there remained ten bases in Vienna in varying stages of use, disuse or
closing. Garrisons were remarkably small because the number of troops in the whole country was
capped at 30,000 by the Treaty of St. Germain. The government soon shut down the Landwehr Kaserne
in the built-up V. District inside the Gürtel converting part into a trade school and transferring the
military units to a new Landwehr Kaserne in Kaiser Ebersdorf on the southern edge of town. The Stifts
Kaserne on Mariahilferstrasse housing the War Archives, formerly the War Academy, had only a
skeleton crew. The Infanterie Kaserne near Schwarzenberg Platz became the formidable Marokkaner
Federal Police base and the Arsenal fell into socialist hands. The military bases that still remained
threatened socialist military planners enough to be listed individually in the Eifler Plan for Schutzbund
operations.
No written evidence appears to support the thesis that the appearance of large apartment
blocks with thick walls close to bases was anything but a coincidence. All except one of the bases
nonetheless had large housing projects with military features close by; in some cases the apartment
buildings looked more like fortresses than the bases themselves. The one base missing a housing project
was the Stifts Kaserne on Mariahilfer Strasse near the Ring which Weber insisted late in the program
should get a project quickly. 235 The pattern suggests another intent, namely to present the
government with an armed socialist presence in the immediate vicinity of under strength army units,
behind walls sometimes more defensible than the bases. Furthermore, after the police betrayed their
attitude to the workers in 1927, projects began to appear in the vicinity of police barracks and
neighborhood police stations. The socialists with Anton Weber now in complete control were copying
the government in trying to neutralize the threat in their midst with large installations built near military
and police strongholds. It was reasonable to imagine that weapons would appear in the hands of
Schutzbund members living next door to army bases and outnumbering the soldiers. Eleven of the
235

Covered below. The date was August 19, 1930. Cf. BD 3359/30.
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twelve bases in Vienna eventually had Gemeindebauten in close proximity, mostly directly facing the
entrance.
The City Council avoided using scarce park land, however, reluctant to oppose the popularity of
parks going back to the last century. 236

Landwehr Kaserne in the V. District

One of the earliest bases to receive an apartment block in the neighborhood was the Landwehr
Kaserne in the densely packed V. District of Margareten. The Stadtbauamt need not have bothered
because the base was on the way out, but all the same, the Heinehof, built in 1925 facing Stöbergasse,
abutted the Landwehr Kaserne along its back side. With six stories and small triangular projections
containing ventilation windows above the entrances to the courtyards, the building packed 168
apartments into a neighborhood otherwise devoid of public housing. The decision to shut the Landwehr
Kaserne was made earlier, but the base still appeared on the city map of 1924. The fate of auxiliary
buildings across Spengergasse was in flux and need not have disturbed the socialists.

Wilhelms- and Albechts- Kasernen

In 1923 the city began to repay the government for its fear of revolution by threatening the
government in return. It placed the Wachauerhof next to the Wilhelms-Kaserne at the north end of the
two army bases that lay between Engerth Strasse and Vorgarten Strasse in the II. District. With 181
apartments, numerous small windows from street level to roof, rooms projecting over Engerth Strasse,
and located across the street from an electric power plant, the Wachauerhof was one of the earliest
examples of two kinds of rooms projecting over the street that provided views in two directions. 237

Max Fiebiger of the Stadtbauamt reminded interested officials of this in a memo of May 1924
suggesting that there was some pressure on the Stadtbauamt to use parks for housing contrary to
popular sentiment. BD 1651/24.
237
The rooms were rectangular or trapizoidal. The masonry of the first story appears to be thicker than
that of the upper floors which seem to be brick covered with stucco.
236
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Wachauerhof II. Jungstrasse 15
More provocative than the Wachauerhof were two more buildings on the list projected for
1928-1932. They lay likewise between Engerth- and Vorgarten Strassen and together with the
Wachauerhof bracketed the two Kasernen with a checkerboard pattern. 238 Weber had to wait for sewer
lines to be finished on Vorgarten and Engerth Strassen, but as soon as they were in place the city started
the Elderschhof. 239
The Stadtbauamt left intact a small park across the street, confining the building to a triangular
plot of ground along Austellungs Strasse. The lot was small, so the Elderschhof contained only 124
apartments, appointed with the usual toilet cubicles and their ventilation windows. It can be described
The city paid the Firma "Hydraulika" 65,000 Schillings for almost 3000 m/2 or S 21.7m/2 for the land
on Ausstellungsstrasse, a figure that was considerably higher when lost revenues from fees, taxes and
other costs were included. Weber handled the transaction personally. BD 3338/28.
239
Cf. BD 2021/29 on the timetable for finishing the sewers.
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as a truncated Strassenhof with the courtyard intact but open to the street. Half of the outside is cut off
on an angle leaving the strongly grated entrance at an odd location on one side of the courtyard. The
effect in relation to the Albrechts Kaserne is unmistakable. It faced the northern end of the base across
Eldersch Platz with a tall, set back series of windows and balconies surrounding the courtyard. It cut off
the Albrechts- from contact with the Wilhelms-Kaserne in the process.

II. Elderschhof, Engerthstrasse 218-222.
Weber put considerable effort into erecting this small building with the increasing likelihood of an
armed confrontation. The Eifler Plan written at the same time was now including conflict in its
projections.
The small Elderschhof stood no chance sandwiched between Kasernen on both sides, but the
city made up for it with a large block of 375 apartments on the south end of the Albrechts-Kaserne. 240
The Sturhof, also known simply as Engerthstrasse 230, with six floors not counting the attic, towered
over the three story Albrechts-Kaserne across Sturgasse. It had four long, narrow entrances to an open
courtyard, one on each side of the building. All of the entries were covered by small windows on the
inside of the courtyard facing the passages making the interior impenetrable by ordinary means should
the occupants defend it with barricades and firearms. 241

Pictures 1018, 2925, 2926. On April 20, 1931 as the Depression was deepening the highest
Stadtbauamt officials responded to questions posed by Weber in a meeting about reducing costs. They
agreed on several ways to build more economically, making the walls thinner, for example, but explicitly
excluded eliminating the small windows in the toilet cubicles. Someone thought getting rid of them
would save money. Report written by Musil. BD 1293/31.
241
Pictures 1015, 1016, 1017, especially 1017 for the long, grated cellar windows above street level in
both and the solid masonry triangular balconies of the earlier building that might have been useful as well
in an armed confrontation.
240
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Entrance to the courtyard of the Sturhof.
The cellar rises above street level on the exterior forcing residents to climb an extra flight of stairs but
presenting the surroundings with a bank of grated cellar windows that made the outer walls more
defensible. Otherwise the building gives the first indication that projecting rooms and bays were being
eliminated at Weber’s direction.
It is not recorded whether the Fire Department objected to these specific entrances as in the
case of the Leuthnerhof, but the firemen made clear as early as 1927 their objections to designs that
hindered getting equipment into the courtyards. They then and sought representation on the planning
commission. 242 The Stadtbauamt issued general directives to accommodate the Fire Department and
raised the height of the Leuthnerhof entry, but in the case of the Sturhof where the entrances amount
to four low, narrow tunnels it ignored their concerns. Weber was certainly aware that no equipment
larger than hoses could get into the courtyard.
The architect of the Sturhof was Josef Hahn who had proven himself at the Südtiroler Hof on IV.
Schelleing. with its variety of setbacks, bays, cellar windows and a casemated doorway. We can suppose
that Weber found his performance in 1927 suitable enough to offer him another contract, indeed two,
in 1930. 243

For an extensive discussion between the Fire Department and the Stadtbauamt cf. BD 3021/1927 in
addition to the BD 2675/1927 mentioned earlier. In both cases the Fire Department got no say in the
designs.
243
Hahn’s other contract was for a building of 61 apartments at Laxenburgstr. 92.
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Sturhof (Engerthstrasse 230) on the right. Albrechtskaserne on left, was rebuilt after extensive damage
in WW II.

Landwehr Kaserne in Kaiserebersdorf

Much farther to the south in the vast open expanses of XI. Kaiserebersdorf the government built
a new army base to replace the Landwehr Kaserne in the V. District mentioned earlier. It, too, contained
only a handful of troops between the wars. 244 The city had reason to put a housing project in this
forsaken place since there were undoubtedly civilian employees or dependents who needed housing
within a reasonable distance. Here on Landwehrstrasse the city erected two long, three story buildings
of 36 and 48 apartments in 1926 and 1932, directly across from the base and flanking the entrance. The
grated cellar windows and balconies might easily have been useful in an armed confrontation. 245

The base was built on land formerly used for military maneuvers. Freytag & Berndt's map of 1911
has the area labeled “Exerzier Platz.” Landwehrstrasse did not exist as yet.
245
Pictures 2208, 2209.
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XI. Landwehrstrasse 3 with Landwehrstrasse 5 in the distance
In kinesthetic terms, entering the base from either end of Landwehrstrasse can be compared to running
a gauntlet of projects. The presence of two housing projects, not overly large or high, balanced opposite
each other and far removed from other projects in the system was a reminder to the government that it
had to deal with the socialists whether in the built-up city or at the far ends of town. They were a
potential embarrassment for the federal government given the small garrison and the number of arms
in circulation, with considerable numbers stored additionally at Schloss Neugebӓude nearby ever since
the Arsenal raid in 1927. The projects are redolent of the two at the Stadlau Bridge also put up late in
the program. The socialist sympathies of inhabitants in the projects were more vital than ever when
defections from the ranks of soldiers in the event of a civil war were increasingly unlikely despite
enduring hopes in party circles. Socialist soldiers’ unions from the early years of the Republic scarcely
functioned any longer. 246
When the first building was finished in 1927 Weber ran into problems with the second that
frustrated him for five years. The city owned the land under both buildings but could not build on it.
That right had been assigned by the government to a firm named Holzmarkt in 1922. In 1926 with the
base going in, the city arranged with the company to build on one parcel along Landwehrstrasse at the
entrance to the base. The parties drew up a complicated legal document accompanied by a large
surveyor’s map depicting the area with precision. 247 The contract was important enough to require the
notarized signatures of Mayor Karl Seitz and two heads of administrative groups in the Gemeinderat

“Military Committees,” one for each of the army barracks, excluding Kaiserebersdorf, were getting
organized in 1925 with the stated intent of indoctrinating soldiers. The unsurprising result was that
members were persecuted by superior officers. Eventually Julius Deutsch complained that applicants
with socialist sympathies were not being accepted into the army. Cf. VGA Partei Archiv vor 1934 Mappe
119 Heeres- u. Militӓrangelegenheiten Envelope #5 Reichsmilitӓrcomitee Lӓndermilitӓrcomitees 19251927. Körner eventually opposed mixing politics with army service in this way as part of his
confrontation with Deutsch.
247
The full name of the company was Holzmarkt gemeinwirtschaftliche Anstalt.
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neither led by Weber. 248 He decided on the second building as soon as the first was finished, but by
then the Holzmarkt firm was bankrupt with legal entanglements complicating building rights. To his
annoyance he found that the matter required yet another contract, again with the notarized signatures
of the high-ranking officials. The delays prevented completion until after the civil war when Weber was
in custody. 249 One is tempted to say the second building was not worth the fuss, but Weber hung on
doggedly.

Rennweg Infantry Kaserne

The Rennweg Infantry Kaserne lay the site of an old orphanage for girls in a heavily populated
blue-collar area of the III. District. It was old, in poor condition, with a venerable church from 1763
sharing the site, but it housed a small garrison anyway. The location was near the Gürtel at the junction
of Rennweg, Landstrasse Hauptstrasse and the Aspang railroad with an overpass for the railroad at the
junction of the three. The government might have kept the base as a small counterweight to the
socialist Arsenal a few blocks away.
The city's contribution to the neighborhood was the Wildganshof at one corner, located on
empty land between the Arsenal and the Aspangbahn. It has been mentioned already with reference to
the railroad. This giant of 829 apartments with setback portions and attic windows looking like
machinegun portals at the corners loomed high above the Aspangbahn embankment at the Landstrasse
overpass while the crumbling, single story army base occupied lower ground to the north. The location
made a mockery of Eifler's plan to seal off the city inside the Gürtel when it ignored a garrison, however
small, behind the expected line of defense. The plan shrugs off the base, along with others, directing
that local leaders should storm or seal it off in the early moments of an uprising, another example of
Eifler’s dreamy ineptitude. The immense Wildganshof then became a center of fighting in 1934.

A curious, unusual directive was added to have the Provincial and City Archives store the document,
where it now lies.
249
Cf. Vienna City and Provincial Archive Serie (WStLA) A1- Hauptarchiv-Akten und Verträge-des
Hauptarchivs under EZ 913 in Kaiserebersdorf. Documents in Stadtbauamt files include BD 4063/30
where the building is crossed off a list of buildings not yet started with the note "Anfang bauen [illegible]
(Baurecht)" and BD 4209/30 where the building is crossed off the Wohnbauprogramm for 1931 with the
annotation "(Baurechtsgrund)"; The design said to accompany BD 79/30 of January 1930 sent to Weber
is missing. Pressed by Weber to begin construction as soon as the legal problems were sorted out, the
Stadtbauamt assigned Karl Schmalhofer of MA 22 who repeated his design for the first half. Cf. also BD
4560/30 of Dec. 1930 and BD 988/31 indicating that the project was still being planned; BD 2405/31-still
being planned as of Aug. 1, 1931, BD 2803/31-still being planned, BD 354/32, marked "streng
vertraulich”,"strictly confidential”-still planned as of Feb. 1, 1932. Finally started two years late in
October 1932 (BD 3644/33 and BD 450/34 of Feb. 1, 1934) the second building on Landwehrstrasse was
projected for completion in August 1934 (BD 4178/33), too late for the uprising.
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III. Wildganshof: Aspangbahn, Rennweg and Landstrasser Hauptstrasse with railroad, bus and streetcar
lines.
The architects, Karl Hauschka and Viktor Mittag, had proven themselves with two other
Gemeindebauten, at Thurygasse in the IX. Bezirk of Alsergrund and the Friedrich Ebert Hof, almost twice
as large, in the XV. District of Rudolphsheim-Fünfhaus. Both buildings had distinct military features. The
Eberthof covers the sidewalk and has triangular bays that project even farther for a better view of
Hütteldorferstrasse in both directions. The outside of the Wildganshof lacks many features of the earlier
structures following Weber’s directive to simplify designs but makes up for the deficiency with sheer
size.

IX. Thuryhof Marktgasse 3-7 Hauschka and
Mittag

XV. Eberthof Hütteldorferstr. 16 Hauschka and
Mittag

Across Landstrasse at the corner of Petrusgasse on the opposite side of the Aspangbahn lies the
small Marianne Hainisch-Hof directly across from the Rennweg Kaserne. The stubby gothic arches of the
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ground floor take their cue from the massive and graceless Rabenhof two blocks to the northeast while
banks of oddly curved masonry balconies hang from the upper floors over the sidewalk to provide views
down Landstrasse. The blunted corner adds an extra set of windows facing the army base at the
expense of interior space, insignificant in more spacious prewar buildings but done with more
deliberation in a building with apartments as small as those mandated in the postwar program. 250 The
unusually large balconies above the street are especially threatening.

III. Marianne Hainisch-Hof Petrusg. 15. Landstrasse and Rennweg Kaserne are to the right.
The immense Rabenhof with 280 more apartments than the huge Wildganshof dominates this
part of the III. District. It was a complex with 1109 apartments clustered around spacious courtyards on
the site of the old Krimsky Kaserne. It spanned both Rabengasse and Rüdengasse like the Winarskyhof.
Deserving attention for its size rather than its proximity to the Rennweg Kaserne, the Rabenhof was one

Picture 0912. Compare with Tanbruckg. 33, picture 1627, finished in 1919 according to prewar plans.
The corner is cut off to provide better access to a shop as in the Marianne Hainisch-Hof, but the added
light compensates for the loss of space in the large, high rooms.
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of the early giants designed originally by Schmid and Aichinger. 251 A heavy square tower topped by two
floors of small windows dominates the interior along Rabengasse; feeble attempts to lighten it with
pointed arches and balconies only make its bulk more conspicuous. This awesome symbol of socialist
power overwhelms the neighborhood, but at some distance from the Rennweg Kaserne. Its military
characteristics seem directed inward rather than outward, in this case appearing more concerned with
impressing opponents than threatening them.
The Rabenhof grew incrementally after 1925 over five years. Its later phases involved buying
land at record prices for the time. 252 When the Krimsky Kaserne was abolished, part of the land fell into
the hands of a known speculator named Dr. Kuehnel. The original plan for the Rabenhof, first called the
Friedrich Austerlitz-Hof, did not include building on that land, but ambitions for the project led the city
to meet Kuehnel’s price. Opponents demanded an explanation in the Gemeinderat for changes from
the original plan when cheaper land was available. The city bought the land earlier without approval of
the Gemeinderat as was its right technically, so the referent, Paul Speiser who was leading the
administrative reform program, calmly explained that the land was needed to complete the project
although in fact it was an expansion. 253 Weber approved a sum of 79.5 S/m2, in cash and the city
picked up various costs and taxes for a total cost of 138 S/m2. Other land suitable for building at the
same time was available for 3 S/m2. 254

The Rabenhof was started in 1925. Cf. plans with the number 1930 to be found in BD 1924 A1-37
following 2119/24. In the next year Schmid and Aichinger designed the Matteottihof and the
Herweghhof on the Margareten Gürtel.
251

Cf. Stenographisches Protocoll November 25, 1927. pp. 6245-6246. Weber was in the process of
combining the entire building program in his Administrative Group IV following the elections of 1927.
Paul Speiser was the referent for the session (Berichterstatter). As the head of Administrative Group I
Personnel and Administrative Reform, he tailored the changes to what Weber wanted saying the
building program has far exceeded the scope of administrative groups set up in 1920 so that the head of
Group V, Technical Affairs, might lose proper supervision. So this group should be cut down, especially
by putting Apartment Building (Wohnhausbau) in Weber’s Group IV which controls renting apartments
and administration of buildings and already has a determining influence on the way the buildings are
built. "...die (Gruppe IV) ja auch schon jetzt selbstverständlich auf die Art des Bauens einen
bestimmenden Einfluss nimmt." Speiser continues saying that we are therefore combining everything
connected with apartments (Wohnungswesen) in one committee under one head (one amtsf. Stadtrat
and one Gemeinderatsausschuss).
253
Architectural styles vary within the complex.
254
Pictures 0914, 0915, 0916, 0917, 0918, 0920. The area was part of the old Krimsky, or Artillerie
Kaserne on earlier maps. The relatively small installation is not indicated on the city map drawn up for
the schools in 1879. Likewise, the base is not labeled on the map of 1924, though it is still identified by a
color different from the rest of the district. The Krimsky Kaserne occupied about 25% of the block lying
on the corner of Petrusgasse and Baumgasse. The Rabenhof appears on the maps following BD 2119/24
as located next to the Krimsky Kaserne showing how the size of the project grew from the original
concept. The Rabenhof eventually occupied about 50% of the land though it did not extend to the
corner of Petrusgasse and Baumgasse, and the base no long appears on later maps. It is uncertain at
this time how the base became divided between the city and private parties. Cf. Gemeinderats Session
of Sept 23, 1927 Stenographisches Bericht p. 4846. Dr. Kuehnel must have deserved his reputation as a
252
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III. Rabenhof with entrance to inner courts and beyond to St. Nikolaus Platz
All in all, the people in charge of choosing sites seemed unconcerned with the small, old
Rennweg Kaserne except for its location; the huge Wildganshof and still larger Rabenhof were enough to
contain the barracks even at a distance.

Trainkaserne-Heckenast-Burian-Kaserne

The Trainkaserne, renamed after WW II for two heroes of the opposition, lay in the XII. District
of Meidling near Schönbrunn Palace. A large tract of open land just to the north stretched along
Hohenberg Strasse, bounded on the east by Aichholzgasse on the west by the Tivoli gardens and on the
north by Probst Perger Platz. The base itself was begun in 1903 late in the Imperial program, to handle
supply and logistics growing into a small city of barracks extending westward toward Schönbrunn. 255
The city began using some facilities immediately after WW I for repairing motor vehicles since the base
was more convenient than its workshops in Strebersdorf. 256 Gradually the federal government
relinquished the land west of Schwenkgasse, giving most to the city for housing but reserving part of it
along Schwenkgasse for the St. Clemens Maria Hofbauer church which went up later. The city was then
able to acquire the rest of the land along Schwenkgasse for a settlement. The socialists were annoyed
by any new church building, routinely turning down applications for building permits to construct new
speculator since he was identified as such even by the Christian Socials who disliked using a term
employed against them by the Social Democrats. At any rate, with half of the Rabenhof already
complete or started, the socialists were not willing to sacrifice the full plan and drop the other half in the
face of the high price demanded by Kuehnel.
The map of 1912 drawn up by the Stadtbauamt shows the Trainkaserne extending only to
Schwenkgasse while Freytag u. Berndt's map of 1924 shows it extending well west of that. Plan von
Wien, Unter Mitwirkung des Stadtbauamtes, drawn by Karl Loos. R. Lechner k. u. k. Hof u. Univ.
Buchhandlung, 1912.
256
Cf. BD 3791/19 where the city asks the government for land in the Trainkaserne to repair trucks
since Strebersdorf was too far out. The Stadtbaudirektor at this time was still Heinrich Goldemund, a
German nationalist forced out by the Social Democrats shortly thereafter.
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churches, but were faced with a fait accompli in this matter. 257 They then made a complicated deal in
exchange for leaving the church alone. 258 Whatever the circumstances of land acquisition and
development, the city eventually put up two large housing projects flanking the Trainkaserne on the
north and west.
Am Tivoli across from the gardens was a unique combination of a project and a settlement,
perhaps because it was next to Schönbrunn. It consisted of small buildings with four apartments each
spread out in a parklike setting designed by Wilhelm Peterle of MA 22. The houses have distinct military
features similar to the pillbox-like towers of the Paul Speiser-Hof in Floridsdorf regardless of the bucolic
ambience. 259 The later sections closer to the Train Kaserne are more like townhouses clustered around
interior courts open to the streets in various places and contain fewer tiny windows than might be
expected.

Am Tivoli across from the Train Kaserne redesigned in 1929 from Google Earth
BD 627/29 speaks of an old monastery with a Kindergarten on the site. Another map of the time
shows Clemens Maria Hofbauer Church on the west side of Schwenkgasse somewhat south of
Hohenbergstr. The present church lies prominently on the corner of Hohenbergstr. and Schwenkgasse
258
Much of this is a reconstruction on the basis of hints contained in BD 627/29 from Feb. 14, 1929
discussing a change in plans for Am Tivoli at the corner of Hohenbergstr. and Schwenkg. across from the
Train Kaserne along with a request for final approval for Blocks VI and VII of the settlement Am Tivoli.
"The Klemens Maria Hofbauer church is here and an old monastery (Kindergarten) which can be left if
we get the other ground." The land mentioned here is across Schwenkgasse from the older portion of
the Train Kaserne. The land directly across Hohenberg Strasse from the old part of the base is discussed
in BD 5014/29--Bittner to Weber, Nov. 4, 1929, where Bittner says that the land along Hohenberg
Strasse cannot be developed until 1932 because of leases. That would be part of the extensive project
along Aichholzgasse started in 1929. The attached file mentioned as explaining the matter in more
detail is missing from the files. The new church allowed the area west of the Train Kaserne to be cleared
for expanding the Am Tivoli settlement.
259
Compare pictures 1806 and 1807 with 0418 and 0420. The form invites comparison with the
expressionistic architecture of Erich Mendelsohn in Germany.
257
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XII. Am Tivoli 1927. Several others lie along Hohenbergstr.
The other complex across Hohenbergstrasse from the Kaserne contained eight divisions. It was
called the Indianerhof or simply Aichholzgasse 52 with 735 apartments even more aggressive than Am
Tivoli. The first three sections were started together in April 1929 along Hohenbergstrasse and
consisted of eight separate blocks containing an array of small windows set in stone, notably in the attic,
as well as the heavy masonry balconies of earlier years that now needed the personal approval of
Weber. 260 The more massive blocks farther north between Aichholzgasse and Schwenkgasse follow the
model of the Strassenhof. External cellar windows look like casemated machinegun portals resembling
Weissenböckstr. II. Teil. One of the blocks covers Spittelbreitengasse with access to interior courts
covered by small windows. 261 The architects, Camillo Fritz Discher and Karl Dirnhuber had proven
themselves on smaller projects. Discher’s latest building, the Anton Kohl-Hof at Rüdengasse in the III.
District done with Paul Gütl has dramatic trapezoidal bays and balconies projecting over the sidewalk
while Dirnhuber had incorporated masonry balconies with effect at XVIII. Weimarer Strasse 1 in 1924. In
his earlier buildings Dirnhuber had followed Josef Frank in eschewing variegated facades, but small
windows made a comeback in many forms on the Indianerhof from ground level to the attic covering
every conceivable approach.
The combination of Am Tivoli and Aichholzgasse 52 presented the army base with two immense
projects totaling 1139 apartments on two sides of the base with distinctly provocative features
redesigned and built anew at a time when the Schutzbund was reorganizing along military lines.
Other buildings in the area were located between the Trainkaserne and the Philadelphia Bridge
two blocks away with the Simonyhof, mentioned in connection with the Südbahn, being almost
equidistant from the army base and the railroad crossing. Smaller buildings like Ruckergasse 69, a
frowning building with setback windows, and Tannbruckgasse 31 and 33 lie there as well but are

BD 4178/33 Verzeichnis der Gem. Wien...Wohnhausanlagen. Stichtag: 1. Jänner 1934. Nachlass
Schlöss. Pictures 1803, 1804, 1805.
261
Pictures 1737, 1800, 1801, 1802.
260
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relatively unimportant. Tannbruckgasse 31, based on a prewar design and completed immediately after
WW I, is hardly recognizable as part of the program. 262
The Maria Theresian Kaserne of today on the south side of Schloss Schönbrunn did not yet exist
in the interwar period.

Radetzky Kaserne

The Radetzky Kaserne, just north of Gablenzgasse in XV. Ottakring was across from the large
open area of Schmelz. It was small for an army base, only a square block, but particularly worrisome
lying in the heart of a workers' district. It was meant to replace the Franz-Josefs Kaserne, rather like the
Wilhelms and Albrechts Kasernen in the II. District. In other words, it too was intended to intimidate the
potentially rebellious working class in the neighborhood.
Schmelz was an assemblage of buildings in varying styles designated Settlement or Apartment
House "Schmelz” clustered around huge courtyards on the western edge of Schmelz started in 1919.
Originally one story buildings along Mareschgasse, the complex succumbed by degrees to the prevalent
gigantism shown by a block along Possingergasse and Gablenzgasse erected in 1925. The closest part of
Schmelz to the barracks, though, was six blocks up Gablenzgasse. There was some open land on the
eastern side of Schmelz only a block away, and the city made use of it starting in 1924 with the
Forstnerhof at Alliogasse 27-33, adding Giselhergasse 6 in 1926, then Gablenzgasse 35-37 and the
nearby Grassingerhof in 1931-32. The city also put one complex in the middle of the block between
Ganglbauergasse and Hyrtlgasse immediately north of the barracks. The pattern of placement is not as
evident in Ottakring as in II. Leopoldstadt, but even though distance separated the Radetzky Kaserne
from surrounding Gemeindebauten all of the buildings had some elements that could be useful in an
armed struggle. 263 It was ironic that in the end the Arbeiterheim nearby on Kreitnergasse saw the most

Part of the Ruckergasse complex at Koppreitergasse 24-26, done in 1929, dispenses with the small
ventilation windows facing the street, although they are still evident at Ruckergasse 69. Pictures 1631,
1632. The two buildings on Tanbruckgasse have the tall windows and classical decorative elements of
the bourgeois era. The large basement windows of Tanbruckgasse 31 have little in common with the
small apertures of the postwar period. Pictures 1627, 1628. The casual observer would have trouble
recognizing the recently renovated buildings since they lack the red lettering of other Gemeindebauten.
263
Schmelz pictures earliest-1828, middle-1826 & 1827, late-1823. The Forstnerhof and Giselherg.6 are
within view of each other and almost identical. Both were designed by Gottlieb Michael, an architect in
the Stadtbauamt responsible for putting on exhibitions, presumably the one with the best sense of
esthetics. The Forstnerhof lacks small ventilation windows on the street side while the later Giselherg
included them once again; both have projecting rooms with side windows but few other militarily useful
features. Forstnerhof pictures 1719, 1720, 1721. Giselherg. 6 picture 1722. Gablenzgasse 35-37 has
three corners taken up with setbacks crowned by towers although none of the setbacks has side
windows close to the street like the Janecekhof on Wehlistrasse. The entrance to the court is covered
effectively by a small cellar window Pictures 1723, 1724. The Grassingerhof has the usual ventilation
windows and cellar openings but its balconies are of the simpler, slab variety. Picture 1718. The side of
Ganglbauergasse 4-12 facing that street is flat while the side facing Hyrtlg. has projecting balconies of
the later type. Picture 1814 and note on back.
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fighting in 1934, which perhaps argues that the socialists were not planning to use the Gemeindebauten
as fortresses.
The Arbeiterheim, built in the 19th century with lots of ornamentation contained a weapons
cache, suffered some loss of life, and was largely destroyed in 1934. 264 A sortie mounted too late was
too weak to capture even the police station around the corner much less the Radetzky Kaserne another
block

Breitenseer Kasernen

High in the area of the XIV. District known as Breitensee lay two military bases for the cavalry
called the Large and the Small Cavalry Barracks. 265 They formed a right angle to each other with the
Large Cavalry Barracks perched on a steep hill overlooking Hütteldorfer Strasse two blocks to the south.
Breiteenseer Strasse separated the two. The highest ground in the district was occupied not by the
military but by two reservoirs built at different times for two separate water systems to be discussed
later. Small Schrebergärten or garden plots, several still remaining, occupied the land between the
bases and the reservoirs along with a factory for radio equipment that grew up as well. The area was
high and poorly served by public transportation. All the same, some of the land lying in the elbow of the
two barracks along Breitenseer Strasse was mentioned as suitable for housing as early as February
1922. 266 It was largely ignored in the following years partially because the city did not want to
compensate lease holders for early cancellations. In 1928 when Weber had gained control the city
became interested again and started rezoning the land for housing, but little got done until after
1929. 267
The Stadtbauamt developed more ambitious plans in the meantime. The building eventually
contained 630 apartments instead of the 350 projected in 1922 as the second of seven apartment blocks
to rise in the vicinity of army bases between 1929 and 1932. 268 Communication was tense with the
possessive gardeners whose sheds sometimes doubled as cottages. One of them, City Councilman Franz

The building was not rebuilt as before but a plaque commemorating the events is affixed to its
successor. Picture 1815.
265
Now they are known as the Vega-Payer-Weyprecht Kaserne and the Biedermann-Huth-Raschke
Kaserne.
266
Letter of Franz Siegel to Bundes Wohn- und Siedlungs-Fond February 24, 1922, BD 430/22. The
inconvenience of climbing a long hill was considered minor. It was customary for people to climb
several stories to reach their apartments. There is one reference in notes on BD 1547/30 about a letter
of Dec 10, 1924, Ohne Zahl, possibly referring to 1922, on getting the ground and planning the
Breitensee complex, but the project was deferred.
267
The city evidently made little attempt to buy out the leases before 1928. Then, with the approval of
Weber and GRA IV to rezone the property for housing (June 5, 1928, AZ 318/28) and permission to buy
some leases (October 24, 1928 regarding the property KP 287/1 EZ 331) the project got the green light
on December 17, 1929. BD 5427/29 memo of Jaeger to GRA IV of December 13, approved December
17, 1929. BD 5427/29.
268
They were Aichholzgasse, 1929, Breitenseer Str. 1930, Engerthstr. 230, 1931, Wildganshof, 1931,
Elderschhof, 1931, Gablenzgasse 35-37, 1931, Grassingerhof, 1932. One might also add the small II.
Landwehrstrasse 5 out in Kaiser Ebersdorf done in 1932.
264
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Huber, was taken by surprise when a surveyor showed up and angrily threw the man off his property. 269
The politician was hardly uninformed about the city's plans after the rezoning of nearly two years
earlier. 270 The complex at Breitenseer Str. 108-112 is notable not only for its location but also for the
towers intruding onto the sidewalk at the north end of the building along Burgersteingasse and
Altebergenstr. They dominate the entire length of the two streets alongside the building. The setback
on Burgersteingasse has the added advantage of covering one of the entrances to the Large Cavalry
Barracks along Breitenseer Strasse albeit at some distance. 271 The portion of the complex east of
Burgersteingasse designed by Hugo Mayer and Hans Hamm who collaborated with the principal
architect Hugo Gorge, is much simpler in form than its neighbor. 272 It occupies high ground above the
Small Cavalry Barracks with the interior court open to the base on the east. 273 Standing between the
bases and the two reservoirs, the complex was equally vital to the city water supply, a point to be taken
up later.

Franz Huber (4.8.1871-22.4.1944, Gemeinderat 1914-1932) is listed in the Wohnungsanzeiger as a
Kaufmann and in the Biographische Sammlung as a Hausbesitzer. He represented the XIII. Bezirk and
lived at Breitenseestr. 37 some distance down the hill from his carefully guarded Schrebergarten.
269

Cf. BD 5427/29, BD 150/29 and BD 1547/30. For the confrontation between Councilman Huber and
Engineer Renner cf. BD 1547/30. Ing. Renner threatened to sue Herr Huber if the city did not back him
even though he admitted being impolite. He was mollified when the city checked and found that in fact
Huber was right because no negotiations to buy the property had taken place as yet. This was on April
2, 1930, twenty-two months after the area had been rezoned. The northern area of what became the
housing complex was included in the plans presented to the Gemeinderat in June 1927 although the
parcels do not appear in the accompanying catalogue, possibly because they were not all owned by the
city as yet. The catalogue states that the parcels named are city-owned properties. Cf. BD 2231/27. I
could find no subsequent agreement between the city and Gemeinderat Huber on buying the property.
271
Pictures 1514, 1515, 3024-3033, 3135, 3136.
272
Gorge had worked with Franz Kaym and Alfons Hetmanek on two projects near XI. Herderplatz,
neither of which was in a particularly sensitive location nor designed with many militarily useful
features, but all the same the Höger-Hof became the scene of fierce fighting in 1934.
273
Hugo Mayer and Hans Hamm designed the part east of Burgensteingasse while Gorge appears to be
the man in charge of the whole project. Hamm gets no credit in the official catalogue but is mentioned
on the plaque affixed to the building
270
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First part of Breitensee 108-112 on the left, part by Mayer and Hamm on the right.

Breitensee 108-112 on the right in the distance; Kaserne to the right, reservoir to the left.
Anton Weber had still more plans for the area. He proposed a project in 1931 between
Breitenseer Strasse and St. Gotthard Strasse immediately east of the Breitensee Kaserne. If built it
would have sandwiched the army base between two Gemeindebauten similar to the Albrechtskaserne
and the Wilhelmskaserne in the II. District. This time the federal government balked. The usual testy
exchange between Weber and Leopold Kunschak in the Gemeinderat ended without Weber getting the
needed federal money. 274 The city could find money for only 2500 of the 10,000 apartments he wanted,
showing how much Vienna depended on the federal government by this time.
Another building in Breitensee is of interest as well. The Franz Kurz-Hof at Spallartgasse 26-28
would fit the pattern of placing an apartment building with military features in the immediate vicinity of
an army installation, but the base in question was scarcely a threat to the socialists. It had been a
military academy with a complement of officers but became an experimental Federal Educational
274

Arbeiter-Zeitung, April 22, 1931.
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Institute shortly after the war in response to the socialist effort to reform the schools. The parklike
compound became army headquarters later on, named the Kommandogebäude General Körner in 1967,
but when the apartment structure was constructed across the street in 1923--relatively early in the
program--the place had little connection with the army although the walled grounds were federal
property at the disposal of the government. The Franz Kurz-Hof formed a socialist presence high on a
hill above the site, but military features are relatively few; small cellar windows line the sidewalk almost
at ground level along Spallartgasse but there are no small ventilation windows facing the streets in the
apartments above.

Franz Kurz-Hof Spallartgasse 26-28.

Franz Ferdinand Kaserne - Starhemberg Kaserne

The Franz Ferdinand Infantry Kaserne, later renamed the Starhemberg Kaserne, was a
substantial military complex covering a square block in the X. District a short distance from a reservoir
and ornate water tower overlooking the famous Spinnerin am Kreuz. It appeared around 1910 and
remained in operation after World War I. 275 One block to the west the city put up the Quarinhof in
1924, so situated that the upper floors gave a good view of the length of Troststrasse next to the
barracks on the north. 276 The building is one of the few that has no small ventilation windows on the
outside, and the peaked triangular bays projecting from the sides are more expressionistic than
militaristic. At the same time the building dominates its surroundings.

The base is not present on maps as late as 1910. Cf. Freytag & Berndt's Verkehrsplan von Wien, 1910,
but it appears on the next version in 1911.
276
Pictures2835 especially, and 2836. Also 1307, 1308.
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X. Quarinhof

On the other side of the Kaserne at a distance of six relatively short blocks lies a string of
Gemeindebauten starting at the intersection of Troststrasse and Neilreichgasse, chief among them the
Pernerstorfer-Hof. This large building of 425 apartments started in 1925 was the third major project
strung along Troststrasse, the other two being Troststrasse 64-66 and Van der Nüll-Gasse 82-86 done
shortly before. 277 Approaches to the Pernerstorfer-Hof along Troststrasse from both directions show
how completely the projecting rooms and side windows provide a view of Troststrasse and the sidewalk
next to it in the direction of the barracks. 278

Troststrasse 64-66 was started on November 19, 1924 and ready for occupancy on December 21,
1925. Van der Nüll-Gasse 82-86 was started on January 1, 1925 and finished in two stages by June 30,
1926. The Pernerstorfer-Hof, started on Feb. 9, 1925, was ready on October 27, 1926. Catalogue of
January 1, 1934. BD 4178/33 found in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss.
278
Pictures 0208, 0209, 0210.
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X. Pernerstofer-Hof from Troststrasse
The same is true of Neilreichgasse, the more important arterial of the two. Both of the other
buildings along Troststrasse have towers jutting out over the sidewalk, at the corners of Troststrasse 6466, set back from the corners on Van der Nüll-Gasse 83-86. Still, these buildings appear less military
than the Pernerstorfer-Hof because the windows in the towers hardly provide an improved view of the
street. 279

Troststrasse 64-66

279

Van der Nüll-Gasse 82-86

Pictures 0214 for Troststrasse 64-66 and 0213 and 2109 for Van der Nüll-Gasse 82-86.
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Another major project in the area extended downhill along Neilreichgasse just to the north of
the Pernerstorfer-Hof facing Friesenplatz on the west. Friesenplatz 1-2 with 189 apartments has the
usual lines of horizontal cellar windows and vertical ventilation windows combining with triangular bays.
It also has a projecting tower section at the north end. Lying across from the open spaces of
Friesenplatz, the building has more of a visual impact on its surroundings than the much larger
Pernerstorfer-Hof up the hill although its location with respect to strategic installations is less important.
An assessment of socialist intentions with regard to the Franz Ferdinand Kaserne (Starhemberg
Kaserne)) would have to be mixed. The buildings in the vicinity are not adjacent to the base or even in
the immediate vicinity. At the same time several, especially the Quarinhof and the Pernerstorferhof,
exhibit decidedly military appearances that would be useful for defensive purposes, if not for attacking
the Kaserne.

Rossauer Kaserne

The Rossauer Kaserne was meant to intimidate potential revolutionaries after 1848, was in flux
at this time. It had enough connection with the army that the IX. District where it stood was designated
by Social Democratic party headquarters to receive a committee to encourage cooperation between
soldiers and politicians. The base appeared on Julius Deutsch’s list of dangerous installations with
strengths that could not be ignored. 280 Indeed, its towers and covered entrances could be considered
models for the towers and entries of many Gemeindebauten. It eventually became an important
headquarters of the federal Executive once again.

Rossauer Kaserne picture from Google Earth
The neighborhood was heavily built up close to the Danube Canal but the city managed to put a
significant little building two short blocks north at Rossauer Lände 21, covered already in relation to

280

Cf. VGA Partei Archiv vor 1934 Mappe 119 Heeres und Militӓrangelegenheiten.
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bridges, which has a number of fortress-like features including narrow masonry balconies likely
approved personally by Weber. 281

Karls Kaserne

The Karls Kaserne occupied a square block in the XXII. District bounded by Maurichgasse,
Lenkgasse, Portnergasse and Wintzingerodestrasse. It was the only military installation of note on the
far side of the Danube lying a short distance from Wagramer Strasse which crossed the Danube on the
Reichsbrücke. The large garden settlements of Kagran and Freihof, hardly distinguishable from each
other, totaling 1113 apartments followed designs by Karl Schartelmüller of the Stadtbauamt. They
began filling the fields north and east of the Karls Kaserne in 1923 meant for railroad and utility workers.
They appear to have posed little threat to the base although there were enough small windows along
curved and zigzag streets to interest military tacticians. 282
One large building of 387 apartments is another matter. Standing at Steigenteschgasse 6-12
facing Wagramer Strasse, started in 1925 and intended for streetcar drivers and their families, it lay
closer to the barracks than to any car barns. An even more outwardly militaristic building at
Meissnergasse 4-6 in the adjoining block started at the same time added 119 apartments. It contained
more triangular bays, setbacks and articulated elements than did the larger building. But besides being
farther from the barracks it faced away from the base. Consequently, it could only with difficulty be
considered to have a relation to the base despite the number of military features.

XXII. Meissnergasse 4-6

VI. Stifts Kaserne

The Stifts Kaserne deserves special consideration. Just west of the Exhibition Pavilion on the
“Second Ring” as it was called, it had no housing project in the immediate vicinity even though the city
owned land in the built up VI. District close to Mariahilfer Strasse, the major arterial between the Ring
and the Westbahnhof. The base housed the War Archives but otherwise was a relic of the monarchy
For the directive on balconies cf.BD 3463/28 mentioned already.
Picture 2728 and 2729 for Siedlung Kagran with Heckenweg blocked by a building where it makes a
sharp right and pictures 2730 and 2731 for covered street passing between Siedlung Kagran and Freihof.
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with little military importance. Things changed in 1930 with the political situation worsening when
Weber surprised the Stadtbauamt with a demand for a project to be built there as quickly as possible.
The communique moved among various departments emphasizing the urgent nature of the request and
saying that it came from the top of VGA IV, meaning Weber himself. 283 The project was never built, likely
due to a full list of projects under construction already, a cutback in federal funds and the looming
Depression. At the same time it occupies a unique place in relations between the Gemeindebauten and
national politics by showing clearly Weber’s interest in neutralizing government military installations.

Police Barracks

The Federal Police occupy a unique place in the interwar history of Austria. They represented in
fact a more serious threat to the socialists in Vienna than the army, especially after the riots of 1927
when police fired on the workers killing more than 800. Thereafter the city took an interest in placing
housing projects close to police headquarters in various districts. The Zürcher-Hof was started in
October 1928 a short block from the large Polizei Kommission in the X. District and across Gudrunstrasse
from the district courthouse with its administrative offices. Doubtless planned before Weber’s
injunction against masonry balconies issued in August, the strength of the building is emphasized by
ranks of protruding balconies on all sides. Few ventilation windows open on any of the surrounding
streets but those that do are along Gudrunstrasse down the street from the police headquarters.

X. Zürcherhof Gudrunstrasse 149-149
Perhaps the most important police headquarters with a neighboring apartment building was the
Marokkaner Bundespolizei Kaserne near Schwarzenbergplatz on the boundary between IV. and III.
Districts. The massive building with a modest tower at a corner was more like an army base than a
police station. 284 The area was largely built up, but in 1930 the city put a small building of 54 apartments
BD 3359/30. Jaeger and Friedl to MA 19 telling them to get the necessary plans in quickly, saying the
decision to build came from the top. The location was the corner of Windmühlgasse and
Fillgradergasse.
284
The Bundespolizei found it inadequate and poorly located after the uprising of 1934 and pressed for
a new building closer to major government buildings at Lerchenfelderstrasse 1 on the site of the present
283
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on Neulinggasse across from Modena Park a short distance away. One professional person in the area
considered it an attempt to leaven the otherwise middle-class neighborhood with socialist
sympathizers. 285

Neulinggasse 39 started in 1930

Weghuber Park and the adjoining Studentenheim (formerly UNIDO headquarters). It would have been
big enough to house 600 men on a regular basis, 2000 in an emergency, together with their motor
vehicles and weapons. But the land belonged to the city. The noted architect Clemens Holzmeister
drew up plans despite opposition from the Stadtbauamt to the destruction of a park. Richard Schmitz,
the new mayor at the time, took a direct interest in the Stadtbild and sympathized with the
Stadtbaudirektor Franz Musil in trying to save the park, though under the circumstances he felt
compelled to go along with the government. The Bund offered to exchange the land for any of thirteen
other parcels but the Stadtbauamt found none to be suitable. The Schuschnigg government eventually
put off the project “for many reasons,” the easiest to mention being the enormous cost. The whole
exchange, including Holzmeister's drawings, is contained in BD 4946/34.
285
Architect Erich Schlöss, son of Heinrich Schlöss of the Stadtbuamt, in an interview. Picture 1728. An
Art Nouveau structure with curved, elevated corners, it has no small ventilation windows facing the
street.
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Another small, triangular piece of open land across Marokkanergasse from the police
headquarters was about half owned by the city which could have acquired the remainder after 1929
when the right of eminent domain was changed, but the site was difficult and the city decided not to
build on it. 286 The building that went up after World War II resembles some earlier structures like the
Winarsky-Hof in spanning the street in two places. 287 There is currently no evidence to say that the city
considered building on the site prior to 1934 despite outward similarities to interwar structures.
It is also worth mentioning that the entire square block bounded by Koppstr., Possingerg.,
Herbststr. and Zagorskig. in the XVI. District held apartments of police families. The Franz SchumeierHof went up north of this complex across Koppstrasse in 1923 before the sympathies of the police were
brought into question by the riots of 1927. Afterwards, the Pirquethof and the Adelheid Popp-Hof with
669 apartments were built in 1929 and 1931 on Herbststr. south of the complex to sandwich the police
between city projects similar to the army bases in the II. District. 288
One project of c. 170 apartments in the XVI. District called the "Kaserne der Sicherheitswache"
or Security Watch Base was meant to keep a district police headquarters under surveillance. It was
bounded by Reinhartgasse (now Haberlgasse) and Friedmanngasse four blocks west of the Gürtel,
approved late in 1930 but never built. The District Court lay in the block east of the site, roughly the
same relation of police headquarters, courthouse and housing project as found in the X. District. 289

Assessment of Gemeindebauten and Army/Police Bases

Political realities counted more when the Schutzbund was founded in 1923 but military
considerations just below the surface became prominent after 1927. Both sides knew the Treaty of St.
Germain left army bases seriously undermanned. Placing Gemeindebauten adjacent to or near bases
amounted to creating military bases for the Schutzbund that could contain more fighting men and
weapons than the army could assemble at the same locations. The numbers speak for themselves; the
17,000 men of the Schutzbund greatly outnumbered the 4500 men the army could spare for Vienna.
When socialist sympathies among soldiers decreased to the vanishing point the Social Democrats came
to expect that they would be fighting the army as well as the Heimwehr and the police if it came to
violence.
Anton Weber and the Stadtbauamt took up the challenge of confronting the army by erecting
ever more provocative buildings in the vicinity of army bases after 1925, more after 1927. Weber
involved the mayor in extraordinary efforts to acquire building rights for a small but important project at
the entrance to the new army base at Kaiserebersdorf. He introduced economy measures to eliminate
some provocative features when funds from the federal government were drying up before the
For one example of the expropriation process cf. BD 1030/32. Condemned land had to be built on
by a certain time or it went back to the previous owner.
287
Compare pictures 0204 and 3109. The building was erected in 1952-53. Until the Plan Archive is
opened it will be difficult to determine exactly when the building was designed.
288
Franz Schumeier-Hof pictures 0316, 0317, 1830, 1832. Pirquethof pictures 1824, 1825. Adelheid
Popp-Hof picture 1829. Though the Adelheid Popp-Hof has towers protruding over the sidewalk on both
Dehmelg. and Possingerg. neither side of either tower has windows.
289
Cf. BD 4018/30. Jaeger to Gemeinderatsausschuss IV October 16, 1930 approved by Weber
November 11, 1930.
286
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Depression but larger projects and more men compensated for fewer tactical advantages built into the
projects. Perhaps the most instructive gambit was his insistence when civil war was imminent that the
Stadtbauamt interrupt its work to concentrate on a housing project near the Stifts Kaserne that housed
archives more than soldiers.
As for the Schutzbund, Eifler and Deutsch made a huge, perhaps fatal mistake thinking they
could easily capture or isolate army installations. They ignored the strength of brick and mortar even
with small garrisons behind the walls. Most importantly, Social Democratic politics and the building
program went together; the Schutzbund and the apartment houses grew together with complementary
goals, accounting for every army and police base of any size and extending to neighborhood stations as
well. It is naïve to think the two were separate, that Weber the politician thought only about housing
and that the Schutzbund leaders were unaware of the military capabilities of the Gemeindebauten.
Weber was well known in Schutzbund circles with his name and telephone number found among
persons to be contacted in case of an emergency.
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Reservoirs, Water Towers and Pumping Stations
A judgment about strategic motives of locating Gemeindebauten in the vicinity of water
resources is mixed. Only seven of the eleven largest water facilities inside the city had projects nearby.
The water system was part of Administrative Group V (VG V) which had been led by Franz Siegel until his
death and then temporarily by Paul Speiser, head of the group charged with administrative reform (VG
I). Speiser was the one who led the consolidation of apartment affairs under Weber’s Administrative
Group IV. Karl Richter was promoted from VG VII, General Administrative Affairs, to be the new head of
VG V, but the Social Democrats remained entirely in control of the administration as before.
The water system of Vienna was a modern one of considerable sophistication. It involved
acquiring water rights, collecting the liquid at the source, transporting it to the city, storing it and
distributing it at constant pressure throughout the city according to needs that fluctuated with times
and seasons. The force of gravity was utilized as much as possible, so the elevation of reservoirs was
crucial.
Arriving from the south and west, the water was stored in reservoirs located in an arc stretching
from the X. to the XIX. districts. Mains that distributed the water were matched by sewers that safely
carried away waste water and storm runoff. 290
A big problem facing city planners after WW I dealt with sewers. The Wienerberg and Laaerberg
form a ridge dividing two watersheds, the southern part drained by the Liesing Creek, the northern by
the Vienna River. The Liesing watershed had a poor sewer system which blocked most development in
the area until a time when the city government could set new priorities and divert resources from
housing to infrastructure. They were unwilling to do so despite mounting problems acquiring land for
housing in areas already served by utilities and roads.
Vienna was served by three aqueducts. The I. Hochquellenleitung (High Source Pipeline) opened
in 1873 brought water from the foot of the Schneeberg 70 km. south of Vienna. The small
Wientalleitung (Vienna Valley Pipeline) of 1898 drew from the watershed of the Vienna River running
through town. The II. Hochquellenleitung, added between 1900 and 1910, carried water from Styria 170
km. distant. The terminus of the I. Hochquellenlietung lay on Rosenhügel in the XII. District, that of the
Wientalleitung in Breitensee in the XIII. District at the time, while the II. Hochquellenleitung ended at
Mauer just outside the city limits not far west of Rosenhügel. 291

The older parts of the city were drained by sewers on both sides of the Vienna River as well as by
various creeks that had been enclosed and connected to the sewer system. Large collector sewers
running on both sides of the Danube Canal received the waste water, carried it safely south and emptied
it into the Danube without treatment. This was an acceptable practice at the time since detailed studies
showed that the immense volume of water in the Danube diluted the sewage to a point where it was
considered harmless to anyone downstream.
291
The reservoir on Rosenhügel was immense, which presented potential problems in the event of a
breakdown of some sort. The terminal in the Mauer vicinity consisted of three smaller reservoirs which
provided an element of flexibility in the system.
290
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Wientalleitung

The Wientalleitung can be handled with dispatch. The Vienna River reservoir lay immediately
below a reservoir of the II. Hochquellenleitung that surpassed it in size and elevation. It was a relatively
small capitalist enterprise owned by a Belgian firm that drew “useful water” ("Nutzwasser") from the
upper reaches of the Vienna River outside of town. The water was used for parks, fire hydrants and
industries because it was unsafe for drinking. 292 The small size and poor water quality made it so
unimportant by 1920 that the city could get along without the water between 1921 and 1927 when the
company turned off the spigot in a legal dispute with the Rathaus. The system eventually came into city
hands in 1958 followed by improvements to compare with the other two systems.
The Vienna River reservoir was just above the large Gemeindebau of 630 apartments at XIV.
Breitenseerstr. 108-112 lying in the elbow of the two army bases discussed earlier. Found in plans as
early as 1922, the large apartment complex at eventually went up late in the program between March
1930 and December, 1932. In effect it did double service for the Schutzbund, representing strategic
interests in the bases and the water supplies. Weber proposed another apartment building east of one
barracks in 1931, but money from the Federal government dried up to prevent construction. The
sandwich effect would have been similar to the Wilhelms- and Albrechts Kasernen in the II. District as
well as the police apartments in the XIV. District.

I. and II. Hochquellenleitungen

If the Wientalleitung was marginal, the I. and II. Hochquellenleitungen were the core of the
water system. Two terminals, on Rosenhügel and at Mauer, delivered drinking water to an array of
smaller reservoirs spread in a crescent from the foot of the Laaerberg around to the Hungerberg.
However, not all of the sixteen small reservoirs located along this arc were vital for drinking water since
the system also generated electricity. 293 The water in three areas was pumped to considerable heights,
even as high as the Kahlenberg, both to serve residents and to store the energy of surplus electricity
generated while the city slept for use the next day at times of peak demand. Six hydroelectric plants
here and there regained the power. 294 The nine reservoirs located above pumping stations were less

Curiously, a map of 1945 put out by military authorities pinpointing the locations of fire hydrants in
the city includes only the network of mains belonging to the Wientalleitung , ignoring those of the I. and
II. Hochquellenleitungen.
293
Since demand for electricity fluctuates widely in the course of a day it was economical to use surplus
power produced at night to raise water up to reservoirs and regain the power the next day at times of
peak demand by reversing the flow through the pumps that now functioned as turbines. The alternative
was extremely inefficient, namely to put great stress on high pressure steam boilers by starting and
stopping them in succession. Instead, cheap electricity was used for industrial purposes like smelting
metal. It was also more in keeping with socialist principles for the city-owned electric plant to use the
city owned water system to provide hydroelectric power. The number of residents up on the hills was
kept small after the Lueger administration moved to establish a green belt around the city.
294
See the maps published in Chapter XIV. Vol. II of Die Tätigkeit des Wiener Stadtbauamtes 1935-1965.
Not all hydroelectric plants were associated with pumping stations, nor did all pumping stations move
water to reservoirs above them. Three generating plants at Mauer, Rosenhügel and the Wienerberg, for
example, simply took advantage of the height of the water as it arrived at the major terminals.
292
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important than those fed by gravity from Rosenhügel and Mauer and need not be discussed. 295 None of
them had housing projects close by. Below this "pump zone" the seven gravity-fed reservoirs supplied
mains arranged in four zones ranging from a high zone through a middle and a low zone to a "lowest"
zone along the Danube and on the floodplain east of the river. Most of these reservoirs, though not all,
had housing projects in the neighborhood.

Hochquellenleitung

The system served by the earlier I. Hochquellenleitung reached no higher than the middle zone
and included, besides the immense terminal on Rosenhügel, the three reservoirs fed from it: one at the
foot of the Laaerberg on Quellenstrasse, a second on the Wienerberg along Triesterstrasse and the third
a few blocks from Schmelz on Hütteldorferstrasse. All three of these reservoirs eventually had
Gemeindebauten erected close by.
The largest reservoir was on Rosenhügel at a place that used its elevation to distribute water to
the three other major reservoirs. Quite early in the housing program the city sponsored a settlement on
the same hill in the XII. District. It owned the land and provided loans to the Altmannsdorf Hetzendorf
housing cooperative, the same one that put up settlements on Hoffingergasse, in Lainz-Speising and
elsewhere. 296 Between 1921 and 1927 the settlement grew to 559 contiguous rowhouses. The layout
was not at all militaristic, but unlike other early settlements the residents on Rosenhügel were
sympathetic to socialist causes which kept the settlement growing while the cooperative program was
phased out elsewhere in favor of city-owned settlements. All the same, in 1930 Weber put a decidedly
militaristic apartment building on the corner of the Rosenhügel settlement at the intersection of
Defreggerstrasse and Rosenhügelstrasse. With a view down Rosenhügelstr. to Hetzendorferstrasse and
beyond to a crossing of the Verbindungsbahn, the building formed something of a bastion overlooking
the open spaces of Hetzendorf east of Endergasse. The project complemented Hetzendorferstr. 157
lying next to the Verbindungsbahn below the other corner of the settlement. 297 It was designed by
The nine found in the three different areas were: two around Steinhof (Steinhof and Steinbruch),
three above Hackenberg and Neustift am Walde (Hackenberg, Michaelerberg and Dreimarkstein) and
four above Grinzing (Krapfenwalds, Kahlenberg and two at Cobenzl).
296
The relationship of city to cooperative is found on the Gedenktafel attached to the settlement. It
says, "Siedlung Rosenhügel erbaut auf Gemeindegrund in den Jahren 1921-1927 von der
Genossenschaft Altmannsdorf Hetzendorf mit Kredithilfe der Gemeinde Wien aus den Mitteln der
Wohnbausteuer." “Rosenhügel settlement built on city property in the years 1921-1927 by the
cooperative Altmannsdorf Hetzendorf with credit from the city of Vienna using the apartment
construction tax.” Until the apartment construction tax started in 1923 the city provided loans. See
also BD 430/22, Franz Siegel (Amtsführender Stadtrat Verwaltungsgruppe V) to the Bundes Wohn- u.
Siedlungs-Fond, Feb. 24, 1922. In asking for funds from the federal government, he inserts a catalogue
of intended settlements and multistory apartment structures putting the priority on settlements. "In
erster Linie kommen hier die Siedlungsbauten in Betracht." The city's initial plan called for 2074 single
family houses. The multistory projects were intended for settled areas to avoid the considerable costs
of building infrastructure, "um die bedeutenden Kosten für die Herstellung von Strassen, Kanälen,
Wasserleitung, Anlagen für Gas und elektrischen Strom zu ersparen." Pictures 1618, 1619.
297
See Ch. 3, p. 42 for Hetzendorferstr. 157. Defreggerstr. 1a now has the address Rosenhügelstr. 35a.
Pictures 1620, 2506, 2507, 2508.
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Viktor Reiter, the same architect tabbed earlier to put an apartment structure in the middle of the
Hermeswiese settlement on Lynkeusgasse. 298 Ilona Duszynska mentions that in the waning moments of
the February uprising of 1934 Schutzbund fighters hid their arms on Rosenhügel. 299 This might have
been the location she means. Reiter had proved himself with Speisingerstr. 84-98 two years later and
got a third commission nearly twice as large at Biraghigasse 38-42 a short distance away.

XII. Defreggerstrasse 1a, here shown as Rosenhügel Str. 35, at the corner of Hermann Brock Gasse.
Defreggerstr.1a is not in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir on Rosenhügel. Several blocks
stretch in a straight line uphill from the building to the complex intersection Am Rosenhügel where
seven streets meet at the corner of the mammoth reservoir. A good deal of open land lay directly to the
north along Atzgersdorferstr next to the Rosenhügel settlement. It might have been used for an
apartment structure closer to the reservoir if the city had wished, but the site meant a long climb on
foot up Rosenhügel from Hetzendorferstr. The area remained undeveloped as late as 1959. 300 On the
other hand, Defreggerstr.1a lay between the reservoir and the huge Maria Theresa army base on a
direct line to the northeast, so the socialists interposed potential military presence between the
reservoir and any threat from the Kaserne.
For sheer size no reservoir was more important than Rosenhügel. The omission of an
apartment structure in the immediate vicinity might be significant in assessing the concerns of socialist
politicians regarding water supplies. If the location was so important, they might well have placed a
The buildings Reiter designed before Defreggerstr. 1a are curious for their design and their location.
The stretched-out structure at Speisingerstr. 84-98, from 1928 before either structure at the
settlements, has masonry balconies ingeniously designed so that different sets provide views either up
or down Speisingerstr. but not in both directions. Pictures 0412-0415, 2616. The small building of 12
apartments on Lynkeusgasse in the Hermeswiese settlement done in 1929 seems strange set among
row houses. Its bulk with small ventilation windows faces the entrance to the settlement from
Hermesstr. Pictures 2121, 2613.
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Ilona Duczynska, Workers in Arms, (New York: 1978), 191.
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Still undeveloped in the 1960's according to the maps used by the Hautmanns
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strong complex at the site as they did in Breitensee despite the inconvenience to residents, but they did
not. Weber seems to have played no role at this point.
The reservoir at the foot of the Laaerberg on Quellenstrasse in the X. District sent water from
Rosenhügel in two directions to the lowest zone, southeast to the far reaches of the XI. District and
northeast across the Danube to the XXII. District. A few open fields separated the reservoir from the
entrance to the Ostbahn freightyards across Gudrunstr. The city began a building of 172 apartments at
Quellenstr. 24a late in 1928 directly across Laimäckerg. from the reservoir followed the next year by the
large Hueberhof at Quellenstr. 24b. 301 These buildings became the most important assembly point for
Schutzbund fighters of the X. District in 1934. Julius Deutsch tried to reach them when he fled the
Ahornhof near Spinnerin am Kreuz. The entrance to the Hof on Quellenstrasse is flanked by balconies
that have masonry railings in contrast to the balconies on the rest of the building, and the wide entrance
to the courtyard has a jarring storage building set in the middle that forces traffic through small
openings on either side when there might have been one larger entrance. The form of the building
suffers but the apparent afterthought succeeds in further sealing off the courtyard. 302 The Hueberhof
next door gives small ventilation and attic windows unusual prominence facing the entrance to the
courtyard; they look like five sets of pillboxes set on top of each other framing the bust of union leader
Anton Hueber put up in 1953. The sides of the building have setbacks along the length pierced by
circular windows that cover the length of the sidewalk as far as possible without encroaching on it.
Mentioned already is the proximity of these two buildings to the Ostbahn at the only spot where all the
branches of that railway came together. 303

Quellenstrasse 24a, 1928

The Hueberhof had 497 apartments. Quellenstr. 24a. appears as Pernerstorfergasse in the catalogue
of 1934 B.D. 4178/33.
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Pictures 1132, 1133 and Hautmann, p. 307 for small building in entrance. According to the policy set
earlier the balconies would have needed Weber’s consent.
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Gudrunstrasse became Geiselbergstr. on the other side of the Ostbahn where the eleventh district
began and continued as the only arterial in this area of Vienna to cross the Aspangbahn toward the
housing projects clustered around Herder Platz.
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Hueberhof Quellenstr. 24b 1929
At the time the two buildings were being built on Quellenstrasse the city began planning an
enormous complex around Eisenstadt Platz some distance to the south between Laaerstr. and
Favoritenstr. It pursued the acquisition of additional land in the area and announced a limited
competition for the design. 304 The original plans called for 1277 apartments which would have placed it
third in size just behind the Karl Marx-Hof, bigger than the Karl Seitz-Hof or the Rabenhof. 305 The
economy collapsed, however, before the complex was started.
Another reservoir on the I. Hochquellenleitung in the southern section of the city stood on the
Wienerberg some distance to the west and one hundred feet higher than the reservoir on
Quellenstrasse. 306 A beautiful water tower, recently restored, stood next to it housing a standpipe to
regulate pressure in the system. It gave the name “Heimbauhilfe am Wasserturm” to a unique
experiment that dispensed with the housing cooperative model in helping private parties build their
own homes. 307 The water tower was vital enough in 1934 to be captured in an early sally from the
nearby George Washingon Hof led by Theodor Schubauer the head of the Gemeindewache and then the
By the end of 1929 the city had arranged to get 17,610 m2 (4.35 acres) from Österreichische
Schmidtstahlwerke AG to expand the project. It gave the company 1700 m2 elsewhere in exchange and
143,605 Schillings or 8.16 Schillings/m2. Total cost to the city amounted to 8.94 Schillings/m2 when fees
and various taxes were waived, as in other cases. Cf. BD 5428/29.
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Eisenstadt Platz was supposed to have three blocks of 268, 510 and 499 apartments respectively. BD
258/30. The competition for the design is mentioned in passing in BD 4019/30, but the project was on
hold by the end of 1930. BD 4209/30. This document states that the projected number of apartments
was 1500, but the round number seems to indicate a rough estimation. Fifteen hundred apartments
would have made it the largest unit in the entire system, even ahead of Engelsplatz. Reasons for
suspending the project are not discussed in the documents, but the financial situation was clearly
desperate by the end of 1930.
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The Laaerberg reservoir stood at 207 m., that on the Wienerberg at 238 m., 31 m.
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Pictures 2901, 2602, 2603 for representative houses of the settlement and its relation to the water
tower. The other settlement to receive aid from the city in a similar manner was the experimental
"Werkbundsiedlung" on the outskirts of the XIII. District where various designers tried their hands at
homes. The area now has the status of a museum.
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Schutzbund for a short time in one of the few attacks of the Schutzbund during the uprising. The Water
Tower stood above the Starhemberg Kaserne and closer to it than the Quarinhof or the Pernerstorferhof
discussed earlier. The Wienerberg reservoir lay immediately to the west of the water tower along
Triesterstrasse at Spinnerin am Kreuz, a famous monument from the Crusades to a patient wife. The
reservoir was embraced on three sides by Gemeindebauten, the earliest of them Triester Strasse 75-77,
a relatively small building of 53 apartments started in 1929 on the corner of Triester Strasse and
Windtenstrasse just north of the reservoir. A blunt corner has several characteristics of a fortress
including walls at various angles, banks of triangular bays projecting over the sidewalk, small ventilation
windows, small cellar windows at sidewalk level and a narrow entrance to the court. 308 The building
does not extend much above the reservoir on the hill across the street, but more significant was its
location close to the summit of the Wienerberg on Triester Strasse which made it critical regarding
traffic along that thoroughfare.
The city with Weber in the lead sorted out its priorities in 1932 and found money for a building
of 167 apartments to occupy a square block at Triester Strasse 85 on the southern side of the reservoir
likewise along Triester Strasse, This spot is the high point of Triester Strasse except for the reservoir
itself and does for the southern slope of the Wienerberg what Triester Strasse 75-77 did for the
northern side. The simpler features are in keeping with the mandates of 1931, but some militarily useful
features survived. These include a blunted corner, small windows tucked into the corners of rectangular
projections, a few small cellar windows and narrow entrances to the courtyard. The continuity of the
building is interrupted on the south side to provide a grand entrance to the interior. 309 Another building
across Triester Strasse at Eschenallee 1-9 complements it by occupying the triangle formed by
Wienerbergstrasse, Triester Strasse and Eschenallee with more of the same useful features. A notable
variance to the building lines projects several feet onto the sidewalk along Wienerbergstrasse to give an
excellent view down that long arterial. One ventilation window above street level with a machinegun
would have been enough to cover the length of the street. 310

Triester Strasse 51-53
Pictures 1235, 2931
Picture 1300.
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Picture 1305.
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X. Triester Strasse 85
These three buildings, interesting though they are, pale in comparison to the George
Washington-Hof used as Schutzbund headquarters during the rebellion. The George Washington-Hof
was designed as a series of large courtyards surrounded by apartment structures of three or four stories.
It was the crowning glory of the Garden City or Gartenstadt idea pioneered a few years earlier in the Karl
Seitz-Hof which represented one of the highest ratios of open space to built-up areas in the whole
system. The individual buildings were large enough to be better known than the whole complex itself,
named in 1932 for the American hero, so Viennese were likely to identify themselves as living in the
Ahornhof, Akazienhof, Ulmenhof, Birkenhof or Fliederhof surrounded by trees and flowers. 311 The
military characteristics of the buildings are overshadowed by the immensity of the scheme, but the
usual small ventilation windows are present at sidewalk level and in the apartments, as are masonry
balconies and projecting rooms on the Ahornhof. The Ulmenhof and Akazienhof have setback corners.
Only the Birkenhof is entirely enclosed and accessible through portals, although the Akazienhof is almost
as tightly sealed off from the street with only two small openings facing Wienerbergstrasse. The
Fliederhof is relatively open although the street that goes through it passes under the building at the
north end. 312 The George Washington-Hof amounts to 1084 apartments that stretch westward from the
reservoir to the gas works. Together with the three buildings close to the reservoir itself, another
building across from the gas works at Ruttenstockgasse 1, and a large complex of 769 apartments at
Wienerbergstr. 16-20, the total along Triesterstr. and Wienerbergstr. added up to a whopping 2377
apartments not including the settlement "Am Wasserturm." If one adds the projects on Stefan
Fadinger-Platz, the immense Johann Mithlinger-Hof and the Jean Jaures-Hof along Raxstrasse east of the
reservoir the city had a wall of projects crowning the Wienerberg for a distance of 2.5 kilometers
including Am Wasserturm.

This is not surprising because the units were occupied for more than two years before the complex
got its name in 1932 to celebrate the 200th anniversary of Washington's birth. As a unit it had been
called simply the Gartenstadt. The buildings were named after the maple, acacia, elm and birch trees
along with the lilac.
311
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Pictures 1301, 1304, 1306, 1625, 2932-2935.
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XII. George Washington-Hof
Julius Deutsch and the Schutzbund chose well when they picked the Ahornhof as their
headquarters. It had size, commanding height, central location within a concentration of socialist
sympathizers, and proximity to important utilities. All the same, strategic locations in the end could not
compensate for vague tactical planning, bad coordination, and a static, defensive mentality that was
abetted if not positively encouraged by the seductive appeal of fortresses when aggressive action was
needed. Julius Deutsch made a couple of personal reconnaissance forays in the middle of the fighting
but preferred to hunker down in the Ahornhof. The brave Schutzbündler who made a sortie and
captured the water tower found themselves isolated and without marching orders even though they
had taken a commanding position overlooking the Starhemberg Kaserne to the northeast. They
surrendered without firing a shot to the first units that moved in their direction from the army base,
much to the disgust of Julius Deutsch who relied on the position to protect his headquarters in the
Ahornhof. 313

II. Hochquellenleitung

The second system with its terminal at Mauer served reservoirs with two major aqueducts to
the west and north of Schmelz including Breitensee, Galitzinstrasse, Schafberg and Hungerberg. One of
the two lines ended at Breitensee in the middle zone close to the reservoir of the Wientalleitung while
the other swung to the west and ran along the base of the Vienna Woods in the high zone to reach the
other three. The pumping zone with its nine reservoirs originated at this level. Though the reservoir at
Breitensee had a large apartment complex close by, none of the other three storage facilities, that is the
reservoirs on the Schafberg, at Galitzinstr. and on Hungerbergstr., had Gemeindebauten in the
immediate vicinity. The reservoir on Schafberg was surrounded by a cemetery park, small gardens and
agricultural land. There were two small cooperative settlements erected shortly after the war near
Galitzinstr., one called Neuland the other called "Heim", the latter put up by a Christian coop
undoubtedly hostile to the socialists for ideological reasons. 314 Ideological differences were obvious;
time and again landowners in the area tried to obtain building permits for houses, but the city tied them
VGA Sacharchiv Personen Mappe #2 Deutsch. Manuscript “Ein weiter Weg Lebenserinnerungen” pp.
200-201 published as Ein weiter Weg: Lebenserrinerungen, (Zürich, 1960). Deutsch met Schubauer in
London in 1940 when he admitted that he had lost his nerve (p. 211).
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A bas-relief over the entrance to the settlement contains a family grouped on either side of a face of
Jesus. Picture 2513.
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up in red tape that lasted throughout the years of Red Vienna in perhaps the most notorious case of
obstructing private building. On the other hand, the city did not condemn their land and put up its own
project when conditions improved for expropriating private owners.
A reservoir of the II. Hochquellenleitung lay on top of a steep hill in Breitensee above a number
of small garden plots. The location has been discussed already in connection with army bases and the
Wientalleitung. 315 The two bases lay just to the east along Breitenseerstrasse with an industrial plant
that made radios on the same promontory. 316 This location, besides being the high ground in the area, is
some distance from any other municipal apartment complex, the closest being the Franz Kurz-Hof. The
city was forcing residents to climb a hill and without bus service until much later, but people were glad
to walk for the cheap and comfortable housing the structures provided. The socialists would otherwise
have had little representation in an area occupied by the military and by bourgeois small gardeners. The
saddle between Breitensee and Steinhof to the west and northwest contained the settlements of Antäus
and Flötzersteig, but these, like Rosenhügel, were cheaply built houses belonging to politically unreliable
housing cooperatives. 3172 The building on Breitenseerstr. was therefore one of the most strategically
located of all the projects.
Another reservoir on Hütteldorferstrasse was still called Schmelz though city development by
1924 had chopped four blocks off the south side of the former parade ground. It received water from
both the I. and the II. Hochquellenleitungen distributing it through a network of mains that reached into
the inner city. 318 Two small Gemeindebauten filled vacant lots between Chrobakgasse and
Wurmserstrasse just north of Hütteldorferstr. by the end of August 1926, and the larger Heimhof with
352 apartments closer to Schmelz was ready for occupancy shortly before the riots of July 1927. None
When this researcher asked a caretaker to see the reservoir he replied that the police would be called
immediately if he set foot on the property.
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BD 4178/33 for catalogue. Breitensee was annexed to the city in 1892 as part of the XIII. District and
remained so until 1938. Then it was made part of an expanded XIV. District as it is today.
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Regarding comparative costs of settlements and apartment blocks, in 1925 the average amount the
city extended in loans to housing cooperatives was 12,500 Schillings per house which generally covered
the entire cost of building, while in 1930 the average cost of building an apartment in Vienna was 45,500
Schillings. Inflation during the time was negligible. Heinrich Schlöss, who coordinated the entire housing
program for the city, did a breakdown of the cost of a normal house in Siedlung Neustrassäcker and
found that it amounted ideally to 13,800 Schillings. He determined that the average cost per house was
somewhat higher at S 14,360 for unexplained reasons while the approved credit for houses in that
settlement stood at a generous S 14,800. Baukostenaufstellung für ein Normalhaus: Siedlung
Neustrassäcker. Nachlass Schlöss. For loans extended to cooperatives see Gemeinderat der Stadt Wien
Beilage Nr. 47 to Pr.Z.1214 A.IV-67; MA 16/470 from 1925 found in Nachlass Schlöss. For average costs
of apartments in 1930 see Zusammenstellung über das durchschnittliche Erfordernis für eine durch
Bundeszuschuss zur Errichtung gelangenden Privatwohnung in den nachfolgen angeführten
Bundesländern, January 15, 1930. Nachlass Schlöss. Vienna was the most expensive at S 45,570, Tirol
the cheapest at 15,944 Schillings/apartment with the average at S 27,068. Once the Depression hit the
city was able to sponsor settlements like Leopoldau for as little as S 3700 per house with the city
covering S 1100 for surveying, roads and the like so that costs to the homeowner amounted to only S
2600. The settlement relied on wells and septic systems which spared the city the costs of water and
sewer lines. Österreichische Gemeindezeitung Sonderheft: Stadtrandsiedlung. 15 February, 1933. p. 17.
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The area was part of the XIV. District until 1938 when it joined the XV. District.
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of these buildings possesses marked military features, and even the few toilet ventilation windows on
the outside of the Heimhof are elongated into twice the area of the usual square windows. 319 The
smaller windows appear again on a pile of masonry called the Johann Hartmann-Hof put up on Eduard
Süss-Gasse to the south directly across Meiselstr. from the reservoir. The architect, Franz Zabza of MA
22, foreswore ornamentation in accordance with further economy measures imposed in April 1931. The
small windows covering the entrance to the courtyard then became an important visual element for lack
of other distinguishing features. 320

XV. Johann Hartmann-Hof, Eduard Süss-Gasse 28, 1931. Entrance to the courtyard

The remaining reservoirs and pumping stations on the II. Hochquellenleitung system with the
exeption of Neustift am Walde have no Gemeindebauten in the vicinity, even at a distance of several
blocks. One reservoir on the summit of Steinhof reached by Gallitzinstr. and another downhill along
Gallitzinstrasse were both fed from Breitensee to underline the importance of that reservoir but had
only the unreliable cooperative settlements "Heim" and Neuland lying between them. No city housing
blocks lay anywhere in the area.
The pumping station in Neustift am Walde had one small building in the vicinity, just up the
street where Rathstrasse joined Neustift am Walde. The building of just 29 apartments with the usual
attic windows, small cellar windows and ventilation windows was designed by Hugo Gorge, the same
architect who did the larger part of the Breitensee complex. It was isolated but well located with respect
to two other reservoirs and one pumping station farther uphill in the direction of Dreimarkstein and the
Michaelerberg. Its place at the intersection with Rathstrasse make it more important with respect to
roads than to the waterworks, for all traffic from two arterials coming up from town toward
Salmannsdorf and Dreimarkstein funnel past this point. With reference to the system as a whole, it joins
Scheydgasse 3-15 in Strebersdorf, Josef Rautmann-Hof in Weidlingau and the projects at the Stadlau
319
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Pictures 2523, 2524 for Chrobakgasse-Wurmserstr., 1710, 1711 for Heimhof.
BD 1293/31. Pictures 1708, 1709.
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Bridge as a distant socialist outpost, shadowing the police station above Ober-Sievering to the north.
Another such outpost, mentioned already, joined the group in 1932 when a small building appeared at
the Heroes Square (Heldenplatz) in XXII. Aspern.

Sewers

Sewers were of less strategic importance than water supplies but the records of the uprising in
1934 give evidence that a good deal of thought went into the use of sewers in the event of an uprising
as tunnels to attack army bases, avenues of communication or possible escape routes . Sewer workers
were reliable socialists who could render service guiding groups of people through the subterranean
labyrinth. The Eifler Plan gave them the unrealistic task of infiltrating the army bases from below like
Greeks from the Trojan Horse. The sewers were almost certainly used to evacuate the Karl Marx-Hof
before the Heimwehr overran the position, for no fighters were captured, but details are utterly lacking.
Some Schutzbund fighters used the sewers to flee the Arbeiterheim in Ottakring according to
Duczynska. 321 Finally, Anton Weber was reported to have questioned someone connected with the
sewers on the morning of the uprising about sewer links around Schwarzenbergplatz close to the
Marokkaner Police base. Attempts to prove his complicity in those events based on this encounter failed
to stick. Details are lacking about the size of sewers serving various Gemeindebauten or how they might
compare with sewers serving other buildings. An intriguing question remains whether the design of
sewers changed after 1927. 322

Assessment of Reservoirs and Gemeindebauten

The record of placing Gemeindebauten in the vicinity of reservoirs and waterworks is mixed
enough to make judgments about socialist intentions inconclusive. On the one hand, buildings were
erected close to reservoirs after 1927 when Weber had control of the program and tensions between
right and left were rising to the point of civil war. Two of them became centers of rebel activity in 1934.
The proximity of Quellenstrasse 24a and 24b, George Washington-Hof, Breitenseerstr. 108-112 and the
Johann Hartmann-Hof to reservoirs is clear. A pattern appears, but it is hard to show intent from such
circumstantial evidence without a comprehensive pattern similar to military bases.
On the other hand, enough major reservoirs were left unprotected to question a consistent
pattern of trying to control the entire water system of Vienna. The reservoirs on Schafberg and
Hungerberg were not as important as Rosenhügel or Breitensee, true, but they were left entirely
without housing blocks in the area. Finally, the city might easily have put a building closer to
Rosenhügel than Defreggerstrasse.

Duczynska, Workers in Arms, p. 198.
Two characters in Heimito von Doderer’s novel The Demons hiding in the sewers in 1927 have a fatal
encounter with the police.
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Major Intersections
The Kinesthetics of Intersections
Buildings and roads form the heart of a city itself, vital as bridges and utilities might be. Otto
Wagner’s theory of kinesthesia probably applies best to interactions between humans and the
combination of buildings and roads where they live. The use of active voice in describing relations
between people, buildings and roads more than in other parts of this analysis is in keeping with
Wagner’s theory, for here more than elsewhere the architecture of the city comes alive. Kinesthetics
creates a mutual relationship between humans who bring life to soul-less concrete and masonry while
structures with their forms impart life by directing interactions among people. Buildings and roads
return the compliment when they actively affect humans who observe and deal with them.
Space itself is central to the discussion but cannot obtrude much on the discussion here. It
might be enough to say that space is proprietary. Personal space is intense and sacred; it can be
described as an aura so private that entrance to it should be by invitation only. Invasion of that space
generates a host of problems. Living space is less immediate but proprietary all the same. Public space
like a neighborhood is personal to a lesser degree but has a strong sense of belonging attached to it as
well. Ownership varies in every case, personal, semi-personal and public, as do perceptions of the
proprietary quality, but it is crucial to the identity of individuals and groups.
Buildings have always been the locus of activity where the life and work of individuals, families
and groups take place. Roads complement buildings by enabling communication, commerce and
recreation. It was true before houses were served by water, sewer, electricity or gas networks that
followed the routes. There were many exceptions, to be sure; just as there were many public buildings
shared by all in a city, there were private streets restricted in various ways.
This simple description of a city is intended to introduce the most extensive pattern of locating
apartment blocks with fortress-like characteristics, that is in relation to streets and public spaces. The
method of analysis will stress as before the external features of the buildings and the way they might be
useful in a situation where the occupants find themselves in confrontation with hostile armed forces in
adjoining streets and buildings. Thickness of walls, size of apertures, views of streets and fields of fire
are of special interest. The only evidence that confirms the intent of designers and builders are the final
products themselves erected in tense times when organized, trained and armed groups were drifting
toward military confrontation. The buildings were signs of the times with or without documentation.
The administrators who put their signatures on detailed drawings at a scale of 1:200 knew exactly what
they would look like after controlling every aspect from acquiring land to assigning the architect. The
least accidental feature of any building is its outward appearance; no one connected with building the
blocks could have been surprised that the buildings resembled fortresses, for what was obvious to the
general public could not have escaped the architects and their municipal patrons.
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Below are some criteria for designating an important intersection:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Size and number of streets entering the intersection
Amount of traffic
Communications with the center of town and outlying areas
Proximity to important man-made installations
Proximity to natural features like rivers and mountains
Proximity to man-made barriers like railroad embankments
Crossroads whose possession would force opponents to use inconvenient routes to reach
strategic locations

I. District-Inner City

The First District was the historic heart of Vienna. It included the Roman castellum with its
square layout next to the Danube Canal along with various medieval extensions that created the
semicircular form of the Ring. The city found no space for municipal apartment structures inside the
Ring with scarcely room for a tree let alone more buildings. It owned no land to start with, was forced
by weak laws regarding eminent domain to enter the open market, and real estate prices in the Inner
City were the highest in town. Furthermore, it was nearly impossible to tear down historic buildings. It
was regarded as the best place in town to live despite antiquated housing. The socialists could point to
superior facilities in new public housing with running water and toilet in every apartment but bitter
property owners were prevented from renovating by rent control, the housing tax and bureaucratic red
tape.
The First District was also a traffic bottleneck for motorized vehicles crossing the city. This did
not bother the socialists who neither lived there nor shared the growing bourgeois attachment to the
automobile. The following administration rather overloaded streets in the district. They burrowed
through the Dominican convent, for example, to make the Bäckerstrasse and the old University quarter
accessible to automobiles from Lueger Platz. 323 In effect the socialists turned their backs on the district,
dismissed it as an intractable bastion of conservatism and left the inhabitants to their own devices. They
began planning a subway system instead to complement the Stadtbahn and Strassenbahn but could do
little until the love affair with the auto turned sour.
Traffic bottleneck or not, many public buildings there made the district was the most important
of all. The Franz Josefs Kai on the Danube Canal created a chord that anchored both ends of the Ring,
receiving traffic from north and east. Intersections and squares around the circumference formed the
termini of major streets radiating out into the other districts. Währinger Strasse and Alser Strasse met
The administration of Richard Schmitz also worried needlessly about the bottleneck on
Wipplingerstrasse created by the old Bohemian Chancellery and ended up digging a pedestrian passage
through it to free the entire street for autos. One appalling project, happily never implemented, called
for smashing an expressway through part of the district,
323
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at Schotten Tor. Karls Platz, Schwarzenberg Platz and Karl Lueger Platz were all important nodes. Yet
none of these locations had municipal apartment complexes in the vicinity.
Militarily the I. District was rather a bourgeois citadel that made it difficult for the socialists to
carry off a successful rebellion if they were engaged from within and without in a two-front struggle.
The government could easily seal off the Inner City, as it did in 1934, since the area was relatively small.
Its forces had interior lines of communication should the socialists attack at any point, and the moat
formed by the Danube Canal separated the I. District from the proletarian II. All in all, it was an
uncomfortable situation for socialist military planners whose strength lay on the Gürtel and opposite the
main channel of the Danube, several kilometers away. They decided to ignore the district hoping to
occupy it without much opposition since they had control of the surrounding districts.

The II. District—Leopoldstadt

The ancient II. District of Leopoldstadt was a different story. Across the Danube Canal from the
Inner City, it was a huge district that boasted a population of 155,000, one of the largest in Vienna. 324 Its
crowded Jewish quarter was home to many recent immigrants from the East fleeing persecution. It
contained the Praterstern with the city’s largest rail yard while the Reichs Brücke connected the district
with the far side of the Danube which still remained part of the district at the time. The entire area was
low-lying and had long been subject to flooding, which made it less attractive for building so that
thirteen other districts in Vienna had higher percentages of residents in city projects. 325 Despite its
immense size a large part of the district was given over to green space interrupted here and there by
commercial or recreational structures. The famous Volksprater amusement park with the giant
Riesenrad was close to the rail station, while a large convention hall for trade fairs, a stadium,
warehouses, docks, large parks and a racetrack, stretched southeast toward Stadlau. The key
intersections in the district were doubtless Praterstern and Am Tabor lying close to the rail terminals of
the Nord- and Nordwestbahnhof respectively. Several of the 21 public housing blocks in the district have
been discussed already in connection with various installations: the Lassallehof, Wehlistr. 305-309, the
Franz Mair-Hof at Schüttelstr. 9 in relation to bridges; the Heizmannhof and Marinelligasse 1 regarding
railroads; the Wachauerhof, Elderschhof and Sturhof with respect to military bases.
Praterstern, as the name suggests, was a star-like convergence of seven roads at the southern
corner of the Nordbahn rail yards. The number and configuration would appear to make Praterstern
one of the most important intersections in the city, but the area to the southeast stretching ten
kilometers to Praterspitz where the Danube canal rejoined the river actually lessened its importance as a
traffic node. Military units would have to disperse to hold the area making Praterstern a crucial spot for
logistical reasons but of less value otherwise. Only one of the seven converging streets could be called
vital because it lay on a direct line between the Inner City, the Praterstern and the Reichs Bridge. That
said, it was still the most important intersection in the district but had no municipal housing block in the
vicinity, nor was any proposed according to surviving documents. The thesis that the socialists intended
According to the census of 1923 the population of 155,152 represented 8.32% of the entire
population of Vienna, practically tied with the XVI. District which had 155,599 inhabitants. Copy of
census found in Nachlass Schlöss.
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Nachlass Schlöss Report of 6 Oct. 1930. Every year the city updated thick contingency plans for a
flood emergency, dutifully preserved in Stadtbauamt files.
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to protect major intersections with strong housing blocks suffers something of a setback ss a
consequence of this omission. The Lasalle Hof with the nearby projects along Ybbs Strasse and the Franz
Mair-Hof on the Danube Canal were not a long way away, but they were not close enough to bring
Praterstern under fire from any of their towers or windows. Furthermore, there were no
Gemeindebauten to the west or the northwest except for Marinelligasse 1 at the edge of the XX. District
a considerable distance away. The city was generally loath to use park land for housing projects, but the
Prater contained enough to spare. The policy changed in later years when the city consumed a large
chunk of land for the spread-out settlement on the Wasserwiese.
Am Tabor was the other important intersection in the district. It had a small but imposing
building at Marinelligasse 1 mentioned already in connection with railroads remarkable for several
military features. It faces Am Tabor with a blunt façade at a distance of a short block within easy range
of rifles and machineguns, occupying the apex of a triangular block with facades along Tabor Strasse and
Marinelligasse at a 90 degree angle to each other. 326 The sides violate the building lines in an intriguing
and provocative way. They project onto both sidewalks providing views down the length of
Marinelligasse and Taborstrasse to the embankment of the Nordbahn railway that forms the third side
of the triangle. Directly across Tabor Strasse from the Nordwestbahn station and yards, it has an impact
as well on the raised embankment and tracks of the Nordbahn entering the Praterstern yards.

Marinelligasse 1 along Tabor Strasse

Another intersection on the far side of the Danube that still belonged to the II. District was the
junction of Kaisermühlendamm and Wagramerstr. This was covered by the Goethehof mentioned in
connection with the Reichs Brücke. The city could have placed the huge project closer to the
intersection where later projects arose but elected to place it on Schüttaustrasse two short blocks from
the Kaisermühlendamm at the edge of the flood plain cleared of obstacles.
326

Pictures 0101 and 2415 were taken from the intersection Am Tabor.
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II. District then, XXI.now. Goethehof, side facing the Reichs Brücke
A final judgment would have to conclude that the II. District taken alone scarcely shows a
pattern of placing apartment blocks close to important intersections. The two significant examples of
Marinelligasse 1 and the Goethehof are insufficient to prove anything in the absence of any project
covering the Praterstern.

The III. District-Landstrasse

The pattern with respect to the III. District of Landstrasse is different. All three major
intersections here have Gemeindebauten in the vicinity. The complex intersection of Rennweg,
Ungargasse and five other streets at the Rennweg railroad station received one of the last buildings
constructed in the program, named the Ungerhof. 327 It stands above the railroad cut, as mentioned
already, and has rooms cantilevered over the sidewalk with small side windows to give a better view of
the intersection and the length of Obere Bahngasse as well as the tracks in the cut below. 328 The
balconies are the simple slab variety, and the projecting rooms are similar to many from before WW I.
Weber placed a high value on this piece of real estate in 1932 by estimating its worth at S 70/m2. 329

It was started on April 20, 1932 and taken over by the city in two stages on July 17 and November
29, 1933. BD 4178/33. Copy from Nachlass Schlöss.
328
It is built in two parts, one along Obere Bahn Gasse, the other along Gerl Gasse, the larger along
Obere Bahn Gasse. Pictures 0601, 0602.
329
The city did not pay this amount for the land, however. It paid 38 Schillings/m2 for the land in 1929.
No reason is evident for the jump in estimated value in 1932. Handwritten copy entitled
"Zusammenstellung der... Aufschliessungskosten für die am 31 Dezember 1932 in Ausführung
begriffenen Wohnhausbauten" found in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss. The figures on this chart are for
buildings started later than April, 1931, so relatively late. Only three other pieces of property out of 24
bought by the city were valued as high as S60/m2. The land on Zweite Landwehrstrasse in the far
reaches of the Eleventh District in Kaiserebersdorf across from the barracks was estimated at S 5/m2
with the average at S26.25/m2 at the time. Included in this document is the value of the land at the
time it was acquired, which requires adjustment because of inflation and the change from the Kroner to
the Schilling after the war. The most actually paid by the city for land it built on was S 54/m2 on
Custozzagasse in the Third District and S 50/m2 for land on Einsiedlergasse in the Fifth District to expand
327
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III. Ungerhof on Obere Bahngasse
Another major intersection in the district, somewhat farther to the southeast was the junction
of Rennweg and Landstrasser Hauptstrasse joined by Schlachthausgasse. The embankment of the
Aspangbahn and the underpass at the entrance to the station and yards are also prominent features.
Discussed already with respect to the Aspangbahn and the adjoining Rennweg Kaserne, the Wildganshof
stood dramatically above the entire area to the south of the underpass. 330 The corner of the building
along Landstrasser Hauptstrasse is set back from the street to improve the view of twenty small
windows looking up that arterial toward Wildgansplatz. 331 The massive structure occupies much of the
area between the intersection and the Arsenal, with two low windows resembling cannon ports directly
facing Wildgansplatz in front of the Arsenal. 332 Even the more secluded corner of the complex at
Hofmannsthalg. and Grasbergerg. has setbacks and rounded masonry balconies similar to those of
Marinelligasse 1. The other balconies of the complex are the simpler slab variety with iron railings.

the Matteottihof. This document does not specify whether the city picked up various fees and capital
gains taxes as it did in several cases like the land at the junction of the Linke Wienzeile and the Gürtel.
330
Picture 0603 taken from entrance to the Rennweg Kaserne
331
Picture 0604.
332
Picture 0605.
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III. Wildganshof
The Wildganshof stood at the end of the Landstrasser Gürtel when it was built, but the
projected extension of the Gürtel would have curved around the south side of the project to make the
intersection at Wildgansplatz considerably more strategic than it was at the time. The projected
extension appears on maps as early as 1924, well before 1931 when the Wildganshof was started. The
date of the complex is in accord with the pattern of placing blocks more strategically after the riots of
1927 and Anton Weber got control of the program. Combining a bridge over a highway, an army
barracks, a railroad and a large intersection with an underpass, the site was well chosen to defend in
1934, with the Wildganshof holding out longer than most projects when the fighting took place.
Architects Viktor Mittag and Karl Hauschka followed examples of Schmid and Aichinger on the Gürtel,
making them more acceptable to the Stadtbauamt.
The last major intersection in the Third District was Ludwig Koessler-Platz where the
Schlachthaus Bridge--more elegantly called the Stadion Bridge today--carried the street of the same
name across the Danube Canal. Four major streets fed into the square from heavily populated, built up
areas of the III. District even though land just to the south between the stockyards and the Danube
Canal was largely undeveloped.
The city built the Hanuschhof at this spot starting in October 1923. It was one of the early
buildings of Robert Oerley who along with Hubert Gessner and the firm of Schmid and Aichinger got
most of the large private commissions. 333 It already shows many of the characteristics described as
militarily useful, scores of tiny windows and banks of rooms projecting from the building in triangular
bays. Deep, open courts with angled sides that resemble bastions in reverse seem more imposing than
threatening, though. Joseph Czerwinski, the Superior of the Austrian Jesuits, said in an interview with
the author that children in the Hanuschhof openly presumed the structure would be defended in case of
a civil war. 334
The Hanuschhof had 434 apartments. Oerley was one of the principal architects of the George
Washington-Hof late in the program.
334
He shared this sentiment with Frederike Mikulasch whose father was wounded at the Högerhof.
333
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III. Hanuschhof interior court

III. Hanuschhof facing Ludwig Koesslerplatz. Stadion Bridge to the right
Discussed already along with the problem of settling, Schlachthausgasse 2-6 held a modest 137
apartments but still dominated Ludwig Koessler-Platz with a mass of reinforced concrete and an array of
projecting rooms stacked on top of one another or hanging out over the sidewalk. The balconies, some
with solid, some with open sides, together with cornices jutting out in many places give a cluttered
appearance to the building. Even the small ventilation windows come in two styles, unadorned and
alone, or in pairs with cornices. 335 This building directly faces the square and the bridge while the
Hanuschhof stands to the side along the Canal presenting only a shoulder to the square.
Schlachthausgasse 2-6 was started in June 1926, more than a year before the riots, but was not finished
335

Pictures 0403, 0404.
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until January 1928. It is doubtful that changes were made in the design after July 1927. Sandy soil along
the Danube Canal probably contributed to the sinking problem, but heavy poured concrete features no
doubt played a large role.

Schlachthausgasse 2-6 with Hanuschhof in the background and Ludwig Koessler Platz to the right
We can conclude that all three major intersections in the III. District were well covered by strong
Gemeindebauten with military features. Two of them were built after 1927

The IV. District-Wieden

The Fourth District was a relatively small area of less than two million square meters. It was one
of the older districts, heavily built up and home to the city's first halting try at social housing when it
converted a school building on Argentinierstrasse into apartments. It also added a floor to an older
building on Goldeggasse since practically the only available land was along the Gürtel, and not much of
that. 336 Karlsplatz was a major traffic node in the district, but venerable buildings fully occupied the site

Discussed briefly in Hautmann, p. 284-285, though not included in the catalogues of projects put out
by the Stadtbauamt.
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already. Likewise, Wiedener Hauptstrasse was built up as it ran through the district carrying large
amounts of traffic. 337
Perhaps the most important intersection in the district lay on the Gürtel at Südtiroler Platz
where Favoritenstrasse followed an underpass to cross the Südbahn tracks into the X. District. On the
other side of the embankment Laxenburgstr. and Favoritenstr. formed a funnel to concentrate a
considerable amount of traffic through the same underpass from the south in the opposite direction at
one of the few places that streets crossed the Südbahn. Here the city put up the Südtiroler Hof starting
in mid-September 1927.
The Sudtiroler Hof has triangular bays projecting from the building on all sides and setback
balconies along Wiedner Gürtel whose sides are covered with masonry while the center of the balcony is
made of lighter iron railing--a curious compromise. The facade along Schelleingasse is more articulated
with the toilet ventilation windows set back, enlarged from one to four, and placed on an angle to the
street. The Hof is open to the outside but the entrances are encased in poured concrete similar to the
Karl Marx-Hof.

IV. Südtiroler Hof Schelleingasse 9-15.
The Südtiroler Hof anchored four smaller buildings nearby along Schelleingasse and Petzvalgasse
put up subsequently, three of which had some military characteristics. The earliest, Petzvalgasse 3
started in 1928, has triangular projecting rooms and small windows flanking the entrance; Petzvalgasse
1 has masonry balconies set back along Schelleingasse; and Schelleingasse 27-29 has a host of small
ventilations windows in groups of four. 338

Wiedener Hauptstrasse even had a church, St. Florian's, in the middle close to the Gürtel in the V.
District.
338
Pictures 1120-1123
337
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IV. Petzvalgasse 3

IV. Petzvalgasse 1

Schelleingasse 18-20 done in 1932 by Wilhelm Peterle the architect of Am Tivoli was an
exception. It filled a vacant lot between two buildings and dispensed with military features. Though a
large part of the facade projects out over the sidewalk there are no windows on the side, large or
small. 339 It lies across the street from the Südtiroler Hof which might have compensated for defensive
deficiencies.
Altogether the five buildings in the vicinity of Südtiroler Platz accounted for 80% of the 418
municipal apartments in the IV. District including early efforts. They were a small fraction of the 380
projects in the program but located in the immediate vicinity of a vital intersection to increase their
value in the event of an uprising.

The V. District-Margareten

If any district close to the center of town was suitable for large housing projects it was
Margareten. There were extensive open spaces on the Gürtel at the southwest corner of the district
where the old Linienwall fortifications made a sharp turn. The spot was underused as a marketplace;
indeed, part of it was still shown as a horse market on the map of 1924. A good deal of this land was
owned by a philanthropic organization called Bürgerspitalfond, but the trustees were willing to sell. 340
The old Landwehr Kaserne in the middle of the district was being phased out, as mentioned already. It is
not surprising, then, that the city was able to put 2636 apartments in the district, more than six times
the number in the neighboring IV. District and fifteen times the number in the VI. District on the other
side. A glance at the map shows that the V. District forms something of a bastion at a corner of the old
city as the Gürtel makes two sharp turns totaling ninety degrees that framed the Stadtbild of the city.
Picture 1115.
Cf. BD 4818/20 for an extensive report on land acquisitions, conditions of sale, prices, tracts involved
and discussions about building plans. The representatives of the Bürgerspitalfond later became
unhappy with the agreement and tried to get more money.
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Appropriately it was called the Margareten Spitz or point. The corner became an exceptionally strategic
spot when the Socialists decided to defend the inner city along the line of the Gürtel. There is no
evidence of a plan to do so until the Eifler Plan appeared, but this relatively late outline specifies clearly
a defensive line at the Gürtel. It can be argued that the area was strategically important even before the
socialists built the super blocks, because the Matzleinsdorfer freightyards and main line of the Südbahn
lie directly across the Gürtel from the corner of the district, and Triester Strasse climbs the Wienerberg
in nearly a straight line to extend Wiedner Hauptstrasse to the city limits. Even more importantly,
Eichen Strasse follows the line of the Südbahn tracks to join the Gürtel at the far southwest corner of
the district. Practically the entire distance between Eichen Strasse and Metzleinsdorfer Platz was
therefore a vital area for defending the heart of the city and sealing it off from the southwest. It also
presented fewer restrictions on the imagination of the socialists for possible offensive action with fewer
neighboring structures to worry about.

V. District: Margarethen Spitz from a broschure of the Vienna Stadtbauamt, 1927. The yet unnamed
Julius Popp-Hof lies to the right of the Herweghof.
The city started building at the spot almost immediately after the war with a commission to
Hubert Gessner. The first part of the Metzleinstalerhof begun in the middle of 1919 was the first major
block to be designed from the ground up. 341 The protruding bay windows that would become a general
characteristic of the program are already in evidence along the Gürtel. The giants that followed,
including an addition to the Metzleinstalerhof that more than doubled its size, give perhaps the best
picture of the increasingly militaristic approach to architecture adopted by the city.

Tannbruckgasse 31-33 has a lower project number because it was already partially built when the
city took up the project again in August, 1919. The first part of the Schmelz Wohnhausanlage--an early
and, to the socialists, unsatisfactory compromise between a settlement and a block--also has a lower
project number although construction did not start until November, 1919. BD 4178/33.
341
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V. Metzleinstalerhof begun 1919.
The Reumannhof, named after the first mayor of Vienna after the war, is along with the Karl
Marx-Hof the project that has become most identified with the program. It was quickly called a
"Wohnpalast" or apartment palace that defined the term for many Viennese despite the earlier example
next door. The sobriquet “powerful” was often applied symbolically to the Reumannhof to begin the
process of transforming metaphorical qualities of apartment buildings into the reality of fortresses over
the course of the next seven years. Gessner departed from the comparative modesty of the
Metzleinstalerhof with its ceramic decorations and repetitive floral motifs to place large arches above a
high, zigzag facade. Some residents had to climb eight stories to their apartments. The side along the
Gürtel is more undulating than zigzag, and the facade is set back over a line of shops at street level to
give the windows a less than excellent view of the Margareten Gürtel despite facing in different
directions. Opponents charged in 1934 that tunnels radiating from the fountain in the center of the
open court were used to store arms. The Stadtbauamt answered that the tunnels were in the original
plans for all to see. 342 The Reumannhof, though in fact one of the less overtly fortresslike blocks, became
one of the centers of armed resistance during the uprising. It was started in July 1924 and finished in
May 1926.

342

Cf. BD 4412/34.
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V. Reumnannhof
Around the bend in the Gürtel the city added the Julius Popp-Hof, the Matteottihof, the
Herweghhof and the Julius Ofner-Hof starting in 1925 and 1926. The Julius Popp-Hof, Matteottihof and
Herweghhof were all designed by Schmid and Aichinger folloowing the Fuchsenfeldhof and the
Reismannhof near the Südbahn discussed already. No sooner had one project left the drawing boards
than the city commissioned Schmid and Aichinger to do another so that they were designing the fifth
major complex as the fourth was being built.
The last three were all on the Gürtel. In the Herweghhof and the Julius Popp-Hof the new policy
of dispensing with building lines shown in the Reismannhof culminated in covering the sidewalk
completely. The projecting part of the buildings in kinesthetic terms gave potential defenders a better
view of the Gürtel in both directions. The custom had started on a side street in the case of the
Fuchsenfeldhof, was repeated along busy Längenfeldgasse with more militaristic effect in the
Reismannhof, and reached its extreme form along the Gürtel where considerable portions of facades on
both the Herweghof and the Julius Popp-Hof form arcades over the sidewalk. 343 Flat-roofed towers with
small windows at the top stand in contrast to angled roofs above the rest of the buildings, seemingly set
back because the adjacent parts extend over the sidewalk. In fact they follow the original building lines
more closely. Order was eventually reestablished by a decree ordering an end to the arcades, but in the
meantime damage had been done to the Stadtbild in other places as well. 344 The practice made the

Picture 0303 for view down Gürtel of arcades of Popp- and Herweghhöfe. About half the facade of
the Herweghhof and one-third of the Popp-Hof extend over the sidewalk. Schmid and Aichinger used
the same basic design for the front of both although there are considerable differences along the side
streets. Picture 1613 for view of Gürtel intersection from Eichen Strasse. Cf. picture 2829 for side of
Popp-Hof and Matteottihof along Einsiedlergasse. This portion of the Matteottihof was added between
1930 and 1933. One row of small windows on the Popp-Hof and a line of balconies on the corner of the
Matteottihof cover the part of Einsiedlergasse close to the Gürtel.
344
For example, the Vogelweidhof of Leopold Bauer and the Eberthof of Mittag and Hauschka in the XV.
District.
343
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buildings more militarily useful following the founding the Schutzbund in 1923 when Anton Weber was
starting to gain control of housing. Many similar designs appeared as well before the riots of 1927.

Julius Popp-Hof and Herweghof with arcades over Julius Ofner-Hof farther east on the Margarethen
the sidewalk
Gürtel

Julius Popp-Hof, Margarethen Gürtel to the left Einsiedlergasse to the right
The Matteottihof of Schmid and Aichinger outdid the Reismannhof, the Popp-Hof and the
Herweghhof in military features. Started in 1926 and added to until it reached 452 apartments in 1933,
the Matteottihof finds its strength in being set back from the Gürtel facing the length of Eichen Strasse,
flanked by the Metsleinstalerhof and the Herweghof rather than touching the Gürtel itself. Someone
approaching the Margareten Spitz along Eichen Strasse next to the Südbahn cannot miss the bulk of the
Matteottihof spanning Fendigasse with a squat arch that blocks a view of the city beyond. Thick
masonry walls and balconies flank the covered street, an array of windows of varying size look like
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machinegun or even cannon ports at street level, and turrets perch on top of the building flanking the
center portion with small windows facing in different directions. The building produces an unmistakable
impression of a fortress sealing off the corner of the V. District. Its features are even more striking than
those of the Paul-Speiser Hof (F.A.C.) in Floridsdorf. Being set back a short distance from the Gürtel
provided defense in depth to make the entire southwest corner of Margareten a bulwark against
aggression from the relatively open areas of the city to the southwest. If Alexander Eifler needed any
incentive to designate the Gürtel as a defensive line beyond the logic of a glacis of open land to the
south he had it in the massive apartment blocks lining the inside of the Gürtel. The features were so
powerful and aggressive that the entrance to the Matteottihof was chosen for socialist youth rallies in
1932. The seductive strength of the collection of buildings apparently awed socialist military planners
into relying on the tactical defensive, for the Margareten Spitz looked impenetrable. In addition, they
thought they had help from the socialist unions controlling the railroads that included the Südbahn
across the Gürtel from the giants. 345

V. Matteottihof over Fendigasse

V. Matteottihof

Julius Deutsch was especially disappointed when the Südbahn continued to function at the height of
the uprising. He failed to note in his memoir that the government quickly gained control and was using
it to move armored trains against the Reumannhof and the others.
345
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V. Matteottihof from square in front.
One important intersection remained without a housing complex during this time despite the
availability of land. The site was Matzleinsdorfer Platz where Triester Strasse and Gudrun Strasse join to
pour traffic from the X. District onto the Gürtel from under the Südbahn embankment. The matter will
be taken up in connection with the X. District.

The VI. District-Mariahilf

The VI. District has only the Leuthnerhof within its borders, and even this building of 172
apartments was not finished until the middle of 1932. It has been discussed already with respect to the
bridges over the Vienna River, in this case extensive vaulting carried for blocks adjoining the area that
became the Stadtwildnis. The spot was also the most important crossroads in the district where the
Margareten and Gumpendorfer Gürtel intersect with the Linke Wienzeile at the Vienna River. The
elevated Stadtbahn Bridge crossing the river to the west is also a prominent feature of the
neighborhood with a fire station sitting modestly next door to the Leuthnerhof and the square bulk of
the Vocational School lying to the east. The site is roughly the reverse of the Margareten Spitz, indented
rather than projected where the Gürtel makes another sharp turn. The neighboring areas of the XII. and
XV. Districts were more built up than land in the V. District adjacent to the Margareten Gürtel. Evidently
some buildings had to be demolished to make room for the Leuthnerhof for the site is shown as built up
on the map of 1924. If so, it indicates the importance attached to the location by the socialists.
The Leuthnerhof stands out on this corner. It has a straight view down the Margareten Gürtel
for a long distance toward the Spitz, made clearer by the open land lying at the intersection in front of
the building. That view would not have been affected if Weber had been able to build Perco’s massive
project designed for the Stadtwildnis. In that case,the Gürtel would have been sandwiched between
Perco’s building and the Leuthnerhof, unlike the Spitz where the giants sat along only one side of the
Gürtel. As mentioned, it was not for lack of trying that the area remained open because the socialists
paid a high price for the land hoping that they could ignore the terms of the sale and put a building on
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the site. It turned out that they could not, and the site remains undeveloped to this day. 346 A raid after
the uprising uncovered a short wave radio in the Leuthnerhof indicating its importance for observing
traffic. 347

Stadtwildnis with Leuthnerhof to the right and Stadtbahn trestle (U-6) in the distance

Pictures 1318, 1319, 1320. Cf. pp. 13-14 for negotiations with Bernhard Kessler over the land and its
use. There is no mention in the documents about soil conditions on the site, but there is a good
possibility that the ground was unstable, lying as it does on the bank of the Vienna River. Plans never
got to the stage of testing the soil.
347
The document recording the raid, in Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten 1934, Karton 5, IV 2606/261/34 lists
the address as Mollardgasse 89, the address of the Leuthnerhof, but describes the location as the
Gewerbefortbildungsschule, that is the Vocational School next door. Both buildings were in the hands
of the socialists and both had an excellent view of the surrounding area.
346
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Leuthnerhof with Stadtwildnis to the right
One of the most important intersections in the city, therefore, got just one municipal project
added late in the program though not as an afterthought. The city failed after considerable effort to
build on the other side of the Margareten Gürtel.
The other major intersections in the VI. District include the intersection of the Gürtel and
Mariahilferstrasse at the Westbahnhof and two intersections on the Ring close to the center of town.
None of these has Gemeindebauten in the area quite likely because the areas were built up by 1919.

The VII. District--Neubau

The VII. District was another of the small districts between the Gürtel and the Ring though it was
slightly larger than its neighbors on both sides. 348 No other district except the First had fewer municipal
apartments. The VI. District had only the Leuthnerhof, but that building alone exceeded by nearly 100
the 75 apartments in the VII. District. 349 It is not surprising since the district was totally built up except
for Urban Loritz-Platz and two tiny parks at either end of Lerchenfelder Strasse. 350 Rather than
containing important streets, the district was framed by them with Mariahilfer Strasse and
Lerchenfelder Strasse running between the Ring and the Gürtel. The city was able to find just two small
vacant lots in the district near the Gürtel, only one in the vicinity of the intersection of Lerchenfelder
The VIII., VI. and VII. Districts in 1923 were the smallest of the twenty-one at roughly 1.1, 1.5 and 1.6
million square meters respectively. This compares with 24 million for the XIII. and 98 million for the XXI.
District. The population of the three accounted for 2.69%, 2.92% and 3.38% respectively. A few others
were smaller in this category for various reasons, the First because of the high percentage of public
buildings, and the Eleventh because most of the district was open land. Statistics found in Nachlass
Heinrich Schlöss.
349
The VI. District had 172, the VII. 75 apartments.
350
The park near the Ring was the object of an unsuccessful attempt by the Bundespolizei after 1834 to
build something to replace the poorly located Marokkaner Kaserne near Schwarzenberg Platz. Cf.
footnote 106 on p. 37. The present K. Farkas park was created on the site of a market hall that was still
there in 1972.
348
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Strasse and the Gürtel. The Stadtbauamt put up two buildings on the sites in 1925 which lack all military
characteristics, even the toilet ventilation windows. In addition, the building nearer the important
intersection is the smaller of the two. Pilasters on the facade of this building at Bernardgasse 38 evoke
memories of the Secession rather than the fortifications of World War I. 351 About the only aspect of the
building that could remotely be called military is its location facing the length of Wimbergergasse a block
off the Gürtel. The thesis that the city deliberately placed municipal apartment blocks at major
intersections gets little validation from the VII. District. Bernardgasse 38 might possess no military
characteristics, but the Vogelweidhof on Hütteldorferstrasse over the line in the XV. District
compensated for the lack of large and strong buildings inside the Gürtel. It lay near Urban Loritz-Platz
between Lerchenfelder Strasse and Mariahilfer Strasse. Weber tried to make up for the lack of a
housing project near the Stifts Kaserne on Mariahilfer Strasse, as mentioned earlier, with an urgent
directive to build but it was too late.

VIII. District--Josefstadt

The VIII. District of Josefstadt was another small, built up district. The city fathers found room
for only four buildings totaling 249 apartments. Like the VII. District the major intersections lie on the
edges outlining the district rather than within it. Thus, Lerchenfelder Strasse and Alser Strasse traverse
the distance between the Gürtel and the "Second Ring" behind the Rathaus and the University. None of
the Gemeindebauten are located near important intersection. The one fair sized building of 90
apartments, Therese Schlesinger-Hof on Schlösselgasse west of the Courthouse, had a few ceramic
decorations to echo the more elaborate ornamentation of the Ludo Hartmann-Hof on Albertgasse closer
to the Gürtel. The architect of both, Cäsar Poppovits, was able to include the decorative elements
perhaps because the buildings were likely to be rented to city employees working in the nearby
Rathaus. 352 The Ludo Hartmann-Hof indeed had larger than normal apartments. Small windows in toilet
cubicles are missing in both buildings as are any other overt military features. 353 This is true in general of
housing projects in the VII. and VIII. Districts; the six buildings there lack the small windows. Only the
Faber-Hof, a small building of 17 apartments at Pfeilgasse 42, has masonry balconies.
The decision to include fortress-like elements appears to be less a matter of blanket policy than
of careful consideration in each case when the architecture of the VII. and VIII. Districts is compared
with that of the V. and VI. Districts. If the city could avoid military characteristics in the former it could
just as easily have avoided them in the latter. A word would have sufficed. In each case it was a
conscious choice, not a general policy, that governed inclusion of elements like the ventilation windows.
The architecture of the Leuthnerhof, the Matteottihof and the other giants along the Gürtel becomes a
deliberate attempt by the city to create an impression of military strength. The outward appearance of
the buildings is no accident, just as in the case of the more consciously decorated projects in the VII. and
VIII. Districts like the Ludo Hartmann-Hof. Criteria for judging the intent of the builders are not
suspended just because "Secession" or "expressionistic" are more acceptable critical categories than
Picture 1314.
Cf. Hautmann, 297. Picture 1311 for palm tree ceramics applied to columns of the Ludo HartmannHof. The apartments were larger as well. Hautmann contends that special efforts were made in the
case of the Ludo Hartmann-Hof to fit in with the bourgeois architecture of the VIII. District.
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This would add architectural corroboration to Helmut Gruber's thesis in Red Vienna that city officials
identified with bourgeois rather than proletarian models of conduct in running the city.
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"militaristic" or "fortress-like," the one set granted or conceded to the designers and the other set
dismissed as accidental or the indeliberate result of guidelines traceable to other considerations like
apartment space.
There is little discussion of esthetics in documents of the Stadtbauamt. The effect of buildings
on the Stadtbild was not a subject for dialogue with critics but apparently ignored by powerful socialists,
the “building lords” (Bauherren) as Grete Lihotzky described them, engaged in class struggle. If armed
insurrection to overthrow the bourgeoisie was a doubtful motive among leaders of the Social
Democratic Party, defense of the Republic was not. The housing program served the twofold purpose of
demonstrating socialist determination to defend the Republic and as a set of installations for the
Schutzbund to use in sharing the same defensive mentality. It is not surprising with the success of the
defensive in World War I that the buildings made an effective case for intimidating or at least confusing
the opposition.

The IX. District--Alsergrund

The IX. District was outlined by the Gürtel, the Danube Canal, the Ring and Alser Strasse west of
the University. It was nearly three times as big as the VIII. District but contained less than twice as many
residents because large areas were taken up by the sprawling General Hospital, the Franz Josefs
Bahnhof and parks of various sorts as well as government buildings like the Rossauer Kaserne. 354 There
was more open land than in other districts inside the Gürtel which enabled the city to put up more than
1000 apartments, although none of the projects was larger than 175 units.
There were a few important intersections, perhaps five, in the district besides the bridges
carrying traffic over water and the railroad tracks. One was the intersection of Alser Strasse and the
Hernalser Gürtel. Another was the intersection of Nussdorfer Strasse and the Gürtel close to a third
junction at Liechtenwerder Platz. All three were on the edges of the district. Within the boundaries, the
intersections of Nussdorfer Strasse and various other arterials like Währinger Strasse and Alserbach
Strasse can also be called important traffic nodes. There are municipal housing projects at the first
three but not at the others.
On two vacant lots at the intersection of the Gürtel and Alser Strasse the city constructed a
building of 60 apartments in 1929 at Hernalser Gürtel 26, part facing the Gürtel, part Alser Strasse, with
other buildings on the corner. The facades are relatively simple and flat, but the small ventilation
windows reappear--in smaller numbers--after being banished from the VIII. District. Low lying cellar
windows covered by grates are also present. The block of buildings was damaged during World War II
and underwent extensive repairs memorialized by a plaque around the corner on Zimmermanngasse.
This relatively small complex not only covers the junction of the Gürtel and Alser Strasse, but also lies
roughly in the area between Ottakringer Strasse and Hernalser Hauptstrasse at the point where the two
come closest together at the Gürtel. The elevated Stadtbahn blocks easy access to the west along this
stretch of the Gürtel. There are no other municipal apartment projects for several blocks around, the
closest being a small building of 35 apartments four long blocks up Hernalser Hauptstrasse at
Bergsteiggasse 28. The closest project near the Gürtel is even farther away on Hütteldorferstrasse or
It had 2,946,000 square meters to 1,087,000 for Josefstadt and had 94,623 to 50,106 residents in
1923. Statistics in Nachlass Schlöss.
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several blocks north of the medical complex on Sechsschimmel Gasse. All these factors enhance the
strategic importance of Bergsteiggasse 28, small though it is. The late date of its construction fits the
pattern of placing buildings after 1927 at busy intersections if land was available or cleared easily.

Hernalser Gürtel 26 repaired after WW II.
An exceptionally notable intersection in the IX. District, again on the edge, that received an
apartment building was the junction of Nussdorfer Strasse and the Döblinger Gürtel where
Heiligenstädter Strasse swings away from the Gürtel. The elevated Stadtbahn, looming higher than
anywhere else along its route, affects the entire area as well. This location is close to another major
intersection at Liechtenwerder Platz where Liechtenstein Strasse meets Heiligenstädter Strasse and
Augasse. The Gallhof at Latschkag. 3-5 faces Heiligenstädter Strasse to the north as well. It lies close to
the Ditteshof and Glatzgasse 6, both started in 1928, which dominate the area north of Liechtenwerder
Platz. Begun late in October 1924, the Gall-Hof was designed to unite two vacant lots and contained just
two elements that might be described as militarily useful, the small ventilation windows and the cellar
windows near street level. 355 The latter vary in height along Heiligenstädter Strasse because the ground
drops toward the Danube Canal. There are no balconies or projecting rooms with side windows. Its
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Picture 1334, 1335. Hautmann, 301.
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location made it potentially important in a confrontation although buildings in the blocks to the north
and northwest soon overshadowed it in every respect.

Gall-Hof Latschkagasse 3-5 started in 1924
The apartment house at Glatzgasse 6 a block to the north was over the border in the XIX. District
but merits consideration here because it lay close to Liechtenwerder Platz. It contained only 35
apartments but the city made up for what it lacked in the Gallhof with a tower covering the sidewalk on
the corner of Glatzgasse and the Gürtel, banks of triangular rooms projecting sharply from the tower
farther out over the street, and balconies, one with masonry sides, set back on the corner relative to the
tower and the side facing Glatzgasse. Though the tower covers the sidewalk along the Gürtel the angle
of Glatzgasse points the building in the direction of Liechtenwerder Platz. The pointed arches of the
tower and sculptured titans at the corners do little to soften the harshness of the projecting rooms or
the dull contrast of the horizontal balconies. The building reaffirms the intention of the city stated three
years earlier in the Prof. Jodl-Hof two blocks to the north to present an aggressive face to the world. It
also shows that as late as the middle of 1928 the city was still willing to suspend the Baulinien for the
effect it would create. Glatzgasse 6 at a bend in the Gürtel between Nussdorfer Strasse and
Liechtenwerder Platz stands like a sentinel on a corner for all to see. The superblocks to the north, the
Dittes-Hof, the Prof. Jodl-Hof and the Karl Marx-Hof, are more formidable by far, but Glatzgasse 6
deserves attention as an example of provocative architecture being built at a time of increasing
tensions. Indeed, the posturing of such an obtrusive building becomes more objectionable precisely
because it is small, for the scale does not justify the unusual features, especially the tower.
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Glatzgasse 6.

Bays similar to the Prof. Jodl-Hof not far away

The two intersections of note within the district, the junction of Währinger Strasse and
Nussdorfer Strasse and, to a lesser extent, the crossing of Nussdorfer Strasse and Alserbach Strasse have
no municipal apartments in the vicinity. About the closest to the latter junction is the Thuryhof, started
late in 1925 on a terrace overlooking the Franz Josefs Bahnhof. The city closed Fechter Gasse to build
the Thuryhof but compensated by creating Lichtentaler Park below it. Features of this building like
heavy balconies, rounded tower and crenellated roof line appear merely heavy, not threatening.
Besides, they are poorly placed to cover Alserbach Strasse.
In conclusion regarding the IX. District, the city made an effort to place buildings with militarily
useful features at important intersections on the edges of the district along the Gürtel. This
corresponded to efforts made in the IV. (Südtiroler Hof), V. (Mateottihof and others), and VI.
(Leuthnerhof) Districts though the VII. and VIII. are without such examples. The example of Hernalser
Gürtel 26 on the west, while striking in some respects, is not as extraordinary as that of Glatzgasse 6 on
the north just over the line in the XIX. District. There is an inconsistency here. When the city did not
have a strategic location it skipped the fortress-like features in these districts, not just before 1927 but
throughout the period. From the Ludo Hartmann-Hof started in 1924 to the Therese Schlesinger-Hof
started in 1929 the city eschewed militaristic features on the side streets of the VII. and VIII. Districts—
examples are too numerous and distracting to rehearse--while at the same time it included numbers
and combinations of such features along the Gürtel in the surrounding districts. A comparison between
the Gallhof, started in 1924, and Glatzgasse 6 from 1929 lying close to each other at the north end of the
district shows a transition from square passiveness to jagged aggression.

The X. District--Favoriten

The III. through IX. Districts all lie side by side in an arc inside the Gürtel with the Danube Canal
acting as the chord of the arc. The X. District of Favoriten begins on the south side of the III. to repeat
roughly the pattern for an arc of districts outside the Gürtel. There was still a great deal of open land in
these outlying districts, much of it owned by the city. In addition, much more was owned by industrial
concerns but available at reasonable prices or in exchange for land elsewhere. There were enormous
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brick works in the X. District whose obsolescence made them attractive for planners looking to solve a
variety of problems from housing to a growing mountain of trash. 356 It was natural, therefore, that the
largest housing projects should go up in these districts since the availability of land was the single most
determining factor in the program. While the VII. District held the minuscule total of 75 municipal
apartments in 1934, the X. District had 8469 climbing the north side of the Wiener Berg and Laaer Berg.
This was the largest number in any district, not including cooperatives and garden settlements that
added another 712 houses. 357 The district was very large, almost twenty times the size of the VIII.
District, although it held less than three times the number of residents in 1923. 358 It was separated from
the center of town by a wall of railroad embankments, but around a quarter of the district lay below
major reservoirs in the Vienna River watershed and could be served easily by adding to existing water
and sewer lines. 359 The other three-fourths on the other side of the Wiener Berg lay in the Liesing Creek
watershed largely undeveloped until sewers were built. Some of it remains open land to this day.
A number of major intersections in the X. District became important mostly because of the city
housing developments placed there. 360 The few close to the Südbahn were clearly important already in
1918. Thus, the junctions of Favoritenstr. and Laxenburger Str. close to the Südbahn and the area where
Gudrun Str. and Triester Str. join near the Protestant Cemetery were significant. Bürger Platz, later
named Reumann Platz, was a hub of activity at the junction of Laaer Berg Strasse and Favoriten Strasse.
Of lesser importance, though vital because of the reservoir, was the junction of Triester Str. and
Wienerberg Str. at the crest of that large hill some distance from the Gürtel. Wienerberg Strasse ended
at the junction. The streets southeast of Triester Str. along the top of the Wiener Berg existed only as
lines on a map at the time, which meant that Rax Strasse, for example, was not yet significant in any
sense. 361 The Jean Jaurès Hof, therefore, at the corner of Rax Strasse and Neilreich Gasse was hardly at a

In 1921 the city signed a contract with the Wienerberger Brick Works to dump trash on their land in
the X. and XVII. Districts. Thinking better of the deal, the company demanded a 400% increase in the
fees whereupon an enraged Hugo Breitner started condemnation proceedings, not an easy task under
existing laws. BD 1999/21 Memo to all MA from SBD (Glass), July 12, 1921.
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Strictly speaking the total was about 500 higher since all the units of the George Washington-Hof
were counted together as part of the XII. District even though more than half lay in X.
358
It had an area of 21.63 million square meters compared with 1.08 for the VIII. District and 142,456
residents compared with 50,106. Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss.
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The estimation is very rough, following the summit of the Wiener Berg and Laaerberg from west to
east. Projected costs for connecting new settlements and buildings to existing water, electrical, sewer
and gas lines were small, about 5.7% of the total cost of a settlement house in 1922 with streets costing
another 1.3% for a total of 7%. Costs were even less for apartment blocks. The cost of bringing utilities
and streets to a settlement was much more, as high as 35% in the case of the settlement on
Simmeringer Hauptstrasse (Weissenböckstrasse), excluding gas lines. Report of Ing. Rudolph Münster in
Nachlass Schlöss.
360
The X. District is different from others because at least fifteen public squares dotted the northern
part of the district departing from earlier models for residential districts.
361
The streets that did not exist as yet were designated on maps as, for example, "the extension of
Unter Meidlingerstr." In addition, some streets which were built already had no names yet so they were
called simply "unnamed street" in the plans.
356
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strategic location despite some military characteristics like projecting stairwells with narrow windows
from street level to the roof. Ventilation windows are slightly larger than usual. 362

Jean Jaures-Hof started in 1925
Along Favoriten Strasse, the southernmost of the major junctions was the intersection with
Inzersdorfer Strasse at Antonsplatz two blocks south of Bürger (Reumann) Platz. A cluster of buildings
runs roughly parallel to Antonsplatz on the east between Favoriten Strasse and Laaer Strasse, later Laaer
Berg Strasse. There were two major buildings placed here.
A marginally important intersection lay at Kudlich Gasse and Laaer Strasse, likewise two blocks
from Bürger Platz. Here the city placed a large but relatively simple building in 1930. There were no
projects in the immediate vicinity of Bürger Platz.
Yet another spot of marginal importance in the X. District was the summit of Laaer Berg at
Bitterlich Gasse. Its strategic importance lay in being the high ground on the south side of the city rather
than its proximity to vital installations. Like its neighbor the Wienerberg, the Laaer Berg had lots of open
362

Pictures1221, 1222, 1224, 2606.
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land and obsolete brick kilns that presented tempting solutions to problems. Four projects of various
sorts, some early some late, went up on the crest of the Laaer Berg. They range from a low-density
cooperative settlement started in 1921 to a sprawling apartment complex called Am Laaer Berg begun in
1930. Am Laaer Berg has a few military characteristics like ventilation windows grouped in clusters of
four, which lessens the value of the individual windows as loopholes for firing, but the other three
projects have none, even Laaer Strasse 166-202 started in 1929 which resembles a series of row houses
along the southern slope of Laaer Berg. 363
The major intersections before the district became built up, therefore, were five, two along the
Südbahn, two near Bürger (Reumann) Platz and one at the crest of the Wienerberg next to the reservoir
and Water Tower.
Neither of the two major intersections near the Südbahn has a large apartment block lying
nearby within the boundaries of the district. One of the junctions, the confluence of Favoriten Strasse
and Laxenburger Strasse near the tunnel under the Südbahn, has the Südtiroler Hof nearby on the
Gürtel north of the Südbahn tracks, that is, in the IV. District as discussed above. It may dominate the
underpass from the side of the Gürtel, but does not control the entrance to the underpass on the other
side of the Südbahn embankment in the X. District.
The Südbahn embankment, therefore, became as much a problem as a solution for military
planners. If it were to be an earthwork protecting the Gürtel from the south the socialists had to control
the raised tracks themselves with armored trains, barricades, or enough Schutzbund fighters to stop
government troops moving in from the south or west. As it turned out, the government rather than the
rebels got control of the tracks with the help of armored trains whose mobility more than compensated
for the strength of the apartment blocks lying on the Gürtel along the Südbahn. The omission of a
powerful block at the intersection was not as significant as it might appear, though, because the
machine shops of the Südbahn lay on the spot. The nooks and crannies of carbarns were used to store
weapons, and the electrical works belonging to the city in the XI. District became one of the major
centers of rebel activity in 1934. It was certainly plausible that the socialist railroad workers could be
counted on to use the Südbahn machine shops as they did in other parts of the city. But the socialists
did not neglect to put a block in the X. District near the next underpass west of Favoriten Strasse,
although Landgut Gasse did not carry nearly as much traffic as the other arterial. Waldmüller Park lies
at the bend in Landgut Gasse where it crosses the Südbahn, and the Pölzerhof just to the south on
Dampfgasse towers above the park. Banks of small oval windows face the park and the underpass. 364

Siedlungsanlage "Südost", picture 1230. Compare with Laaer Strasse 166-202, picture 1229. The
project Am Laaer Berg, nine times larger than the settlement "Südost" (pictures 1231-1232), also has a
few bay windows projecting from the buildings, but these are mostly glass.
364
Pictures 0217, 0219, 0220.
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Pölzerhof Dampfgasse 35-37 started in 1926
Another major intersection appeared at the Südbahn on the edge of the V. District close to
Matzleinsdorfer Platz mentioned earlier. This was the confluence of Triester Strasse and Gudrun Strasse
approaching from both sides of the Protestant Cemetery. There were no apartment blocks on either
side of the Südbahn near this crossing. The closest one was the Pölzerhof several blocks to the east.
It is hard to say at this date whether the city could have rezoned some of the industrial land
along Bernhardsthal Gasse for housing. It did so in many instances, notably in Floridsdorf, but there is
no indication that the Stadtbauamt made any overtures to companies located there. It was less likely
that the city would have rezoned the parkland west of Bernhardsthal Gasse closer to the underpass.
The omission of buildings here, it would seem, has a negative impact on the thesis that the socialists
built a comprehensive system of apartment fortresses. The closest building on the Gürtel near this
underpass was the Julius Ofner-Hof which covered an underpass on Kliebergasse, that is, the
continuation of Landgut Gasse in the X. District. The less important underpass, therefore, has two
buildings nearby, the Pölzerhof and the Julius Ofner-Hof, while the more important one has none. A
large tract of land near Matzleinsdorfer Platz was owned by the city already in 1927, but the Theodor
Körner-Hof was built there only after World War II.
The omission was not for lack of trying, however; Weber just ran out of time. In June 1927 the
Stadtbauamt presented an extensive list of 27 planned buildings to the Gemeinderat. Weber’s
committee approved, he signed and sent it to Karl Seitz who added his signature on July 1. 365 At the top
of the list was the Goethehof followed by a site behind the Südtiroler Hof, which at 187 apartments was
perhaps too small and needed support. Third was Matzleinsdorfer Platz. Assuming that the list
indicated an order of preference, it is uncertain why a building on Matzleinsdorfer Platz was not built
when number 25 vaulted to the top and became the Paul Speiser Hof. In other words, the city made
plans for the site during the second five year program and moved to start building in 1928, but for
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reasons that remain unclear the plans were changed. 366 It can be argued that the policy of militarizing
the Schutzbund after 1927 found a justification in moving the dramatically militaristic Paul-Speiser-Hof
(FAC) up the list. With Weber urgently coordinating several architects to design the Paul-Speiser-Hof the
responsibility for adjusting the priorities can be placed with him.
The city bought two small parcels a short distance to the northwest shortly thereafter and built
the Anton Katschinka-Hof and Fendigasse 19-21 behind the Matteottihof in the V. District. 367

Fendigasse 19-21

Anton Katschinka-Hof Siebenbrunnenfeldg. 8-10

The giants at the bend in the Gürtel were within sight of Matzleinsdorfer Platz, but the Herweghhof and
the Julius Popp-Hof, as well as the Matteottihof, were too far away to exert effective control over the
area with the weapons at the disposal of the Schutzbund.
The area around Matzleinsdorfer Platz was not as weakly defended as its lack of strongpoints
might suggest. Any approach from the south would have had to come a long distance down the slopes
of the Wienerberg and Laaer Berg through a solid workers' district where arms were stored with
numerous fighters ready to use them. What little success the Schutzbund had in the uprising came in
the X. District where bands roamed freely for a few hours. Furthermore, even the southern reaches of
the district were secure enough to place Schutzbund headquarters there at the Ahornhof in the GeorgeWashington-Hof complex. This argument suggests that it was wiser to place buildings where they were
needed rather than at Matzleinsdorfer Platz. This was in fact done. The suppression of development at
Matzleindsorfer Platz, whatever the reason, was done with the knowledge that the entire district to the
south formed a wall against attacks from that quarter.
The 27 plans encompassed 34 sites. Friedl warned that some of the sites had long leases that had to
be cancelled at the proper time to avoid large claims against the city, but no lease would have exceeded
the time frame of the program. Neither the sites nor the length of the leases are specified individually.
Letter of Friedl to Committee V of the City Senate, June 28, 1927. BD 2231/27. On October 2, 1928
Weber approved the plan to develop part of the site along Reinprechtsdorfer Strasse close to
Matzleinsdorfer Platz. BD 3102/28. There is no explanation in later documents why the land remained
open.
367
Land bought from Wiener Baukreditbank, March-April, 1929. The Anton Katschinka-Hof was started
in 1929 and Fendigasse 19-21 was begun in 1930. BD 1059/29.
366
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The city changed the name of Bürger Platz to Reumann Platz in 1925 honoring the recently
deceased mayor, relieved do doubt at disposing of another bourgeois atavism, The square became a
hub of activity near the edge of the developed portion in the X. District spurred by the Amalienbad, a
public bathing facility that made the socialists justly proud. 368 Streets fanned out to the south and east,
among them Favoriten Strasse and Laaer Strasse, making the square a natural focus for traffic of many
sorts. 369 The only notable public facility in the neighborhood was the reservoir on Quellen Strasse
mentioned already.
The large amount of open land in the X. District was incentive enough to build, but the city had
even greater ambitions for the area. Plans for a gargantuan development on Eisenstadt Platz to the
south stretching between Favoriten Strasse and Laaer Strasse have been discussed already. Two projects
along Kennergasse closer to Reumannplatz with four other neighbors spanned a shorter distance
between the two arterials. None of the buildings faces Favoriten Strasse, but two, Gellertgasse 42-48
(with an address of Laaer Strasse 16-20 as well) and Laaer Strasse 22-24 create a large cluster of 632
apartments facing Laaer Strasse. There are tower-like projections on Gellertgasse 42-48 with small
windows, and the entrance to the courtyard of Laaer Strasse 22-24 is covered by small windows at the
far side of the court looking like machinegun portals, but the style of these buildings is otherwise simple
and blocky. Laaer Strasse 22-24 especially reflects the decision to do away with ornamentation for the
sake of economy after 1931. It is similar in its stark simplicity to the Johann Hartmann-Hof in the XV.
District near the Schmelz Reservoir. It is arguable whether Reumannplatz was a strategic location and
whether this cluster of buildings, to which should be added Bürgergasse 22 and Staudiglgasse 9, was
thought of as protecting Reumannplatz from hostile forces approaching down the slopes of the Laaer
Berg. The architect of Bürgergasse 22 was Karl Ried a private architect who would prove himself later
with XIV. Gründorfgasse 4 (1928) and XX. Gerlhof (1930) discussed earlier. There were more important
locations and there were buildings built with more militarily useful elements, but at least this section of
the X. District had a lot of municipal apartments.

X. Gellertgasse 22-28

X. Laaer Strasse 22-24 entrance to Hof

The toilet cubicles in the Gemeindebauten were not large enough for a bathtub
facilities were scattered in numerous locations around the city.
369
It subsequently became a busy terminus of the U-Bahn.
368

so public bathing
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X. Bürgergasse 22 Karl Ried architect started in 1925
One last corner of Favoriten was the "T" formed by Triester Strasse and Wienerberg Strasse. It
included Spinnerin Am Kreuz and half of the enormous George Washington-Hof. This location was
perhaps as important for its height and proximity to the reservoir as for the amount of vehicular traffic it
carried, but a glance at the map shows that Triester Strasse was one of the most vital highways
approaching from the south. A wall of municipal projects, one of them a cooperative, crowned the
heights of the Wienerberg and gave the socialists an overwhelming presence in the area.
Eschenallee 1-9 and Triester Strasse 85 acted as a gate to the developed portions of the city at
this point. These were among the last buildings in the program and neither was finished by January
1934. Departing from the policy of simplicity set down in 1931, the city approved structural refinements
and decorative features that were in keeping with more provocative earlier styles. Eschenallee 1-9, for
example, projects halfway onto the sidewalk to allow a row of windows an unobstructed view down the
length of Wienerberg Strasse, while ledges jut out above and below sets of windows at various places on
the building. 370 The stairwells of Triester Strasse 85 extend from the building as do some corner
apartments although not far enough to allow windows on the sides. The southwest corner is set back
while the building is articulated in other ways. The area has been treated in connection with reservoirs,
which alone would have been reason enough to include military features. Triesterstrasse 75-77, for
example, is just on the other side of the reservoir while everything is dominated by the one thousand
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Pictures 1305, 1303 and 1302.
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apartments of the George Washington-Hof. 371

X. Eschenallee 1-9, Karl Krist of the Stadtbauamt 1931

X. Triester Strasse 85, 1932
The verdict on socialist intentions regarding fortifying Favoriten with housing projects is mixed.
Lying outside the Gürtel, inhabited largely by workers already, reaching up the slopes of two great hills
(which can hardly be called mountains though they carry the name) and largely open land, the district
presented opportunities for development more than problems for defense against an armed opponent.
Part of the George Washington-Hof was in the Tenth and part in the Twelfth District. The Birkenhof,
Fliederhof and Ahornhof lay in the Tenth while the Ulmenhof and Akazienhof lay in the Twelfth.
371
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It ended up containing more municipal apartments than any other district including the gigantic XXI.
District with more than four times the area. The Schutzbund leadership chose the X. District for its
headquarters before the uprising knowing that it was securely in the hands of the socialists. The
decision might have been a tactical mistake since the George Washington-Hof was farther from the
scene of crucial battles along the railroads and at the bridges when communications were poor, but that
is a different question. If the socialists could be confident of holding one district it was Favoriten. One
important crossing of the Südbahn was left uncovered when the project was started too late, but it
made little difference since federal troops could have used it only by crossing the length of a hostile
district. Its vulnerability would have become a problem only if the entire X. District had been lost to an
assault from the south.

The XI. District--Simmering

The pattern of districts spiraling out from the center of Vienna is broken by the XI. District of
Simmering. This district is situated in the elbow of the II. and III. District and extends as far south as
Schwechat with the airport. It does not touch the XII. district at all; the X. District rather lies between XI.
and XII. We must step back to consider the area between the airport and the districts inside the Gürtel.
The XI. District was roughly the same size as the X. at 22 million square meters but was even
more sparsely populated with less than one-third the number of inhabitants in 1923. 372 A vast heath
stretched along the Danube Canal south of the gas and electrical works toward the few buildings of
Kaiser-Ebersdorf. The population of the district was mainly strung out along Simmeringer Hauptstrasse,
the only arterial of note, toward the Central Cemetery, the immense Zentralfriedhof. 373
The streets of the XI. District existed mostly as dotted lines on maps, awaiting an increase in
population. There were only three intersections of note, not so much places where arterials crossed as
spots where streets branched off from Simmeringer Hauptstrasse in one direction or another.
The branch closest to town was Geiselbergstrasse, an extension of Gottschalkgasse, that headed
straight west past Herder Platz toward the embankment and underpass of the Aspangbahn. It had two
major buildings, the twins Widholzhof and Josef-Scheu-Hof, where it passed Herder Platz halfway
between Simmeringer Hauptstrasse and the Aspangbahn. Both were started and finished together in
1925-26. The other two branches farther south were Kaiser-Ebersdorfer Strasse and Neugebäude
Strasse headed southeast toward the heath.
The Widholzhof at 210 apartments stood between Geiselbergstrsse and Herder Platz. It
possessed marked military characteristics. Its toilet ventilation windows cut off corners and looked like
machinegun portals pointed in two directions. The Josef-Scheu-Hof in a less important location next

The X. District contained 142,456 people, the XI. 46,232 in 1923, that is, 7.64% and 2.43% of the city
population. The X. had one person for every 152 m2 while the XI. had one person for every 479 m2. By
contrast, the old XIV. District of Rudolfsheim was the most heavily populated with one person for every
21.4 m2 and the VIII. District had one person for every 21.7 m2 within the same boundaries it has today.
Tables found in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss.
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An old joke comparing the Zentralfriedhof with Zürich has the Swiss city twice as large but half as
jovial as the cemetery.
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door added its bulk though little else. 374 It was an easy choice of both paramilitary groups in 1934,
occupied first by the Heimwehr, then by the Schutzbund, but it proved a disappointment to the latter by
surrendering when the government rolled up artillery. 375

XI. Widholzhof Geiselbergstrasse 60-64, 1925
This section deals with intersections, it is true, but mention should be made of Herder Platz
along the Aspangbahn. Both the Widholshof and the Josef-Scheu-Hof can be considered part of the
much larger concentration of Gemeindebauten around Herder Platz. Bordered on the west by the
Aspangbahn, the other three sides were surrounded by a constellation of Gemeindebauten with a large
concentration of arms and men that became the scene of considerable fighting in 1934.
Also deserving mention for its similarity with other important small buildings is a location far
south on Simmeringer Hauptstrasse at the third gate of the Zentralfriedhof across from the insignificant
Türnlhofer Strasse. It was no doubt intended for staff workers in the cemetery but could easily have
served as an observation post for troop activity along Simmeringer Hauptstrasse like the more
strategically located buildings in Hadersdorf-Weidlingau, Strebersdorf and Neustift am Walde. 376

Picture 0615. These windows stacked on top of each other are unique in the program. No other
building placed ventilation windows so that the rough opening of the window created a triangle at the
corner of the building, probably because of the expense involved. They are somewhat similar to those
at the Weissenböckstrasse settlement treated below.
375
Duczynska, 169-170.
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Another small building in the middle of the cemetery 850 meters from Gate III started in 1923 was
meant for the families of gardeners. Karl Ehn of the Stadtbauamt warmed up a bit for designing the Karl
Marx-Hof, even before the Lindenhof, with relatively small windows in projecting stairwells and a short,
rounded room with a balcony on top protruding from the east side. The strategic value of the site is
highly questionable though the features are imposing.
374
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XI. Zentralfriedhof III. Tor 1925
The second of the intersections mentioned above was the place where Kaiser Ebersdorfer
Strasse branched off toward the heath. Little development had taken place along that long road even
close to Simmeringer Hauptstrasse. Even the Landwehr Kaserne at the far end discussed at some length
above was not on Kaiser Ebersdorfer Strasse itself but on side streets north of the road.
Weber and the Stadtbauamt scrambled to make up for the omission by placing a building at the
junction of Simmeringer Hauptstrasse and Fickystrasse. The site of Fickystrasse 8, now called RosaJochmann-Hof, was #12 on the list for the second five-year plan in 1927, and the District Manager
impatiently asked in September,1928 when building was to start if at all, for the city did not own the
land yet. 377 Curiously, prior selection of the site did little to drive up the price, because the city acquired
the land for a mere 5 Schillings per square meter early in 1928, perhaps an indication of how poorly
developed the area was. 378 Though it was begun in August 1931, less than half of Fickystrasse 8 had
been finished by January 1934. 379 It was the scene of some fighting in February but not as much as the
Karl Höger-Hof on Herder Platz several blocks to the northwest beyond the Ostbahn embankment.
Undoubtedly, though, Fickeystr 8 was more strategically located to control both the intersection with
Kaiser Ebersdorfer Strasse and the Ostbahn underpass just to the north although the building has only a
few setback balconies at the corners besides the small ventilation windows. The slab balconies
projecting from the sides of the stark building have open grillwork for railings in accordance with the
economy measures. 380 It made up in location and size at 254 apartments what it lacked in military
features.

Bezirksvorsteher to SBA. Sept. 4, 1928. BD 3764/28.
Proposal of SBA (Jaeger) to build Fickeystr. 8, February 5, 1929, approved by GRA IV Feb. 12, 1929.
The owners were a group headed by Franz Kronlochner with the property totaling 6060 m2. BD 488/29.
379
Cf. Catalogue found in BD 4178/33, p. 12.
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Pictures 0807, 0808.
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XI. Fickeystrasse 8 (Rosa Jochmann-Hof) 1931
Neugebäude Strasse branches off from Simmeringer Hauptstrasse southeast of Kaiser Ebersdorf
Strasse. It was an exceptionally crucial intersection because Schloss Neugebäude, an old palace just
down the street behind the Crematorium, contained a large store of arms under uneasy supervision by
both major parties. 381 They had been moved there over the years after the weapons agreement of 1922
and saw a big increase after the Arsenal raid in May 1927. 382 Ilona Duscynska complained that the
socialists got the worst of the deal because it moved arms from socialist control to a "neutral" site under
joint control, but the deal was actually a compromise because the weapons had been in the hands of the
government after the raid. Naturally this considerably increased the strategic importance of the roads
and intersections around the Neugebäude.
The project at the corner of Simmeringer Hauptstrasse and Weissenböckstrasse presents an
intriguing example in the history of the program. A small city-owned settlement of 71 single family
houses had gone up in 1923 along Weissenböckstrasse designed by Franz Kaym called
Weissenböckstrasse I. Teil (First Part), but it did not extend to the corner on Simmeringer Hauptstrasse.
An internal memo said the owner of the strip from Weissenböckstrasse to Reischekgasse along the
thoroughfare was causing trouble, so the land could not be acquired in 1924. 383 When building started in
October 1926 it was by no means an extension of the settlement though it got the name
Weissenböckstrasse II. Teil all the same. Construction lasted until the middle of 1928, an inordinate
amount of time for only 56 apartments. 384 The style of building had nothing in common with the earlier
portion but was vaguely similar to other settlement housing of the mid-1920’s, like the later part of Am

The city crematorium was erected in the former gardens across the street from the old palace amid
much controversy because the Catholic Church was opposed to cremation.
382
Ilona Duczynska (p. 76) gives the number at 200 machineguns and 4000 rifles among other things.
383
Ohne Zahl/1924. Early in the folder for 1924. It would be interesting to know how much the city paid
for the land—the numbers are probably available in Gemeinderat minutes.
384
In contrast, the first part of the municipal settlement on Laaerstrasse with 81 apartments, was
begun in the middle of June 1927 and finished in May 1928 so a settlement 30% larger with a similar
rowhouse arrangement took 8 months less to build.
381
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Tivoli, being two story row houses with walkways and green spaces separating the buildings. At that any
similarity ended.
The second part of the Weissenböckstrasse settlement is perhaps the most obvious example of
a military design. The corners along Simmeringer Hauptstrasse, that is Weissenböckstrasse and
Reischekgasse to the south, have windows that bear a striking resemblance to machine gun portals. The
windows facing the intersection with Neugebäudestrasse are more heavily casemated than those facing
the intersection with Reischekgasse. The window sills in several of the corner windows fall away at
unusually sharp angles, dramatically in the case of six apartments including two facing
Weissenböckstrasse, and the apertures are angled on the sides along Reischekgasse. 385 Four of the six
apartments with such windows are located inside the compound facing the entrances. 386 It is
impossible to say whether the Social Democrats anticipated the marked increase of weapons in the
Neugebäude after the building was designed, but one thing is clear; the plans for the building needed no
altering as a result of the transfer. No changes appear to have been made as a result of the increased
importance of the location. 387 Designs by private architects Franz Kaym and Alphons Hetmanek were
approved by the Gemeinderat in September 1926. All the features that appear similar to military
architecture were present in the original drawings.

XI. Weissenböckstrasse I. Teil 1923

Pictures 0801, 0802, 0805, 2801-2805, 2807.
Picture 0804, for example
387
The plans lie in the files of the Baupolizei in Bezirksamt XI. The apartments were of the largest kind in
the program. Thirty-six contained 48 m2 with kitchen, living room, two bedrooms, entryway and toilet
while the remainder with one exception are unusually large at 57 m2 and include a small laundry. The
average cost per apartment was relatively expensive at 16,964 Schillings, but construction was of the
highest quality with reinforced concrete floor slabs and walls, called Massivmauerwerk, that ranged
from 0.51 m. (20 inches) thick in the basement to 0.38 m. (15 inches) thick above ground.
385
386
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XI. Weissenböckstr. II. Teil Corner with Neugebäude Str.

XI. Weissenböckstr. II Teil Inner court
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XI. Weissenböckstrasse II. Teil corner with Reischekgasse.
The bunker-like appearance of the building quickly provoked a reaction. As soon as the
government could expect minimal armed resistance or vociferous opposition in parliament it began
raiding the Gemeindebauten searching for weapons. Ten days after the Nationalrat was shut down, on
March 14, 1933 the police invaded the settlement and confiscated two complete machine guns, three
machine gun actions, belts, ammunition and nearly 100 rifles. 388
The timing coincided with a political crisis expected for the next day. One of the three
Presidents of the Nationalrat, Dr. Straffner, had summoned the assembly back into session for March 15,
but the government had no intention of allowing the convocation to take place. There was hardly a
better moment for the socialists to call a general strike or make a military move in consequence of
closing parliament. 389 The police botched the effort to prevent the Nationalrat from assembling so that
the government had to resort to a legalism and declare that the meeting had not taken place at all. The
police chief Dr. Brandl resigned in disgrace. The settlement on Simmeringer Hauptstrasse, close to the
Neugebäude became more important as a result. No other building in the program had such clear
military capabilities nor as heavily armed in proportion to its size.
The raid on Weissenböckstrasse at that moment became an astute move by the executive. With
everyone preoccupied by the political confrontation looming on the Ring, the socialists paid little
attention to the likelihood of a military confrontation in the outlying districts. The deputies downtown
could only wonder about the outcome of their political initiative while Dollfuss could conceal his resolve
Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten Februar, 1934. AVA, Karton V. Pr Zl IV 2606/261/34. This is a list of
confiscations going back to 1920. The residents of the apartments where the weapons were found were
Josef Niedermayer, Leopold Schweitzer and Karl Haindl, all streetcar drivers. They were jailed for 7 days,
14 days and 10 days respectively. All three in fact appear in the Wohnungsanzeiger of 1929, two of
them already living in the Weissenböckstr. settlement. Leopold Schweitzer as a conductor, a Schaffner,
had the most responsible position of the three. Karl Heindl lived farther out on Kaiser-Ebersdorfer Str.
The exact apartment numbers are not listed in the Wohnungsanzeiger.
389
Walter Goldinger, Geschichte der Republik Österreich, (Wien, 1954) p. 201.
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to prevent the Nationalrat from reconvening until the last moment. The preemptive strike against
Weissenböckstrasse II. Teil was well-timed to take advantage of Social Democratic predilection for
political as opposed to military maneuvering. It also demonstrated Dollfuss' willingness to risk armed
confrontation even at an especially sensitive political moment. The confiscation of five machine guns
and 100 rifles was a significant loss; the police raided the much larger Winarsky-Hof two days later and
found nothing. Even after the uprising a year later the total taken from the Winarsky-Hof was only half
that taken from Weissenböckstrasse in one raid. 390 The raid was apparently ignored in a meeting of
government ministers the next day. No mention appears in Brandl’s statement of resignation, which is
unremarkable, but no mention appears either in the first review of events by his successor Seydel on
March 17. This is notable because Seydel touched on events of the nights between March 13 and 15 to
the extent of mentioning the confiscation of a single pistol and forty rounds of ammunition from a
Schutzbundler on the night of March 13 and two rifles and several cartridges from a Communist. 391 The
attack on Weissenböckstrasse got lost in the rush of events.
Military inaction was nothing new to the socialists. The raid might have touched off a full-scale
rebellion in conjunction with the parliamentary crisis had there been general orders to resist further
confiscations coinciding with the call to reconvene the Nationalrat. Perhaps the modest size of
Weissenböckstrasse did not warrant total mobilization by the Schutzbund apart from a full commitment
to bring down the government. The socialists were unprepared to make a military commitment to resist
with force at any one location which would have escalated quickly toward a general armed uprising.
Concentrating on parliamentary maneuvering and the impending political confrontation, they
abandoned the military initiative to the government. They had been baffled for years by the problem of
preventing piecemeal confiscations that amounted to creeping disarmament; no one incident seemed
sufficient by itself to warrant a general uprising until leadership devolved to the workers themselves, not
in Vienna but in Linz, as it turned out. Fortress after fortress fell to a knock on the door by the federal
police.
Why did the police choose Weissenböckstrasse? We cannot discount the existence of reliable
information that weapons were stored there, but as often as not tips proved to be false leads before
and after the uprising. 392 A simpler explanation is that they required no tip at all. The complex invited
suspicion by itself, for there was hardly a better place for machineguns than the embrasures designed

An object of suspicion for some time already, the Winarskyhof was searched on March 16, 1933, a
day after the parliamentary crisis. The result of the search after the uprising on Feb. 18, 1934 was two
machineguns and 48 rifles. AVA. Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten 1934, Karton 5, 2606/261/34. Another
report on the same search of Feb. 18, 1934 says one complete machinegun and 48 rifles. Ibid., Karton
10, Packet entitled "Tel.-Mitteilungen."
391
Minutes of the Ministers’ conference of March 15, Brandl’s resignation and Seydel’s report can be
found in Rudolf Neck and Ludwig Jedlicka, Vom Justizpalast zum Heldenplatz: Studien u.
Dokumentationen 1927 bis 1938, (Wien, Ös. Staatsdruckerei, 1975), 348-357.
392
AVA. Polizeidirektion Wien, Akten Feb. 1934, Zl.Pr. IV-2606/34 1-300. The packet with nos. 1-100
contains denunciations, confused reports of weapons hidden here and there, records of unsuccessful
searches and denials of involvement. The whole of Karton VI contains records of purported weapons
depots reaching into 1935 most of which are sketchy and fairly ridiculous.
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for them. Furthermore, the raid on the small complex was done without arousing spontaneous
resistance from residents in the area as might have occurred at a larger block. 393
The settlement on Weissenböckstrasse ranks as one of the most provocative buildings erected
during the First Republic. There exists no explanation or defense of a design that lopped off the corners
of the building to create fan-shaped, concrete-encased apertures whose sharp overhanging corners cut
down on the amount of light allowed into the recessed windows. It was at the very least an expensive
solution to a ventilation problem not repeated on the second floor above facing Weissenböckstrasse.
The bourgeois parties can be pardoned for visualizing gun fire coming from windows so designed when
weapons and trained personnel were at hand. Placement of the building coincided with a dramatic
increase in the strategic importance of the intersection after 1927 although planning and the initial
stages of construction started earlier. The coincidence of a military building and an arms race strongly
suggest deliberate intent in the design.
An assessment of XI. District places it among the most obvious of Weber’s preoccupations. The
four locations along Simmeringer Hauptstrasse that had any strategic significance were all covered by
Gemeindebauten to the exclusion of others. The army base covered earlier demonstrates Weber’s focus
amounting almost to an obsession. Even tiny outposts in the Central Cemetery meant as housing for
cemetery workers do nothing to allay suspicion.

The XII. District--Meidling

The XII. District of Meidling was only about one-third as large as the X. and XI. Districts and
contained about 100,000 residents in 1923, twice that of XI. but only two-thirds that of the X. District. It
was located between the Vienna River on the north and the city boundary on the south between the
Gürtel and Schönbrunn, edging beyond the palace to include Hetzendorf and Altmannsdorf. At the time
Triester Strasse was the border with the X. District which meant the George Washington-Hof at
Spinnerin Am Kreuz was in XII. District, not X. as it is today. That large complex was handled together
with X. earlier. Meidling in 1930 had proportionally more people in public housing than any other district
with 63.24 persons per 1000 compared with 57.95 in the XXI. District while I. and VI. had none--the
Leuthnerhof had not yet gone up in the VI. District. 394 The total of 7649 municipal apartments, including
883 houses in three cooperatives, was second only to the X. District.
The strategic importance of the district lay mostly in its relation to the Südbahn and the
Verbindungsbahn, as well as the Gürtel since the Wiental was not yet developed as a high-density
transportation corridor except for the passenger-carrying Stadtbahn. Accordingly, mention has already
been made about the importance of the two giants at Fuchsenfeld as well as Hetzendorferstr. 157 with
respect to the Südbahn and the Verbindungsbahn. The highway crossings close to each railroad
enhanced the importance of the sites as well since they provided road access to the other side of the
railroad. This made the junction of Längenfeldgasse and Eichenstrasse at the Südbahn underpass quite
important as was the choke point where Hetzendorferstr. brushed the rail yards of the
Verbindungsbahn at the Kernstr. bridge.
Size alone did not deter the Federal Police, though, for they raided the large Winarskyhof four days
later.
394
Zusammenstellung as of 6 October, 1930 found in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss.
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There was an array of several intersections along the Gürtel that were covered by
Gemeindebauten across from the V. District. The Gaudenzdorfer Gürtel had the Haydnhof and the
Leopoldine Glöckel-Hof stretched out alongside the Gürtel between Arndt Strasse and Herther Gasse. In
conjunction with the Franz Domes-Hof across the wide, park-like median on the Margarten Gürtel and
the Reumannhof nearby in the V. District the city had 1274 apartments in the area, just fifty fewer than
the Karl Marx-Hof, In short, the socialists dominated every intersection along the Gürtel between the
Vienna River and the Südbahn except for Schönbrunner Strasse. This important junction, however, had
the Leuthnerhof and the Technical School enfilading the Gürtel a block to the north.
Two other intersections have been discussed already with respect to transportation facilities
and military bases. Schedifkaplatz at the Philadelphia Bridge over the Südbahn had the Simonyhof
nearby, and the junction of Hohenberg Strasse and Schwenk Gasse at the Train Kaserne had
Aichholzgasse 52 and Am Tivoli at two of the corners.
There are 32 Gemeindebauten in XII. Many have military characteristics but do not fit into the
categories chosen for this study. Such, for example are the Bebelhof on Steinbauergasse and the
Liebknechthof on Längenfeldgasse designed by Karl Ehn and Karl Krist of the Stadtbauamt. The Bebelhof
has numerous masonry balconies and towers that cover or intrude on the sidewalk while the
Liebknechthof has portions of the building cantilevered over the sidewalk for a view down the street.
The Bebelhof especially can be considered threatening.

XII. Bebelhof on Steinbauergasse by Karl Ehn 1925
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XII. Bebelhof Karl Ehn, 1925

XII. Bebelhof exposed masonry and covered sidewalk
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XII. Liebknechthof at Längenfeldgasse 19 by Karl Krist

The XIII. District--Hietzing

The XIII. District was immense before the Nazis revised the internal borders of Vienna in 1938.
At 24 square kilometers it was larger than either X. or XI., while the neighboring XIV. district of
Rudolfsheim was scarcely bigger than the small districts inside the Gürtel. The XIII. got the name
Hietzing for convenience but included Penzing, Breitensee, Unter St. Veit and a few other old villages.
Since district borders of the time had little impact on the housing program except for accounting
purposes, it seems best to deal with XIII. as it exists today rather than as it existed at the time. 395 All
considerations of XIII., XIV. and XV. Districts henceforth must take into account that the present XIV. was
carved out of XIII. in 1938 while the old XIV. District was incorporated entirely into the XV. Thus,
Rudolfsheim, Sechhaus and the area reaching up to Schmelz between the Westbahn and Hütteldorfer
Strasse became part of XV. so that the long approaches, yards and sheds of the Westbahnhof today
bisect the district rather neatly.312
Present day XIII. leads westward along two major arterials up toward the Lainzer Tiergarten, a
large forest preserve with wild boars and other free range animals that formed part of the green belt
In 1927 the Stadtbauamt made efforts to spread projects for the next five years among the districts.
Friedl to various committees. June 28, 1927. BD 2231/27.
312
This way of proceeding coincides with that used by Karl Mang in conjunction with the exhibition of
1976 rather than the final catalogue of the program itself issued in January 1934 for internal use by the
City Building Office. Mang's catalogue lists 1293 apartments in the XIII. while the catalogue of 1934 has
5641. The four projects in the old XIV. find themselves grouped together at the start of the list for the
XV. in the Mang catalogue to account for a lack of sequence in the dates for that district.
395
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around Vienna. There the streets terminated making the entire district rather insignificant strategically.
Of 1293 apartments 78% were mostly row houses in different kinds of settlements. 396 The others were
in three apartment blocks within a few hundred yards of the city limit.
Dead end arterials did nothing to enhance the strategic profile of the XIII. District. Hietzinger
Hauptstrasse started at the Hietzing Bridge over the Vienna River at one corner of Schönbrunn and
stretched westward to disappear into the wilds of the Tiergarten. Not surprisingly no municipal housing
was built along this large avenue. The more important Lainzer Strasse branched off a short distance
from the river and headed southwest through the foothills of the Tiergarten, changing names to
Speisinger Strasse as it left the old village of Lainz, approached and crossed the Verbindungsbahn to
become the most important street in the district. It, too, had no Gemeindebauten assigned to it.
Hermesstrasse branched off from Speisinger Strasse in the old village of Speising to head straight west
toward the Lainzer Gate of the Tiergarten; it is the only intersection of note in the area. A large state
hospital and old age home stretch along Wolkersbergenstrasse at nearly a right angle to Hermesstrasse
in the immediate vicinity.
Five of the eight city projects in the area were settlements, and two of the three apartment
blocks were so close to the settlements that they blended in to the overall Stadtbild. Built between 1928
and 1931 with a meager total of 281 apartments, two of them mask settlements behind them, in effect
walling them off from the street and encasing them in buildings with prominent military features. 397 The
city-owned settlement Hermeswiese designed by Karl Ehn had an entrance that could easily be made
defensible.

Three of the five settlements were relatively small cooperatives, one of which was the imaginative
Werkbundsiedlung of 1930. Well known architects, including Adolph Loos (picture 2216), who had not
designed any housing for the program since he collaborated on the Otto Haas-Hof in 1924, were given a
free hand to design different houses. Financing was similar to the arrangements made with the
"Heimbauhilfe Am Wasserturm" which involved fewer restrictions than the conditions under which
other cooperatives were built. The settlement containing 70 houses by 32 different architects, has
become a charming outdoor museum. The city built and owned 73% of the 1012 houses in the other
two settlements with Lockerwiese the largest at 643 units.
397
The border of the city lay just west of the hospital complex across Wolkersbergenstrasse from the
Biraghigasse complex so that the cooperative settlement "Lainzer Tiergarten" just west of Hermeswiese
lay outside the city limits.
396
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Entrance to XIII. Hermeswiese Settlement started in 1923
The architect chosen to design all three blocks associated with the settlements was Victor
Reiter, a private architect who had proven himself to Weber in 1925 with his work on the XX.
Grossmannhof. Lynkeusgasse 29-31, Speisinger Strasse 84-98 and Biraghigasse 38-42 were his
contributions to the XIII District. Reiter was a political chameleon who adapted to four different
administrations. 398
One project was a building of just 12 apartments in the middle of a cooperative settlement
where inhabitants tended to favor private property. To inject working class residents into settlements
was a tactic common during the program. This small project on Lynkeusgasse 29-31 close to the city
limit demonstrates again that Anton Weber was determined to blunt the development of anti-socialist
sentiment in the settlements. It was a symbol of Red Vienna, owned and operated by socialists in the
midst of private home owners. The building shows the importance of Hermesstrasse which reached the
city limits just to the west and entered the Tiergarten. It was set back from Hermesstrasse and
confronted the main entrance of the settlement with balcony parapets and rectangular ventilation
windows that were smaller than usual though not as narrow as the tiny slits of the later Biraghigasse 3842.399 A small convenience store located there might have justified the whole enterprise, though, since
the settlement was rather remote.

398
399

See below in XX District.
Pictures 2221, 2613.
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XIII. Lynkeusgasse 29-31
A second building Reiter designed for the neighborhood was a long project over an entrance
along Speisinger Strasse to the city-owned settlement of Hermeswiese. 400 It was a dramatic two-story
block rising to four stories in the center over the entrance, standing out among the row houses on both
sides. Its curved facade contains balconies with stout masonry railings situated so that they face up or
down Speisinger Strasse, but not in both directions. Weapons placed on these balconies would be
protected at the rear with a clear field of fire facing the other way. 401 Similar balconies on the side along
Hochmaisgasse are directed only toward Speisinger Strasse. 402 More than a block long, the building
seals off the Hermeswiese settlement behind it by covering the length of Speisinger Strasse for a
considerable distance. The socialist loyalties of the inhabitants were obvious to most. It might have
served as a reliable place to store arms in an emergency like the equally dramatic project on XII.
Defregger Strasse also designed by Reiter.

XIII. Speisinger Strasse 84-98

The entrance to the Lainz-Speising settlement on Lynkeusgasse from Hochmaisgasse shown above is
the source of some confusion since it states unequivocally "Gemeinde Wien Siedlung 'Hermeswiese'."
The Hautmanns list this as Lainz-Speising-Lynkeusgasse. Picture 2611.
401
Pictures 0412-0415, 2223, 2616-2617.
402
Picture 2810.
400
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The largest of the three designed by Reiter was Biraghigasse 38-42 with 170 apartments started
late in the program and located near the junction of Hermesstrasse and Speisinger Strasse. Unusually
small slit windows next to one entrance face down Wolkersbergenstrasse toward the junction while
another part of the complex opposite the entrance to the court contains none. With an obstructed view
of the intersection, the side away from Wolkersbergenstrasse was easily the less important of the two
from a military point of view. 403 The building otherwise is an example of the austerity prevalent after
1931. 404

XIII. Biraghigasse 38-42
These additions to the early housing coops in the XIII. District, like the one at XXI. Josef
Baumann-Gasse, can be considered countermeasures, admonitions or even threats to cooperative
settlers after the city government came to regret indulging returning soldiers and ambitious young
people eager to build their own houses. The efforts were distinctive, indeed obtrusive enough to offer
Picture 2810.
Viktor Reiter the year before put similarly narrow ventilation windows on Deffreggerstrasse 1a.
Picture 2508 especially but also 2506, 2507.
403
404
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evidence that they were not afterthoughts but calculated parts of a consistent pattern of political and
military placements, the more obvious the later in the program they appeared as tensions mounted.
The XIII. had no barracks, reservoirs, bridges or thoroughfares but contained a triangle of
buildings facing the most important intersection while individually they dominated the major streets in
the area, each according to the importance of the street. However, it seems that only the
Verbindungsbahn had some strategic importance. Still, Weber and the Stadtbauamt directed attention
to the district by the pains they took to alter a neighborhood of single-family houses with blocks that
housed socialist sympathizers in all likelihood. The Stadtbild saw change as well with the visual impact
of blocks on settlements.

The XIV. District-Penzing

As mentioned earlier, the XIV. District of Vienna during the First Republic was Rudolfsheim
rather than Penzing. When Rudolfheim became part of the XV. District in 1938 the entire district was
moved westward to include the areas of Breitensee, Baumgarten and Hütteldorf in addition to Penzing.
The borders of the city did not extend to Hadersdorf-Weidlingau as they have since 1965, leaving the
Josef Rautmann-Hof at Hauptstrasse 97 a considerable distance outside the city limits at the time, rather
an anomaly. Today the area is part of the XIV. District. 405
The major streets at the time were the east-west arterials of Linzer Strasse, Hütteldorfer Strasse
and Flötzersteig. The last two joined Linzer Strasse at different points as it headed west through the
pass in the Vienna Woods toward Linz. This in itself did not make Linzer Strasse the most important at
the time because Hütteldorfer Strasse was a straighter highway compared with Linzer Strasse whose
undulating, serpentine route testified to its antiquity. Flötzersteig carried traffic too far north to be a
convenient route between the Gürtel and the city limits. South of the Westbahn at Penzing with its
extensive freightyards, Penzinger Strasse formed an extension of Mariahilferstrasse until it ran into the
Vienna River and lost its name to Hadikgasse. Cumberland Strasse ran parallel near the railroad a few
blocks to the north and likewise merged into Hadikgasse. Although Hadikgasse absorbed both
Cumberland Strasse and Penzinger Strasse it was not the highway it is today because it was constricted
by the Vienna River at places upstream. The major east-west thoroughfares were north of the
Westbahn, that is, Linzer Strasse and Hütteldorfer Strasse.
A few north-south roads of lesser importance crossed the Westbahn and ascended the hills of
Breitensee and the Baumgärtner Höhe. Perhaps the most important of these was Ameisgasse which left
Hadikgasse and crossed all the major east-west arterials as well as the railroad as it headed north to
Hütteldorfer Strasse. Another, somewhat confusingly called Am Ameisbach, followed the course of the
Ameis Creek up past the Flötzersteig into the hills of the XVI. District while a third, Waidhausenstrasse,
linked Linzer Strasse and Flötzersteig somewhat to the west, crossing Hütteldorferstrasse in the process.
Hüttelberg Strasse climbed into the fastness of the Wienerwald on the edge of the city after leaving

The Josef Rautmann-Hof is not listed in the catalogue of 1934 since the area was not yet part of the
city. See above for a discussion of the building with regard to bridges and railroads.
405
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Linzer Strasse, while its extension down to the Vienna River called Bergmillergasse crossed that stream
just east the bottleneck formed by the Nikolaiberg as it plunged down to the Vienna River. 406
A short block from the prominent bridge that carries Ameisgasse across the Penzinger
freightyards lies the Blat-Hof at the intersection of Linzer Strasse and Goldschlag Strasse. It reaches fully
half the distance between Linzer Strasse and Hütteldorfer Strasse. Begun in 1924 at a relatively early
point in the program and designed by Clemens Holzmeister, an architect not at all in tune with socialist
ideology, it nonetheless has setback corners, masonry balconies and several banks of triangular bays
projecting over the surrounding streets. Small ventilation windows are missing from the outside of the
building. Entrances to the large courtyard are long, narrow and relatively low although access for firefighting equipment was not as poor as at the Reumannhof, the Otto Haas-Hof or the later Sturhof. 407
Regardless of whether Holzmeister intended his building to be a fortress, the configuration of the
windows and corners as well as the reinforced concrete and masonry construction suggest Weber’s
influence. The Schutzbund was growing at the same time, recruiting and starting its quarterly
publication, Der Schutzbund with the first two issues containing articles by Julius Deutsch and Theodor
Körner.

XIV Blathof Rottstrasse 1 begun in 1924
The Blat-Hof represented an important link in a chain of large housing projects in this part of the
city where Linzer Strasse and Hütteldorfer Strasse lay a few blocks apart and the Ameisgasse bridge
formed a link with several projects reaching nearly to the Vienna River on the south side of the
See picture 3101 for view upstream from the station at Hütteldorf-Hacking with the later
Wientallstrasse in place. The relation of the Nikolaiberg to the Vienna River is comparable to the
relation between the Leopoldsberg and the Danube. Compare with picture 3102.
407
See picture 3101 for view upstream from the station at Hütteldorf-Hacking with the later
Wientallstrasse in place. The relation of the Nikolaiberg to the Vienna River is comparable to the
relation between the Leopoldsberg and the Danube. Compare with picture 3102.
406
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Penzinger freightyards. The Blat-Hof was about equidistant from the Somogyihof on Hütteldorfer Strasse
and the Schimonhof on Penzinger Strasse. These last two were equally large projects of 356 and 360
apartments. The Blat-Hof with 313 apartments was slightly smaller, but with its neighbor the Liskahof
across Marcusgasse it outnumbered either of the other two.

XIV. Liskahof Jenullgasse 18-26 1931.
Although the Schimonhof lay some distance from the bridge, an array of five other projects made up
most of the distance so that the Ameisgasse bridge formed the keystone of an arc of municipal housing
blocks extending from the Somogyihof on Hütteldorfer Strasse to the Schimonhof near the Vienna River.
Several intersections in the area formed sharp angles and all were covered by projects; these included
Goldschlag Strasse/Linzer Strasse, Karlingergasse/Cumberland Strasse as well as Penzinger
Strasse/Hadikgasse.
Somewhat to the west lies Waidhausenstrasse joining Flötzersteig and Linzer Strasse with
Hütteldorfer Strasse in between. A block of 109 apartments lies at Waidhausenstrasse 2-6 where it
meets Linzer Strasse reaching north to Felbigerstrasse. A multitude of small ventilation windows
punctuate the facade, but otherwise the building is more like the flat projects put up after 1930, except
for sentinel-like bays projecting from the facade on either side of the entrance to the inner court on
Waidhausenstr. Neither of these, however, is cantilevered far enough over the sidewalk to allow for
windows facing up and down the street. 408

408

Picture 1404.
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XIV. Waidhausenstrasse 2-6 begun 1925
The northern base of the arc mentioned above is a much larger project designed by Schmid and
Aichinger. The Somogyihof on Hütteldorferstrasse occupies a square block between that arterial and
Heinrich Collin Strasse to the north. It contains a trademark military feature of the program with a
facade that juts out to cover the sidewalk and masonry balconies extending yet father over massive
pillars that support the structure. A curved side facing Mossbacher Gasse on the west needs no bays as
the curve itself provides enough of a view down the street.
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XIV. Somogyihof Hütteldorfer Str. 150-158
Another building of 68 apartments with no particular strategic location lies down the road at
Hütteldorfer Strasse 265-267. It is notable for features similar to the Blat-Hof, potentially useful to
control Hütteldorfer Strasse. The facade is articulated with triangular cantilevers and large numbers of
windows that provide a good view in both directions. It helps cover a bend in Hütteldorfer Strasse east
toward the Somogyihof. Unlike the Blat-Hof, though, there are a number of small ventilation windows
on the face of the building, and because Waidhausenstr. contains no Gemeindebauten between
Hütteldorfer Strasse and Flötzersteig next to the Baumgartner Cemetery this relatively small building is
of strategic interest.
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XIV. Hütteldorfer Str. 265-267
The final intersection of interest in XIV. District was outside the city at the time though it now
lies inside, within a few yards of the boundary. The Josef Rautmann-Hof has been discussed at length
already with respect to the Kielmannsegg Bridge and the Westbahn at this extremely narrow pass, but
the importance of the location is emphasized by adding an intersection to the list. Mühlberg Strasse
extends south skirting the base of the Mühlberg roughly parallel to the route chosen for the
Westautobahn of today through the mountains to St. Pölten. While the route was undeveloped at the
time the nature of the terrain and topographical features made it a likely way of approaching the city
from the west if the valley of the Vienna River were blocked. An approaching force might swing around
in a shallow arc to the south and bypass the narrows between Weidlingau and Purkersdorf by way of
Baunzen. As it existed at the time, then, Mühlberg Strasse laid emphasis on the junction at Weidlingau.
The route through the mountains to the north of the river by way of Mauerbach was
considerably longer but negotiable in the absence of opposition. The city placed no municipal
apartment blocks anywhere along Mauerbachstrasse or at the intersection with the Hauptstrasse in
Hadersdorf. This omission would appear to argue against the idea that the city wanted to develop a
comprehensive network of fortress apartments guarding approaches to the city. On the other hand, the
road still lay outside the city and an approach was less likely than at least two others in the area.
An overall judgment on the XIV. District as it exists today must emphasize the importance of
east-west traffic patterns narrowing down to the tiny pass in Weidlingau. The arc of apartment blocks
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covering the Ameisgasse bridge over the Westbahn, the two blocks of lesser importance farther west
and the Rautmann-Hof in Weidlingau all are strategically located with respect to the dominant east-west
pattern of arterials. They are also strategically situated regarding the few north-south streets of some
significance, mainly Ameisgasse and Waidhausenstrasse.

The XV. District-Rudolfsheim/Fünfhaus

The present-day XV. District is an amalgamation of the old XIV. and XV. A moderately sized area
of 3.5 million square meters, it contained just over 7% of the population in 1923. The Westbahnhof
consumed a considerable amount of space as did Schmelz and an open area around Vogelweid Platz
where the Stadthalle eventually rose. This meant that the district was densely populated where it was
built up but included a lot of transportation and park areas lacking inhabitants. Schmelz was an old
army training ground and not part of the sacrosanct Green Belt, so it invited development that chewed
away on three sides over time until only a core of small gardens and athletic facilities remained. 409
Several concentrations of municipal housing grew up in the area by the end of the program.
There was no room in Rudolfheim proper for municipal apartments although Mariahilfer Strasse
was a vital thoroughfare that carried traffic through the district from Linzer Strasse and Penzinger
Strasse down to the Ring. Only one of the four blocks that went up in neighboring areas was in an
important location with respect to streets, although another, the Johann Hartmann-Hof on Eduard Süss
Gasse, stood next to the Schmelz reservoir.
A building at Diefenbachgasse 49-51 later named the Skarethof finished in September 1931 has
been mentioned in connection with the Lobkowitz Bridge over the Vienna River at the foot of Meidlinger
Hauptstrasse. This intersection was important for strategic reasons not only because of the bridge and
the amount of traffic at the spot but also because it lay halfway between the Gürtel and the Schönbrunn
Bridge at the eastern edge of the palace.
The Skarethof does not follow the building lines along either street. Along the Linke Wienzeile it
presents a series of three steps facing west with cellar windows set high enough in reinforced concrete
walls to overlook the retaining wall of the Stadtbahn to the south. 410 The toilet ventilation windows and
small circular attic windows are prominent as well although the balconies are of the lighter variety
surrounded by open railings. On the side facing Diefenbachgasse the entrance to the courtyard is found
at one end of the building surrounded by small, square cellar windows set in heavy stone blocks. 411 One
such window, at a right angle to the others, faces northeast along Diefenbachgasse looking like a
machinegun portal. 412 The lack of symmetry creates a steplike effect similar to the side along the Linke
Wienzeile, but facing east rather than west. Buildings immediately to the west shielded the Skarethof to
a great extent from the streets flowing into one another at the Lobkowitz Bridge, although at least one
along Diefenbachgasse was (and remains) only two stories. If necessary, the building could have
become a strong outpost west of the bottleneck where the Linke Wienzeile narrowed severely at
Pfeiffergasse, since widened.
Picture 1404.
Pictures 1732 and 3505.
411
Picture 1729.
412
Picture 3506
409
410
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XV. Skarethof 1930 along Diefenbachgasse
Diefenbachgasse forms the chord of an arc created by a sharp bend in the Vienna River,
representing not only a shorter route to the Gürtel from the Lobkowitz Bridge but a way around the
bottleneck at Pfeiffergasse as well. Perhaps more importantly, the district police station in 1924 lay
immediately to the north on Kellinggasse while the police station of the XII. District was located just
across the Lobkowitz Bridge at the junction of Meidlinger Hauptstrasse and Schönbrunner Strasse. This
placed the Skarethof between two dangerous opponents with at least the possibility of controlling the
bridge that linked them. The Leuthnerhof guarded the Gürtel a short distance farther into town. Both
the Johann Hartmann-Hof and the Skarethof were late additions to the program at a time when tensions
were reaching the point of violence.

XV. Johann Hartmann-Hof Eduard Süss Gasse 28, 1931, entrance to the Hof
Most of the public housing in the present XV. District was located in Fünfhaus north of the
Westbahnhof, especially around Schmelz. A network of blocks between Hütteldorfer Strasse and
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Gablenzgasse as well as apartments erected at Schmelz in several stages and different styles over six
years gave the city a total of 2700 apartments in the area. The Eberthof at Hütteldorfer Strasse 16-22
mentioned already in connection with army bases is of interest regarding Hütteldorfer Strasse. It was
not located near an important intersection but is similar to the Somogyihof farther up the street in
having a tower that spans the sidewalk giving windows a commanding view up and down Hütteldorfer
Strasse. The Eberthof by Victor Mittag and Karl Hauschka started in 1925 at the same time as the
projects in Margareten was inspired by the examples of Schmid and Aichinger. They repaid the
complement two years later with a similar tower on the Somogyihof up the street. Mittag and Hauschka
so improved their credentials with Weber that they received the commission for the mighty
Wildganshof and collaborated in designing the Goethehof.
Not far away, done earlier but at a time when Weber was already in control, another building is
conspicuous for a tower over the sidewalk. The Vogelweidhof closer to the Gürtel at Hütteldorfer
Strasse 2a, spans the sidewalk next to Wurzbachgasse rather than along Hütteldorfer Strasse, in contrast
to the Eberthof. Its flat roof is cantilevered dramatically over the street for added effect. 413

XV. Vogelweidhof Hütteldorfer Str. 2a jutting out, started in 1926
Directly across the arterial lies Hütteldorfer Strasse 3-5, started a year earlier in 1925 at a time when
that short section was called Karl Marx Strasse. 414 It has a facade along Hütteldorfer Strasse indented in
such a way that several ventilation windows have somewhat obstructed views of the street. The side
along Löhrstrasse is unusually flat for 1925. 415

Picture 1701.
The area lay next to the large open space around Vogelweid Platz mentioned earlier. Cf. FreytagBerndt traffic map of 1924. All this land was open for housing but only a tiny slice of it near the Gürtel
was eventually occupied by the buildings in question.
415
Picture 1707, 1705.
413
414
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XV. Hütteldorfer Strasse 3-5
Both Hütteldorfer Strasse 3-5 and the Vogelweidhof lie in the immediate vicinity of Urban Loritz-Platz on
the Gürtel. The presence of two strong buildings just across the line in the XV. District compensated for
the scarcity of municipal blocks in the VII. District inside the Gürtel. Together with the Eberthof a few
blocks up Hütteldorfer Strasse and the two farther out, the Vogelweidhof and Hütteldorfer Strasse 3-5
gave the Schutzbund the potential to control that street for long stretches.
The status of Mariahilfer Strasse remains to be addressed. There was not one municipal
apartment block along its entire length from the Ring to Schlossallee or even within a block or two of it
including the important intersection with the Gürtel at the Westbahnhof. The city was able to wedge
blocks into building gaps in many neighboring places but did not do so along Mariahilfer Strasse.
Carbarns near the Museum of Technology at the western end of the street made up somewhat for this
deficiency. They lay near the head of the rail yards where Linzer Strasse met Schlossallee and crossed to
the south side of the tracks. The carbarns occupied three square blocks on both sides of Mariahilfer
Strasse giving the socialists plenty of space to hide weapons and assemble units. When fighting started
in 1934 carbarns in other parts of the city proved to be armories where the Schutzbund had concealed
weapons, not surprising since transit workers were among the most committed to the cause of the
proletariat. Tactically the carbarns were not as good as apartment blocks because they were relatively
low structures devoid of protected embrasures for firing and poorly located with respect to the streets.
Mariahilfer Strasse was then as now a shopping street which might have discouraged the Stadtbauamt
from putting residential housing there.
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An assessment of the XV. District concludes with the observation that the district was
dominated by the Westbahnhof to which most of the major intersections were related. Those that were
not, on the southern and northern edges of the district, had a few municipal blocks in the area, chiefly
the Skarethof and the Vogelweidhof, to provide potential shelter for Schutzbund units operating in the
area. The carbarns, centrally located, were more strategically placed with respect to the Westbahnhof
although the scarcity of apartment blocks along Mariahilfer Strasse otherwise represents a gap in the
pattern of apartment blocks covering important streets and intersections.

The XVI. District-Ottakring

The XVI. through XVIII. Districts were moderately sized districts with less than half the area of
the II., X. or XI. but four to five times the size of districts inside the Gürtel. This was because they
reached far up into the forested mountains of the Vienna Woods which had been designated Vienna's
green belt since the turn of the century.
The populations were anything but comparable. In 1923 the XVI. contained nearly twice as
many people as the XVIII. in roughly the same area, and the disparity grew after the city built 4500
apartments in Ottakring compared with 1850 units in the XVIII. There was an elitism implicit in the
figures, for the XVIII. had been known as the diplomatic quarter and remained so. City officials like Josef
Bittner lived there as well. While the city was turning its back on settlements as contributing to urban
sprawl and dilution of the proletarian ethos, while it was admonishing cooperatives about their origins
by building apartment blocks inside or adjacent to them, and while it was concentrating workers in
certain districts, it was preserving the better neighborhoods for its own elite. When the city built
housing in neighborhoods likely to be rented by city officials, as in the VIII. District, the apartments were
larger and the common areas better appointed. 416 Ottakring on the other hand was a workers' district
which the city stressed and even enhanced from the beginning to the end of the program. Only the X.
and the mammoth XXI. (nearly twelve times the size) surpassed the total of 582 apartments still being
built in XVI. when the program ended in 1934. 417 In addition, much of the public housing in the XV.
District lay just across Gablenzgasse from the XVI. District in the area around Schmelz.
The borders of XVI. have been constant enough that all of the apartment houses built there
during the First Republic remain in the district. Bounded by the Lerchenfelder Gürtel on the east and
embracing the City Woods or Gemeindewald on the west, Ottakring was bisected by Thaliastrasse,
which became Galitzinstrasse west of Maroltingergasse. Gablenzgasse and Ottakringer Strasse, two
major streets south and north of Thaliastrasse, formed the borders of the district in the most densely
settled areas close to the Gürtel. These three main streets were crossed at roughly right angles by
Possinger Gasse, changing names to Wattgasse north of Thaliastrasse, and Maroltingergasse, the
continuation of Ameisgasse. Ottakringer Strasse zigged and zagged until it joined Thaliastrasse close to
Maroltingergasse. The confluence of the three, though not perfect, made the area the most important
of the outlying intersections.

An example is the Ludo Hartmann-Hof with its decorative ceramic palm trees.
The Tenth had 1055 and the Twenty-first had 912 apartments under construction in 1934.
Engelsplatz had most of the 440 apartments still being built in the Twentieth District. BD 4178/33.
416
417
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The city found land in the area for three projects, one covering the entire distance between
Ottakringer Strasse and Thalia Strasse close to the elevated Ottakringer Bahnhof of the Suburban Line
(Vorortelinie). The poetically named Haus im alten Ort mentioned already in connection with the
Suburban Line, was one of the earliest housing blocks in the program. 418 The ventilation and cellar
windows are quite large, perhaps twice the size of those found on most later buildings. 419 This shows
clearly that from the start both ventilation and cellar windows, unusual in earlier buildings, were a
common feature of housing blocks designed specifically for the program. 420

XVI. Haus im alten Ort Enenkelstrasse 35 started 1922
The direction of development taken by designers under the strong if not determining influence
of Josef Bittner's counsel is noteworthy. Instead of becoming larger to improve living conditions over
earlier capitalistic developments by letting in more light, a feature touted with fanfare by the socialists,
the ventilation and cellar windows became smaller, sometimes mere slits as on Biraghigasse. The Haus
im alten Ort from 1922 is unselfconscious about its location close to the railroad, unlike the Holyhof
from 1928 at the other end of Heigerleinstrasse to the north. Its flat sides with no balconies, setbacks or
projections altering the building lines are very different from subsequent projects. That was changing
even as the building was under construction when the city allowed variances from the building lines for
the Fuchsenfeldhof.
By the time two buildings closer to Maroltingergasse were started in 1930 and 1933 the style
had reverted to the simpler facade of the Haus im alten Ort in response to financial exigencies. The
three projects thus became stylistic book ends of the program. The latter two were 120 apartments
each, both still being built in January 1934. The building on Odoacergasse was two short blocks from
Maroltingergasse. It had a series of cantilevered rooms using airspace above the sidewalk on
Odoakergasse, but none of these extended far enough to allow side windows.

It was begun only three weeks after the Fuchsenfeldhof, first of the large blocks.
Pictures 1912, 1913.
420
Buildings like the two in Tannbruckgasse were not designed for the program but completed on the
basis of earlier plans.
418
419
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XVI. Odoacergasse 10-18 begun 1933
The Austerlitzhof was even flatter. Both projects contained the usual small ventilation windows
and grated cellar windows, but otherwise they make a poor impression as fortresses; the Austerlitzhof
crowded Maroltingergasse so that the small windows hardly allowed people inside a view up or down
the street and the same was true of Odoakergasse 10-18. It is easy to say that they were simpler
because the site was not strategic. Their presence near an intersection where Gallitzinstrasse begins its
sharp rise up into the Vienna Woods is the only thing that deserves consideration. This was the limit of
dense development due to the steep terrain west of Maroltingergasse. It nonetheless became a center
of socialist activity during the revolt. 421

Cf. Ilona Duczynska follows the activities of Albert Sever during the February days calling him a
veritable king of the district for his thirty years as chairman of the Social Democratic Party in Ottakring.
He made the Cafe Schodl in the Maroltingergasse his base of operations and moved about the area
freely as fighting was developing at the Arbeiterheim and Sandleiten. The streetcar sheds across from
the Severhof (named after him in 1949) were thought to contain weapons which he tried without
success to make available to the irregulars. Duczynska, 191-201.

421
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XVI. Austerlitzhof Lorenz Mandl-Gasse 51-53 begun in 1932
A few blocks farther south lies the intersection of Flötzersteig and Maroltingergasse. Large
carbarns lay at this corner. Flötzersteig, it will be recalled, funneled traffic from the northeast down
toward the valley of the Vienna River and was one of the important east-west streets of the XIV.
District. 422 The city in 1930 started the Severhof here, separated from the intersection by the carbarns
and their complement of leftist workers. Unarticulated and conforming to the building lines along
Maroltingergasse, it had four towers along Wiesberggasse with attic windows, but the toilet ventilation
windows open onto the courtyard. They are smaller and more rectangular than normal as are the cellar
windows inside the court. Its presence at this intersection rather than external features makes this
building significant.

422

The XIII. District at that time.
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XVI Severhof Maroltingergasse 56-58
The Severhof shared a military characteristic with many other projects and a word should be
said about military defense of inner courtyards. In many cases there were small embrasures covering
the entrances; a few have been mentioned already. From the Rabenhof to the Severhof, access was
possible only in the face of these apertures, most often placed at ground level directly opposite the
entry. Sometimes they were placed at other angles and could enfilade aggressors trying to enter
through the opening from the street. It was a defensive technique perfected in WW I when attackers
entering no-man’s land could expect fire not only from the front but often from the side, less clearly
seen and less expected. Rushing the interior of Gemeindebauten was a most perilous assignment for
troops in 1934. The Severhof was one of many examples of the portals. A glance through the years
shows that buildings from almost every year after 1922 have the same feature. 423

Picture 1920 for Severhof (1930), 1904 for Goethehof (1928), 0501 or 1435 for Schimonhof (1927),
0916 for Rabenhof (1925), 1535 for Reismannhof (1924), 0507 for Phillipsgasse 8 (1924), 1832 for
Schumeierhof (1923), Bez. 21 #357 for Fultonstrasse 5-11 (1930) and many others.

423
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Reismannhof

Schumeierhof

XXI.Fultonstr. 5-11

XVII. Türkenritthof—courtyard entrances
The edge of the XVI. District bordering the XVII. was taken up by the sprawling Sandleiten
complex, the largest development of all at 1587 apartments done in five stages by seven architects
between July 1924 and March 1928. 424 It was located across from Kongress Platz in no particularly
strategic spot except that it dominated the entire area with its size. It was in a category by itself, neither
a block nor a settlement, comparable in many ways to Schmelz which was called an "apartment
complex" (Wohnhausanlage). The total number of housing units in Sandleiten exceeded Engelsplatz, the
largest of the superblocks, but its character was different since it was spread out, lower and tied
together by winding streets. The architectural style was not uniform either; the northern part contained
more than a dozen smaller buildings detached from one another while the southern portion consisted of
row houses. It became a special headache for the government in 1934 along with the Eiflerhof two
blocks away with a maze of streets, small windows, plentiful arms and determined fighters. The
government finally used artillery to subdue the area.

The number of apartments is the number in the Mang catalogue of 1976. In 1934 Sandleiten held
1582 apartments. Oftentimes the city was able to squeeze a few more apartments into a building over
the course of time when shops, party offices or other facilities closed. The numbers between 1934 and
1976 change often but within a narrow range.

424
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The Arbeiterheim in Ottakring was a case apart. Built well before WW I, it lay on Kreitner Gasse
in no particularly strategic location between Hasner Strasse and Kopp Strasse sandwiched between
other buildings. The fighting was more intense here than anywhere else during the uprising with more
extensive damage to the building. Lack of defensive features makes it seem that the socialist fighters
simply made use of whatever buildings they had, and that the attitude of the occupants made more
difference than physical features. It cannot be denied, but other than at the Arbeiterheim, resistance
arose not where large numbers of workers happened to live but rather in Gemeindebauten, for there
were hundreds of private apartment houses throughout the city owned by landlords but occupied by
people with solid socialist sympathies. None of these buildings became centers of resistance. This fact
makes the Arbeiterheim the exception to the pattern of resistance planned and executed using the
Gemeindebauten as their bases. The pattern otherwise overwhelmingly supports the thesis that the
Gemeindebauten were not just found to be useful when an emergency developed but actually intended
for the purpose, for there were hundreds of private buildings filled with socialist sympathizers.
Furthermore, it is likely that at least some owners were sympathetic enough that their buildings could
have been used to with the Eiflerhof two blocks away store weapons and evade suspicion. The universal
denials of fighters interviewed after the uprising that weapons were stored in Gemeindebauten has, if
not the ring of truth, at least a suggestion that some weapons were stored in privately owned buildings.
The example of the Arbeiterheim should not distract from the pattern of utilizing strong housing
projects designed to be useful in defense of the Republic. The stout resolve of occupants in the
Arbeiterheim made their resistance hard to break rather than the strength of the building. And even
though Ottakring was solidly socialist, armed forays by the Schutzbund against police units rapidly
became isolated actions that did not draw the district into general participation. Once the Schutzbund
was forced onto the defensive in actions around the Arbeiterheim and Sandleiten the streets of the
district were effectively denied to them.
In assessing the XVI. District of Ottakring it appears that the railroad station on the Suburban
Line, which became the terminus of the U3 of today, was a vital location. But after the early Haus im
alten Ort went up Weber did not improve the security of the area until 1932 with Odoacergasse 10-18
and the Austerlitzhof. In the meantime, Sandleiten farther north grew to almost 1600 apartments.
Other Gemeindebauaten scattered east of the railroad were of lesser importance shown by their
outward appearances. The exception was the Schumeierhof at Pfenninggeldgasse 8-12 with its bays,
but the location was relatively insignificant as were the Dr. Friedrich Becke-Hof on Thalheimergasse and
Brüsselgasse 45-47 which also had several projecting bays. None of these was at a notable intersection.

The XVII. District-Hernals

The XVII. District of Hernals has the same borders today as in the 1920's, like the XVI. Also, like
Ottakring it reaches high into the Vienna Woods beyond the limits of what could comfortably be
inhabited by large numbers without better transportation. The district would scarcely touch the Gürtel
at all had not planners drawn a sharp turn in the border of the district within a block of the Gürtel to
make Veronika Gasse rather than Ottakringer Strasse the border. Even so, the Hernalser Gürtel, whose
entire length formed the eastern boundary of XVII., was one short hop on the Stadtbahn (the modern
U6) of little more than half a kilometer from Ottaking. It was nearly 20% larger than Ottakring but held
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only around half the number of people in 1923, a percentage that shrank as the city built 4500
apartments in Ottakring compared with 1400 in Hernals. 425
Hernalser Hauptstrasse was the main street of the XVII. District. Stretching from the Gürtel past
the Hernals station of the Suburban Line, it became Dornbacher Strasse and continued into the
mountains to Dornbach on the edge of the forest. No municipal projects lay along the Gürtel in the
district, but one building in the IX. District mentioned earlier lies across the elevated Stadtbahn at
Hernalser Gürtel 26. Four blocks up Hernalser Hauptstrasse the city found room for a small building
covering most of the distance between Hernalser Hauptstrasse and Jörgerstrasse near the intersection
where the two streets join. Bergsteiggasse 28 is an unprepossessing building of only 35 apartments
done in 1924. It has no outward characteristics that could be described as fortress-like and is not
provocative, even to the extent of having no toilet ventilation windows on the street sides. Its presence
at that site provided the city little more than a reference point on the main street in an area otherwise
solidly owned by private parties.
A similarly small building with more aggressive intent a few blocks away was Rötzergasse 29-31.
It is a curious building whose curved facade is balanced along a central axis except for a sharply angled
projection on one side that unbalances the building noticeably to allow one set of triangular bays a view
up and down the street. By the time it was started in March 1925 many characteristics that were
attributable to military architecture were already ensconced in the program. Ventilation windows dot
the side facing the street although they are somewhat larger than the later variety. 426 The architect
Alfred Schmid had spent WW I designing military architecture for Lower Austria including Vienna.
Though Rötzergasse was not an important arterial in itself, the exceptionally wide intersection was
home to district police headquarters, courthouse and offices. Placing a housing project near police
stations and other public buildings was a characteristic of the program in about half the districts,
particularly where the areas were not heavily built up. 427 This was similar to the pattern of placing
Gemeindebauten close to army barracks.

The XVII. contained 10,029,413 m2 compared with 8,542,566 for the XVI. and 88,644 people or
4.75% of the population compared with 155,599 or 8.34% for the XVI. in 1923. Nachlass Schlöss.
426
This was the only building done by Alfred Schmid. He had no connection with Heinrich Schmid of
Schmid and Aichinger.
427
A partial list of police stations in March 1993 includes:
II-Tandlmarktg.
X-Zürcher Hof,
XI-Geiselbergstr. (police station in 1924 was on Krauseg. corner of Dorfg. but was moved
sometime to Enkplatz on the corner of Sedlitzg. next to the District offices).
XII, old XIV-Diefenbachg.,
XVIII-Staudg. 80a, Gentzg. 79,
XX-Brigittapl.,
425
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XVII. Rötzergasse 29-31
Farther out in the district close to the Hernals station of the Suburban Line lay a number of
buildings in locations that can be called strategic. Hernalser Hauptstrasse and Heigerleinstrasse met at
the underpass of the railroad to magnify the importance of that traffic node. Wattgasse 88 and 98 lay
next to the carbarns in a pattern repeated elsewhere. 428 The Holyhof next to the Hernals station and
Richthausenstr. 3 facing the railroad embankment have been discussed already in connection with the
Suburban Line.

Such was the case in XI, Fickystr.; XVI, Severhof; XVII, Wattgasse 88 & 98; XVIII, Lindenhof; XVIII,
Mollgasse 3-5 (part of Anastasius Grün Gasse) and unbuilt bldg. on Philippovichg., XXI, Mautner Markhof
G.; XXI, Steigenteschg. It was not the case in XV.
428
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XVII. Holyhof from Hernalser Hauptstrasse
Clustered near this point in addition to the Holyhof were the Türkenritthof on Hernalser
Hauptstrasse, the Wiedenhoferhof on Zeillergasse and Balderichgasse 23-29.
The Türkenritthof has several banks of bays extending over the sidewalk, some triangular some
trapezoidal, in addition to an unusually large number of cellar windows set close together at sidewalk
level. 429 The building was chosen to defend in 1934 rather than the outwardly imposing Holyhof nearby,
named later for Leo Holy who was killed fighting at the Türkenritthof.

XVII. Türkenritthof Hernalser Hauptstrasse 190-192
The Wiedenhoferhof, with 213 apartments more than twice the size of the Türkenritthof, is
unusual for having no small ventilation windows. The central shaft of the project stands free inside the
court close to the entrance which is constricted into two small corridors on either side of the shaft as a

429

Picture 2030 especially, but also 2031 and 2512.
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result. 430 Started in 1924, it was designed by Josef Frank who disliked external show, so one side is
simple in the extreme, similar to work by Adolph Loos and Grete Lihotzky.

XVII. Wiedenhoferhof by Josef Frank
Balderichgasse 23-29 was one of Karl Ehn's earliest contributions. 431 It has large ventilation
windows along Balderichgasse together with one set of bays protruding onto the sidewalk and
overhanging bays along Pretschgogasse looking threatening already in 1923. Cellar windows are not
handled uniformly.

Picture 2028.
It was done in two parts, the first of only 21 apartments in 1922 at a time when the city was trying to
finance projects with bonds. The second part, started in March 1923, could be a more ambitious 141
apartments since the Wohnbausteuer was in place and tax revenues were allocated on an ongoing basis.
430
431
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XVII. Balderichgasse 23-29 by Karl Ehn
The only other building of note in the XVII. District with respect to intersections is Dornbacher Strasse
84a, a blocky building started in 1928 with a central tower raised two stories above the rest. It was
another outpost high in the foothills just above the intersection of Alszeile and Dornbacher Strasse
looking larger than its 24 apartments and isolated like Neustift am Walde 69-71 done two years later. In
addition to the normal cellar and toilet windows it has an unusual number of small attic windows. The
location fits the pattern of smaller buildings placed at important intersections some distance from
heavily populated areas with varying kinds of military features.
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XVII. Dornbacher Strasse 84a
The XVII. District has a number of provocative buildings along Hernalser Hauptstrasse as it
climbs toward Dornbach. These could have been especially effective in preventing movement of a
hostile force between north and south on the side of the Vienna Woods facing the city as well as the
lesser likelihood of forces coming over the hills through Dornbach. Hernalser Hauptstrasse and
Dornbacher Strasse were adequately covered along their lengths by city projects although there are few
military features to be found on a few of the more important ones.

The XVIII. District-Währing

The XVIII. District of Währing mostly lies within the same borders today as in 1924. 432 Only one
building from the time, Neustift am Walde 69-71, now finds itself outside the district. The XVIII. was the
same size as the XVI., that is 8.5 million m2, compared with 10 million for the XVII. but was more like
Hernals in containing only 1800 municipal apartments compared with 4500 for Ottakring. With a
population roughly the same as the XVII. the concentration of people in municipal housing was also
comparable. 433
The main street of the district was Währinger Strasse which climbed gently up to the Suburban
Line at Gersthof. Gentzgasse rivaled Währinger Strasse in importance, having acquired the streetcar line
starting at Aumann Platz as the two streets approached the Gersthof station a block from each other.
Gersthofer Strasse joined the two beyond the railroad and continued past Türkenschanz Park up toward
Pötzleinsdorf. The major intersections thus were concentrated at the Gürtel and at Gersthofer Strasse
along the Suburban Line although the length of Währinger Strasse was important as well.

The Freytag and Berndt map of 1924 shows the border with the XIX. District farther north close to
Krottenbach Strasse so that Scheimpfluggasse next to Dr. Meissner Park lies inside the XVIII. District
rather than the XIX. as it does today.
433
In 1932 16 people per 1000 lived in projects in XVII. compared with 19 per thousand in XVIII. The
XVII. with twice the population had 22.7 per 1000 while the X. had 45.7 and the XXI. (Floridsdorf) had
72.7! These figures changed only slightly by 1934.
432
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There were no municipal projects along the Währinger Gürtel. The closest was Anastasius Grün
Gasse toward the north end of the district a block from the Gürtel begun in July 1928, but what this
building lacked in location it made up for in provocative architecture with a central section cantilevered
beyond the building line with two sets of triangular balconies that extended even farther over the
sidewalk. The angular incongruity of this structure, designed by Franz Wiesmann a subordinate of Josef
Bittner in MA 22, is an example of the insensitivity to surroundings and the aggressiveness of buildings
put up during the period of increasing tension after 1927 when the city could still afford provocative
features. 434 It compensates in dramatic fashion for the omission of Gemeindebauten along the Gürtel
nearby. It is as aggressive a statement as there is in the entire program, one that does violence to the
Stadtbild by brashly defying the example of its neighbors. 435

XVIII. Anastasius Grün-Gasse 8
Only small buildings filling vacant lots dotted neighborhoods approaching the Suburban Line,
and none lay along Währinger Strasse for a considerable distance. One abuts the district administrative
offices on Währinger Strasse at Gentzgasse 45, and two others are a short distance from the police
station. All three, however, are among the least provocative buildings in the program, lacking almost all
quasi-military features except for some basement windows on Schopenhauerstr. 86. Bittner himself
designed the largest of the three at Staudgasse 80a early on and even including some sculptured
decorations, possibly in response to pleas from the association of sculptors largely unemployed after
ornamental elements went out of style. 436 Bittner allowed Hans Pfann to do likewise on
Schopenhauerstr. 86 two years later, but Gentzgasse 45 done in 1926 has only a medallion over the

Actually, most of the building lies along Mollgasse to the north a short distance from the carbarns.
Pictures from Bezirk 18 # 296
436
Staudgasse 80a was started on March 5, 1923.
434
435
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door to go with some broken ledges and lintels on an otherwise flat facade. The Stadtbauamt resisted
other entreaties from the sculptors citing changes in style beyond its control. 437
The scene changes as Währinger Strasse approaches the Suburban Line. Large masonry
balconies, likely needing Weber’s expressed permission, hang at the corner of Währinger Strasse and
Köhlergasse facing down toward Aumann Platz on a building of 35 apartments started in mid-1929. It
was the only building done by Paul Fischel and Heinz Siller.

XVIII. Köhlergasse 1-3 started 1929
Two larger neighbors to the west flank Währinger Strasse between street numbers 169 and 190.
The smaller of the two carries a name although Währingerstrasse 188-190 without a name has 258
apartments and a large courtyard. Part of the Toepler-Hof lies along Paulinengasse making the
intersection relatively unimportant. It has a few small balconies, a massive tower at the corner and rows
of small attic windows. Other features of military interest are located on the inside court facing the
Suburban Line two blocks to the west. The land between the Toepler-Hof and the Suburban Line was
437

Cf. Bd 2705/25 and Franz Musil’s reply (Ohne Zahl/1925) following letter to Seitz of July 16.
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open at the time which meant that the rounded towers, small attic windows and triangular projections
of the inside Hof were directed toward the railroad. 438 The effect anticipated the Paul Speiser-Hof
started two years later in 1929.

XVIII. Toepler-Hof at Währingerstr. 169-171 interior court.
Währinger Strasse 188-190 lies across the street from the Toepler-Hof. 439 This building has slab
balconies surrounded by iron railings with ventilation windows in two sections making the rough
openings almost twice as large as usual. There are few other features of military interest except for
cellar windows and a low wall at the entrance to the otherwise open court. Compared with other
buildings of the time--mid-1926 to mid-1928--the kinesthetic effect is not at all threatening. The place it

Another housing project has gone up on Simony Gasse in the meantime with Weinhauser Gasse
between them.
439
The Toepler-Hof has only 69 apartments. It was named for the couple that donated the land to the
city.
438
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occupies is important, though, because it lies a short block from the intersection of Simony Gasse and
Währinger Strasse at the Suburban line. The land in between was largely open like the Toepler-Hof.

XVIII. Währinger Str. 188-190
The story was different a few blocks away at the Lindenhof and Pfannenstielhof put up on a
large open tract between the Währinger carbarns and the Suburban Line where a bridge carries
Kreuzgasse over the railroad.
The Lindenhof was designed in 1924 by Karl Ehn just before the Bebelhof and not long before he
began working on the Karl Marx-Hof. The project clearly protects the bridge over the Suburban Line
done in a style more aggressive than that of Balderichgasse 23-29 from two years before. Two round
towers protrude from the side along Kreuzgasse beyond several series of cantilevered rooms with side
windows facing up and down the street. A minuscule addition of only two apartments at Paulinengasse
11 was tacked on for unknown reasons late in construction. 440 It is part of the complex though detached
from the rest as a sort of guardhouse and has alarmingly massive buttresses for a one story building
along with cellar windows. One corner buttress splits a rounded tower-like projection facing
Kreuzgasse. 441 Ehn repeated the angled buttresses on the tower of the Bebelhof in 1925 with an
expressionistic twist redolent of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. The effect is similarly menacing. 442 Ehn

Though given a separate line in the catalogue of 1934 (BD 4178/33) the house is assigned no starting
date. The house number was added by hand in the catalogue. It was finished at the very end of the
construction period in March 1926.
441
Pictures 2008, 2009.
442
Picture 3119. It is quite possible that Ehn was designing the two structures simultaneously since the
Bebelhof was started in August, 1925 and Paulinengasse 11 was not finished until March, 1926. It would
have been easy to design a building of two apartments. Ehn got the unqualified support of Bittner for
the pylons at the corners of the Bebelhof in the Zeitschrift f. ös. Ing. & Arch. Verein, Heft 21/22, 1928, p.
184 where he describes the facade as "mächtigste" (most powerful) and the pylons "stattlich" (stately).
440
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proved with the Lindenhof and the Bebelhof that he was the man the Stadtbauamt needed to design the
Karl Marx-Hof, and he received the commission apparently without even a limited competition.

XVIII. Pauinengasse 11, detached part of the Lindenhof

XVIII. Lindenhof Kreuzgasse 78-80 and Paulinengasse 11
The Pfannenstielhof across Kreuzgasse from the Lindenhof was started two months earlier. It is
an imposing structure of 178 apartments which spans Chamissogasse with a high, recessed central
portion flanked by small ventilation windows reaching nearly to street level along with cramped
triangular masonry balconies. Some of the balconies find themselves in gloom tucked near the overhead
beams spanning the street. 443 It, too, protected the bridge over the Suburban Line by sandwiching
Kreuzgasse between itself and the Lindenhof.

443

Picture 2010
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XVIII. Pfannenstielhof Kreuzgasse 87-89 seen from Kreuzgasse
The most vital street of the XVIII. District beyond the Suburban Line was and remains Gersthofer
Strasse. Running parallel to the railroad for a few blocks, it gathers traffic from Kreuzgasse and
Währinger Strasse directing it towards the northwest past Türkenschanz Park where Hasenauerstrasse
joins it. Here at Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 a block from the intersection the city erected a large building
of 286 apartments started in November 1929 and finished in late April 1931 that spans Hockegasse with
four floors of apartments. The rambling complex contains an assortment of balcony styles. On one side
of Hockegasse the balconies have masonry sides above a long rooftop terrace with masonry sides over
the shops along the street. The balcony at the top of a tower-like section at the corner is probably one
of the most obvious military features. It is round in contrast to the others and provides a view down
Gersthofer Strasse in both directions doing nothing for the building architecturally except to give it a
military cast. Small ventilation and cellar windows are in evidence along Gersthofer Strasse adding to
the impression. There are more along Hockegasse where the balconies on the side opposite the
masonry balconies are simple slab affairs with iron railings. The masonry balconies that needed
approval from Weber testify to the importance of the location. The part of Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 at
the curve beyond the junction with Hasenauerstrasse qualified for the treatment.
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XVIII. Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 built over Hockegasse as well
A general assessment of the XVIII. District shows that it followed the pattern of most other
districts in having few buildings placed at built-up locations closer to the center of town even if the
intersections were vital. Closer to the edge of town where land was plentiful the city put up a number of
large projects with military features found elsewhere ranging from covered streets and heavy balconies
to towers of different sorts along with the ubiquitous small windows from attic to street arranged in
various ways that might have made the buildings difficult to capture if armed units defended them. In
the case of Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 the city made an exception to the policy against heavy balconies for
only the half of the building located at the bend in the road heading up toward Pötzleinsdorf where no
more projects stood. That fact made Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 an outpost in this area since no building
was located at the junction of Pötzleinsdorfer Strasse and Khevenhüllerstrasse where one might have
expected a project similar to Dornbacher Strasse 84a or Neustift am Walde 69-71. This omission left
open the road between the Schafberg and the Michaelerberg.

The XIX. District-Döbling

The XIX. District, popularly called Döbling but including Sievering, Grinzing and Heiligenstadt,
was an enormous chunk of real estate that ascended the Kahlenberg and the Leopoldsberg, the most
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dominant land features of Vienna. It was more than twice the size of XVII. and two and a half times
larger than XVI. or XVIII. The border next to the Danube was straightened after 1935 to include a bit
more than the 21 million square meters contained in 1924. The population, at 3% of the city in 1923,
grew to reach a density of 42 people per thousand exceeded only by Meidling and Floridsdorf as the city
constructed 2766 apartments by April 1932. 444 Almost all lay in blocks of various sizes near the Gürtel or
Heiligenstädter Strasse without the complications of settlements. The Karl Marx-Hof with its neighbor
the Svobodahof (62 apartments) lying between Heiligenstädter Strasse and the tracks of the Franz Josefs
Bahn accounted for more than half the units in the district. Heiligenstadt had scarcely outgrown the
bucolic quality that inspired Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony when the impact of public housing became
felt.
The nature of the terrain dictated the manner of building. Here the last of the Alps plunges
precipitously down to the Danube in a glorious farewell. Vienna enjoyed a definite topographical
boundary where the city got squeezed between the mountains and the Danube. Any approach from the
northwest had to pass the narrows and Heiligenstadt or struggle over mountains not yet crossed by the
Höhenstrasse. The Gürtel likewise came to an end at the foot of Heiligenstädter Strasse. The Gürtel
Bridge joining the XIX. and XX. over the railroad and the Danube Canal was only a dream and remained
so as long as the city concentrated on housing at the expense of roads.
There were several intersections of importance in the district. The Döblinger Gürtel around
Liechtenwerder Platz was exceptionally important for its location between the elevated Stadtbahn and
the yards of the Franz Josefs Bahn discussed already in some detail. The duo of the Dittes-Hof and Prof.
Jodl-Hof lie with both the Gürtel and the Stadtbahn between them. The Prof. Jodl-Hof with its jagged
towers dominates the surroundings; with respect to roads rather than railroads it spans Sommergasse
twice, uniting the Döblinger Gürtel and Guneschgasse with an inner court between them. One of the
most expressionistic buildings in the program, its sharp angles provide views in many directions.

XIX. Prof. Jodl-Hof spanning Sommergasse
The figures are skewed somewhat because there was no census between 1923 and 1930 that might
have adjusted the population upward, so the numbers of people per thousand in projects are valid only
for purposes of comparison with other districts.

444
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The Dittes-Hof took up the long, narrow block between the Gürtel and Heiligenstädter Strasse
sandwiched between the two with cantilevered sections, heavy balconies and side windows open to the
length of streets as well as the elevated tracks of the Stadtbahn on the other side. It became one of the
centers of resistance during the uprising along with the Karl Marx-Hof. 445
The Dittes-Hof was supplemented by Glatzgasse 6 and Latschkagasse 3-5 whose addresses on
short side streets concealed their strategic place along the Döblinger Gürtel and Heiligenstädter Strasse.
Discussed already with respect to intersections in the neighboring IX. District, Glatzgasse 6 was
particularly provocative with its tower covering the sidewalk along the Döblinger Gürtel, while
Latschkagasse 3-5 lay near the most important intersection in the northern part of the city where
Nussdorfer Strasse meets both Gürtel and Stadtbahn at the foot of Döblinger Hauptstrasse.
A short block west on Glatzgasse lies the intersection of Döblinger Hauptstrasse and Billroth
Strasse where the two major avenues separate toward the north and northwest. A short distance up
Billroth Strasse, close enough to dominate the intersection with its six stories, lies the Pestalozzi-Hof at
the sharp angle formed by Billroth Strasse and Philippovichgasse. Its tower facing the intersection
would allow machine guns to cover the distance to Döblinger Hauptstrasse. Three series of balconies
visible for a block to Lissbauergasse provide backup. 446

XIX. Pestalozzihof
The large, square Klose-Hof across the street at Philippovichgasse 1 is not as well situated as the
Pestalozzi-Hof to cover Döblinger Hauptstrasse. The design by Josef Hoffmann, who loathed
embellishments, is flat and simple with some deeply set balconies framed by iron railings. Started in
1924, it anticipated the frugal, unadorned style of the 1930's scorned during the previous decade,

Pictures 0819, 0820 from street level on both sides and 1637 from Stadtbahn car.
Picture 0702, 2520, 2921. Picture 2936 looks down toward Billroth Strasse from above the
Pestalozzihof. Balconies are staggered from this side to give much the same impression as from below.
The Klose-Hof is in the background and the part of Währinger Park slated for a project in 1930 is shown
at the right.

445
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perhaps a reason Hoffmann did not get another commission in the meantime until the Depression
stimulated interest in economy. 447

XIX. Klosehof
The design of an unbuilt building larger than either the Pestalozzi-Hof or Klose-Hof similar to
Gersthofer Strasse 75-77 is intriguing for a number of reasons. It was planned in 1927 to span
Philippovichgasse just west of the Pestalozzi-Hof. Construction had not yet started in 1930 when Josef
Bittner wrote that Weber was under pressure from different sides to explain why the building was not
being built. The affair appeared to be urgent, he said. 448 No response from Weber appears in the
records, but he was involved from the start. The design of the building makes clear that the entire space
containing the intersection of Billroth Strasse and Döblinger Hauptstrasse, perhaps extending down to
the Gürtel, would have been protected from the west by a building spanning Philippovichgasse just east
of Gymnasium Strasse. Extensive carbarns lay to the south of Währinger Park to give the socialists
added strength in the area. Most of the land is part of Währinger Park today but was an open, sandy
wasteland at the time. The ground was so poor that that a study on soil conditions finished in October
1928 even questioned the expense of adding the land to the park. 449 The study proposed three
possibilities all of which involved extraordinarily strong foundations and unusual construction methods.
Despite the poor subsoil Bittner and the architects of MA 22 persevered for another year in designing a
structure strong enough to support the heavy section covering Philippovichgasse. Drawings at a scale of
1:200 signed by Bittner give a good idea of what the structure would have looked like. 450

Pictures 0701, 2936. In 1931 Hoffmann designed X. Laxenburgerstr. 94 in a similarly flat and simple
style except that the slab balconies extend from the building rather than being recessed as on the KloseHof. The Klose-Hof was named for one of the February fighters.
448
BD 258/30 of January 30, 1930. Also MA 22 1943/1930 for Bittner's letter to Jaeger.
449
The report of October 10, 1928 is appended to BD 258/30.
450
Ibid. Pictures 3426-3429.
447
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XIX. Unbuilt building on Philippovichgasse
The taller section along Philippovichgasse lay on a more stable part of the property while the
lower end to the south was lighter. Nevertheless the engineers hesitated; Friedl answered Bittner's
query in detail on the options but concluded that the necessary foundation would drive up the cost by
as much as 830 Schillings per apartment, an increase of 5.7% over the average in similar blocks. 451 There
appears no suggestion to make the building lighter or cheaper by completely redesigning it leading an
observer to suspect that considerations of security around the intersection of the Gürtel and Döblinger
Hauptstrasse made the project all or nothing. The unnamed pressures on Weber, then, might have come
from the Schutzbund and not from politicians in the Gemeinderat at a time when Deutsch was preparing
for armed conflict. Money at least seemed to be a secondary consideration that led officials to insist on
an impractical design despite problems with the subsoil. It is possible that they were committed to the
additional expense until the Kredit Anstalt went bankrupt in 1931 beginning the Depression with a run
on the banks. Bittner and Weber then put the project on the shelf. Bittner certainly knew from the start
about the technical problems, but he signed the drawings and took responsibility through the fifth phase
of design. 452

The sum of 850 Schillings or about 5.8% of the average cost of 2100 apartments listed by Heinrich
Schlöss in a report of 9 May, 1933 on the costs of streets, sewers and water lines associated with new
housing. His examples include, among others, the Goethehof, Jean Jaures-Hof and Somogyihof. The
average cost of apartments in six such blocks was 14,500 Schillings. Copy of document entitled
Aufschliesungskosten, 9. Mai, 1933 from Nachlass Schlöss.
452
The project had encountered minor opposition in December 1927 when Hans Fischl, head of the
neighboring Hochschule für Welthandel, expressed reservations about the disturbances connected with
construction. but he did not appear to oppose the project in principle. Fischl had made a name for
himself in Social Democratic circles by defying a gag order issued by the Minister of Education during a
controversy over the schools. The Stadtbauamt responded in conciliatory terms saying that his wishes
would be respected. Correspondence discussed in BD 53/28.
451
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Another notable intersection that contained a municipal housing project was far up on the edge
of the XVIII. District at the time, since become part of XIX. The building at Neustift am
Walde/Rathstrasse has been discussed already in connection with reservoirs. The location is similar to
the building at Dornbacher Strasse and Als Zeile in being separated by a great distance from other public
housing at an important intersection on the edge of town. There are also similarities to outposts along
railroads. The date of construction coincided with the Josef Rautmann-Hof in Hadersdorf-Weidlingau. 453
The structure is flat and simple with the exception of some corner balconies protected by iron railings on
a section set back from Neustift am Walde. The resulting interior angle provides two sets of windows of
various sorts with a view down the street toward town, but most of the windows face the intersection.
Of course, no discussion of the XIX. District would be complete without at least mentioning the
Karl Marx-Hof. It was the most prominent edifice in the entire program, so large and strategically
located that it exerted an immense force on the planning and execution of the revolt as well as popular
imagination ever since. We have dealt already with the bulk that loomed over the entire neighborhood
in connection with bridges and railroads, but regarding intersections it concedes prominence of place to
its neighbor the Svobodahof.
The Svobodahof, named later for a fighter who fell at the Karl Marx-Hof, was designed in a far
different style by the same Karl Ehn who did the Karl Marx-Hof. It was analogous to Schlachthausgasse 6
with its relation to the nearby Hanuschhof, forming a demilune or outer defensive work detached from
the fort in support of the main walls but in the end expendable in service of the whole. The French
engineer Vauban famously used the device on many of his fortresses. It has been treated already in
connection with railroads because the small windows ideal for machineguns cover the underpasses
beneath the three railroads crossing over Gunoldstrasse as that street approaches Heiligenstädter
Strasse. At that intersection the powerful little project with its 62 apartments located some distance
from the farthest corner of the Karl Marx-Hof provides flanking views and possible firing ports along the
front, side and rear of its sprawling neighbor while keeping the vital intersection of Gunoldstrasse and
Heiligenstädter Strasse directly in its sights. The project did not occupy the entire square block at the
junction but was contiguous with its privately-owned neighbors, in effect wrapping around any obstacle
that might prevent it from covering the intersection. It was most likely connected with the Karl MarxHof underneath the narrow street between them, for sewers in the larger building were prepared and
used to evacuate scores of people, but at street level it was vulnerable, eventually cut off by an armored
car during the revolt. In any case, the Karl Marx-Hof and the Svobodahof formed a unit for strategic
planning.
To summarize, the XIX. District was exceptionally important for controlling access to Vienna
from the northwest. Relief came from this direction during the Turkish siege of 1683. The Karl MarxHof dominated the length of Heiligenstädter Strasse for a full kilometer and the routes along the Danube
beyond. The western side of the district contained a few buildings of note along important streets like
Döblinger Hauptstrasse and Billroth Strasse as well as the site of one that was not constructed but
suggested the intentions of Weber and the Stadtbauamt. The edge of town in the hills at the far end of
453

Dornbacher Strasse 84a and Scheydgasse 3-15 were both started in the second half of 1928.
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the district held an outpost at Neustift am Walde. The district is one of the best examples of the
circumstantial evidence that points to a deliberate attempt by the Social Democrats and the Schutzbund
to fortify the city in defense of the Republic.

The XX. District-Brigittenau

The XX. District contained just two older villages, Brigittenau and Zwischenbrücken, which
together totaled 5,780,000 m2, rather a medium sized district. 454 Its triangular shape was neatly
outlined on two sides by the Danube River and the Danube Canal unlike its neighbor the II. District which
reached beyond the Danube to include some ground on the left bank. The Goethe-Hof, for example,
was in the II. District but the Paul Speiser-Hof (FAC-Hof) on the same side of the river was in XXI.
Brigittenau was in some ways an extension of ancient Leopoldstadt, the heart of the II. District. Even the
name suggests an open space (an "Au" in German) that could relieve the congestion of the decrepit old
town. Though the district was situated on a low-lying floodplain, development had taken place rapidly
in the nineteenth century following successful efforts between 1869 and 1875 to tame the river. Floods
were largely a thing of the past although every year the Flood Commission updated a thick packet of
contingency plans filed with the Stadtbauamt. 455
The XX. District offered a good deal of land to alleviate the housing shortage in the area.
Leopoldstadt was more congested than ever after World War I when an influx of poor Jewish
immigrants gravitated to the traditionally Jewish district. There was more land available southeast of
the Prater, but existing streets and a projected bridge midway between the Reichs Brücke and the
Floridsdorfer Brücke encouraged planners to favor the XX. District over the southern reaches of the II.
District. 456 It was also easy to connect new housing to existing utilities.380 Furthermore, Brigittenau lay in
the likely path of development between the center of town and Floridsdorf, which was more developed
than Donaustadt on the left bank of the Danube at the far end of the II. District. The proximity of two
socialist strongholds in Leopoldstadt and Floridsdorf gave a proletarian identity to the entire side of
town where public housing would fit in to shield workers from bourgeois values. The district was heavily
populated already with one of the largest concentrations of people outside the Gürtel at nearly 100,000
or 5.2 % of the population living on 1% of the surface. Nevertheless, some large tracts along the Danube
and on the northern edge remained untouched. Eventually Brigittenau received more than 4800
apartment units exclusively in blocks exceeded by only four districts, the smallest being more than twice

This figure, unlike the others, is taken from the Österreich Lexikon. In the more exact list found in
the papers of Heinrich Schlöss used throughout this work the XX. District is lumped together with II. for a
total of 31,015,262 m2 making the combination second to the XXI. This last was, however, three times
larger than the other two put together at that time since XXII. did not yet exist.
455
The left bank of the river was graded into a flood plain, that would have allowed the river to become
more than twice as wide as normal before it lapped at the base of levees known as Hubertusdamm and
Kaisermühlendamm.
456
This figure excludes the Goethe-Hof and Schüttauhof on the left bank which were in the II. District at
the time and totaled more than 1000 apartments. The numbers at the time were: XX.-4811 apartments,
II.-3417 apartments. Excluding the above mentioned projects, the II. contained 2378 apartments.
380
Cf. Aufschliessungskosten recorded as of 9 May, 1933 in Nachlass Heinrich Schlöss. Costs for streets,
water mains and sewers were the lowest in a sampling of six districts. They were so low for water and
sewer lines that they were listed as adding no cost to the building whatsoever!
454
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its size. 457 The city might have created more parks in the area, but the large Augarten nearby
encouraged it to fill the available land with housing.
Just as no treatment of the XIX. District would be complete without touching the Karl Marx-Hof,
no discussion of the XX. would be adequate without Engelsplatz that was located at the Floridsdorf
Bridge and overwhelmed everything in the area with 1467 apartments. It has been considered already
with regard to that bridge and the nearby Nordwestbahn railroad bridge. Three major streets meet in a
triangle at Friedrich Engels Platz in front of the project. Adalbert Stifter Strasse, Marchfeld Strasse and
Forsthaus Gasse combine to feed traffic in one stream across the Floridsdorf Bridge. The intersection is
the most vital junction in all of northern Vienna.
Brigittenauer Lände 138-142 along the Danube Canal deserves mention as well. Small at 61
apartments and late in the program (1931) it lay at the junction of Adalbert Stifter Strasse and
Brigittenauer Lände that became the massive interchange of the Gürtel Brücke later on.

XX. Engelsplatz from the Floridsdorf Bridge
Farther south, the complex intersection of Pasetti Strasse and Winarsky Strasse would have to
include Hellweg Strasse, Ley Strasse and Vorgarten Strasse to be complete. This area was dominated by
the Winarsky/Otto Haas Hof combination as well as the Gerlhof, both discussed already with respect to
the Nordbahn Bridge and the Paul Speiser-Hof across the river in Floridsdorf. That assortment of
projects, totaling 1209 apartments with a public school as possible supplement, covered the entire area
including embankments and underpasses as well as streets.
Several other projects in this part of town exhibit marked military characteristics. They include
the Plotzekhof with its bays, the Janecekhof projecting onto the sidewalk with setback corners and small
windows covering the length of the street, the Grossmannhof with an assortment of bays, round towers
and small attic windows, and the Pokornyhof with projecting rooms and side windows together with a
row of tiny attic windows. Not an exhaustive list, they rate mention for the long streets they cover
457

That was the XII. District with 7.8 million square meters and 7649 apartments.
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though not for standing at notable intersections. The kinesthetic response of feeling threatened
imagining armed men in the apertures becomes evident, needing no more evidence than the
impressions made by the buildings themselves.

XX. Plotzekhof

XX. Janecekhof

XX. Grossmannhof

XX. Pokornyhof

The XX. District was heavily socialist with large numbers of sympathizers concentrated in public
housing. It did not have many important intersections, but the ones it had were more than adequately
covered from a military point of view. In addition, the long, straight streets of the district were home to
provocative projects big and small with a wide variety of features that can be described as tactically
useful in a fight.

The XXI. District—Floridsdorf

Floridsdorf was a solidly Social Democratic district, made moreso by selecting socialist
supporters to inhabit the large number of apartments put up during the interwar years. The Karl SeitzHof was by far the largest at 1173 apartments and imposed itself prominently on the northern part of
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XXI. with a few smaller nearby projects. It has been mentioned already in connection with the
Nordwestbahn bridge, the rail line through Floridsdorf and the yards. Likewise, the Paul Speiser-Hof and
Franklin Strasse 20 at the Nordbahn Bridge and Floridsdorf railway station have been considered at
some length.
There remain some other observations and a few other locations to mention. The vital
intersection of Prager Strasse and Brünner Strasse at Am Spitz, “The Point”--the name itself indicates the
importance of the site--is the place where Floridsdorfer Hauptstrasse splits in directing traffic toward
those distant cities. A triangle is created in the process, almost equilateral, but there is no housing
project at that spot. Rather the District administrative headquarters forms the point at Am Spitz while
the courthouse and police headquarters are located close by as well. In other parts of the city there is a
project nearby but not here. Perhaps one was not needed since the area is about equidistant from the
Karl Seitz-Hof and the Paul Speiser-Hof which together were more than adequate as bases for the
Schutzbund. Anyway, a short distance away lies the Schlingerhof.
The Schlingerhof at the large outdoor Floridsdorf market exerted such a strong influence on the
political/military affairs of the district that it became a center of fighting more severe than the Karl SeitzHof, accounting for casualties and absorbing a number of rounds from artillery. The Schlingerhof
together with the Karl Seitz-Hof and the Paul Speiser-Hof (F.A.C) together formed a larger triangle of
their own with Am Spitz about equidistant from all of the three. With one side running along Brünner
Strasse there was no intersection of note, but the strategic location in Floridsdorf was undeniable.

XXI. Schlingerhof
The importance of the Schlingerhof was accentuated by a late addition to the program in 1931
designed by the reliable firm of Schmid and Aichinger. Werndlgasse 11-15 was a giant by itself with 749
apartments to 478 for the Schlingerhof placed at the entrance to the locomotive and freight car works
of the railroad. The site was otherwise unimportant with regards to streets. All in all, the combination
of four massive Gemeindebauten and the railroad gave the socialists an unshakable hold on Floridsdorf.
With so much power concentrated at various bridgeheads and intersections close to the
Danube, the rest of the intersections in the district seem anticlimactic despite appearances. The Karl
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Seitz Hof, called Gartenstadt (Garden City) at the time it was built, meant as a model the city chose not
to imitate elsewhere except perhaps the George Washington Hof, did not play much of a role in 1934
despite its immense size. It was not near major intersections and close enough to Engels Platz and the
Schlingerhof to be overshadowed by those bases. Even the small outposts on Brünner Strasse turned
out to be more vital to the Schutzbund. Such a crossroads was the junction of Brünner Strasse and
Siemens Strasse beyond the “Spitz” north of the Schlingerhof where early in the program between 1922
and 1925 the city put up a cluster of buildings at Edergasse, Berzeliusgasse, Justgasse, Mitterhofgasse
and Carrogasse totaling 551 apartments which handled the area adequately without a large block for
additional support. The five saw fierce fighting in 1934 when the Schutzbund erected barricades, leading
government forces to concentrate on the group before it turned against the Schlingerhof. Whether or
not Weber and the paramilitary group saw them as useful when they went up, they were placed
together at a junction near the edge of town to serve well a decade later.
Other Gemeindebauten clustered around Kinzer Platz farther south were almost an
afterthought despite significant military characteristics. Such was the Bielerhof on Kinzer Platz whose
residents long referred to it as the Red Fort for the color of its brick. 458 Fultonstrasse 5-11 is notable for
the small portal slits directly opposite the entrance to the courtyard of the Bielerhof.

XXI. Bieler-Hof at Kinzer Platz 10-11

XXII. District-Donaustadt

The XXII. District was largely open fields during the First Republic. With few government
installations of note, it was suited more for settlements than blocks. Consequently, 8 of the 13 housing
projects were settlements, most of which rate little attention in a study like this. Two of the five blocks
that stood with the settlements have been mentioned regarding the Karls Kaserne. Steigenteschgasse
6-12 and Meissnergasse 4-6 along Wagramer Strasse with 456 apartments between them shadowed the
army base. The nearby Siedlung Freihof Kagran with its 1014 rowhouses spread out in settlement

458

Cf. www. Stadt Wien Wiener Wohnen Bielerhof, accessed June 16, 2018.
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fashion behind an entrance narrowed by a tower of sorts was more militaristic than other settlements in
the neighborhood, similar to several others in the city with their late block-like additions. 459

XXII. Entrance to Siedlung Freihof Kagran
A confluence of three major streets in Neu Kagran near the center of the district lay at a
strategic location. They were Erzherzog Karl Strasse, Siebenbürgen Strasse and Donaustadt Strasse
which became the trace of the later Autobahn that crossed the Danube on the Prater Bridge. On the
large triangular piece of ground the city erected a project of 214 apartments. Unprepossessing as
housing, it was formidable in comparison with the one-story settlements that lay in the neighborhood.
The only other blocks in the district lay next to each other some distance away on Wagramer Strasse at
Steigenteschgasse and Meissnergasse, discussed with reference to the Karls Kaserne and significant for
shadowing that army base, but not located at an intersection.

459

Pictures Bezirk 22 # 365.
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XXII. Erzherzog Karl Strasse 65-79
An old town that finally found itself inside the city limits was Aspern, famous as the site of an
Austrian victory over Napoleon. Heroes Square is at the apex of the three most important streets in the
area, Langobardenstrasse, Erzherzog Karl Strasse and Aspern Strasse. Late in the program it received a
small block of 24 apartments--quickly enlarged from the 16 originally planned--designed by Adolph
Stöckl, an architect in the Stadtbauamt who had several Gemeindebauten to his credit including the
Bielerhof in the neighboring XXI. District. 460 It would seem to pay tribute to the location for historical
reasons except for having military features similar to other Gemeindebauten from the early 1930’s.
Together with the usual complement of attic, cellar and toilet windows, the façade is projected in such a
way that some apartments command a view down the length of Langobardenstrasse. Even at a long
distance from the center of political activity Weber and the Stadtbauamt were still interested in useful
military features. An observer may note an analogy with other isolated buildings mentioned already:
Aspern Heldenplatz invites comparison with Hadersdorf-Weidlingau, Neustift am Walde, and
Strebersdorf as a sentinel for the Schutzbund. Across the river from the XXII. District at the Stadlau
Bridge the two relatively modest buildings in the II. District mentioned earlier are similarly isolated from
other Gemeindebauten.

Josef Bittner of MA 22 ordered the change. Cf. BD 1583/32 and BD 1771/32. The first entry is marked
“urgent” (dringend), sounding much like Weber’s demand at the same time that a project be built
quickly near the Stifts Kaserne.
460
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XXII. Aspern Heldenplatz
The far flung XXII. District with large open spaces encouraged the development of low-density
settlements. Private and city-employed architects expressed their interest in garden homes early in the
program before Weber and the Stadtbauamt chose the option of blocks. Adolph Loos became involved
in the Hirschstetten section while city architects Karl Schartelmüller, Franz Schacherl and Franz Schuster
contributed their talents. The few housing blocks in the District were placed at strategic sites, at the
Karls Kaserne along Wagramer Strasse together with the outpost at the junction of three streets in
Aspern. An assessment of this district concludes that it was of a piece with the rest of the program,
evolving from garden settlements to blocks with political considerations playing a role along the way.

Overall Assessment of Housing Projects and Intersections

Many major intersections in Vienna make the location and design of housing projects in their
vicinity notable, for every district except the First contained Gemeindebauten strategically placed at
intersections. The political opposition might have catalogued many examples had they given attention
and time to observations floating around everywhere. Mockery by Weber at the charge that they were
fortresses served to highlight the accusations in some detail--he himself listed bridges, railroads and
streets--but blunted their effect by appealing to strong political sentiment among the workers despite
widespread suspicion even in their own ranks that the projects were becoming fortresses. Streets joined
railroads and bridges to form a comprehensive network of defenses.
The problem in 1934 involved translating defensive strength into the mobility needed to take
control of the city. The socialists never fanned out across the city, utilizing the many convenient
locations at intersections populated by sympathizers to advance into neighborhoods surrounding them.
Hesitant leaders like Julius Deutsch allowed them to remain in their safe quarters rather than risk closing
with the enemy in the streets and parks, effectively allowing the projects to seduce them into passivity
and abandoning the initiative to the government which despite low numbers of soldiers and police
maneuvered to isolate major areas of rebellion. The use of artillery was an exclamation point. The
vulnerability of attackers to fire from the projects was clear, but the strength of the projects did not
translate into control of the city without going on the offensive with aggressive tactical maneuvering.
Government forces were well trained and courageous enough to attack despite extreme danger.
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Fifteen principal locations around Vienna where fighting took place.
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Conclusion
We have come full circle dealing with the strategic and military features of the housing program
in Vienna between 1919 and 1934. The vast arc of buildings, more than 375 in all, from the Stadlau
Bridge in the II. District around to Aspern in the XXII. District demonstrates a consistent pattern of
buildings protecting or threatening bridges, railroads, military installations, water resources and traffic
nodes. These are evident in studying a map of Vienna and its environs.
Isolated in conservative Austria, the Social Democrats felt threatened from the beginning of the
Republic by monarchists and fascists who, they were convinced, posed a mortal danger to the Republic
despite democrats among their opponents. They were prepared to use force to save it, doing so as early
as 1919 against monarchists threatening Austria from Hungary. Immediately thereafter militants called
Ordner led by Anton Weber with the approval of Julius Deutsch, the interim Minister of Defense, sought
to organize the workers into some kind of militia. They had no confidence that the conservative federal
government was committed to protecting the republican constitution against nascent right-wing groups
like the Heimwehr. After Weber had begun to focus on housing Deutsch organized the Schutzbund in
1923 along with Theodor Körner to counter the discipline and training of their opponents. The avowedly
defensive paramilitary group had an ambivalent attitude toward violence from the start represented by
Deutsch and Körner. Otto Bauer and other party leaders in the Linz Program of 1926 envisioned taking
power through the ballot box but did not rule out violence. The Schutzbund then was fully prepared to
follow only a scenario in which a democratically elected government became the target of an attempted
coup. The abortive Pfrimer putsch in 1931 confirmed their suspicions that the Heimwehr were the most
likely “putschists.”
Deutsch and Körner had sharply diverging views regarding methods. Körner counseled peaceful
means but Deutsch and Alexander Eifler, his second-in-command, were more confrontational. They
were able to freeze out Körner through much of the period despite his greater military experience as a
colonel in WW I and the rank of general he received upon retirement even though he was popular as a
prominent Social Democrat.
The socialist movement then got away from the Party. One result was the spontaneous uprising
of 1927 that left 85 dead and hundreds wounded at the hands of the federal police. The Schutzbund
failed to respond with violence on behalf of the workers leading to a crisis of confidence in the
organization among party leaders. Körner observed, with the example of the Russian Revolution
hovering over developments, that the occasion was the moment when the revolutionary elan of the
workers might have been harnessed to accomplish a political goal beyond defending the constitution.
His own ambiguity led Ilona Duczynska to call him a democratic Bolshevik. The Party then decided to
give the Schutzbund a thorough military structure with many weapons left over from WW I distributed
among the units. By agreement on Left and Right, thousands were kept secret from the Allies
halfheartedly interested in confiscating them under the peace treaty, but actual numbers and locations
in Austria were so secret that even leaders were kept in the dark. Körner for one was very critical and
repeatedly demanded more control over the “technical aspects” of the Schutzbund.
After the riots, the city on its own created the Gemeindewache or Community Watch, a local
police force independent of the Federal Police. It succeeded only in complicating the situation in Vienna
by adding another armed group for a total of six: Gemeindewache, Army, Federal Police, rural
Gendarmerie on the outskirts, Schutzbund and Heimwehr.
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Just before the Schutzbund appeared the city began recognizing political tensions by building
public housing projects with militaristic features located at conspicuously strategic places. The role of
Anton Weber at this time was not yet clear. The City Building Office dispensed with the zoning
regulations that had restricted building to carefully drawn lines (Baulinien) dramatizing socialist power
by altering the revered Stadtbild or urban landscape with the aggressive architecture described
throughout this study. The metaphor of political power exemplified by the buildings over time became
the reality of fortresses. The announcement of a program to build 23,000 apartments in 1923 was
simultaneous with the foundation of the Schutzbund though no evidence exists of any link between
them.
Anton Weber in the meantime withdrew from leadership in the Party when the loose-knit
Ordner were superseded by the Schutzbund. He became instead head of Administrative Group IV in the
City Council charged with housing and thereafter concentrated on the building program. In 1927 the
city government rationalized the administration of housing which was split between two departments
by consolidating responsibilities in his department alone, now called simply Housing or
Wohnungswesen. Thereafter he controlled everything from buying land to supervising rented
apartments. The largest additions to the housing program followed as the number of apartments grew
to 64,000 in 1934. At the dedication of Engelsplatz in 1932 with its 1467 apartments, the triumphant
Arbeiter-Zeitung contrasted military exercises of the Heimwehr with the static immensity of the project
at the Floridsdorf bridge. Weber was aware of tensions between the Party and the Schutzbund although
documentary evidence of his precise standing in either is lacking other than inclusion on lists to be
contacted in case of an emergency.
The City Building Office or Stadtbauamt executed the details of planning and building. It found
architects and technical personnel among city officials as well as in the ranks of private professionals
until the number of architects alone approached 200. A host of engineers and skilled personnel
acquired materials and hired large numbers of workers to keep the ambitious program on schedule.
Josef Bittner of the Architecture Department (MA 22) was the chief liaison between the Stadtbauamt
and other city department as well as private parties. Weber took care of politics in the City Council
alongside Hugo Breitner the financial expert who devised a special housing tax.
The political opposition of Christian Socials and German Nationals in the City Council raised
vociferous objections time and again to many aspects of the program including the military features of
buildings. It lacked the votes to change anything, though, and the socialists were open enough in
publicizing the finished designs to blunt criticism that the process was opaque or conspiratorial.
Guidelines directed the selection of renters, but it turned out that almost all residents in the end had
Social Democratic sympathies.
All was not going well with the Schutzbund, however. Julius Deutsch felt compelled in 1928 to
choose between the gradualist approach of Theodor Körner and the aggressive style of Alexander Eifler.
When Deutsch sided with Eifler they began to emphasize public demonstrations, marching, and
weekend military training in contrast to Körner’s tactic of waiting for workers’ fury to coalesce into a
spontaneous movement similar to 1927. He had no confidence that an armed revolt would succeed and
favored guerilla tactics if it came to a fight.
Otto Bauer and party leaders became unhappy with the Schutzbund by 1930 and asked to
Körner to take command. After he toured the districts, his demands for control of everything from the
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Schutzbund periodical to weapons proved unacceptable, scuttling the negotiations and leaving the party
stuck with Deutsch and Eifler. The Schutzbund in the meantime came to rely almost instinctively on the
vast array of Gemeindebauten as defensive strongholds and bases for offensive operations with the
weapons probably hidden in them.
Eifler came up with a military plan of sorts rightfully scorned by Körner. It was essentially
defensive, resting on two concentric rings of fortified avenues while paying lip service to offensive action
necessary to unify the scattered centers of revolt. Confusion at the top completed the seductive appeal
of a defensive stance anchored in the projects with an offensive component that extended only to
occupying he utilities when the time for action came in 1934. The uneasy agreement within the party
that violence should not be used except to oppose a fascist coup did not apply without qualification;
Dollfuss refused to reconvene the parliament suspended on a technicality. His outwardly gradual
approach to authoritarian government was obvious enough to prompt young members to drag the party
into armed rebellion when ongoing searches for weapons across Austria threatened to disarm the
Schutzbund. Major projects like the Reumannhof, Karl-Marx-Hof, FAC (later Paul-Speiser-Hof),
Sandleiten, Schlingerhof and Goethehof became bases. A certain equality of armed force existed at the
start with superior numbers of irregular Schutzbund militia facing a nuch smaller number of better
trained troops, police and Heimwehr with enough rifles, machine guns and ammunition on both sides,
but the government had a few field artillery pieces used to great psychological effect although actual
destruction was minimal. Dilatory party leaders gave the government 12 hours to mobilize and seal off
the Inner City, wisely ignoring the utilities in the process. The Schutzbund forfeited the initiative when it
stayed confined to the apartments waiting for directions, neither expanding its control nor uniting the
projects. Defeat in detail followed as the isolated fortresses fell one by one with a few heroic fighters
holding out for nearly a week. With Alexander Eifler in custody already Julius Deutsch fled to
Czechoslovakia. The people of Vienna became bystanders as Körner had feared.
From 1923 onward public housing projects evolved at the same time the socialists were making
the Schutzbund a party army. The parallel development was clear, notably to Weber who had been
involved in organizing Social Democratic security forces and after 1927 had the entire housing program
under his control. It should not be surprising that the buildings were eventually used as fortresses, for
they complemented in military terms the political position of Social Democratic politicians and their
military leaders. Nor should it be surprising that the projects provoked an aggressive response, for the
roots of war lie in fear, as Thucydides pointed out. The revolt failed when the army, federal police and
Heimwehr united against the Schutzbund holed up in the projects. Both the Schutzbund under Deutsch,
and the Stadtbauamt directed by Weber failed in 1934, the one with poor military planning and worse
execution, the other by offering spurious hope that the goal of protecting the republic could be met by
using the housing projects as bases.
The aim of this study has been to argue that the unique type of public housing in Red Vienna
between the wars explored by others should be widened to include the buildings as potential, then as
actual fortresses. The designs were calculated attempts to intimidate the opposition with Social
Democratic power, at first metaphorical, then physical. They reassured the Social Democrats and their
sympathizers that they could preserve the Republic with a show of force. The Schutzbund failed to
protect the workers in 1927, reorganized, turned to the projects and failed again in 1934. The buildings
themselves to this day are enough circumstantial evidence to show socialist intentions. Physical
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features and strategic locations along with the kinesthetic responses of observers suffice as dramatic
evidence of their part in the Viennese cityscape.
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